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“Always chew your wine like a food,
smell it like you would a lover, &
taste it when it’s gone.”
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is the record of some of the world’s best and most historic wine 
events ever held, as captured by the one and only John Kapon.

“His tasting ability is remarkable for such a young man.”
- Jean-Guillaume Prats

“...a master at describing wines and vintages, wherever he is, whatever it takes.” 
- Martine Saunier

“There have never been more entertaining and insightful notes on wines 
written than those by John Kapon.” - Vincent Cheung

“...comments that really SING AND INSPIRE.” - Sid Cross

“No one had ever described Chateau Margaux to me in that way.”
- Corrine Mentzelopoulos

“...unique in the wine-writing world.” - Dr. Bipin Desai

“An amazing man.” - Veronique Drouhin

“...the Bill Maher of the wine world.” - Dr. Wilfred Jaeger

$75.00 Please visit us at: http://finewinebook.com/
to purchase your copy today.

JOHN KAPON

ACKER MERRALL & CONDIT CO., 160 WEST 72ND STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10023 • PHONE: 212-787-1700 • WWW.ACKERWINES.COM

“An orgasmic symphony of beef, blood, 
iron, spine,  musk, oil, leather, and citrus”
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FEATURES INCLUDE:
. ABSENTEE BIDDING FOR LIVE AUCTIONS
. REAL TIME BIDDING FOR INTERNET AUCTIONS
. THE ABILITY TO FOLLOW YOUR FAVORITE PRODUCERS
. "WATCH" YOUR FAVORITE LOTS

HTTP://ACKERWINES.CO/ACKER_APP/

ANDROIDIOS

   Bid At Every Acker Auction Right from 
Your Smartphone or Tablet

DOWNLOAD THE "ACKER AUCTIONS" APP FREE FROM YOUR APP STORE TODAY!
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July 17th, 2015

Dear Client,

Summer always flies by so fast.  There is never enough of it to 
go around!  Hopefully, there were many great times for each and 
every one of you this summer.  Something tells me that most of 
them involved wine.  At least they did for me lol.  What do they 
call that, projecting?  The least we could do is make sure we had 
an incredible assortment ready to go, ready to provide so many 
more great times, ready to replace all those empties left behind 
since we’ve been gone.  But we’re back, back for a sale only fitting 
for the clear market leader to kick things off this September.  It’s 
September 10th and 12th by the way, a night/day doubleheader at 
Riverpark and Marea.  Game on!

We finished the first half of 2015 as the largest wine auction firm in the world, nearly 50% 
larger than any other wine auction house in the world, the #1 firm in both the US and Hong 
Kong.  And this September in NYC, we will auction almost 1500 lots and an estimated $5 million 
of the best of the best.  It’s a wow sale, for sure.   The world’s finest collectors continue to choose 
Acker Merrall.  

You’ll see an amazing number of wines that would make any list of “one of the greatest ever made 
by……..” Legends mature and recent are here in serious quantity.  For example Lot 10 is a very rare 
twelve bottle case of 2005 Liger-Belair La Romanee…...and that is only Lot 10!  One of the many 
highlights from Day Two is an unprecedented vertical of Coche-Dury Corton Charlemagne from 1990-
2009. 20 vintages!!!  Let me check myself before I can’t stop and highlight a few collections while I’m 
at it.  
 
Room doesn’t allow for all of these in detail, yet we’ll try to give you some snapshots; the videos are 
inside the catalog.  Lots 29-68 holds a superb Burgundy collection, full of cases of the newest releases 
of Roumier, Mugnier and Mugneret-Gibourg’s top wines, and that is far from all inside.  Immediately 
after is the collection held in Lots 69-107, another cutting-edge consignment of great new releases, 
this time from an award-winning restaurant. Twelve Rousseau lots are followed by over two dozen 
more from Liger-Belair, DRC, Dujac, Roumier and Coche-Dury.  Burgundy is the new king of the wine 
market, and this sale is Exhibit A.  

What follows these two collections are two more outstanding consignments, the first also being from 
an award-winning restaurant.  A few of the many highlights are magnums of 1985 DRC Richebourg, 
bottles of 1985 and 1990 Romanee Conti, 1993 Dujac, 1996 Coche-Dury and an unprecedented 
collection of magnums of every vintage of Beaucastel Hommage a Jacques Perrin ever made. You’ll 
find these rarities inside Lots 108-141 and Lots 142-162.

Next are four wonderful collections that begin with Lot 195 and end only when Lot 387 has ended, 
consignments that come to us from four experienced collectors that we know very well.  Remember 
that phrase at the beginning, “one of the greatest ever made by……”? These four collections reinforce 
that phrase. Amidst these almost two hundred lots are large formats of Petrus and Ramonet, mature 
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cases of DRC, legendary vintages of Rousseau, Roumier, Leroy and La Romanee, rare mature Giacosa, 
Giacomo Conterno and Soldera in quantity, brilliant JJ Prum, and superb Bordeaux from the 1960s, 
1980s and 1990s.  

It is with Bordeaux that we finish the first of these two days, although Burgundy, Rhone, Italy and 
California all make strong showings again.  Inside Lots 420-555 is one of the most diverse and classic 
collections of this sale, all perfectly stored, too, of course. The Bordeaux lots are equaled by this man’s 
love of the rest of the world, love for things like Chave, Pegau, Chapoutier and Masseto, with the top 
names of California offered to balance out that European geography.  

So what we do we do for an encore on Day Two? Lots 627-670 are a beautifully stored collection of 
top vintages of Bordeaux in OWC, matched by a roster of great California reds. There’s almost thirty 
years of collecting experience inside this consignment.  Soon after is one of the strongest Burgundy 
collections of these two days within Lots 749-812, with a lot of love for the best of the best from 
Champagne and Italy thrown in.  You could blindfold yourself, choose any lot randomly from this 
collection, and be very happy with what luck has brought you and your cellar.

Before I introduce the largest Featured Collection of these two days, I want to circle back to that 
unequaled, unmatched - do you get the feeling I am ever so slightly excited about this one - and 
exceptional vertical of 1990-2009 Coche-Dury Corton Charlemagne, Lot 985.  I know this collector 
very well, he has been incredibly generous in offering great white Burgundies and many bottles of 
Coche-Dury in many places and settings, and every bottle has been superb. He’s a great guy, too. 
 
So here we are. Enfin, as the French say, or what the hell took so long, as we New Yorkers might. 
The Featured Collection of this entire sale is Lots 990-1097, from one of America’s greatest 
collectors.  This is a cellar I know well, having drunk from it repeatedly over the last decade, including 
a magical evening this summer of almost a dozen aged beauties!  These wines have either been kept 
in professional storage or his ideal, underground stone cellar with both temperature and humidity 
control, highly secured, of course.  Over 100 lots of perfectly mature wine cover his three favorite 
regions admirably with an emphasis on Burgundy.  Bordeaux quickly and deftly sets the stage with 
1953  Cheval Blanc and Lafite, and four vintages of Petrus follow. 1985 Rousseau Chambertin tees up 
over a dozen, spectacular Rousseau lots.  A case of 1999 Dujac Clos de la Roche and a case of 1993 
Roumier Bonnes Mares are here, too, as are over two cases of Coche-Dury!!!  And more than five cases 
of Leflaive, which begins with the legendary 1990 Chevalier Montrachet. You’ll also see famous, and I 
do mean famous, vintages of Ramonet and Raveneau. Next the Dom, Krug, Cristal, Salon and Bollinger 
flows and using that earlier cited blindfold test, any lot you’d land on would be superb. True for this 
entire collection, which is as good as it gets. We are honored to offer it to all of you.
  
We go old before we go home, and Lots 1098-1208 offer an amazing array of mature wines for those 
that like their wines with a little wisdom.  Of particular note are some old Unicos and Italians featuring 
a stellar selection of Rinaldi and Conterno.  And it is solely because I am running out of room on these 
pages that I will be brief and say dig into 1209-1261 and 1262-1330.  Yes, this catalog is long but 
these are three great collections and sometimes, as has been said, to those who wait, comes……I 
promise that you that inside these three collections you will, once again, continue to see far, far more 
of “one of the greatest ever made.” 

Don’t miss September 10th and 12th with us in NYC. We had a great time creating this auction, and a 
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sale like this makes it feel like the first time all over again.  Come join us and feel it for yourself!  If you 
cannot be here in NYC in person, join us live online through our web based bidding service, AckerLive, 
or send some absentee bids in advance via our easy-to-use iPhone and Android apps.  Try it to buy it! 

To those about to drink, we salute you!  Let’s go!!!

In Vino Veritas, 

John Kapon 
Chairman, Acker Merrall & Condit Companies
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BIDDER  REGISTRATION : 

• Bidders are required to register for a bidding paddle prior to the auction.

• A registration desk will be staffed at both locations, from 4:30pm on Thursday, September 10th, 2015
and from 8:30am on Wednesday, September 12th, 2015 until the end of the auction day. 

• To register for Internet bidding , email BIDLIVE@ACKERWINES.COM 
and we will register you. Please note that all requests must be received no later than 12pm
Wednesday, September 9th, 2015.

• 
• Bidding will be by paddle only. Bidders are urged to pre-register by contacting the auction department

at 877-ACKER-47.

SALEROOM
  LOCATION

(September 10th) (September 12th)
:

STORE
  LOCATION :

RESERVATIONS :

SALE  RESULTS : For prices realized, please call the Auction department at 877.ACKER.47.
ADDITIONAL  ABSENTEE  BID FORMS : Absentee Bid forms are located near the back of the catalogue.

AUCTION OF FINE AND RARE WINES
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2015 ~ 5:30 PM  EST

RIVER PARK  RESTAURANT, NEW YORK, NY

Acker, Merrall & Condit Co.
160 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
Tel:  212.787.1700   
Fax: 212.799.1984

kristin@ackerwines.com 
877.ACKER.47

Dinner to be served 
approx. 7:00pm

River Park Restaurant

New York, NY 10016
Tel: 212.729.9790

450 E 29th St. 
SALEROOM

  LOCATION :

STORE
  LOCATION :

RESERVATIONS :

Acker, Merrall & Condit Co.
160 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
Tel:  212.787.1700   
Fax: 212.799.1984

kristin@ackerwines.com 
877.ACKER.47

Lunch to be served 
approx. 12:00pm

Marea Restaurant

New York, NY 10019
Tel: 212.582.5100

240 Central Park South,

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH, 2015 ~ 9:30AM EST
MAREA RESTAURANT, NEW YORK, NY
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BID LIVE OVER THE INTERNET DURING THE AUCTION 

BEGINNING AT 5:30PM EST 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2015

CONTINUING AT 9:30AM EST 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH, 2015

TRADITIONAL ABSENTEE BIDDING 
WILL ALSO BE ACCEPTED

HOW DO I REGISTER?
EMAIL BIDLIVE@ACKERWINES.COM 

AND WE WILL REGISTER YOU 
OR JUST LET US KNOW.

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL REQUESTS 
MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN 

12PM WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9TH 2015

You will receive an email informing you once 
you’ve been approved to bid at the auction.

HOW DO I LOGIN AND BID LIVE ONLINE?

YOU MUST PRE-REGISTER TO BID LIVE 
OVER THE INTERNET EVEN IF YOU HAVE ALREADY 

REGISTERED WITH ACKERWINES.COM

IF YOU HAVE REGISTERED TO BIDLIVE BEFORE,
YOU WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE REGISTERED

TO BID LIVE FOR EVERY SALE.

To login and bid live online, go to 
www.AckerWines.com/BidLive and 

login with your email address and password.

Once you’re logged in, click the red ‘Enter Auction’ link for the sale, 
which will be active 1 hour prior to the start of each auction. 

Then, just accept the auction terms and happy bidding!  

please call our Auction Hotline 917-553-5710
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ABSENTEE  BIDS
• Fine and Rare Wines ~ Sale 15-6
• Thursday, September 10th, 2015 at 5:30pm EST at

450 E 29th St. New York.
• Saturday, September 12th, 2015 at 9:30am EST at

240 Central Park South, New York.
• Please print clearly, and place bids in sequential order.
• We reserve the right to round any off-increment bid to

the next highest increment, as outlined below.

Either/Or        Lot #    Bid in $
(Please Bracket) (note increments)

NAME

ADDRESS

DAYTIME

TELEPHONE

FAX

E-MAIL

CREDIT CARD

 EXPIRATION SECURITY CODE # 

SIGNATURE

*Credit Card References must be included on this form.

*Credit Card References must be included on this form.

I understand that if my bid is successful, the purchase price payable will be the sum 

all purchases to my credit card account if I do not remit payment by check or wire 
transfer within thirty (30) business days.

Acker, Merrall & Condit Company (“AMC”) is authorized to bid on these Lots up to 
the price listed in the “Bid/$” column. All bids must be received by prior to the start 
of the auction. Credit card information must be included on this form.

that any failure to exercise bids or error in doing so shall not be the responsibility of 
AMC or its staff.

Payment for successful bids must be forwarded upon receipt of invoice.

By bidding at auction, Buyer agrees that Buyer has read and agrees to the Buyer’s 
Conditions of Sale Agreement in this catalogue and the instruments captioned (i) 
Collection and Shipment of Wines, (ii) Bottle Description, and (iii) Absentee Bids 
published by AMC and in effect from time to time, and which are incorporated herein 
by reference as part of this Agreement, and Buyer agrees that the above shall become 
the legal, valid, and binding obligation of Buyer, enforceable in accordance with 
their terms.

(CVV2 code is the 3 digit number on back of card)

15-6

BIDDING INCREMENTS

0-$1000 $50
$1000-$2000  $100
$2,000-$3,000  $200
$3,000-$5,000  $200, $500, $800
$5,000-$10,000  $500
$10,000-$20,000 $1000
$20,000-30,000  $2000
ABOVE $30,000  Auctioneer’s Discretion

Bids are also accepted on our website at 
www.ackerauctions.com
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Either/Or        Lot #       Bid in $
(Please Bracket)  (note increments)

Either/Or        Lot #       Bid in $
(Please Bracket)  (note increments)

NAME:

15-615-6

*MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH ABSENTEE BIDS FORM ON PAGE 10*
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 1 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 A. Rousseau
 2lscl

“One of the greatest wines of the vintage with one of 
the most complex and stunning panoply of pinot fruit 
aromas I have ever experienced. Superbly intense, full, 
sharply focused, big, broad and deep flavors that are not 
especially dense but lead to a finish that simply goes on 
and on.” (95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 2 Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 R. Engel
 1tl, 1 bottle different importer

 5 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 3 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“Brooding, reserved, somewhat austere yet classic, 
picture perfect aromas of red and black fruits cut with 
almost as much spice and aromatic nuances as the 
La Tâche plus a subtle touch of earth, soy and hoisin 
that combine to create a bouquet of simply stunning 
complexity. The purity and detail are flat out incredible 
with nuanced, multilayered flavors wrapped in pinot 
sap and culminating in an awe-inspiring finish. Silk, 
velvet and mouth coating sap completely buffer the ripe 
structure and this RC possesses what all of the great 
ones do absolutely perfect harmony; this is seamless and 
there are no edges. It is as it were a perfect sphere with 
a haunting finish that I could taste hours later. This is 
destined to be a great wine.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000
_____________________________

LIVE AUCTION ~ LOTS 1-1471 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2015 BEGINNING AT 5:30PM

RIVER PARK RESTAURANT ~ NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK 

DINNER WILL BE SERVED APPROX. 7:00PM

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH, 2015 BEGINNING AT 9:30AM 

MAREA RESTAURANT ~ NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK 

LUNCH WILL BE SERVED APPROX. 12:00PM

RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR DINNER AND LUNCH SERVICE SO PLEASE LET US KNOW IN
ADVANCE IF YOU ARE COMING TO THE ROOM.  BYO WELCOME!

All notes taken from the Wine Advocate unless otherwise indicated. 

IWC is Steve Tanzer, BH is the Burghound, WS is the Wine Spectator, MB is Michael Broadbent, CC is Clive Coates,  
JG is John Gilman, RJ is Richard Juhlin, AG is Antonio Galloni, VM is Vinous Media and JK is John Kapon. 

_____________________________

A BEVY OF BEAUTIFUL BURGUNDY
What better way to start our first sale of the season than with a fine selection of Burgundy courtesy of a coterie of old and new 
consignors. There are many singular bottles and lots of note, including eight vintages of Rousseau’s Chambertins, 2001 Ro-
manee Conti and other siblings such as 2009 and 2010 La Tache, 1999 Meo-Camuzet Richebourg, and a stunning 12-bottle lot 
of Comte Liger-Belair’s 2005 La Romanee amongst much more.  All wines properly stored.
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 8 Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 A. Rousseau
 2lscl

“Discreet wood sets off a highly reserved and not 
quite as overtly ripe nose of dark berries, earth, and 
animale nuances that are trimmed in notes of spice, in 
particular anise, sandalwood and exotiCôtea scents. 
There is superbly good detail and focused power to the 
large-scaled flavors that also possess an outstanding 
concentration of structure buffering dry extract that 
imparts a sappy texture to the intensely mineral-driven 
and explosively long finish.”(97pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $13000-18000

 9 Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau 
 2lscl

“Very deeply colored, indeed this is the mostly deeply 
tinted of the Rousseau ‘10s. A gentle touch of wood 
offsets the highly complex and ultra-fresh nose that 
interweaves a superb range of floral, spice and distinctly 
ripe fruit elements. The seductively textured, detailed, 
pure and vibrant broad-shouldered flavors display a 
subtle minerality before terminating in an explosive, 
powerful and tautly muscled finish that delivers massive 
length.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 9A Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A highly spiced and exceptionally fresh, ripe and airy 
nose mixes a wide variety of mostly red berry fruit 
aromas though there are background notes of plum, 
cassis, lavender and oak. The broad-shouldered flavors 
possess a seductive texture thanks to the copious amounts 
of dry extract that push the very firm tannic spine to the 
background. I very much like the concentration here 
as well as the vibrancy and this is very, very dry in the 
best sense of the term, indeed it is presently almost crisp 
yet the very dense supporting tannins are clearly quite 
ripe.”(97pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $6500-9000

 4 Chambertin - Vintage 2000
 A. Rousseau
 2nl

“The phenomenal aromatic complexity displayed by this 
wine from cask is still present with relatively tight but not 
hard frank, direct and robust flavors that have plenty of 
buffering fat and superb length. As I noted in my original 
tasting note, this will not compete for the longest lived 
Rousseau Chambertin yet it is packed, powerful and 
beautifully complex and is an outstanding wine in any 
context but particularly so for the vintage. Because there 
is so much fat, this can be enjoyed now but will clearly 
offer more fireworks in the future so I would be inclined 
to let this baby rest for at least another 5 years and longer 
if you can keep your hands off of it.”(93 pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 5 Richebourg - Vintage 1999
 Méo-Camuzet
 4lbsl

“Explosive black, sexy, powerful and dense fruit coupled 
with oriental spice and traces of earth followed by rich, 
extremely long flavors of cassis, soy and buckets of pinot 
extract and an incredibly long finish that boasts coffee 
and chocolate notes. The tannins are quite fine and very 
ripe and the impression is one of sweetness and perfect 
balance. This is a real show stopper though some of the 
exuberance it displayed a few years ago is now gone 
and has been replaced by the first signs of maturing 
fruit.”(94pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $5000-7000
_____________________________

 6 Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 A. Rousseau

“This is completely different from the Bèze aromatically 
speaking as here the nose is brooding and recalcitrant 
and only aggressive swirling liberates fresh scents of 
spice, wet stone, game and dark berry fruits. There is 
outstanding richness to the powerful and impressively 
scaled flavors that possess an abundance of dry extract 
that imparts a velvety quality to the mid-palate while 
also buffering the tightly wound core of firm tannins 
on the driving mineral-inflected and hugely persistent 
finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 7 Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“Prepare to be transported. A positively brilliant nose 
of violet and rose petal shines against a background of 
intensely spiced extravagant red and black pinot fruit 
nuanced by hints of earth and stone and this minerality 
continues onto the surprisingly supple flavors that convey 
a remarkable sense of energy and power on the almost 
unbelievably intense, focused and structured finish that 
seems to go on and on without end.”(99pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500
_____________________________
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Lot: 10
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Lot: 12

Additional Lot: 257
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 15 Chambertin
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2009 (95-98pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (97pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 16 La Tâche - Vintage 2009
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A discreet but incredibly complex nose features notes 
of spicy, pure and relatively high-toned fruit that is 
laced with plenty of rose petal and violet hints. There is 
excellent energy and freshness to the lacy and stunningly 
precise broad-scaled flavors that build in intensity from 
the densely concentrated mid-palate to the explosive 
and mouth coating finish that seemingly goes on without 
end. This is a big LT with ample muscle and very firm 
but not aggressive structure along with superb depth 
of underlying material and positively mind-blowing 
length.”(98pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 17 La Tâche - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is perhaps even more floral than the Richebourg 
and every bit as spicy on the ultra-pure, cool and 
remarkably elegant mix of red and blue pinot fruit, red 
currant and wild red berries that are openly mineral-
inflected. As with all of the DRC ‘10s, the equally stony 
flavors and supporting tannins are extremely fine and 
while there is ample power and vibrancy, the palate feel 
is all silk and satin.”(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 18 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2011
 G. Roumier

“This is also brilliantly perfumed if not quite as elegant 
as the Amoureuses with its broad ranging nose of earth, 
red currant, plum liqueur and lovely floral notes. There 
is a firm minerality to the remarkably rich, powerful 
and concentrated big-bodied flavors that possess both 
excellent volume and first-rate punch on the hugely long 
and youthfully austere finish.”(95pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 19 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2012
 G. Roumier

“A markedly floral nose exhibits plenty of spice and earth 
elements that add breadth to the purple fruit-infused 
nose. There is excellent size, weight and power to the 
big-bodied, intense and concentrated flavors that possess 
copious amounts of dry extract that imparts a seductive 
texture and buffers the very firm tannic spine on the 
hugely long finish.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 10 La Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Comte Liger-Belair
 6lscl

“As good as the Reignots is, it’s immediately clear that 
this is at another level with its positively kaleidoscopic 
and utterly knockout nose featuring exuberant Vosne-
style spicy black fruit and a panoply of underlying 
nuances including anise, clove, minerals, underbrush, 
warm earth and smoke introduce much more reserved, 
even cool medium full flavors that are like silk on the 
palate though the hugely long finish tightens up in a real 
rush. This is really quite fine and less youthfully austere 
than it usually is at this early stage. This is also a stunner 
of a wine with that wonderful character of inner mouth 
perfume that the great wines always have plus it’s built 
for the long haul.”(97pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $35000-50000
_____________________________

 11 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion
 2lgsl

“…The gorgeously expressive aromatics are followed by 
a full-bodied wine revealing abundant glycerin as well as 
elevated alcohol, but it is not hot, and nothing is out of 
place.”(98+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 12 Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 A. Rousseau

“This was a  wow’ wine, possessing green bean goodness 
in its nose along with some wet bamboo. There were 
delicious and rich red fruit flavors that had that green, 
stalky goodness. The bamboo stayed and had no zled. 
This was a long, elegant yet substantial wine.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 13 Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 1vlstl

“Full ruby-red. Extraordinarily perfumed, profound nose 
combines tangy black raspberry, rose petal, coffee and 
game; essence of Côte de Nuits pinot noir. Lush, sweet and 
seamless; wonderfully silky and aromatic in the mouth. 
Truly palate-staining wine, with compelling sweetness 
and smooth, thoroughly buffered tannins.”(94+pts IWC)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000
_____________________________

 14 Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2009 (96-98pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (98pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (96pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3500-4800
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 25 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1989
 Clos du Mesnil
 1x1 botte owc

“Is there a better wine in this world than Clos du Mesnil? 
I doubt it. The ‘89 is one of the richest and most delicious 
vintages ever. At the same time, the vineyard’s elegant 
expression shines through clearly.”(97pts RJ)

 1 bottle per lot $1100-1500
_____________________________

 26 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Highly perfumed but youthfully reticent nose suggests 
flowers, licorice, pepper, crushed rock and brown 
spices. Sweet, seamless and utterly primary, with terrific 
intensity to the dark berry and spice flavors. But this 
extremely backward wine will need a decade of aging. 
Finishes with dusty tannins and vibrant, lingering notes 
of ginger and lavender.”(92pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
_____________________________

 27 Richebourg - Vintage 2002
 Gros Frere et Soeur
 lscl, noc

“The 2002 Richebourg has a strong ruby color and 
reveals magnificent aromatic depth. Its candied red 
cherry, sassafras and cola scents lead to a medium-
bodied core of cassis, blackberries, spices, and cherries 
galore. Silky-textured, deep, and holding much in 
reserve, this concentrated, elegant wine also displays an 
exceptionally long finish.”(95pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1200-1500
_____________________________

 28 Meursault - Vintage 1996
 Charmes, Comte Lafon
 1lbsl, 1nl

“Elegant and racy, this superminerally, silky white 
shows lovely ripe fruit and impeccable balance. Full-
bodied, it coats every inch of the palate with creamy 
texture and pumps out the clean vanilla, mineral and wet 
stone flavors on the deftly toasted finish. Best from 2006 
through 2026.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
_____________________________ 

*

 20 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2006 Méo-Camuzet  (92pts IWC) (1)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2001 Cros Parantoux, Méo-Camuzet   (1)
 (91-93pts BH)
 - Vintage 2002 Aux Brulées, Méo-Camuzet   (1)
 (94pts BH)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400
_____________________________

 21 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“This is more elegant still but equally restrained as the 
almost discreet nose runs toward the plum and blue berry 
side of the fruit spectrum. The floral-infused, structured 
and very serious flavors culminate in a youthfully austere 
finish offering huge depth and length with both precision 
and linearity though there is a trace of dryness to the 
underlying tannins, which presently compromises the 
balance just enough where this is not quite at the same 
level as the very best in the range”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 22 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 lwasl, nl

Pol Roger in a nutshell. Sophisticated and utterly 
charming. Fruity, creamy, balanced, and long.” 
(93pts RJ)

 1 Salmanazar per lot $1800-2400

 23 Pommery Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1989
 cuvée Louise
 1x1 Salmanazar owc

“Impressive and rich as can be. A real food Champagne 
with big, overloaded fruit and a powerful oxidative 
character of nut chocolate, raisin, fig, date, and 
honey. Dry, fine finish. The high points only pertain to 
a magnum, where a toasted refinement is fabulously 
beautiful.”(94pts RJ)

 1 Salmanazar per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________

 24 La Romanée - Vintage 1993
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1x6 bottle owc

“…showing some nice concentration of red berry 
flavor and tannins that clamp down on the finish. Of 
medium body, with lovely rose petal and currant notes.” 
(90pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 32 Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1nl

“Exuberant and ripe spicy purple fruit also exhibits 
distinct floral and warm earth nuances that go on to 
suffuse the rich and finely detailed medium-bodied 
flavors that possess excellent underlying tension before 
terminating in a focused, intense and gorgeously long 
finish. This is pure silk and lace but the really impressive 
aspect of this wine is just how much depth it has.” 
(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 33 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2nl

“A discreet touch of wood sets off the gorgeously floral, 
ripe and wonderfully spicy nose of red currant, menthol, 
black cherry and cassis aromas. There is impressive 
volume and richness to the naturally sweet, silky and 
mouth coating medium weight flavors that are shaped by 
fine-grained tannins on the firm, complex, balanced and 
strikingly persistent finale that really fans out as it lingers 
on the palate.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 34 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 nl

“All that I could think when I first put my nose in the 
glass was “wow!” as the airy and very cool nose of ultra-
elegant spice, floral and herbal nuances greeted me. Add 
to this plenty of attractive nuances to the kaleidoscopically 
layered red currant and plum suffused aromas and you 
have something pretty special. This is, not surprisingly, 
much more refined than the GrandsEch as the supporting 
tannins on the silky middle weight flavors are extremely 
fine-grained yet notably dense as the explosive finish is 
quite firm. Despite the tightly wound structure the overall 
impression of the mouth feel is one of delicacy and 
ultimate refinement.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 29 Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 1nl

“A potently expressive nose blends both wood and natural 
spice together with distinctly cool, pure and ripe wild red 
berries, earth and underbrush. The palate impression 
is a gorgeous combination of power and refinement 
along with flat out superb complexity on the explosively 
long, focused and beautifully well-balanced finish. The 
supporting structure is dense but fine and this should 
prove to be a moderately long-lived example.”(95ps BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 30 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Combe des Orveau, Vieilles Vignes, B. Clavelier
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The cool and pure dried flower, spice, red berry, stone 
and exotic tea infused nose makes for a superb introduction 
to the medium-bodied flavors that are notably fine with a 
really lovely minerality before culminating in a tension-
filled, racy, intense and balanced finish.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1300

 31 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Aux Mazoyeres, C. Roumier

“This is a bit more aromatically elegant than usual with 
its cool and pure nose of primarily red berries, earth and a 
hint of the sauvage that is trimmed in just enough wood to 
notice. There is excellent volume to the broad-shouldered 
and sleekly muscular flavors that possess plenty of density 
and earth character on the robust and mineral-inflected 
finish that delivers very fine complexity and even better 
length.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

FURTHER YOUNG STUDS FROM BURGUNDY
The hits keep coming from Burgundy courtesy of this studious and connected consignor. This month he unfurls coveted recent 
releases from Rousseau, Roumier, Romanee Conti, Hudellot-Noellat, Mugnier, Mugneret-Gibourg, Pousse d’Or and Drouhin.  
All wines purchased on release and in impeccable condition.
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Lot: 35

Additional Lots: 97, 147, 960
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 40 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2008
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier
 2lscl

“This is stunningly deep aromatically as the dazzlingly 
complex nose presents a completely different fruit and 
mineral profile with its highly spiced floral and blue and 
black fruit aromas that lead to delicious and seductively 
textured flavors that possess much more finesse as 
they dance across the palate before culminating in an 
intensely mineral-suffused finish that delivers simply 
terrific length.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 41 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2011
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier

“A strikingly spicy and intensely floral nose combines 
notes of plum, violet, cassis and wet stone with hints 
of sandalwood and exotiCôtea. There is a remarkable 
sense of vibrancy to the lacy and markedly mineral-
laden medium weight flavors that exhibit an abundance 
of saline character on the refreshing and stunningly long 
finish that makes this effortless to drink.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $2200-3000

 42 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Les Cras, G. Roumier

“An ultra-fresh, cool, airy and admirably pure nose 
features crystal clear and transparent red pinot fruit and 
essence of stone. This is a bit firmer than the Combottes 
with even more evident minerality on the delicious, 
focused and beautifully well-delineated flavors that 
terminate in a precise, long, linear and palate staining 
finish.”(93pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $3500-4500

 43 Musigny - Vintage 2012
 G. Roumier

“A pungent nose combines enough wood to notice with 
an explosively spicy array of very ripe dark berries, 
violets, lilac and exotiCôtea. The medium weight plus 
flavors are almost painfully intense with superb mid-
palate concentration that helps to partially buffer the 
exceptionally firm, brooding and palate staining finish 
that goes on and on while brimming with minerality.” 
(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 35 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 G. Roumier
 1x12 bottle ocb

“An overtly cool and restrained yet, somewhat curiously, 
an even spicier nose reveals notes of violet, black berry 
and cassis along with earth and stone hints. The dense, 
powerful, concentrated and muscular flavors possess an 
almost pungent minerality that adds lift to the extremely 
firm but not hard finish that possesses explosive 
length.”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-13000

 36 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2008
 G. Roumier
 2nl

“…scented with fresh cherry, its pits, and red currant in a 
manner that presages its brightness and piquancy on the 
palate. Forest floor and clean meaty elements as well as 
hints of cinnamon and nutmeg emerge as this opens to the 
air, all nicely complimenting the wine’s fresh fruit edge, 
as does its incipiently silken texture.”(90pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 37 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2009
 G. Roumier

“This is also quite fresh and bright if not quite as ripe 
with high-toned and very Chambolle-like red berry fruit 
and wet stone aromas that lead to lacy, pure and refined 
middle weight flavors that are the epitome of finesse and 
harmony.”(90pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 38 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 G. Roumier
 2lscl

“This is exceptionally pretty and notably elegant as the 
nose features a moderately pitched combination of floral 
notes, red pinot and cassis aromas. There is a lovely 
mineral component to the satin-textured medium-bodied 
flavors where the supporting tannins are ultra-refined, all 
wrapped in a lacy and persistent finish.”(90pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 39 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2012
 G. Roumier
 1x12 bottle ocb

…unfurling with its earthy red berry fruit mingling with 
forest floor and briary. The palate is very well balanced 
with crisp tannins, the fruit erring towards dark berries 
towards the finish that is very precise.”(90-92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 49 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 J.F. Mugnier

“Deep aromas and flavors of black raspberry, cranberry, 
pomegranate, mocha and roast coffee, plus a whiff of 
animal fur. Fine-grained, sappy and alive, and almost 
shockingly expressive today. Finishes very long and 
minerally, with terrific lift and palate coverage. An 
outstanding village wine that offers very good aging 
potential.”(91+?pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 50 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2008
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“A highly floral and spicy plum and red berry fruit-
suffused nose merges into rich but elegant and very pure, 
intense, detailed and dusty middle weight flavors that are 
strikingly refined and highly complex, all wrapped in a 
seductive and almost pungently mineral-driven finish of 
superb length. This is a really lovely and classy effort 
fashioned in Mugnier’s understated and harmonious 
style.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 51 Musigny - Vintage 2012
 J.F. Mugnier

“A gorgeously spicy nose combines dark pinot fruit 
liqueur scents, various floral elements and exotiCôtea 
notes. There is an ultra-refined mouth feel to the 
imposingly scaled, concentrated and intensely mineral-
driven flavors that brim with dry extract that both imparts 
a velvety texture and buffers the very firm tannic spine 
on the explosively long and astonishingly complex 
finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1100-1500

 52 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2010
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 2 bottles different importer

“…shows marvelous depth and the richness to match 
its decidedly powerful, virile personality. This has tons 
of fruit and muscle, yet also possesses the fabulous 
inner perfume and mineral-driven energy that is such a 
signature of the vintage.”(91-93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $850-1100

 53 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Les Feusselottes, Mugneret-Gibourg

“A simply gorgeous high-toned and ultra elegant nose 
featuring spicy and pure very ripe red pinot fruit aromas 
complement to perfection the supple, rich and perfectly 
balanced flavors of crystalline transparency on the 
driving and textured finish.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 54 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800
 6lscl

 44 Richebourg - Vintage 2011
 Hudelot-Noellat
 3lscl, 1x3 magnum owc

“Here the equally broad ranging nose is actually similar 
to that of the Romanée St. Vivant but it’s both cooler and 
even more restrained with a bit more floral influence as 
well. The intensely mineral-driven broad-shouldered 
flavors are an exercise in refinement with tremendous 
depth of material that pushes the very firm tannic spine 
to the background on the palate staining, explosive 
and stunningly precise finish. This has fabulous upside 
potential.”(93-96pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $2400-3500

 45 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2008
 Hudelot-Noellat

“…displays a pure, highly spiced and expressive nose 
where the fruit runs more to the red side of the spectrum 
with hints of plum and violets that marry into refined, 
focused and precise medium full-bodied flavors that 
are utterly seductive as there is a beguiling succulence 
to the textured and gorgeously long finish that tightens 
up quickly as the ripe tannins make their presence 
felt.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 46 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Les Beaumonts, Hudelot-Noellat 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 Les Suchots, Hudelot-Noellat 1x6 bottle ocb  (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 47 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2011
 J.F. Mugnier
 1nl

“This is easily the freshest wine to this point with its 
splendidly complex aromas of mostly red currant, 
plum and spice nuances. There is a pleasingly rich 
and seductive texture to the tautly muscular and well-
concentrated broad-shouldered flavors where the 
supporting tannins are seamlessly well-integrated on the 
serious, moderately austere and stunningly persistent 
finish.”(93pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 48 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2012
 J.F. Mugnier

“…presents an intriguing push and pull between some 
of the more delicate notes that appear initially and its 
underlying, restrained power. This is another wine 
where so much is implied rather than overt. As always, 
the Mugnier Bonnes Mares is above all else a wine of 
restraint, although in this vintage, there is plenty of depth 
as well.”(93pts VM)

4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 60 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Here the nose is similar to that of its younger sibling 
though there is better ripeness and a bit more overall 
depth as well. The rich, dense and gorgeously textured 
medium-bodied flavors exude a subtle minerality on the 
mouth coating, linear and seriously long finish.”
(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 61 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 2lscl, 1nl, 1x3 magnum ocb

“Discreet but not invisible wood envelopes ripe, cool and 
exceptionally pure aromas that convey notes of wet stone, 
truffle, essence of wild red berries and a panoply of earth 
hints. There is more underlying material to the extract-
rich, powerful and intensely mineral-driven broad-
shouldered flavors that are underpinned by firm but well-
integrated tannins and outstanding length on the notably 
more complex finish.”(93pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 62 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“Knockout nose combines sexy redcurrant, blackberry, 
flowers and perfumed gingery lift. Smooth, suave and 
lively, with mineral and floral elements lifting the seamless 
middle palate.”(91pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200

 63 Corton - Vintage 2010
 Clos du Roi, Pousse d’Or
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This is much more animale in character than the 
Bressandes with a somber if highly complex nose 
featuring dark berry fruit, stone, earth and underbrush 
nuances. There is an overt muscularity to the big-bodied, 
intense and robust flavors that possess a most admirable 
amount of structure-buffering dry extract that imparts a 
velvety texture to the borderline chewy and terrifically 
persistent finish.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1500

 64 Volnay - Vintage 2010
 Clos de la Bousse d’Or, Pousse d’Or  (12)
 Clos des 60 Ouvrees, Pousse d’Or 1x12 bottle ocb (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 55 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Les Feusselottes, Mugneret-Gibourg

“A discreet touch of wood spice mingles with the elegant 
aromas of red cherry liqueur that merge seamlessly into 
textured, silky and exceptionally pure medium-bodied 
flavors that terminate in a very tightly wound, indeed 
even backward finish. This is an impeccably well-
balanced effort that delivers outstanding length. In sum, 
this is really exquisite and should reward a decade or so 
of cellar time.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 56 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2012
 Les Feusselottes, Mugneret-Gibourg
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Soft wood and spice nuances add breadth to the 
otherwise elegant, restrained, airy and admirably pure 
dark currant and floral scents. The mouth feel is even 
more elegant with a refined and sophisticated texture 
to the middle weight flavors that are impeccably well-
balanced on the lilting but firm, linear and highly 
persistent finish that displays a trace of austerity. “
(93pts BH)

            6 bottles and 3 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 57 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2010
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“This is an interesting combination of contrasting 
elements as the nose is at once concentrated yet elegant 
and ripe but cool with a layered mélange of red currant, 
plum and warm earth aromas. Like the Ruchottes this is 
really beautifully textured with plenty of tannin-buffering 
dry extract on the powerful, concentrated and energetic 
large-scaled flavors that terminate in a driving and 
explosive finish.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 58 Échézeaux
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 - Vintage 2005 (6)
 - Vintage 2010 (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 59 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 2 bottles different importer

“This is also cool yet notably riper than the young 
vines version with a stony and truffle-infused nose of 
brambleberry and humus notes that can also be found on 
the rich, full and impressively well-detailed flavors that 
retain a fine sense of underlying tension that adds appeal 
to the powerful, focused and hugely long finish.”
(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 67 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1993
 L. Carillon

“An utterly elegant, ripe and expressive nose of white 
flavors, honeysuckle and background notes of peach and 
anise combine with rich, full and sweet medium weight 
flavors underpinned by perfectly balanced acidity and a 
lovely touch of minerality on the gorgeously long finish. 
This is a great Bienvenues of impressive proportions yet 
one that perfectly holds its balance, especially on the 
backend. A terrific effort that is drinking well now though 
it will continue to hold.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 68 Taittinger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1999
 Comtes de Champagne, Rose

“…sports a demure nose of yeast and mineral-dusted 
strawberries. Tasters lulled by the shy aromatics will be 
floored by this wine’s intense burst of fruit on the palate. 
Powerful, sappy, and concentrated, it explodes in the 
mouth with red fruits, toast, yeast, minerals, and notes of 
currants.”(94pts)

 3 magnums per lot $800-1100
_____________________________

 65 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2010
 Les Petits Monts, V. Drouhin
 12lscl, 12vlstl, 1x12 bottle owc

“Cassis, redcurrant and crushed stone on the perfumed 
nose. Deep, sappy and chewy, delivering strong soil-
driven berry and saline flavors. At once round and 
powerful, finishing with palate-staining mineral and soil 
notes.”(93pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 66 3 magnums per lot $1600-2200
 3lscl
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 72 Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 A. Rousseau

“This is completely different from the Bèze aromatically 
speaking as here the nose is brooding and recalcitrant 
and only aggressive swirling liberates fresh scents of 
spice, wet stone, game and dark berry fruits. There is 
outstanding richness to the powerful and impressively 
scaled flavors that possess an abundance of dry extract 
that imparts a velvety quality to the mid-palate while 
also buffering the tightly wound core of firm tannins 
on the driving mineral-inflected and hugely persistent 
finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 73 Chambertin - Vintage 2007
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 6lscl

“This too displays an almost invisible touch of oak 
influence that highlights stunningly complex and layered 
aromas that are positively kaleidoscopic in their sheer 
breadth with textured, cool and intensely mineral suffused 
big-bodied flavors that for all the focused muscularity 
sacrifice none of the fine detail this wine is known for, all 
wrapped in an almost painfully intense and explosively 
long and mouth coating finish.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 74 Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 3lscl

“…complex and refined red berry fruit, plum and violet 
aromas that are relatively cool and are in keeping with 
the balanced, refined and mouth coating flavors that 
possess superb depth and excellent finishing intensity 
on the explosive and gorgeously persistent finish.” 
(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 69 Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 A. Rousseau
 2nl

“…deeply pitched yet extremely cool and restrained red 
and blue fruit aromas nuanced by a broad range of earth, 
game and underbrush hints, many of which carry over to 
the pure and relatively refined medium full-bodied flavors 
that are complex, vibrant and perfectly balanced on the 
gorgeously long finish.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2400

 70 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 A. Rousseau

“This is also ultra pure and densely fruited with notes of 
anise, mint, wet stone and a sauvage hint that introduces 
intensely earthy and mineral-driven big-bodied flavors 
that are rich, powerful, serious and densely concentrated, 
all wrapped in a silky, palate staining and colossally 
persistent finish.”(96-98pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 71 Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 A. Rousseau
 1nl

“Somewhat ironically, this is both more elegant and 
fresher than the Clos de Bèze with one of the most complex 
noses of the entire vintage as it combines a seemingly 
endless array of spice, mineral, fruit and Gevrey sauvage 
characters. The impressively rich, serious, mouth 
coating and broad-shouldered flavors possess superb 
volume and muscle on the sensationally persistent and 
explosive finish. This is even more backwards than the 
Bèze and should be capable of rewarding 20 plus years 
of cellar time as the tannins are also quite fine but very 
dense.”(98pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

MORE BURGUNDY ON THE MENU, PLEASE
Enclosed is a bounty of Burgundy bought upon release and ideally stored by an award-winning American restaurant and 
stored at optimal temperature and humidity in their cellars.  We start off smartly with verticals of Rousseau Chambertin and 
its Beze followed by 2008 Vogue Musigny, 2010 Romanee Conti, 2012 Dujac Clos de la Roche, 2012 Roumier Bonnes Mares, 
2012 Cathiard Malconsorts and 2012 Coche Perrieres among many other great young wines that will boost your own personal 
menu for years to come.
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Lot: 70, 75, 78

Additional Lots: 14, 15, 203
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 80 Musigny - Vintage 2008
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 1nl, 2sdc

“This is also quite reserved at present with an elegant, 
airy, cool and pure nose that is kaleidoscopically complex 
as it offers red currant, plum, black cherry and a panoply 
of floral and spice notes, in particular violet and anise, 
before marrying seamlessly into mineral-driven and 
alluring big-bodied flavors that explode on the powerful 
and almost painfully intense finish that delivers genuinely 
stunning length.”(96pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 81 Échézeaux
 Comte Liger-Belair
 - Vintage 2011 ltsl, nl (96pts JG) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 3lscl, 3lstl (96pts JG) (3)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 82 La Romanée
 Comte Liger-Belair
 - Vintage 2007 lscl, ltsl (96pts JG) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 lscl, ltsl (98pts JG) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 lscl (100pts JG) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 83 Nuits St. Georges
“This is also quite reserved at present with an elegant, 
airy, cool and pure nose that is kaleidoscopically complex 
as it offers red currant, plum, black cherry and a panoply 
of floral and spice notes, in particular violet and anise, 
before marrying seamlessly into mineral-driven and 
alluring big-bodied flavors that explode on the powerful 
and almost painfully intense finish that delivers genuinely 
stunning length.”(96pts BH)

 - Vintage 2011
 Aux Cras, Comte Liger-Belair 6lscl, 6ltsl (92pt BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2012
 Les Cras, Comte Liger-Belair 6lscl (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 84 Nuits St. Georges
 - Vintage 2012 Clos Des Grand Vignes, Comte  (6)
 Liger-Belair 6lscl, 6ltsl (92+pts  JG)
 Nuits St. Georges Blanc
 - Vintage 2012 Clos Des Grand Vignes, Comte  (6)
 Liger-Belair 6lscl, 3ltl (90pts JG)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 75 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 6lscl

“Reduction rendered the nose all but impossible to read 
save for a few pretty spice notes that could not be denied. 
Otherwise, the supple, round and marvelously well-
detailed broad-shouldered flavors possess a silky mid-
palate brimming with dry extract on the almost painfully 
intense and massively long finish that seems to have no 
end.”(95-98pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 76 Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 3lscl

“Very deeply colored, indeed this is the mostly deeply 
tinted of the Rousseau ‘10s. A gentle touch of wood 
offsets the highly complex and ultra-fresh nose that 
interweaves a superb range of floral, spice and distinctly 
ripe fruit elements. The seductively textured, detailed, 
pure and vibrant broad-shouldered flavors display a 
subtle minerality before terminating in an explosive, 
powerful and tautly muscled finish that delivers massive 
length.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 77 Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 3lscl

“A potently expressive nose blends both wood and natural 
spice together with distinctly cool, pure and ripe wild red 
berries, earth and underbrush. The palate impression 
is a gorgeous combination of power and refinement 
along with flat out superb complexity on the explosively 
long, focused and beautifully well-balanced finish. The 
supporting structure is dense but fine and this should 
prove to be a moderately long-lived example.”(95ps BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 78 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Discreet but not invisible wood spice adds breadth to the 
otherwise perfumed, elegant and ultra pure stone-infused 
red berry fruit nose. The detailed and strikingly intense 
medium-bodied flavors exude dry extract that effectively 
pushes the firm tannic spine to the background on the 
palate staining and massively long finish.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 79 Gevrey Chambertin
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2010 1lwisl (95-97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2011 (94pts BH) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2200-3200
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 89 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“This is also intensely spicy with a similar array of 
highly restrained but exceptionally complex floral and 
cool red and black berry fruit aromas. There is a real 
sense of focused power to the beautifully well-delineated, 
pure and highly nuanced, multifaceted medium-bodied 
flavors wrapped in a deep reserve of dry extract before 
culminating in a breathtakingly persistent finish replete 
with the hallmark youthful austerity. Like all of the 
great vintages of this most famous of burgundies, it is 
almost inconceivably spherical with a Zen-like sense of 
harmony.”(99pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-14000

 90 Chambertin - Vintage 2007
 Dujac
 3lscl

“Aromas of black cherry, red berries, iron and flowers 
hint at a liqueur-like ripeness. Dense, sweet and deep, but 
in a rather polite style for Chambertin, with its fruits and 
flowers to the fore. But this classy, beautifully balanced 
wine shows a weightless quality that is compelling.” 
(93pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 91 Clos de la Roche
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2008 3lscl, 3lstl (93pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 3lscl (96pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2011 3lscl (93-95pts BH) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 92 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2011
 Dujac
 6lscl

“A deft touch of wood frames an intensely earthy, complex 
and notably ripe nose that features notes of spice, plum 
and black currant. There is excellent richness, size, 
weight and muscle to the vibrant middle weight plus 
flavors that exude a fine extract on the mineral-driven 
finish that offers extraordinarily good length. This is 
primary to the point of being quite backward yet it is not 
hard or aggressive as the balance of structural elements 
is impeccable.”(93-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 85 Vosne Romanée
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair
 - Vintage 2011 3lscl, 3ltsl (95pts JG) (3)
 - Vintage 2012 3lscl, 2ltsl (96pts JG) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 86 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair
 12lscl, 1vlwrl (91pts JG)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 87 Corton
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 vlscl
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 vlscl (93pts BH)
 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 1lscl (94pts)
 La Tâche
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 vlscl (96pts BH)
 Richebourg
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 vlscl (95pts BH)
 Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 lscl, novl (96pts BH)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 88 La Tâche - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“As it was from cask this is more restrained than usual 
and it requires aggressive swirling to coax the pure and 
spicy essence of red berry fruit aromas to emerge from 
the glass where there is a slight hint of herbal tea present. 
There is a similar reserve to the distinctly focused and 
linear flavors that enjoy a seemingly unlimited reserve of 
dry extract that renders the fine-grained and silky tannins 
almost invisible at present though I suspect that they will 
become much more apparent once the baby fat melts 
away.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $3500-5000
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 98 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2011
 G. Roumier
 3vlscl

“This is also brilliantly perfumed if not quite as elegant 
as the Amoureuses with its broad ranging nose of earth, 
red currant, plum liqueur and lovely floral notes. There 
is a firm minerality to the remarkably rich, powerful 
and concentrated big-bodied flavors that possess both 
excellent volume and first-rate punch on the hugely long 
and youthfully austere finish.”(95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 99 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2012
 G. Roumier
 1vlscl

“A markedly floral nose exhibits plenty of spice and earth 
elements that add breadth to the purple fruit-infused 
nose. There is excellent size, weight and power to the 
big-bodied, intense and concentrated flavors that possess 
copious amounts of dry extract that imparts a seductive 
texture and buffers the very firm tannic spine on the 
hugely long finish.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 100 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2010 (95pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 vlscl (96pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 101 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2012 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier  (1)
 Musigny
 - Vintage 2008 J.F. Mugnier different importers  (2)
 (96pts BH)
 - Vintage 2010 J.F. Mugnier  (97pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 J.F. Mugnier  (95pts) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 102 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Aux Malconsorts, S. Cathiard
 12lscl

“There is plenty of Vosne-style spice in the form of inner 
mouth perfume along with soft floral and tea nuances. 
As one would expect from a first-rate example there is 
excellent volume, power and muscle to the intensely 
mineral-infused big-bodied flavors that brim with dry 
extract on the explosively long and impeccably well-
balanced finish that goes on and on.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 93 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2012
 Dujac
 3lscl
 lscl

“One of the more polished wines in the range, the Clos de 
la Roche is all about saline-infused energy and brilliance 
today. I very much like the precision here, but time has 
shown that the Clos de la Roche only starts to blossom 
with considerable bottle age.”(96pts VM)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2400-3500
 and 1 magnum

 94 Clos St. Denis
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2010 3lscl, 1vlwisl (95pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2011 3lscl, 1ltl (93pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2011(93pts BH) magnum (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 and 1 magnum

 95 Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 E. Rouget  (90-93pts BH) (3)
 E. Rouget for G. Jayer 2lscl (2)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2010 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget lscl (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 96 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2012 Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier 3lscl,  (3)
 1vlwrl, 1crc (91-94pts BH)
 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier lscl (93pts BH) (1)
 Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier  magnum (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 1 magnum

 97 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 G. Roumier
 2lscl

“An overtly cool and restrained yet, somewhat curiously, 
an even spicier nose reveals notes of violet, black berry 
and cassis along with earth and stone hints. The dense, 
powerful, concentrated and muscular flavors possess an 
almost pungent minerality that adds lift to the extremely 
firm but not hard finish that possesses explosive 
length.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 106 Hermitage - Vintage 2009
 J.L. Chave

“…exhibits a black/purple color along with a sumptuous 
nose of roasted meats, ground pepper, black currants, 
blackberry jam, and subtle smoke and licorice. 
The extraordinary bouquet is followed by a wine of 
extravagant intensity as well as tremendous focus and 
precision.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 107 Hermitage - Vintage 2010
 J.L. Chave
 3lscl

“…exhibits an opaque purple color along with an 
extraordinary bouquet of sweet blackberry fruit 
intermixed with creme de cassis, lead pencil shavings, 
acacia flowers, bouquet garni, meat and crushed rocks. 
Full-bodied and stunningly rich with laser-like precision, 
this is a powerful, massive yet exceptionally well-
balanced wine that should be forgotten for a decade and 
drunk over the following 30-40 years.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000
_____________________________

 103 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Aux Reignots, S. Cathiard
 6vlscl

“The intensely mineral-driven middle weight flavors 
possess a fine sense of verve and a borderline pungent 
salinity on the classy and refined finish that offers 
outstanding length and very solid depth.”(91-93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 104 Meursault
 - Vintage 2011
 Coche-Dury  (3)
 Caillerets, Coche-Dury  (2)
 - Vintage 2012
 Coche-Dury 1nl (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 105 Meursault - Vintage 2012
 Perrières, Coche-Dury

“…has a more austere and distant bouquet compared to 
the explosive Genevrières: wonderful stone and sea cave 
scents with oyster shell coming through with continued 
aeration. The palate is poised from the very well balanced 
tension and length, plus there is tangible salinity on the 
finish.”(95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 112 Mazis Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 D’Auvenay (Leroy)
 4stl, 4htl, 2scrc (94pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 113 La Tâche - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lwasl, lscl, spc

“I cannot think of a more profound, young red Burgundy 
tasted than DRC’s 1990 La Tâche. Although it still 
requires another 3-4 years of cellaring, it is incredibly 
endowed, with an extraordinary perfume of Asian spices 
as well as jammy black raspberries, cherries, and 
blackberries infused with smoke, toast, and dried herbs. 
Full-bodied, but ethereal, with layers of flavor, as well as 
mind-boggling delicacy and complexity…”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 114 La Tâche - Vintage 1991
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wasl, wasvl, sdc

“The 1991 La Tâche had a spectacular nose, just like La 
Tâche is supposed to. Its fruit was very fresh and full of 
cherry, rose, leather and menthol. Seductive yet firm both 
in terms of aroma and flavor, it was round, smooth, lush 
and delicious and an impeccably well-stored bottle, as if 
I should have expected anything less.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 108 Château Lafite Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1986 2hstl (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1996 2hstl (100pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 109 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1994
 Pomerol
 bsl, ltl

“…the color is a deep, dark ruby/purple. With coaxing, 
the closed nose offers up scents of coffee, herb-tinged, 
jammy black-cherries, and toasty new oak. The wine is 
superbly concentrated, with a high tannin level, and a 
long, structured, backward finish…”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1300-1800

 110 Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 stl, tl

“Impressively concentrated, packed with bright flavors. 
Shows ripe fruit, smoke and earth notes on the extremely 
long finish. An exciting wine that takes off like a 
rocket.”(95pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 111 La Romanée - Vintage 2006
 Comte Liger-Belair
 1bsl, 1stl

“This is as reserved and cool as the Reignots but more 
complex, refined and sophisticated still as it just exudes 
class and breed with a fantastically broad array of spicy 
and pure black fruit aromas where the reserve and spice 
components are also reflected by the minerally, serious 
and delicious medium full-bodied flavors brimming with s 
ve and extract on the very firm finish supported by buried 
tannins and huge length that doesn’t stop. This isn’t quite 
as concentrated and powerful as the ‘05 version but it’s 
more than a respectable successor and there is so much 
sap that it gives the impression of being much more 
approachable now than it actually is.” (95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

ANOTHER GREAT RESTAURANT LIST
Sometimes there is only so much room in the cellar, and another famed restaurant is making room by parting with a lovelyarray 
of Burgundy and Champagne. Highlights include 1990 Rousseau Beze, 2006 La Romanee, several vintages of La Tache,1985 
DRC Richebourg in bottle and magnum, 1985 and 1990 Romanee Conti, 2000 Coche Corton Charlemagne, 1986 Ramonet 
Montrachet,1988 Krug and 1996 Salon. Wow! All wines removed from temperature-controlled storage on location thanks to 
this iconof the industry.
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 121 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti 
 4.5cm bc, wasl, sdc, scc

“…is utterly mind blowing. The heady, intoxicating 
bouquet delivered penetrating and sublime aromas that 
were even more intense than those from the La Tâche. 
On the palate, there is a veritable smorgasbord of earthly 
and heavenly delights. Needless to say, it is very rich, 
very opulent, and very concentrated. Red burgundy and 
red wine do not get any better than this.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $12000-16000

 122 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti 
 lscl, wasl

“…a breathtaking panoply of Asian spices, exotic fruit 
aromas and a touch of earth followed by rich, lush, almost 
opulent flavors that melt in the mouth and coat the palate 
with a layer of velvet on the fantastically long finish. 
This is a dramatic wine in every sense of the word yet 
it’s not at all showy but rather discreet and understated 
inner power and purity of expression if you ever have the 
chance, don’t miss it!…”(99pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $13000-18000

 123 Bonnes Mares
 Dujac
 - Vintage 1993 lscl, stl (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 hstl, sdc (94pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1600-2000

 124 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 1993
 Dujac
 3wasl, 1nl, 1 bottle different importer

“…the aromatic elegance and purity of the ‘93 Clos St. 
Denis is nothing short of sensational as is the dramatic 
complexity; this can be enjoyed merely on the nose alone 
good richness, precision and obvious class…”(91pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 125 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2000
 Coche-Dury
 stl, ltl, novl, wc

“Cool, reserved and incredibly pure green apple and 
white pear notes blend seamless with an intense yet 
understated minerality that leads to positively crystalline, 
dense flavors that deliver the hallmark delineation, 
power and breathtaking persistence of classically styled 
Corton-Charlemagne. But this rises to the next level by 
virtue of unmistakable breed and a certain vibrancy and 
presence that is rare even among great wines. Extremely 
impressive and destined for a long life.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 115 La Tâche - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2wasvl, 2wasl, 1sos

“Strikingly extravagant nose of rose petals, oriental 
spices, pungent tea and leather notes plus ultra elegant 
pinot fruit. The powerful, chiseled, pure flavors are 
remarkably detailed, precise and fine with mind bending 
complexity yet for all the emotional drama of this wine, 
it remains understated and almost aloof at the moment. 
The finish is dense, structured and quite firm though there 
is nary a hard edge to be found In short, aristocratic in 
every sense.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 116 La Tâche - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 2wasvl, 2wasl, 1spc

“The 2003 La Tâche reveals aromas of milk chocolate, 
violets, roses, and dark cherries. Suave, displaying 
massive amplitude and a full-bodied, velvety-textured 
character, this behemoth s flavor profile brings to mind 
chocolate-covered black cherries. Immensely powerful 
and noble, it offers an interminable finish that is packed 
with flawlessly ripe, sweet tannin.”(99pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 117 Richebourg - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 hwasl, cc

“…Enormous in an old, heavyweight style a broodingly 
deep color, and sensational depth and length.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 118 1 magnum per lot $7000-10000 
  4cm bc, wasl, cuc, wc 

 119 Richebourg - Vintage 1989
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 wasl, ltl, cuc, sdc, scc

“…hints of secondary aromas, game, leather and spice. 
The flavors though are big, rich and intense, underpinned 
by surprisingly rustic tannins and offering fine length a 
big wine for the vintage with plenty of character and 
ample structure…”(91pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 120 Richebourg - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti 
 2wasl, 2sdc

“Amazing nose - incredible t ‘n a that is somehow ripe 
as wll red fruits dominate with a hint of black here earth, 
truffle, leather, and game aromas are all divine singularly 
and collectively huge yet silky with a fabulous finish, 
fabulous fruit yes, this is fabulous wine, absolutely if you 
will secondary aromas of soy and mocha, with a pinch of 
sawdust massive ripeness and finish.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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 130 Hermitage
 - Vintage 2006 J.L. Chave 5lbsl, 1nl (96pts) (5)
 Hermitage Blanc
 - Vintage 2005 J.L. Chave bsl (97pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 J.L. Chave 3bsl, 1ltl (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 131 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1969
 Oenotheque
 lbsl, disgorged in 2006, outstanding color and condition

“Honey, spices, candied orange peel and dried apricots 
are just some of the nuances that emerge from this 
generous, ample Champagne.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 132 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1971
 Oenotheque
 2lbsl, 2nl, disgorged in 2006, 
 outstanding color and condition

“One of the most elegant and sophisticated creations the 
world of wine has ever seen.”(97pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 133 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
 5lbsl, 2nl

“At Krug they themselves compare the wine with the ‘81, 
the ‘55, and the ‘61. Personally, I compare it to the ‘66 
and the ultra elegant ‘79. The finesse is unbeatable and 
the acidity very noticeable. This is a wine that is going to 
be enjoyed by our grandchildren. Most people probably 
discourage immediate consumption of this young wine, 
but I am of a different opinion. I believe that a little bit of 
the subtle feeling of tears of joy disappears when the wine 
matures.”(97pts RJ)

 5 magnums per lot $6000-8000

 134 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2000
 Cristal Rose
 lstl

“Peel contact from very old Pinot vines at A ! Apart 
from this leading village one notices Cumi res, Verzy 
and Verzenay as well as Chardonnay from Le Mesnil, 
Oger and Avize. The dosage with 11 grammes of sugar is 
stored in oak barrels as usual. I am immediately utterly 
lyrical!”(95pts RJ)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1500

 126 Meursault - Vintage 1996
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 hwasl, sdc

“When the world’s wine lovers speak of Jean-Francois 
Coche the words Corton-Charlemagne are sure to 
follow. Personally, I feel his Meursault Perrières is 
just as extraordinary, and sometimes more so. This 
vineyard contributes an element of refinement and class 
to Coche’s hedonistic, powerful, and intense style. The 
1996 is breathtaking because tasting it is a levitating 
experience. Its beguiling, almost spiritual bouquet is 
composed of precisely defined minerals. The palate is 
greeted by explosive, powerful, awesomely elegant, 
intense, mouth-coatingly sweet and yet bone dry stones, 
gravel, crisp pears, and toasty oak. This unbelievably 
dense and complex, yet pure and perfectly defined wine 
is massively structured and has an unending finish that 
reveals cardamon, anise, honeysuckle blossoms, and 
spices.”(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 127 Montrachet - Vintage 1986
 Ramonet
 2hwasl, 1ltl

“I have been fortunate enough to have this wine at several 
tastings where a number of tasters gave it perfect scores. 
Certainly it was stunning when I tasted it in August. 
With a bold, even dramatic nose of buttered popcorn, 
honeyed apples, oranges, and toasty new oak, its velvety, 
viscous, chewy texture is crammed with sweet, expansive 
Chardonnay fruit. There is barely enough acidity to hold 
everything together, and the finish is explosively long, 
rich, and buttery.”(97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 128 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1997
 La Mouline, E. Guigal 2wasl, 2ltl, 2sdc (96pts) (2)
 La Turque, E. Guigal wasvl, tvl, wasl, ltl (96pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $750-1000

 129 Ermitage - Vintage 2003
 cuvée Cathelin, J.L. Chave
 2stl, 1nl

“The stupendous 2003 Hermitage cuvée Cathelin was 
never racked from barrel to barrel, nor was any SO2 
utilized. Readers should think of it as the concentrated 
essence of a Chave Hermitage. It is a port-like effort that is 
neither hot, pruny, nor overripe despite what the numbers 
might suggest. As Chave says, this is a wine that will age 
many decades on its sheer level of concentration as the 
acidity is appallingly low, and the pH extraordinarily 
high, but the level of concentration and essence in the 
wine is akin to some of the most monumental wines ever 
to emerge from France.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 139 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1995 1bn, 3lscl, 2lstl (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1996 vlstl, ll (99pts) (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 140 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
 3lscl

“One of the most awesome young reds I have ever tasted, 
it possesses a black/purple color, a seamless texture, 
and freakishly high levels of intensity (cassis, black and 
blueberries infused with espresso, chocolate, and licorice) 
that are flawlessly presented in a full-bodied, massive yet 
elegant wine. Nothing is out of balance in this explosively 
rich, thick, highly-extracted Cabernet.”(100pts)

 5 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 141 Marcassin Pinot Noir - Vintage 2007
 Marcassin Vineyard

“…may be the finest Pinot Noir Wetlaufer and Turley 
have ever produced. A wine of extraordinary sublimity, 
intensity, authority and palate presence, it offers 
wonderfully ripe (but not overripe) blue and red fruits 
intermixed with notions of forest floor, spring flowers, 
camphor, plum sauce and a smoky character that I 
identify with Peking duck. The wine possesses staggering 
intensity and richness but it is neither heavy nor 
overbearing.”(99+pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1400-1800
_____________________________

 135 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Le Mesnil
 2lbsl, 2lscl

“The 1996 Salon was like the razor s edge; there was so 
much vim, vigor and acidity here it was like being in the 
eye of a storm. One could see the greatness of the 1996 
vintage in the Salon, which was fresh as a baby s bottom. 
It was white meaty underneath that 1996 greatness; so 
balanced, so long, so stylish and deeply penetrating. 
Rob gave it 6 stars. Incredible. Pure Blanc de Blanc Le 
Mesnil. No dosage. It was probably the greatest young 
Champagne that I have ever tasted.”(97+pts JK)

 2 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 136 Taittinger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Comtes de Champagne, Rose
 4stl, 2ltl

“Pale orange-pink. Knockout nose combines wild 
strawberry, blood orange, minerals and earth, along 
with a whiff of maple syrup intense and penetrating, with 
concentrated flavors of strawberry tart and toast vibrant 
acidity and mineral spine. Unusually serious, structured 
rose from a great vintage fabulous fruit.”(95pts IWC)

 4 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 137 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 La Grande Dame
 3lscl, 1 bottle different importer

“Rich, multidimensional, highly aromatic nose of pear, 
red berries, apple, honey, toast and spice. Extremely rich 
and concentrated, with its medium to full body leavened 
by bright citrus notes and compelling minerality. Great 
inner-mouth aromas. Conveys an impression of powerful 
yet remarkably fine raw materials. The spicy finish offers 
exceptional persistence and richness.”(96pts IWC)

 4 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 138 Barbaresco - Vintage 2004
 Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa
 2lstl, 1lscl, 1nl, 1spc

“It floats on the palate with an ethereal core of sweet 
fruit that calls to mind a profound Musigny, but with 
the unmistakable structure of Nebbiolo. The perfumed 
purity of the fruit carries all the way through to the 
deeply satisfying, resonating finish. Made in a soft, 
seductive style, this remarkable wine is decidedly more 
approachable and easy to appreciate today than the 
Rabaja. Giacosa fans will have a great time discussing 
the merits of the Rabaja and the Asili in 2004, but to me 
they are virtually equally moving; Asili for its feminine 
gracefulness and Rabaja for its size and power. The Asili 
should prove more accessible at an earlier age. Bruno 
Giacosa says his 2004 Asili Riserva will turn out to be 
just like his 2000 Asili Riserva, the wine he still thinks is 
the best he s ever made.”(98pts)

 2 magnums per lot $1000-1400
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 144A Romanée Conti - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Discreet wood sets off a wonderfully elegant, airy and 
ultra-pure dark pinot fruit nose that is perhaps even 
more reticent and shut down than the La Tâche and only 
seriously aggressive swirling can reveal stubborn notes 
of rose petal, spice and menthol influence. The ultra-silky 
but firm medium-scaled flavors are also blessed with 
an impressive abundance of dry extract that buffers the 
prominent but ripe supporting tannins on the moderately 
austere, deep and palate coating finish. The length here is 
genuinely amazing, indeed even at this early juncture this 
is already the longest wine in the range. As it virtually 
always is at this point in its development, this is an 
exercise in understatement, poise and controlled power 
with an unrivaled purity of expression. In sum, this is 
Zen-like. As to whether it will ultimately be better than 
the La Tâche in 2011 remains to be seen but for now the 
two seem to be neck and neck from a purely qualitative 
perspective.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000

 145 Clos des Lambrays
 Domaine des Lambrays
 - Vintage 2008 1lstl (93pts BH) magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2009 1nl (93pts BH) magnum (3)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 146 Clos St. Denis
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2005 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (1)
 - Vintage 2009 lscl (95pts BH) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 142 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 2010 B. Leroux 1x12 bottle ocb (12)
 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2010 B. Leroux 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 Volnay
 - Vintage 2010 Clos de la Cave des Ducs, B. Leroux (12)
 1x12 bottle ocb

 Above 30 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 143 La Tâche - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A reserved yet equally kaleidoscopic nose of red, blue 
and violet aromas that is wonderfully broad, spicy, fresh, 
airy and layered leads to intensely floral, mineral infused 
and focused medium weight plus flavors that possess a 
strikingly attractive mouth feel and while in the context 
of the pantheon of great vintages of this storied wine, 
the ‘07 will be viewed as one of the lighter examples, the 
focus and balance here is nigh on perfect as the finish 
explodes into a hugely long finale, all underpinned by 
firm tannins and bright acidity.”(95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $3500-4500

 144 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti   (1)
 (93pts BH)
 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti   (1)
 (94pts)
 Richebourg
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti   (1)
 (95pts BH)
 Romanée St. Vivant
 - Vintage 2011 Domaine de la Romanée Conti   (1)
 (94pts BH)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3500-4500

SEXY VERTICALS FROM THE BURGUNDY AND RHONE
These are some superb verticals, instant wonderful evenings or collections of some of Burgundy’s and the Rhone’s greatest 
producers, thanks to one of their foremost collectors. Verticals of Dujac, Roumier and DRC are complemented by further sam-
plings from Beaucastel, Pegau and Chave. These are special lots, curated by a long-time collector, one who is passionate about 
Burgundy, a region in which he has deep connections and relationships. All wines kept in temperature-controlled storage and 
mostly bought on release.
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Lot: 147

Additional Lots: 18, 35, 97-98, 269, 373, 960, 1037, 1228
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 151 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2009
 Pres le Cellier, Méo-Camuzet
 1x6 magnum ocb

“A fresh and relatively expressive nose speaks of both 
red and blue pinot fruit, earth and a touch of underbrush 
that is also reflected by the detailed and impressively 
concentrated flavors that possess more mid-palate 
density than I usually find with this wine, all wrapped 
in a powerful and hugely long finish that, rather than 
displaying youthful austerity, is silky.”(92-94pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 152 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 N. Potel  (97-98pts) (4)
 Clos de Bèze, N. Potel  (92-95pts BH) (4)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 153 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2008 Clos de Bèze, P. Marchand   (6)
 1x6 bottle ocb
 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2008 P. Marchand 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 2008 P. Marchand 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 Latricieres Chambertin
 - Vintage 2008 P. Marchand 1x6 bottle ocb (6)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 154 Montrachet
 Comte Lafon
 - Vintage 2007 1x1 bottle owc (93-6pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 1x1 bottle owc (93-96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (94-97pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (95-98pts BH) (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 147 Bonnes Mares
 G. Roumier
 - Vintage 1999 (95+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (97pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (93pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (96pt BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (95pts) (1)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 148 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Cras, G. Roumier
 - Vintage 1999 (90pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 lwisl (88-90pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (89-92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (92pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (1)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 149 Morey St. Denis
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2003 (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (92pts BH) (1)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $750-1000

 150 Musigny - Vintage 2003
 G. Roumier

“The brightest, freshest and most complex aromatic 
profile in the range with spicy floral red and black berry 
notes nuanced with cherry, plum, kirsch and warm earth 
aromas that lead to utterly delicious, pure and quite 
firmly structured flavors that possess knockout length. 
For an obviously ripe wine, this is really quite fine and 
classy with dense but refined tannins and again, just huge 
length.”(91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2600
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Lot: 155

Additional Lots: 156, 523, 1239-1240, 1304-1305
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 159 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 cuvée de Capo, Domaine du Pegau
 1x3 magnum owc

“An inky/purple color is followed by aromas of smoked 
meats, Peking duck, licorice, lavender, aged beef, grilled 
steak blood, black currants, plums, sauteed cepes and soy. 
Enormously concentrated, broad, expansive and massive 
but not over the top, this is a tour de force in winemaking 
that is impossible to imagine unless one has a bottle to 
work through over the course of 4 to 5 hours.”(100pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 160 Châteauneuf du Pape
 cuvée de Capo, Domaine du Pegau
 - Vintage 1998 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 161 Hermitage
 J.L. Chave
 - Vintage 1995 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 (94+pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 spc (95pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (95-96pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (94pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (100pts) (1)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 162 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon
 Hillside Select
 - Vintage 2003 (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (96pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (98+pts) magnum (1)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________

 155 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel
 - Vintage 1989 (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1990 spc (99pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1994 nc,1x1 magnum owc(93pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (97pts WS) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1998 (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1999 sdc, sos (96pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2001 1x1 magnum owc (99pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (95pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (96pts WS) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (98+pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2007 1x1 magnum owc (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (99pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2010 1x1 magnum owc (98+pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (96pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (99pts) magnum (1)

 Above 16 magnums per lot $12000-16000

 156 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (98+pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2007 (100pts) (4)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 157 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Vieilles Vignes, Domaine de Marcoux
 1x12 bottle owc

“…boasts a dense ruby/purple color followed by a 
sweet kiss of kirsch liqueur, incense, camphor, truffles, 
and lavender. The wine hits the palate with sensational 
richness, a full-bodied, multilayered texture, awesome 
purity, and remarkable freshness as well as vibrancy. 
The tannins are velvety, the acids provide uplift and 
delineation to the wine’s enormous richness and depth, 
and the finish lasts nearly a minute.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 158 Châteauneuf du Pape
 - Vintage 1998
 cuvée de Capo, Pegau tl (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2000
 cuvée de Capo, Pegau lscl, sdc (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2003
 cuvée de Capo, Pegau(99-100pts) magnum (1)
 cuvée Inspiration, Pegau 1x1 magnum owc magnum (1)
 (100pts)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $3500-5000
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 166 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1953 hs, bsl, lscl, ltl, sdc,  (1)
 outstanding color (95pts)
 - Vintage 1967 hs, bsl, lscl, nc, cuc,  (1) 
 outstanding color
 - Vintage 1973 ts, bsl, ltl, sdc, excellent color  (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 167 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 Chezeaux (Ponsot)
 stl, wisvl, spc

 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800

 168 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 stl

“Rich, very ripe, indeed even opulent fruit that remains 
fresh and vibrant with big, tannic, also very rich flavors 
underpinned by impressive depth and weight. The finish 
goes on and on and this should live for ages. A genuinely 
terrific example of the ‘90 vintage that while very ripe, 
manages to stay within the bounds of balance and clearly 
delivers a solid expression of the underlying terroir. Still 
quite young but great potential.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 169 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 1997 Domaine Leroy lscl (96pts) (1)
 Musigny
 - Vintage 1997 Domaine Leroy scl, tvl, sdc (95pts) (1)
 Romanée St. Vivant
 - Vintage 1997 Domaine Leroy scl, sdc (95pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 163 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion
 1x6 bottle owc

“…saturated purple color along with a reticent but 
striking bouquet of blackberries, blueberries, truffles, and 
mocha. In spite of its tightness, aeration reveals scents of 
licorice, menthol, and saddle leather. Opulent and full-
bodied, with low acidity, sweet tannin, and a 60-second 
finish, it is unquestionably as profound as the 1990 and 
1982. I still believe the 2000 has the potential to be the 
most compelling Cheval Blanc since the mythical 1947 
and 1949…”(100pts)

 5 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 164 Château Latour - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac

“The dense, opaque garnet-colored 1982 Latour reveals 
slight amber at the edge. Sweet, smoky, roasted aromas 
in the nose combine with jammy levels of black currant, 
cherry, and prune-like fruit. It possesses extraordinary 
concentration and unctuosity, with a thick, fat texture 
oozing notes of cedar wood, tobacco, coffee, and over-
ripe fruit. Low acidity as well ashigh alcohol (for 
Bordeaux) give the wine even more glycerin and textural 
chewiness. The finishlasts forever.”(100pts)

 2 magnums per lot $7000-9000

 165 Château Le Pin - Vintage 1985
 Pomerol
 1bn, 2wasl, 1nl

“Wonderful lychee and berry fruit character on the nose. 
Full-bodied and soft-textured, with caressing tannins. 
Long and beautiful. More friendly than the 1986. Lovely, 
open, inviting and seductive.”(94pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

JEWEL BOX COLLECTION
This small slice of a grand collection covers a lot of territory around the world of fine and rare wines, showcasing some of the 
most sought after and valuable producers. Highlights include 1982 Latour magnum, 1985 Le Pin, 1990 Dujacs, 1989 Rayas, 
1969 La Mouline, 1990 Chave, 1979 Cristal Rose, 1976 Salon magnum, 1990 Giacosa Falletto Riserva and more! All wines re-
moved from the custom-built, temperature and humidity-controlled storage of this East Coast gentleman, a great collector and 
drinker who is fanatical about storage and provenance.
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Lot: 170, 171

Additional Lot: 821
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 175 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1989
 Château Rayas
 2lscl, 1ltl, 1nl, 1lwrl, 1wisvl, 2 bottles different importer

“A wine that continues to catch up to the 1990 (and 
probably has greater longevity) is the 1989. A dense-
colored Rayas, but not as thick-looking as the 1990, this 
dark ruby-colored wine exhibits plenty of roasted herb 
notes intermixed with scents of tobacco, sweet Crème 
de cassis, and kirsch. Full-bodied, highly-extracted, 
powerful, and tannic.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1900-2400

 176 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1983
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 lbsl, ltl, lwisl

“…offers up an exotic nose of tea, smoked duck, licorice, 
truffles, and earth. Extraordinarily concentrated, and 
almost too rich to be called a beverage, this viscous, 
compellingly endowed, massive La Landonne remains 
5-7 years away from full maturity. The wine possesses 
excruciatingly high tannin in the finish, but awesome 
levels of extract and glycerin.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $550-750

 177 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1969
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 lbsl, lscl, outstanding color and condition

“The 1969 was the wine of the weekend. Its incredible 
nose was deep and brooding. It was meaty, rich, and 
concentrated on the nose, with oily, chunky, and fat fruit, 
along with pinches of olive, leather, and menthol. The 
palate was as good as it gets spectacular, balanced, and 
long, with chalky, minerally, raspberry fruit flavors. The 
acidity was phenomenal, the verve incredible, the style 
royal, and the flavor profile classic. Yum.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3500

 178 Côte Rôtie
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 - Vintage 1983 lbsl, ltl (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1988 2lwisl, 1nl (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1989 sdc (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1991 1lbsl, 2sdc (100pts) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 179 Côte Rôtie
 La Turque, E. Guigal
 - Vintage 1989 1lscl, 1lstl, 2sdc, 3scc, 1tc (99pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1990 2lscl, 2sdc (98pts) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 170 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 2stl

“…enjoys the most saturated, deep ruby color, and a 
tightly knit, closed nose, which, with coaxing, offers up 
smells of meat, soy, sweet black fruits, and toasty vanillin 
oak. It is splendidly rich and well-delineated, with full 
body, exceptional extraction of flavor, impeccable 
balance, and a long, deep finish.”(94pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 171 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 1lstl

“The nose was stem city with its main highway off of 
cinnamon avenue. There was that kiss of cedar wood, 
rose, more stem, garden, mint, spearmint, and even pizza 
crust; there was a lot going on here. Flavors of rose, 
vitamins, earth, citrus skins and long cedar graced its 
palate. There was super length and phenomenal acidity. 
Super stylish and long, spiny and with incredible pitch, 
this one day may outshine that 1978 after all; whoever 
buys these see me in twelve years. Please!!!”(96+pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 172 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 1990 G. Lignier scl (90pts) magnum (1)
 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 1990 H. Lignier 1lscl (95+pts JK) (2)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2000-2600
 and 1 magnum

 173 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 cuvée de Tres Vieilles Vignes, J. Roty
 2lscl

“Bacon, jammy black cherries, and candied blackberries 
can be found in its aromatics. This huge, medium to full-
bodied wine is extraordinarily concentrated, powerful, 
and chewy-textured. Its black fruit, licorice, asphalt, 
and cherry flavors are extremely expressive and last 
throughout its unbelievably long, thick, and sweet 
finish.”(95-97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 174 Richebourg - Vintage 1999
 Méo-Camuzet

“Explosive black, sexy, powerful and dense fruit coupled 
with oriental spice and traces of earth followed by rich, 
extremely long flavors of cassis, soy and buckets of pinot 
extract and an incredibly long finish that boasts coffee 
and chocolate notes. The tannins are quite fine and very 
ripe and the impression is one of sweetness and perfect 
balance. This is a real show stopper though some of the 
exuberance it displayed a few years ago is now gone 
and has been replaced by the first signs of maturing 
fruit.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600
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Lot: 185, 187
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 185 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1979
 Cristal Rose
 bsl, ltl, excellent color and condition

“…pretty suggestions of honey, cinnamon, smoke, ash, 
menthol, hazelnuts and dried apricots. The bouquet 
remains deeply expressive and melds seamlessly into a 
succulent, expansive palate. Although the wine is mature, 
the mousse retains surprising elegance and finesse with a 
velvet-like softness.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 186 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Cristal Rose
 1lscl, 1nl

“Cristal Rose 90 can t be anything but wonderful. This 
is a very young and as yet discreet Champagne with a 
peerless balance and finesse.”(97pts RJ)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 187 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1976
 Le Mesnil
 stl, tl

“A quite wonderful toasty Mesnil bouquet, with elements 
of coconut, coffee, and autumn leaves. Outstandingly rich  
almost fat. Hardly one of the most elegant Champagnes 
to have come from this house, but it is one of the best 
wines of this vintage. “(96pts RJ)

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 188 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
 Le Mesnil
 2lscl

“The nose hints at nuts and chocolate…”(94pts RJ)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 189 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa
 6scl, 1spc

“The 1990 Giacosa Barolo Falleto Riserva, however, 
stood out in the crowd, as always. Ridiculous, was how 
my note began. It was a huge wine, as always, with 
enough t n a for the entire Rockettes. It was also beefy 
and leathery, as always, thick and juicy with oily, nutty, 
gamy and chocolaty flavors. It was one of the stars of the 
night, as always.”(96+pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 190 2 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 1lscl, different importers

 180 Hermitage - Vintage 1990
 J.L. Chave
 6lscl, 2lwrl, different importers

“1990 is the Hermitage appellation’s greatest vintage 
since 1978, and maybe since 1961. I have been tasting 
Chave’s Hermitage since the great 1978 vintage, and the 
black-colored 1990 is unquestionably the most massive 
and concentrated wine he has yet produced. Perhaps 
the real difference between it and the splendid 1989 is 
that the 1990 exhibits a more roasted character to its 
nose, as well as a bit more tannin and concentration in 
the mouth. Except for that, they are both mind-boggling, 
monumental bottles of red Hermitage.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-5000

 181 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1964 1lscl, outstanding color (97pts RJ) (2)
 - Vintage 1966 lscl, outstanding color (96pts RJ) (1)
 - Vintage 1985 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 1x6 bottle ogb (96pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 182 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1976
 scl

“Loads of Krug aromas and voluptuousness, gigantic 
body, and warm fruit.”(95pts RJ)

 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400

 183 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 2x6 bottle ogb’s

“Remarkably perfumed nose projects an exotic bouquet 
of deep, leesy yellow fruit, minerals, honeycomb, smoked 
meat and flowers, with Asian spices building expanding 
in the glass. Almost painfully concentrated, offering a 
surreal parade of orchard and pit fruits, smoked meat, 
toasted brioche and marrow braced by intensely salty, 
stunningly incisive minerality. Imagine a Frankenstein’s 
monster of Chablis Le Clos and Clos Ste. Hune-but one 
with perfect balance, of course-and you get an idea of 
what I found in my bottle. The energetic, stony character 
builds exponentially on the finish, which didn’t seem to, 
well, finish. The best analogy I can come up with for 
the intensity, focus and clarity of this Champagne is 
liquefied barbed wire. Utterly hallucinatory and one of 
the most amazing wines I’ve ever been fortunate enough 
to drink.”(99+pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 184 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne
 Cristal
 - Vintage 1981 lbsl, lscl (94pts RJ) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1982 lbsl, lscl (96pts JK) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1983 nl (94pts JK) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1988 lbsl, ltl (95pts RJ) magnum (1)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $4500-6000
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 193 Barolo
 Cascina Francia Riserva, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1985 (3)
 - Vintage 1988 (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 194 L’Ermita
 A. Palacios
 - Vintage 1993 lscl (1)
 - Vintage 1994 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 lscl (97pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (92pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1998 3lscl, 1spc (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 1nl (4)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

 191 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 B. Mascarello
 2lscl

“…offers a mature nose of roses, leather, tobacco, cedar 
and coffee with sweet dark fruit and earthy notes in an 
irresistibly ethereal style. Medium-bodied and delicate, it 
shows plenty of supporting structure…”(94pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 192 Barolo
 G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1961 1-6.5cm bc, 3lbsl, 1lscl, 1htl,  (3)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1971 1-3.5cm bc, 1wisvl, excellent  (2)
 color and condition (94pts JK)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 198 Château Cos d’Estournel
 - Vintage 1986 St. Estephe 6lbsl, 2nl, 1spc (95pts) (6)
 Château Palmer
 - Vintage 1986 Margaux 6bn, 6lwrl (93pts JK) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 199 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1971
 Pomerol
 ts, stl, spc, tc, outstanding color

“Plum/garnet in color with noticeable orange at the rim, 
the chocolate, mocha, sweet, fruit-scented bouquet is 
followed by a rich, velvety, full-bodied wine with layers 
of silky fruit. The 1971 must surely be the wine of the 
vintage.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 200 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1985
 Pomerol
 bsl, gsl, ltl, wc, 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“Solid as a rock with mint, raspberry, cherry and tar 
character, full body and firm tannins.”(93pts WS)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $10000-15000

 201 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 1bn, 12lbsl, 6lwrl, 1x12 bottle owc

“Backward and structured, though a bit coarse. Brilliant, 
deep ruby color, with a hint of garnet on the edge. 
Currant, floral and berry aromas. Big and chewy, with 
plenty of fruit and tannins.”(90pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 195 Château Cheval Blanc
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 1981 2wasl (91pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1982 2lscl, 2sdc (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1986 2lscl, 2sdc (93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1988 2lbsl (93pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1990 1lscl, 1lstl, 1sdc (98+pts) (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 196 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1975
 Graves
 bsl, cc, outstanding color and condition

“The 1975 La Mission-Haut-Brion has been the most 
consistent wine of the vintage. Super-concentrated, and 
now beginning to shed enough tannin so that it can 
be fully appreciated, this enormously constituted La 
Mission-Haut-Brion has developed that fabulous Graves 
set of aromatics - tobacco, black fruits, minerals, roasted 
herbs, and cedar. Huge, massive, thick, and succulent, 
with moderate tannin, and some amber notes at the 
edge… it comes closest in style to resembling the 1945, 
with a hint of the sweet, ripe 1959.”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $2400-3500

 197 Château Latour - Vintage 1971
 Pauillac
 10ts, 2vhs, 12lbsl, 3lstl, 3sdc, 6scc, 1x12 bottle owc, 
 excellent color and condition

“Tasted from my personal cellar, the 1971 Latour is 
undoubtedly the wine of the Medoc, and possibly the wine 
of the vintage (Pétrus and Trotanoy are also splendid 
efforts). Drinkable young, it has continued to evolve, 
offering extraordinary aromatic complexity as well as 
surprisingly deep, concentrated flavors atypical for the 
vintage. A dark opaque garnet color with amber at the 
edge is followed by a spectacular bouquet of dried herbs, 
cedar, smoky black fruit, and coffee. Rich, but structured, 
with moderate tannin, this medium-bodied, elegant yet 
complex wine possesses a sweet mid-palate in addition to 
a long, concentrated finish with abundant tannin.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

TRANSEUROPE EXPRESS
There are many splendid selections here, as always, from this regular European consignor. This month he focuses timeless on 
gems including 1975 La Mission magnum, 1971 Latour in OWC, 1985 Petrus jeroboam, 1993 Rousseau Chambertin, 1976 La 
Tache, 1988 Ramonet Montrachet jeroboam, 1996 Giacosa Falletto Riserva magnum, and several vintages of Monfortino Ris-
erva going back to 1958! These jewels are from a passionate collector who lives and loves the grape. All wines carefully acquired 
and transported here to the USA just for this sale.
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 208 Chambolle Musigny
 Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 1990 nl (90pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1993 vlscl (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (92pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $750-1000

 209 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 1983 Les Amoureuses, magnum (1)
 Comte de Vogue bsl, lstl, nl, cuc
 Musigny
 - Vintage 1983 Vieilles Vignes, magnum (1)
 Comte de Vogue 4cm bc, wasl, tal, wc

 Above 2 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 210 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1976
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 12bsl, 4spc, 1cc, 1sos, excellent color and condition

“Intense; a marvelous core of fruit warm, mature colour; 
ripe, elegant, slightly scented squashed cherry bouquet ; 
pure Pinot flavor, good texture, dry finish.”(4 stars MB)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-15000

 211 La Tâche - Vintage 1976
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 6lbsl, 3sdc, 3spc, excellent color and condition

“Aged burg nose of Asian spices and a hint of sous bois 
with pretty, nicely spicy flavors that have quite a bit 
of tannin poking through on the finish. However, there 
is good richness to more or less buffer the tannins and 
while this does not display classic La Tache power and 
balance, it does offer plenty of spiciness.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-12000

 212 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1971
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4cm bc, bsl, nl, spc, cc, excellent color

“The 1971 DRC Romanée St. Vivant had a beautiful 
nose as well, full of strawberry fruit, ice cream kisses 
and a vanilla creaminess. Rich, long, seductive and sexy, 
the RSV was unbelievably tasty and long, with the best 
acidity so far and a tasty minerality.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 213 Clos de Tart - Vintage 1972
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 3lbsl, 1nl, 3sdc, 3nc

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 202 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 A. Rousseau
 3lwasl, 3 taped label, 2sdc

“Delivered an A to Z experience and the weekend s first 
outstanding wine. It, too, was vitamin city in the nose but 
also stem city, and it also had a wealth of crushed red, 
black and purple fruits to match. The palate was rich and 
oily, its finish huge and leathery with loads of alcohol and 
acid. Somehow, it was still velvety, smooth and delicious. 
It was tough to revisit the other reds on the table after 
tasting this beauty.”(96+ pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 203 Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 1999 ltl (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 nl (94-96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (96-98pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 204 Chambertin
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 1985 lstl (19/20 CC) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 stl (95pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1993 stl, nl (99pts JK) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 205 Gevrey Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 1985 2lbsl, 2sdc (2)
 - Vintage 2005 (2)
 - Vintage 2007 (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 206 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 1hwasl, 1wasvl, 1tl

“Sweet, ripe and still primary fruit soars from the glass 
followed by gorgeously detailed, elegant flavors and solid 
tannins completely buffered by abundant extract. The 
length is of undeniable grand cru quality and the acid/
fruit balance is perfect. This may be the finest Rousseau 
Clos St. Jacques of the decade.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 207 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1978
 Comte de Vogue
 2bsl, 1tal, 1ltl, 2sdc

 2 magnums per lot $1100-1500
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 221 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 1991 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot lwrl,nl(97pts) (1)
 Latricieres Chambertin
 - Vintage 1991 Ponsot lbsl, wrl (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 222 Corton Charlemagne
 - Vintage 1990
 Faiveley  (93pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1993
 Domaine Leroy 3wasl, 1tal, 2sdc, 3scc, 3swc (3)
 (96+pts JK)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 223 Meursault - Vintage 1989
 Les Perrières, J. Drouhin
 12lstl, 2ltl, 6sdc

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 224 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2001
 M. Niellon
 5lbsl, 3lwrl, 1lwasl, 1nl

“…boasts an expressive nose of flowers, pears, and hints 
of vanilla. Medium-bodied, it broadens on the palate, 
revealing a thick, silky-textured core of spicy minerals 
and poached pears whose effects linger in its exceptional 
finish.. This expansive, powerful wine retains a classy, 
refined personality even though it wows the taster with its 
depth and richness.”(94pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 225 Montrachet - Vintage 1988
 Ramonet
 spc, noc

“Medium gold. A wonderfully complex and still quite 
fresh though no longer primary with minty aromas of 
white flower and citrus zest that are nuanced by spice 
hints that continue onto the focused, detailed and 
powerful medium full flavors that are supported by a 
firm, but not aggressive, acid spine and a long, linear and 
indeed almost racy finish.”(93pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $4500-6000

 226 Chablis - Vintage 1980
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 6bsl, 6nl, 6hcrc

 6 bottles per lot $900-1200

 214 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 1985 Dujac lstl, tal, sdc, wc (96pts) (1)
 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 1985 Dujac stl, tal, sdc, wc (92pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $3200-4800

 215 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1988
 Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier
 2-3.5cm bc, 1-5cm bc, 6bsl, 5sdc, 1dc, 6sos

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 216 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1981
 G. Roumier
 5bsl, 1wc

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 217 Bonnes Mares
 G. Roumier
 - Vintage 1990 lbsl, nl (96+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1991 hwasl, ll, tl, sdc (91pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 1992 lstl, lscl, tvl (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3000-4200

 218 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 1990 G. Roumier 3bsl, 2sdc (3)
 Morey St. Denis
 - Vintage 1990 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier  (2)
 2lgsl, 1tal

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 219 Richebourg
 Gros Frere et Soeur
 - Vintage 1990 wasl, wrl, tl, sdc (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1993 2lbsl (94pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 2008 (93pts BH) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 220 Richebourg - Vintage 1985
 J. Grivot
 bsl, tl

“An exceptionally pretty nose of classy, fully mature 
and spicy aromas cut with obvious sous bois introduces 
powerful, muscular and rugged flavors that offer 
lovely richness and a still moderately structured if very 
long finish that remains austere yet pure, focused and 
delineated. I like the complexity and richness and the 
structure, while firm, does not detract from the overall 
sense of balance.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $650-850
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 234 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1988 Marcarini, G. Mascarello 2lscl (2)
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1983 B. Mascarello lbsl magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1984 G. Mascarello 6lbsl, 1lstl (6)
 - Vintage 1985 B. Mascarello bsl, nl (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1988 B. Mascarello stl (1)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 and 1 magnum

 235 Brunello di Montalcino
 Castello Banfi
 - Vintage 1981 2bn, 1lbsl, double magnum (2)
 2x1 double magnum owc’s
 - Vintage 1982 bn, lbsl (1)

 Above 2 double magnums per lot $1000-1400
 and 1 5 liter

 236 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Brunate, Ceretto
 3x1 double magnum owc’s

“The 1990 Barolo Brunate is the most aromatic and 
perfumed of the three 1990 Barolos I tasted. Concentrated 
and full-bodied, with sweet tannin, ripe fruit, and a 
luscious, multi-dimensional personality, this wine should 
drink well for 15-20 years.”(92-94pts)

 3 double magnums per lot $1200-1600

 237 Barolo
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1945 ts, stl, nl, cuc, sdc, wc,  (1)
 outstanding color (95pts JK)
 - Vintage 1952 vhs, bsl, lwasl, tl, spc, fair color  (1)
 (98-99JK)
 - Vintage 1955 ts, bsl, lwasl, excellent color  (1)
 and condition (96+pts JK)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 238 Barolo - Vintage 1958
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 2vhs, 2bsl, 2wasl, 2tvl, 1nl, 1sdc, 1sos, excellent color

“It seemed to be a day for 1947, as the 1947 Giacomo 
Conterno Barolo Monfortino Riserva was spectacular, 
as good a bottle of this as I have ever had. Someone 
compared it to walking into  a sausage and cheese shop.’ 
Two of my favorite things lol. Chocolate, mushrooms 
and all types of nuts were found in this insane wine. It 
was so tasty in a chocolaty way, showing more flesh 
than the 1958, but it was also big and long. It got deeper 
and really stretched out in the glass. Greatness, just like 
another Italian from ‘47, Sweet Lou.”(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 227 Côte Rôtie
 - Vintage 1985
 La Turque, E. Guigal lbsl, nl, sdc (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1990
 La Mouline, E. Guigal ltl, sdc (99pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 228-229 NO LOT

 230 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1983
 Cristal
 1ssos, 3lbsl

“You know it’s a good night when the cocktail round 
is three magnums of1983 Louis Roederer ‘Cristal’ 
Champagne. Absolutely delicious, the 1983 was both 
young and fresh AND mature and absolute class in a 
glass. Yarom, the Colonel himself, was there, and he 
made a special point to me of how good the 1979 was as 
well. Duly noted.”(94pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 231 Tignanello
 Antinori
 - Vintage 1983 2lbsl,  double magnum (2)
 2x1 double magnum owc’s with no lid
 - Vintage 1988 (95pts WS) (5)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1400-1800
 and 2 double magnums

 232 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1982 Gallina di Nieve, B. Giacosa  (3)
 3bsl, 1nl (91pts)
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1982 Villero di Castiglione Falletto, (1)
 B. Giacosa bsl
 - Vintage 1985 Villero di Castiglione Falletto, (1)
 B. Giacosa bn, lbsl
 - Vintage 1989 Villero di Castiglione Falletto, (1)
 B. Giacosa wasl, ltl, sdc

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 233 Barolo - Vintage 1996
 Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa
 1lscl

“…stunning Barolo. It is delicate and powerful at the 
same time, exhibiting a compelling, exotic nose of spices, 
licorice and tar along with a tightly wound core of fruit 
that gradually opens in the glass, revealing this wine 
s profound personality. Just beginning to show some 
secondary aromas and flavors, it offers a wonderful 
juxtaposition of primary fruit and freshness along 
with more complex notes that have developed in the 
bottle.”(97pts)

 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000
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 244 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 1982
 Casse Basse, Soldera
 lscl, lwrl

“Huge, bright and tannic on the palate, the 1982 exudes 
magnificent purity in its expression of Sangiovese.” 
(97pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400

 245 Brunello di Montalcino
 Casse Basse, Soldera
 - Vintage 1982 bn, lbsl (1)
 - Vintage 1983 lscl (1)
 - Vintage 1985 lscl (1)
 - Vintage 1986 ltl (1)
 - Vintage 1988 lscl (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 lscl (98pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4200-6000

 246 Brunello di Montalcino
 Intistieti, Soldera
 - Vintage 1985 2wc (2)
 - Vintage 1992 2wc (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 247 Sassicaia
 Tenuta San Guido
 - Vintage 1983 1bn, 3wasl, 2nl (3)
 - Vintage 1988 1lwrl (97pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 1991 1nc (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 248 Vega Sicilia
 - Vintage NV Reserva Especial 5lscl 3lscl, (5)
 released in 2000
 Vega Sicilia Unico
 - Vintage 2004 1x3 bottle owc (97pts) (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 249 Laberdolive Bas Armagnac
 - Vintage 1962 lwasl (1)
 Marcel Trepout Armagnac
 - Vintage 1937 ts, 1x1 bottle ocb (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $900-1200
_____________________________

 239 Barolo
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1961 vhs, bsl, nl, (1)
 excellent color and condition (97pts JK)
 - Vintage 1967 ts, bsl, lstl, nl, excellent color (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1971 ts, lbsl (98pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 240 Barolo - Vintage 1971
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 2ts, 1vhs, 3bsl, 3lwasl, 1nl

“The 1971 Barolo Monfortino flirts with perfection. 
Although not yet fully mature, it is hard to resist because 
of its blazingly intense nose of truffles, smoked herbs, 
earth, dried fruits, and spice. Massively constituted, 
with huge body, high tannin, extraordinary symmetry 
and purity, and mouth-staining extract levels, this is one 
of the greatest Barolo Monfortinos Conterno has ever 
produced. Is it ready to drink? Yes, but the wine has at 
least 20-30 years of life remaining.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 241 Barolo - Vintage 1978
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 2bn, 2bsl, 1nl, 2sdc, outstanding color

“Decidely different - more fragrant and singular in its 
personality aromatically great spice (leather and tar, 
of course) BBQ, charcoal, a touch of ripe plums, baked 
brown sugar nice t ‘n a hint of anise huge finish that 
remains integrated wine still has a long future blacker, 
nuttier flavors.”(96pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 242 Cepparello
 Isole e Olena
 - Vintage 1988 5bsl (91pts WS) magnum (5)
 - Vintage 1990 1x6 bottle ocb (93pts WS) (6)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400
 and 5 magnums

 243 Barolo - Vintage 1978
 Monfalletto, Montezemolo
 12bsl, 4scc

“…was also quite pretty, as it has been for some time. 
The delicate, floral side of La Morra came through 
nicely.”(92pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400
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 254 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1994
 Pomerol

“…the color is a deep, dark ruby/purple. With coaxing, 
the closed nose offers up scents of coffee, herb-tinged, 
jammy black-cherries, and toasty new oak. The wine is 
superbly concentrated, with a high tannin level, and a 
long, structured, backward finish…”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 255 Château Pétrus - Vintage 2008
 Pomerol

“A wine of great intensity (possibly the most concentrated 
wine of the vintage), this 100% Merlot boasts a dark 
purple color as well as a sweet perfume of mocha, 
caramel, black cherries, black currants, earth and forest 
floor.”(97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 256 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1978
 A. Ligeret
 1-3.5cm bc, 1-3.75cm bc, 7nl, 6bsl, 3wisl, 1gsl, 1spc,   
 excellent color

 10 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 257 Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 A. Rousseau
 3lbsl, 1nl

“This was a  wow’ wine, possessing green bean goodness 
in its nose along with some wet bamboo. There were 
delicious and rich red fruit flavors that had that green, 
stalky goodness. The bamboo stayed and had no zled. 
This was a long, elegant yet substantial wine.”(97pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 250 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1950
 St. Emilion
 2ts, 2hs, 4hbsl, 4hstl, 4ltl, 4fl, 4sdc, 4cc, excellent color

“Dense, concentrated, still needs time.”(95pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 251 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1962
 Graves
 bn, tl, scc, cuc, 1x1 Jeroboam owc, outstanding color

“Medium ruby, with a garnet edge; raspberry and tobacco 
aromas; medium- to full-bodied, with plenty of raspberry 
and tobacco flavors and a soft mouthfeel.”(90pts WS)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $4000-6000

 252 Château Margaux - Vintage 1961
 Margaux
 1bn, 3ts, 3vhs, 12bsl, 12lfl, 10lstl, 1wasl, 1cuc, 4sdc,
 7scc, 2nc, different importers, excellent color

“Great nose - forward and leathery with a carob, 
sweet caramel profile…nice tannins…delicious! I think 
that both the ‘59 and ‘61 Margaux are both severely 
underrated and appreciated when it comes to the First 
Growth-odometer - probably the best first growth to drink 
in both vintages right now.”(95pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 253 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1970
 Pauillac
 10ts, 2vhs, 12bsl, 12lgsl, 6ltal, 3hstl, 2nl, 1sdc, 4scc,
 1nc, 1sos, different importers, outstanding color

“Deep garnet; fragrant tar and black truffle nose; 
extremely concentrated; big and mouth-filling, with 
very dense cassis flavor; enormous, generous fruit; a 
voluptuous claret.”(96pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

CATHEDRAL OF WINE
Europe is filled with cathedrals, and this European cellar is stocked to the ceiling with the world’s finest wines. This month he 
brings to us further great wine from France and Italy, crested by a rare 1962 La Mission jeroboam, 1994 Petrus, several vintag-
es of Rousseau Chambertin back to 1990, a 1982 DRC Assortment in OWC, 1969 La Tache, 1995 Roumier Bonnes Mares, 2002 
Roumier Musigny, 2000 Niellon Chevalier, 1971 Salon, 1967 Giscosa Asili Riserva, six vintages of Monfortino Riserva, a gaggle 
of Gaja and several Solderas in bottle and magnum! Super!!! All wines removed from the temperature-controlled, underground 
cellar of this passionate winemaker and collector.
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Lot: 258

Additional Lots: 202, 1009
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 263 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1993
 Comte de Vogue
 2lwrl, 1lbsl, 1stl

“A beauty, boasting clean, pure, subtle currant, black 
cherry and mint flavors. Elegant structure of silky 
tannins.”(94pts WS)

 Above 2 half-bottles per lot $1200-1600
 and 2 bottles

 264 DRC Assortment - Vintage 1982
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1 RC-lbsl, scc, nc, 2 Riche-1-3.5cm bc, 2bsl, 2nl, 
 1lstl, 2spc, 1 Ech-3.5cm bc, vlbsl, spc, scc, ssos,  
 2 G Ech-2lbsl, 1spc, 4 RSV-2-3.5cm bc, 4bsl, 2stl, 1hstl, 
 1ltl, 4spc, 2scc, 1ssos, 2 LT-1-3.5cm bc, 2bsl, 2nl, 
 2lstl, 1spc, 2scc, 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $24000-35000

 265 La Tâche - Vintage 1969
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1-3cm bc, 1-3.75cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 3bsl, 3stl, 3tl, 1cuc, 
 3spc,  excellent color

“A pungent, smoked duck, Asian spice, sweet, red and 
black fruit, caramel-like bouquet explodes from the glass. 
If there is ever a wine that can be said to reek of terroir, it 
is this 1969.”(94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7500

 266 NO LOT

 267 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1988
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bsl, lstl, nl, scc, cuc

“It is staggeringly concentrated with a bouquet that 
almost defies articulation. There is no doubting what 
it is and who made it. It is a flashy, dramatic wine with 
astonishing length and mystique.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-15000

 268 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1995
 G. Roumier
 6lbsl, 2vlstl, 1nl

“This was clearly infanticide as the ripe and very densely 
fruited dark berry fruit nose and robust, powerful, muscled 
and concentrated flavors are still tight, backward and 
reserved though the initial signs of what is to come are 
now in evidence. There is massive density and incredible 
sap and while there are prominent tannins, they are ripe 
and seem relatively well integrated.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 258 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 A. Rousseau

“Delivered an A to Z experience and the weekend s first 
outstanding wine. It, too, was vitamin city in the nose but 
also stem city, and it also had a wealth of crushed red, 
black and purple fruits to match. The palate was rich and 
oily, its finish huge and leathery with loads of alcohol and 
acid. Somehow, it was still velvety, smooth and delicious. 
It was tough to revisit the other reds on the table after 
tasting this beauty.”(96+ pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 259 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 A. Rousseau

“One of the greatest wines of the vintage with one of 
the most complex and stunning panoply of pinot fruit 
aromas I have ever experienced. Superbly intense, full, 
sharply focused, big, broad and deep flavors that are not 
especially dense but lead to a finish that simply goes on 
and on.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 260 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 A. Rousseau
 1 bottle different importer

“I was frankly quite surprised to find the Chambertin 
almost as expressive and every bit as broad aromatically 
as the Bèze as the nose is equally kaleidoscopic if featuring 
a more deeply pitched set of fruit aromas and more earth. 
The flavors are bigger if not finer with serious power and 
weight on the rich, full and driving finish that possesses 
an exuberant underlying sense of energy, all wrapped in 
a core of rock solid but ripe and balanced tannins. Like 
the potential of the Bèze, this too has a chance to ascend 
as one of the top vintages ever typified by such years as 
‘34, ‘49, ‘52, ‘62, ‘66 and ‘91. Arguably the Chambertin 
of the vintage.”(99pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 261 La Romanée - Vintage 1964
 Domaine de la Romanee
 5-3.5cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 6bsl, 6stl, 6scl, 3sdc, 3scc, 1stc, 
 1ssos, excellent color

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 262 Chambertin - Vintage 1978
 Camus
 3-3.5cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 12bsl, 12nl, 5 cracked wxc, 2cc, 
 1x12 bottle owc, excellent color

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3500
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 274 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1992
 H. Jayer
 lbsl, ltl

 1 magnum per lot $3000-4000

 275 Échézeaux - Vintage 1985
 H. Jayer for Georges
 bsl, lwasl, ltl, cuc

“Light ruby with some very light bricking. An interesting 
hint of menthol frames a beautifully fresh and very 
complex red fruit nose that now displays the first signs 
of sous bois that introduces perfectly mature, delicious, 
round and supple middle weight flavors that offer a 
seductive velvety texture and excellent length. For 
my taste, this has arrived at its peak and I can’t see it 
improving from here as it’s perfect now. In sum, this is a 
really lovely wine by any standard.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 276 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Clos de Bèze, R. Groffier
 2vlbsl, 2nl

“Ruby-red. Sauvage aromas of black raspberry, blood 
orange, purple flowers, licorice and Worcestershire 
sauce; lifted by a suggestion of grapefruit. Thick, lush and 
seamless, but given razor sharp precision by penetrating 
acids. At once creamy and solid yet amazingly bright. 
Strong violety flavor carries through to the explosively 
long finish. Ripe tannins are inundated by velvety fruit. 
This is really amazing juice.”(96pts IWC)

 2 magnums per lot $900-1200

 277 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Les Enseigneres, Coche-Dury

“…has a strict, mineral-rich bouquet that is tightly wound 
at the moment. It is very focused, its reticence giving way 
to reveal undergrowth and dewy meadow scents (indeed, 
this bouquet evokes something “pastoral”). The palate 
is well-balanced with a beautiful line of acidity.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 278 Meursault - Vintage 2011
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 1nl

“Subtly complex, aristocratic aromas of lemon and pure 
crushed stone. Wonderfully intense and taut, with great 
mineral depth giving the wine a powerful impression 
of force. Finishes with explosive energy, an essence of 
crushed stone and outstanding lingering perfume. It’s 
virtually impossible to spit this unflagging, tactile wine: 
the minerality here is almost frightening.”(96+?pts IWC)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 269 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2002
 G. Roumier
 5bsl, 5wisl, 2nl, 1ltl

“A beautiful red, dense and broad, with concentrated  
black cherry, plum and mineral flavors. Shows an  old-
vine richness and is backed by a firm structure,  with ripe, 
fine-grained tannins. Fine length. 500 cases made.”
(97pts WS)

 5 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 270 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1997
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier
 2lbsl

“The medium to dark ruby-colored 1997 Chambolle-
Musigny Les Amoureuses reveals a floral nose of violets, 
black cherries, and spices. It is broad, sweet, easy-going, 
soft, sensual, and medium to full-bodied. On the palate, it 
is expansive, extremely expressive, refined, and gracious. 
Red and black fruits, flowers, good structure, and a 
delightfully long finish are found in this harmonious 
offering.”(92pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 271 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2002
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 272 Musigny - Vintage 2002
 G. Roumier

“…a high-toned floral and spicy black fruit nose which 
leads to rich, full and sweet flavors that seamlessly merge 
into a finish of striking depth and superb concentration 
underpinned by very ripe and suave tannins. Like its 
‘02 Bonnes Mares stable mate, this is truly a fantastic 
effort that should age brilliantly as it is already a multi-
dimensional wine.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 273 Musigny - Vintage 2007
 G. Roumier
 lstl

“A gorgeously spicy and expressive, even kaleidoscopic 
nose exhibits an impressive panoply of varied earth and 
spice nuances that accompany the ripe black fruit and 
floral aromas that include both violets and lavender hints 
that complement to perfection the pure, refined, intense 
and driving full-bodied flavors blessed with buckets of 
dry extract that completely buffer the dense but extremely 
fine tannins and confer a velvety sweetness to the textured 
and hugely long finish.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800
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 285 Solaia
 Antinori
 - Vintage 1978 2bn, 2bsl, 1ltal, 1ltl, (2)
 1spc, 2ssos, excellent color (90?pts JK)
 - Vintage 1986 3nl, 2stl, 1bsl (92pts JK) (3)
 - Vintage 1997 lbsl, nl (98pts, Wine of the Year, WS) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1300-1800

 286 Barbaresco - Vintage 1967
 Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa
 2bsl, 2stl, 2scl, 2wol, 2scc, excellent color

“Sweet, layered and silky on the palate, the 1967 Asili 
graces the palate with exquisite finesse.”(96pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 287 Barbaresco - Vintage 1990
 Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa
 3bsl, 3stl, 3ltal

“…is rich, powerful and supple from start to finish.”
(95pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3000

 288 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 1955
 Riserva, Biondi Santi
 ts, lbsl, nl, excellent color and condition

“An intense bouquet of tar, dried porcini and mineral 
gives way to a powerful yet elegant red. Licorice, 
dried cherry, iron and spice notes fuse together on the 
palate, culminating in incredible length on the finish. 
Magnificent, this aBrunello of legendary stature.” 
(99pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $1100-1500

 289 Barolo - Vintage 1941
 Stravecchio, G. Conterno
 1bn, 3lbsl, outstanding color and condition (93pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 290 Barolo - Vintage 1952
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 1ts, 3bsl, outstanding color and condition

“There was another flight that was supposed to be opened 
earlier, but we fell off course. However, the bottles had 
already been opened, so we had to drink them, right? 
The wines were a 1952 Monfortino and 1966 and 1969 
La Moulines. These are all 98 or 99 point wines and 
probably Italy s and the Rhône s greatest wines…EVER.” 
(98-99pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 279 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2000
 M. Niellon
 2lbsl, 2spc, 4 bottles different importer

“Stunning purity and complexity with the hallmark 
Chevy minerality, delineation, intensity and classic 
elegance. The length here is phenomenal with a jaw 
dropping combination of finesse and power as it is all 
delivered without weight or heaviness. A simply gorgeous 
wine.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 280 NO LOT

 281 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1961
  2bsl, 2stl, 2tl, 1htvl, 2scc, excellent color

“The color is still light, with touches of bronze and 
copper. The nose has one side with all the oaky, toasted 
aromas from the barrel, and another with fascinating 
tones from the sea and the forest. The superb taste is 
also on the dark, masculine side, with truffles, duck liver, 
mushroom, earth cellar, wood, and fish. The fruit is by no 
means ingratiating, but the depth and breath of the wine 
are amazing. The aftertaste is actually one of the longest 
I’ve ever experienced!”(97pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 282 NO LOT

 283 Taittinger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1966
 Comtes de Champagne
 2bn, 2bsl, outstanding color and condition

“The parade of Taittingers continued with a glorious 
1966 Taittinger Comtes de Champagne that Ray or Bruce 
brought over to me. I had had this wine last New Year s 
Eve, and it, too, was outstanding but much more mature 
than this bottle. This bottle was a wow wine, incredibly 
fresh and long and full of that golden Blanc de Blancs 
complexity and that signature butterscotch quality I find 
in the great Taittingers. It was another superb bubbly, 
and more than an adequate palate cleanser.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 284 Taittinger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1976
 Comtes de Champagne
 4ts, 4bsl, 1ltl, excellent color and condition

“…is simply fabulous. Still creamy, textured and vivid, 
the 1976 possesses a breathtaking combination of 
signature citrus freshness, superb inner sweetness and 
the slightest hints of more advanced oxidative tones. The 
1976 has matured beautifully and appears to be at its 
most profound peak.”(97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 299 Barbaresco - Vintage 1985
 Sori Tilden, Gaja
 3bsl, 3nl, 3scc

“Leathery, big, sleek aromatic profile of smopke and 
tar…great tannins, long finish, but a hair missing in the 
middle but not much…gritty, dusty, leathery wine.”
(94pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 300 Barbaresco - Vintage 1993
 Gaja
 12vlbsl, 12nl, 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 301 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1994 Gaja 6lbsl, 4stl, 1ltl (6)
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1993 Sperss, Gaja 1x6 bottle owc (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 302 Brunello di Montalcino
 - Vintage 1981
 Soldera lbsl (1)
 - Vintage 1983
 Soldera  (1)
 - Vintage 1984
 Soldera bsl, lscl (1)
 - Vintage 1987
 Soldera 2lbsl (93pts JK) (2)
 Case Basse, Soldera  (1)
 - Vintage 1988
 Soldera bsl, scl (96pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1991
 Riserva, Soldera vlscl (94pts) (1)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 303 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 1983
 Riserva, Soldera
 lbsl, lscl, lwrl

 1 magnum per lot $900-1200

 304 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 1985
 Case Basse, Soldera
 bsl, lscl, nl

 1 magnum per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________

 291 Barolo - Vintage 1955
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 lbsl, lwisl, nl, 1x1 13.5 liter owc, 
 outstanding color and condition

“Perfumed, gracious and beautifully lifted, the 1955 is as 
feminine as Monfortino gets. Hints of orange peel, spices 
and sweet tobacco linger on the close.”(96pts VM)

 1 13.5 liter per lot $16000-24000

 292 Barolo - Vintage 1958
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 2bsl, 2stvl, 1ltl, excellent color and condition

“The wine was powerful and structured yet had also 
acquired stunning complexity, not to mention spellbinding 
seductiveness.”(96pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 293 Barolo - Vintage 1961
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 3bsl, 1vlstl, excellent color and condition

“This was clearly a special wine at first sniff. There was 
a leathery kink here. There was ample flesh to handle it, 
along with aromas of tobacco, old rose and old book. 
A kiss of citrus rounded out the nose. The palate was 
steamy and sexy with great grip and delicious flavors. 
Its acid lingered impressively, and there were layers of 
complexity to its flavors.”(97pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 294 Barolo - Vintage 1970
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 bsl, ltl, excellent color and condition

“The 1970 had a beautiful nose and ended up being one 
of my wines of the night. It was inviting and deep with its 
classic nose, and the palate was enormous yet somehow 
smooth. The fruit was mountainous with loads of beef and 
chocolate; thick, long and outstanding.”(96+pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $3500-5000

 295 NO LOT

 296 Barolo - Vintage 1979
 G. Mascarello
 10lbsl, 3hstl, 2nc

 10 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 297 Barbaresco - Vintage 1983
 Gaja 3.5cm bc, bsl magnum (1)
 Costa Russi, Gaja 1-3.5cm bc, 2bsl magnum (2)
 Sori Tilden, Gaja bsl magnum (1)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $1300-1800

 298 Barbaresco - Vintage 1983
 Costa Russi, Gaja 3nl, 2lbsl, 1scc, 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja 2nl, 1spc, 1x6 bottle owc (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 308 Château Latour - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 6bn, 12lbsl, 12lwrl

“This is one of my favorite wines ever. Full-bodied, 
with layers of silky fruit and masses of currant, mineral 
and berry character. Amazing. It is a wine with perfect 
structure, perfect strength. It s 1961 Latour in modern 
clothes. It is hard not to drink it now.”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-12000

 309 Château Lynch Bages
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1985 3bn, 3bsl, 1lscl, 2sdc (94pts JK) (3)
 - Vintage 1990 4bn, 1ts, 6lbsl (99pts) (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 310 Château Margaux
 Margaux
 - Vintage 1982 ts, lstl, cc (97pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1985 bn, bsl (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1986 1bn, 4lbsl, 2lstl (96pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1990 1bn, 3lbsl, 3lstl, 2sdc (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1995 3lbsl (100pts WS) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 311 Château Margaux - Vintage 1990
 Margaux
 4bn, 6lbsl, 3lstl, 2sdc, 4 bottles different importer

“Its ethereal bouquet of sweet black fruits, cedar, spices, 
flowers, smoke, and vanilla is remarkably well-formed 
and intense. In the mouth, there is not a hard edge to 
this classic wine, which is super-concentrated, soft, 
silky-textured, and opulent. It displays an opaque ruby/
purple color, a compelling bouquet, and exquisite layers 
of flavors that cascade over the palate without any notion 
of toughness or coarseness.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 305 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 1982
 St. Julien
 6sdc

“…the 1982 Ducru-Beaucaillou is unquestionably the 
best wine made at this estate since 1961. The concentrated, 
viscous, dark ruby/purple color is followed by explosive 
aromas of spring flowers, blackcurrants, minerals, and 
toast. It is fuller-bodied than normal, with remarkable 
delineation, great richness, and that wonderful sweetness 
that is a hallmark of this vintage.”(94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 306 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 1996
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“This wine is remarkable. It is muscular, concentrated, 
and classic a saturated ruby/purple color a knock-out 
nose of minerals, licorice, cassis, and an unmistakable 
lead pencil smell that I often associate with top vintages 
of Lafite-Rothschild. It is sweet and full-bodied, 
yet unbelievably rich with no sense of heaviness or 
flabbiness. The wine possesses high tannin, but it is 
extremely ripe, and the sweetness of the black currant, 
spice-tinged Cabernet Sauvignon fruit is pronounced. 
This profound, backward Ducru-Beaucaillou is a must 
purchase.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 307 Château Grand Puy Lacoste - Vintage 1995
 Pauillac
 12vlbsl, 3lwasl, 1x12 bottle owc

“…this gorgeously proportioned, medium to full-bodied, 
fabulously ripe, rich, cassis-scented and flavored Grand-
Puy-Lacoste is a beauty.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

LONGTIME NEW ENGLAND COLLECTION
This longtime New England collector bought most of his collection from local fine wine merchants. The oldest wines were ac-
quired from some of the first New York auctions in the mid 1990s, and several of the older Burgundies were hand carried back 
from Europe. Highlights include 1982 Ducru, 1990 Latour, 1990 Margaux, 1996 Anne Gros Richebourg, 1989 Vogue Amoureus-
es, 1959 Leroy Grands Echezeaux, 1990 La Chapelle, rare Eisweins, 1982 Giacosas, several vintages of Grange, and Fonseca 
and Taylor Ports. The wines have been stored over the last 25 years in a custom-built home wine cellar.  The cellar was built in 
a converted underground coal bin and professionally designed with temperature and humidity control and kept at 57 degrees 
and 65% humidity. Bravo!
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 317 Chambertin
 - Vintage 1990 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau lbsl  (1)
 (95pts WS)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 1990 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau  (1)
 lbsl (91pts BH)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 318 NO LOT

 319 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 1995 Comte de Vogue 3wasl(93+?pts IWC) (3)
 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 1995 Premier Cru, Comte de Vogue   (3)
 (92pts IWC)
 Musigny
 - Vintage 1995 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue  (3)
 3wasl (96pts IWC)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 320 Musigny - Vintage 1990
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 6lwasl

“The Bordeaux-like, saturated dense ruby/purple color is 
followed by a tight-fisted nose and flavors of black fruits, 
underbrush, minerals, smoke, and new oak… This loaded 
effort should prove to be one of the longest-lived red 
Burgundies made in the last twenty years.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4500

 321 Musigny - Vintage 1993
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 6lgsl

“Still remarkably primary with a nose that is the 
crystalline essence of black cherry pinot sap. Massively 
structured, thick flavors with dense, ripe tannins that are 
completely buffered by all the extract. This is flat out 
great a monument in the making…”(97pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 322 Musigny - Vintage 1995
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 6wasl

“Deep red-ruby, the darkest of these ‘95s. Knockout 
aromas of black raspberry, chocolate, espresso and 
exotic spices. Incredible inner-mouth mineral and berry 
flavors. Spicy, delineated and truly palate-staining. Has 
a structure that reminded me of Cabernet Sauvignon. 
Explosive finish, with tannins that coat the palate, teeth, 
furniture .” (96pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3200

 312 Château Gruaud Larose
 - Vintage 1986 St. Julien 1bn, 3lscl (94pts) (3)
 Château Pichon Baron
 - Vintage 1989 Pauillac 6bsl, 2lstl, 6sdc (98pts WS) (6)
 Château Pichon Lalande
 - Vintage 1986 Pauillac 3bn, 3wasl, 3sdc (94pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 313 Château Pichon Lalande
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1995 6lbsl (96pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1996 9lbsl (96pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 314 Château Climens - Vintage 1990
 Sauternes
 24bsl, 1x24 half bottle owc

“…displays a wonderful bouquet of honeysuckle, almond 
and a hint of creme caramel that is beautifully defined. 
The palate has a creamy entry with patently a good 
deal of oak that needs to be subsumed. The balance is 
just exquisite, the line of acidity perfectly pitched and 
moreover, there is that paradoxical mixture of weight and 
levity that makes Climens what it is.”(97pts)

 24 half-bottles per lot $1200-1600

 315 Richebourg - Vintage 1990
 A. & F. Gros
 6wasl, 3ltl, 6sdc, 1wc

“Amazingly rich, ripe and firm; the fruit just erupts like 
a volcano. Offers marvelous plum, currant and violet 
aromas and flavors and a touch of toasted bread and 
vanilla on the complex, supple finish.”(97pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 316 Richebourg - Vintage 1996
 A. Gros
 3vlstl

“This wine is also inky black-colored but its tightly 
wound blackberry, cassis, and mint scents are quite 
different from the Clos Vougeot’s. Super-ripe cherries, 
black raspberries, and cassis are drenched in copious 
quantities of fat and round tannins in this blockbuster’s 
flavor profile. This is an expansive, thickly-textured, full-
bodied, highly-extracted, and awesomely powerful wine 
that impresses by its size, balance, density of fruit, and 
sublime length.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 328 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 1995 R. Engel 9lbsl, 2lstl, 1nl,  (9) 
 1lwrl (91pts) 
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 1995 Les Brulées,R. Engel 6wasl, (6) 
 2ltl (90pts)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 329 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1992
 Domaine Leflaive 5cm bc, wasl, wisvl, (1)
 excellent color (97+pts JK)
 P. Morey 5wasl, 2sdc (5)
 Chevalier Montrachet
 - Vintage 1992 Les Demoiselles, L. Latour 1- (2)
 3.5cm bc, 2lbsl, 1nl, 2sdc
 Meursault - Vintage 1992
 Comte Lafon 4lbsl, 4lgsl, 1ll (4)
 Charmes, Comte Lafon lgsl, lstl (94pts IWC) (1)
 Perrières, Comte Lafon lgsl, lbsl (93pts JK) (1)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 330 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Château de Beaucastel
 - Vintage 1990 6lbsl, 2lwrl (96pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1995 6wasl, 1wrl (95pts WS) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 331 Hermitage - Vintage 1990
 La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet
 6bsl, 3sdc

“Spectacular aromatics offer up aromas of incense, 
smoke, blackberry fruit, cassis, barbecue spice, coffee, 
and a touch of chocolate. As it sits in the glass, additional 
nuances of pepper and grilled steak emerge. There is 
extraordinary freshness for such a mammoth wine in 
addition to abundant tannin, an amazing 60-second 
finish, and a level of glycerin and thick, fleshy texture that 
have to be tasted to be believed.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 332 Bollinger Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1990 Grande Annee 1nl (95pts WS) (6)
 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1990 Vintage Reserve  (92pts IWC) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1300-1800

 323 Chambertin
 - Vintage 1995 Clos de Bèze, Faiveley 1x12 bottle (12)
 owc (92+?pts IWC)
 Corton
 - Vintage 1995 Clos des Cortons, Faiveley 1x12  (12)
 bottle owc (94pts WS)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 324 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1989
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier
 2lbsl, 1ll

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 325 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 1996 L. Jadot  (94+?pts IWC) (2)
 Chambertin
 - Vintage 1996 L. Jadot 1lwisl (92-5pts IWC) (4)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 1996 L. Jadot  (3)
 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 1996 L. Jadot  (91-93pts) (3)
 Mazis Chambertin
 - Vintage 1996 L. Jadot  (91+?pts IWC) (3)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 326 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1959
 Maison Leroy
 1-4cm bc, 6bsl, 6lwasl, 1nl, 6sdc, excellent color

“A dazzlingly complex nose that is, remarkably enough, 
still relatively youthful in the context of the vintage 
though there are ample secondary and tertiary nuances 
present and leads to big, rich, ripe, deep and expansive 
flavors that still display a bit of tannin on the exquisitely 
long finish. This is a wonderful, fully mature and velvety 
wine that is holding impeccably well.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-12000

 327 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 1990 Méo-Camuzet bsl (92+pts JK) (1)
 Richebourg
 - Vintage 1990 Méo-Camuzet 2lbsl, 1lwisl, 2wc  (2)
 (99pts WS)
 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1990
 Aux Brulées, Méo-Camuzet lbsl (93pts BH) (1)
 Les Chaumes, Méo-Camuzet lbsl (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $6000-8500
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 335 Riesling  Eiswein
 - Vintage 1990 Bernkastel Lay,  half-bottle (2) 
 Dr. Loosen
 2bsl, 2ltl, 1gsl
 - Vintage 1990Gold Capsule,  half-bottle (4)
 Grans-Fassian  4wasl, 1ll
 - Vintage 1992 Gold Capsule, half-bottle (4)
 Grans-Fassian 4wasl, 2scc
 - Vintage 1992Trittenheimber Apotheke,  half-bottle (2)
 Goldkapsel, Milz Laurentiushof  2bsl
 Riesling Beerenauslese
 - Vintage 1992 Kiedrich Grafenberg, half-bottle (6)
 R. Weil 6lbsl, 1ltl
 - Vintage 1992Nackenheim Rothenberg,  half-bottle (6)
 Goldkapsel, Gunderloch 
 - Vintage 1995 Trittenheimer Felsenkopf,  half-bottle (6)
 Goldkapsel, Milz Laurentiushof 
 6wasl, 4spc
 Riesling Auslese
 - Vintage 1995 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum  (7)
 7lbsl, 3ll, different importers
 - Vintage 1995Wehlener Sonnenuhr,  half-bottle (6)
 Gold Capsule, Dr. Loosen 6bsl, 1ltl
 - Vintage 1996 Kiedrich Grafenberg,  half-bottle (12)
 R. Weil 12lbsl, 6lscl
 Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese
 - Vintage 1992 Nackenheim Rothenberg,  half-bottle (3)
 Goldkapsel, Gunderloch 2ll
 - Vintage 1995 Urziger Wurzgarten,  half-bottle (6)
 Goldkapsule, Dr. Loosen 1-4cm 
 bc, 6lwasl, 6ll, 1lwisl, 1wc, 6sos

 Above 57 half-bottles per lot $4000-6000
 and 7 bottles

 336 Barolo - Vintage 1978
 Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa
 lbsl, sdc, outstanding color and condition

“This was classy with nice lemon, vim and vigor to its nose. 
There were solid earth flavors and great zip, spice rack and 
sparkle to its palate, which had great acidity.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 337 Barolo - Vintage 1982
 Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa
 2lbsl

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 333 Riesling  Eiswein
 - Vintage 1983 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Goldkapsel, (3)
 J.J. Prum 3bsl, 3lwisl, 1nl, 1spc,2sos
 Riesling Beerenauslese
 - Vintage 1976 Wehlener Sonnenuhr,  half-bottle (4)
 Goldkapsel, J.J. Prum 4lbsl, 3sdc
 - Vintage 1983 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Goldkapsel, (2)
 J.J. Prum 1bsl, 1stl

 Above 4 half-bottles per lot $3000-4000
 and 5 bottles

 334 Riesling Eiswein
 - Vintage 1995 Maximin Grunhauser Herrenberg, (6)
 Von Schubert 3lwrl
 Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese
 - Vintage 1995 Maximin Grunhauser Abstsberg,  (6)
 Von Schubert 6wl, 3spc, 1sos

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 344 Penfold’s Grange - Vintage 1992
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Ripe, smoky and spicy, this is a wine of extraordinary 
subtlety and complexity, powerful without showing 
too much muscle. It layers its anise, black cherry and 
blackberry flavors to keep them zingy through the finish. 
Shows a lot of depth and surprising restraint.”(94pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 345 Penfold’s Grange - Vintage 1993
 1x6 bottle owc

“Dark, peppery and earthy overtones add substance to 
this chewy, remarkably complex red wine. It delivers a 
ripe core of plum and dried currant, then branches out, 
hinting at anise and mineral on the finish. Approachable 
now, but oh what a future this has.”(95pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 346 Fonseca Vintage Port
 - Vintage 1970 6bsl, 2ltl, different importers (93pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1977 12bsl, 6spc, 4 bottles different (12)
 importer (100pts WS)
 - Vintage 1985 12lbsl, 1x12 bottle owc (95ptsWS) (12)

 Above 30 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 347 Taylor Fladgate Vintage Port
 - Vintage 1955 3ts, 2hs, 1htms, 6bsl, 3lstl,  (6)
 5crc, 4sos (95+pts JK)
 - Vintage 1970 1bn, 3ts, 6bsl, 4spc (98pts WS) (6)
 - Vintage 1977 6hwasl, 1ltl (96pts) (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $3000-4000
_____________________________

 338 Barolo - Vintage 1982
 Le Rocche di Castiglione, B. Giacosa
 1bn, 2lbsl, 1wasl

“…was delicious and accessible, with its hallmark 
perfumed aromatics and delicate core of sweet red fruit. 
A lingering note of minerality gave the wine a wonderful 
sense of proportion.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 339 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Monprivato, G. Mascarello
 6wasl, 1ltl

“Great nose! Sweet, brambly fruit with that saucy, 
port-like ripeness and the alcohol to match…of course, 
the usual tar, dust, and leather are in the nose…lots of 
minerals as well…touch of fig and raisin round out the 
nose…big wine with sweet port flavors as well, combined 
with fig, caramel, and chocloate…great length and breed 
- outstanding!”(96pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 340 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1992 Special Selection  (94pts) (6)
 Château Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1992 20th Anniversary 6lbsl, 3lwisl (6)
 Dominus
 - Vintage 1992 (95pts) (3)
 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1992 6lbsl (92pts) (6)

 Above 21 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 341 Dominus
 - Vintage 1985 4bn, 4lwasl, 4scc (91pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1990 4wasl, 4sdc (95pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1991 (98pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1995 (93pts) (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 342 Henschke Shiraz
 Hill of Grace
 - Vintage 1985 3bn, 3bsl (3)
 - Vintage 1990 4bsl, 4sdc (4)
 - Vintage 1991 2bsl (91pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1992 3bsl (94pts WS) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4200-6000

 343 Penfold’s Grange
 - Vintage 1982 3bn, 1ts, 2lwasl, 4sdc (95pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1990 4lwrl, 8sdc (98pts WS) (8)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4200-6000
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 351 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2000
 Graves

“Yet, like a great diplomat, it is a wine of intensity, 
authority, and measured restraint. A supremely elegant 
offering, its dense ruby/purple color, and burgeoning 
perfume of scorched earth, liquid minerals, plums, black 
currants, cherries, lead pencil, and subtle spicy oak are 
followed by a delicate yet powerfully flavorful, multi-
layered, highly nuanced, and extraordinarily pure and 
seamless wine.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 352 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1990 lbsl, lwrl (100pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 3lscl, 1 bottle different  (3)
 importer (96pts)
 - Vintage 1998 6lscl (91pts JK) (6)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 353 Château Latour - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac

“A young wine that electrifies every taste bud in your 
mouth. Compacted aromas of crushed currants and 
minerals, with roses and lilacs. Full-bodied, with masses 
of silky, refined tannins and a finish that lasts for minutes. 
Stunning. Best Latour since 1990.”(100pts WS)

 1 double magnum per lot $3000-4000

 354 Château Latour - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 sdc

“Dark ruby black in color. Brilliant, intense aromas of 
mineral, blackberry and currant, with hints of Indian 
spices and cigar box, lead to a full-bodied palate, with 
ultrafine tannins and a beautiful balance of blackberry, 
raspberry and mineral. There’s subtlety, yet also great 
depth. Lasts for minutes on the palate. This is a Latour 
with fabulous tone and vigor.”(99pts WS)

 1 double magnum per lot $3000-4000

 348 Château Cheval Blanc
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 1953 ts, bsl, stl, sdc, outstanding  (1)
 color (97pts JK)
 - Vintage 1958 vhs, bsl, stl, tl, cuc,  (1)
 outstanding color
 - Vintage 1966 2ts, 2lscl, 1stl, 1lstl, 2scc,  (2)
 excellent color (5 stars MB)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 349 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion

“The dense ruby/purple-hued 2005 Cheval Blanc s 
ethereal bouquet of menthol, coffee, wet stones, black 
cherries, blackberries, and hints of graphite and spice 
soars from the glass. An equal part blend of Cabernet 
Franc and Merlot, it is medium to full-bodied with a 
gorgeous texture in addition to high tannins that glide 
over the palate with no angularity or astringency.”(96pts)

 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 350 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1961
 Graves
 hs, tl, ll, cuc, outstanding color

“The dark garnet-colored 1961 Haut-Brion is pure 
perfection, with gloriously intense aromas of tobacco, 
cedar, chocolate, minerals, and sweet red and black 
fruits complemented by smoky wood. This has always 
been a prodigious effort (it was the debut vintage for 
Jean Delmas). It is extremely full-bodied, with layers of 
viscous, sweet fruit. This wine is akin to eating candy. 
Consistently an astonishing wine!…”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

AMAZING WINES OF A LIFELONG COLLECTOR
We are delighted to have yet another slice from a much larger collection, removed from the temperature-controlled cellar of this 
avid oenophile. This selection focuses on classic wine from Bordeaux, Burgundy and Champagne with 1961 Haut Brion, 2000 
Latour double magnum, 1985 Margaux, several vintages of DRC Romanee St. Vivant, 2002 Clos de Tart, 2005 Leroy Musigny, 
1995 Lafon Montrachet, 2006 DRC Montrachet, 1973 Dom Perignon and rarest 1915 Veuve Clicquot amongst many others!
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 360 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This displays a positively classic nose of soaring Asian 
spices, ripe plum and a gamut of ripe, pure and lacy red 
and black fruits with the latter predominating all wrapped 
together with a seductive kiss of sweetly scented, highly 
perfumed violets; the nose is, in a word, intoxicating. All 
of this aromatic intensity leads to remarkably powerful, 
linear, borderline robust flavors that show simply 
unbelievable complexity and stunning length. This will 
very likely surpass every other RSV from the Domaine in 
recent memory. A dazzling effort.” (96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

PARCEL LOTS 361-362

 361 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“Perhaps the biggest Romanée-St.-Vivant produced at 
this domaine, the 2003 offers aromatics as well as flavors 
reminiscent of blackfruits drenched in dark chocolate. 
Full-bodied, velvety-textured, as well as concentrated, it 
is immensely ripe, crammed with tannin, and vaunts an 
amazingly long finish.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 362 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000
 6lscl

PARCEL LOTS 363-364

 363 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“A deft touch of wood frames exuberantly expressive and 
luxurious black fruit nose nuanced by a huge range of 
spices including anise, clove and cinnamon with notes 
of tea and hoisin as well. The moderately full flavors are 
sappy, rich and sweet with ample volume and a palate 
drenching finish that benefits from an underlying sense 
of vibrancy. There is real energy here, which seems to 
collect and focus the flavors.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 364 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 2lscl

 365 Clos des Lambrays
 Domaine des Lambrays
 - Vintage 1945 7cm bc, nl, ll, sdc, (1)
 outstanding color (19.5/20 CC)
 - Vintage 1946 6cm bc, nl, outstanding color (1)
 - Vintage 1983 lstl, ltl, sdc (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 355 Château Margaux - Vintage 1985
 Margaux
 7bn, 5ts, 1wisl

“…charming and the color is a healthy dark ruby/purple 
offers copious quantities of lavishly ripe black berry 
and cassis fruit intermixed with toasty oak and floral 
scents. It has always been a remarkably approachable 
and enjoyable wine, but it appears to be taking on more 
character and quality than I ever imagined.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 356 Château Coutet
 cuvée Madame, Sauternes
 - Vintage 1986 2lbsl, 1tc (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1988 wisl (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1989 3lscl, 4lbsl (95pts) (7)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 357 Château Doisy Daëne
 L’Extravagance, Sauternes
 - Vintage 1997 2x1 half bottle owc’s half-bottle (2)
 - Vintage 2001 (98pts) half-bottle (12)
 - Vintage 2005 2lwrl (96pts) half-bottle (2)

 Above 16 half-bottles per lot $2000-2600

 358 Château Rieussec - Vintage 2009
 Sauternes
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…revealing thickly layered scents of honey, Danish 
pastry and quince that appear to gain vigor with every 
passing sip. The palate is stunning: very viscous in the 
mouth with tangy grapefruit, honey and white peach. It is 
still primal, but the acidity is perfectly judged and there 
is a life-affirming sense of precision and tension towards 
the finish.”(97pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 359 La Romanée - Vintage 2003
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils

“Full red-ruby. Superripe but sappy aromas of black 
raspberry, minerals and white and black pepper. 
Wonderfully concentrated and vibrant, with great 
sweetness buffered by mineral lift. Exotic notes of 
pineapple and ginger add complexity. Finishes with 
compelling sap and length.”(95pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 370 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 E. Rouget

“A ripe, expressive and airy nose that combines both 
upper and mid-level register fruit notes that include red 
pinot, black berry and violet notes trimmed in moderate 
wood spice as well as natural spice notes of clove and 
anise that can also be found on the round, rich and 
beautifully balanced big-bodied flavors that are powerful, 
long and more stylish than usual. This is a terrific Ech 
that should be capable of at least a decade’s worth of 
improvement.”(91-94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 371 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2006 Clos de Bèze, Faiveley  (92pts) (12)
 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2006 Faiveley  (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 372 Échézeaux - Vintage 2003
 H. Jayer
 Vinified by E. Rouget

 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 373 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2006
 G. Roumier

“…unusually expressive at this very early stage with a 
highly seductive nose that combines a full panoply of 
red, blue and black fruit aromas, including blueberry 
and cassis along with an ample range of spice and earth 
nuances that complement perfectly the ripe, rich, intense 
and sweet medium full flavors that possess a beguiling 
texture on the driving finish.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 374 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 2006 J. Drouhin  (93pts BH) (3)
 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2006 Clos de Bèze, J. Drouhin  (3)
 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2006 J. Drouhin 1nl (92pts BH) (3)
 Griottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2006 J. Drouhin  (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 375 Corton Charlemagne
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 - Vintage 2002 (96pts BH) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2004 1nl (93-5pts BH) magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2005 1nl (95pts BH) (3)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 and 5 magnums

 366 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2002
 Domaine du Clos de Tart

“Highly nuanced, expressive nose combines strawberry, 
raspberry, minerals, lavender, chocolate, underbrush and 
fennel. Superconcentrated, silky and sweet in the mouth 
but with superb definition and energy. The wine’s sheer 
density of material completely buffers its 14+% alcohol. 
Finishes dry and classic, with explosive rising fruit and 
terrific thrust. The tannins are buried in fruit and soil 
tones.” (95pts IWC)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 2 magnums

 367 Clos Vougeot
 Domaine Leroy
 - Vintage 2002 3lscl, different importers (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 different importers (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 (93pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 368 Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Domaine Leroy
 lscl

“This is the definition of Oriental opulence with an 
extract of red berry liqueur and a broad array of spices 
including clove and anise that complement to perfection 
the rich, full and massive flavors that are textured and 
palate saturating on the thick and hugely concentrated 
finish that is perhaps still the most primary of the entire 
range and so long that I had to pause before continuing.” 
(96-98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 369 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2005
 Domaine Leroy

“As it almost always does in its youth, the nose here is 
positively kaleidoscopic with a breathtaking array of 
spice, tea and seductive black and blue pinot fruit aromas 
that merges seamlessly into the rich, full and silky flavors 
that are refined and extremely ripe though with no sense 
of heaviness or surmaturité on the unbelievably long 
finish that seems to go on without end. This is another one 
of those ‘wow’ wines that you can only shake your head 
in amazement at the power it delivers without weight and 
the only nit that concerned me slightly was a touch of 
warmth on the backend.”(95-97pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $7000-10000
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 380 Hermitage - Vintage 2010
 J.L. Chave
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…exhibits an opaque purple color along with an 
extraordinary bouquet of sweet blackberry fruit 
intermixed with creme de cassis, lead pencil shavings, 
acacia flowers, bouquet garni, meat and crushed rocks. 
Full-bodied and stunningly rich with laser-like precision, 
this is a powerful, massive yet exceptionally well-
balanced wine that should be forgotten for a decade and 
drunk over the following 30-40 years.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 381 Bollinger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1998
 Vieilles Vignes, Francaises
 6x1 bottle owc’s

“Enormously rich and overwhelmingly charming. The 
fruit bomb detonates with colourful elements of liquorice, 
smoke, chocolate and wood. Impressive!”(94pts RJ)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 382 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1959 hs, lscl, tc, excellent color  (1)
 (94pts RJ)
 - Vintage 1961 lscl, lstl, outstanding color  (1)
 and condition (97pts RJ)
 - Vintage 1966 2stc, 1recently disgorged,  (2)
 outstanding color and condition, 1lscl, excellent 
 color and condition (96pts RJ)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3000-4200

 383 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1973
 6lscl, outstanding color and condition

“The last of the truly great “Doms”? The ‘73 is a 
remarkable wine with a lovely walnut bouquet interweaved 
with coffee and nougat aromas. The aftertaste is oily and 
packed with walnut aromas.”(96pts RJ)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4500

 376 Montrachet - Vintage 2002
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 2nl

“Massive in every respect with full-on penetrating 
aromas of white flowers and fresh citrus extract followed 
by huge, oily, almost viscous broad and deep flavors This 
is a powerful, precise, intense, completely backward 
Montrachet of immense proportions that is altogether 
imposing in its sheer size and raw power. The wine is 
almost difficult to judge as one can sense the colossal 
reserve sitting below the surface but for the moment, this 
depth is only hinted at…”(96pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 377 Montrachet - Vintage 1995
 Comte Lafon
 3lscl

“More lemon and anise in the nose, almost a light 
green olive thing…big acids as well - even more of a 
finish than the 1996 although a touch less acid…more 
of a fat, buttery quality to the palate…keeps putting on 
weight and out shines the 1996 surprisingly at least this 
night.”(96pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 378 Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3lscl

“As it was originally from cask, the 2006 Montrachet 
remains relatively discreet with almost shy white flower, 
grapefruit, mildly exotic orchard fruit and subtle spice 
notes trimmed in just the right amount of wood that 
lead to beautifully textured, pure, intense and focused 
big-bodied flavors wrapped around a firm acid spine 
and culminating in a wonderfully racy, dry, linear and 
mineral-driven finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 379 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Domaine Leflaive
 1ltl

“Elegant and creamy in texture, this exhibits citronella, 
peach, floral and mineral aromas and flavors, all nicely 
layered. Still a touch raw on the finish, yet all the elements 
are well-proportioned, so give this another few years to 
fully integrate.”(97pts WS)

 8 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 387 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1964
 La Grande Dame
 vhs, bsl, corroded foil, excellent color

“It is hard to imagine more milk chocolate in a wine than 
that which one finds here. Utterly, wonderfully syrupy and 
with marmelade-drenched toffee.”(96pts RJ)

 1 bottle per lot $300-400
_____________________________

 384 Heidseick & Co Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1961 lstl, nl, magnum (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 Lanson Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1982 (94pts RJ) magnum (1)
 Piper Heidsieck Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1964 lbsl, slightly corroded foil,  magnum (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 Pommery Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1953 3cm bc, scc, ssos, magnum (1)
 good color, excellent condition (93pts JK)
 - Vintage 1964 4cm bc, hbsl,,  magnum (1)
 corroded foil, stc, ssos, outstanding color
 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1961 bsl, scl, tc,   magnum (1)  
 outstanding color

 Above 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 385 Henri Abele Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1947 cuvée Reservee stl, tal,  (1)
 outstanding color
 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1955 bsl, lscl, lwasl, corroded foil,  (1)
 sos, outstanding color (96+pts JK)
 - Vintage 1964 bsl, scl, ltl, slightly corroded foil, (1)
 sos, outstanding color (93pts RJ)
 Perrier Jouet Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1949 Reserve cuvée lbsl, ltl, highly  (1)
 corroded foil, outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1964 Blason de France (1)
 excellent color and condition
 Pommery Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1952 Extra Sec lscl, ltsl, outstanding  (1)
 color and condition
 - Vintage 1953 nol, stc, outstanding color (93pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1955 stl, scl, stc, corroded foil,  (1)
 outstanding color
 - Vintage 1966 scl, tc, outstanding color (1)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 386 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1915
 lbsl, lscl, slightly corroded foil, excellent color, 
 outstanding condition

 1 bottle per lot $800-1200
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 392 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 Old Sparky
 4x1 magnum owc’s

“For whatever reason, this wine seems to show more 
chocolate, espresso roast, barbecue smoke, dense 
blackberry and blueberry fruit and enormous body with 
not a touch of heaviness or astringency. This is a fabulous 
offering.”(100pts)

 4 magnums per lot $4000-6000

 393 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is composed of 79% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot 
and 4% Cabernet Franc. Made in the classic, iconic 
Screaming Eagle style that the original proprietress, 
Jean Philipps, first showcased in the early 1990s, before 
the winery was sold to Stan Kroenke, the inky/purple-
colored, seamless 2012 possesses an extraordinary set 
of aromatics consisting of pure blackcurrant liqueur, 
licorice, acacia flowers, graphite and a subtle hint of new 
oak. Full-bodied, opulent and voluptuous, this profound 
wine is as prodigious as I thought it would be last year 
when tasted from barrel.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

PARCEL LOTS 394-395

 394 Next of Kyn Red - Vintage 2010
 No. 4
 3 bottles and 1 magnum custom owc

“Fermented with 24% whole cluster and aged 30 months 
in 63% new French oak, it offers awesome purity and 
richness with no apparent weight. Blackberry, mineral, 
spring flowers and underbrush are just some of the 
nuances here and it builds on the palate with silky tannin, 
beautiful texture and blockbuster length.”(97pts)

            3 bottles and 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400

      395   3 bottles and 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400
  3 bottles and 1 magnum custom owc

PARCEL LOTS 388-389

 388 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 Beckstoffer To-Kalon 1x6 bottle custom owc (1)
 CCS  (100pts) (1)
 GIII  (1)
 LPV  (94pts) (1)
 RBS  (98pts) (1)
 T6  (95pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 389 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 Beckstoffer To-Kalon 1x6 bottle custom owc (1)
 CCS  (100pts) (1)
 GIII  (1)
 LPV  (94pts) (1)
 RBS  (98pts) (1)
 T6  (95pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 390-391

 390 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 CCS 1x6 bottle custom owc (100pts) (1)
 LPV  (94pts) (1)
 RBS  (98pts) (3)
 T6  (95pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 391 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 CCS 1x6 bottle custom owc (100pts) (1)
 LPV  (94pts) (1)
 RBS  (98pts) (3)
 T6  (95pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1300-1700

CALIFORNIA CALLING
We have not had much wine from California so far in the sale but here to help rectify that are four fine collections featuring 
2012 Schrader, Harlan from 1994 to 2007, Screaming Eagle spanning 1996 to 2012, Sine Qua Non and its Next of Kyn.  Many 
wines are still in their original packaging, and all are in pristine condition.
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Lot: 399
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 402 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay - Vintage 2012
 CIX Estate Vineyard  (1)
 Eastside Vineyard  (99-100pts) (3)
 Lauren Vineyard  (98-100pts) (6)
 Ritchie Vineyard  (1)
 Sugar Shack  (99-100pts) (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 403 Sine Qua Non Rose
 - Vintage 2013 And an Eight Track  (4)
 Sine Qua Non White
 - Vintage 2011 The Moment  (95pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2012 In The Abstract  (97pts) (3)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $1400-1800
 and 1 magnum

 404 Schrader Pinot Noir
 Boars View
 - Vintage 2011 1x6 bottle custom owc (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (5)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400
_____________________________

 405 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1994
“I have tasted the wine for three consecutive years, 
and each time it satisfied all of my requirements for 
perfection. The opaque purple color is followed by 
spectacular aromatics that soar from the glass, offering 
up celestial levels of black currants, minerals, smoked 
herbs, cedar wood, coffee, and pain grille. In the mouth, 
this seamless legend reveals full body, and exquisite 
layers of phenomenally pure and rich fruit, followed by a 
40+ second finish.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 406 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1995
 1lstl, 1ltl, 2x3 bottle owc’s

“This opaque purple-colored Cabernet offers up a nose 
of smoke, coffee beans, black and blue fruits, minerals, 
and roasted herbs. It is extremely full-bodied, with 
spectacular purity, exquisite equilibrium, and a seamless 
personality with everything in total harmony.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 396 Next of Kyn Red - Vintage 2011
 No. 5
 2bottles and 1 magnum custom owc’s

“More savory and chewy, it boasts knockouts aromas 
and flavors of cassis, liquid smoke, ground pepper and 
hints of tar to go with a full-bodied, rich, structured, yet 
thrillingly textured profile on the palate.”(97pts)

            6 bottles and 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 397 Sine Qua Non Grenache - Vintage 2012
 Stein

“…offers awesome purity and freshness in its black 
raspberry, cassis, ground herbs, white pepper and 
licorice-driven bouquet. The palate follows suite and 
is full-bodied, deeply concentrated and layered, with 
fabulous precision and length.”(96-99pts)

 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 398 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 2012
 Stock

“Showing the purity and suppleness of the vintage, yet 
with no lack of concentration, depth or richness, it gives 
up fabulous cassis, black raspberry, smoked meats and 
violet-like aromas and flavors that continue to change in 
the glass. In short, it’s a rock-star Syrah that could come 
from nowhere else.”(97-99pts)

 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 399 Sine Qua Non Grenache
 - Vintage 2010 Stockholm Syndrome magnum (1)
 1x2 magnum custom owc (100pts)
 Sine Qua Non Syrah
 - Vintage 2010 Stockholm Syndrome magnum (1) 
 (100pts)

 Above 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 400 Sine Qua Non Grenache
 - Vintage 2012 Stein magnum (1)
 1x2 magnum custom owc (96-99pts)
 Sine Qua Non Syrah
 - Vintage 2012 Stock  (97-99pts) magnum (1)

 Above 2 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 401 Sine Qua Non Grenache
 - Vintage 2011 Dark Blossom  (97pts) (3)
 Sine Qua Non Syrah
 - Vintage 2011 Dark Blossom  (99pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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Lot: 410
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 412 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2001
 1x3 bottle owc

“It boasts an opaque purple color along with gorgeously 
pure, intense aromas of Crème de cassis, subtle smoke, 
and the ever-present licorice. Opulent, full-bodied, and 
extraordinarily rich, yet somehow remaining light on its 
feet, this Cuvée always stands out for its glorious purity 
and fragrance.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 413 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2002
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2002 is reminiscent of the 1992, exhibiting a 
precociousness out of the gate, but capable of lasting 
20-25 years. Deep purple-colored to the rim, with a 
gorgeously pure nose of Crème de cassis with a hint of 
sweet cherry, licorice, and smoke, this wine is beautifully 
voluptuous, full-bodied, yet incredibly elegant, with a 
finish that goes on for close to a minute.”(99pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500
_____________________________

 414 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2005
 1x2 bottle owc

“…possesses a gorgeous, Pauillac-like bouquet of cedar, 
creme de cassis, licorice, smoke, and earth as well as 
sweet tannins, full body, fabulous layers of fruit, a noble 
sweetness, and outstanding length. This 2005 can be 
drunk now or cellared for 25+ years.”(98pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 415 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2007
 1x3 bottle owc

“…offers up a prodigiously pure, complex nose of cassis, 
spring flowers, licorice and black currants, the latter 
component being so intense and lingering that it makes 
this cuvée stand apart from other Napa Valley wines. 
Full-bodied in the mouth, like a ballerina on her toes, this 
wine glides gracefully across the palate with a cascade 
of purity, equilibrium and compelling complexity. 
Extraordinary balance and elegance combined with 
power make for an utterly stunning wine that should 
drink well for two decades or more.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 416 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2009
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is insanely beautiful. It is a relatively open vintage 
that nevertheless possesses stunning intensity, depth and 
elegance. Dark red berries, flowers, mint and spices 
are all woven together beautifully. Layers of fruit build 
effortlessly to the long, seductive finish.”(98+pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 407 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1997
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 1997 Harlan Estate is one of the greatest Cabernet 
Sauvignon-based wines I have ever tasted. A blend of 
80% Cabernet Sauvignon, with the rest Merlot and 
Cabernet Franc, this enormously-endowed, profoundly 
rich wine must be tasted to be believed. Opaque purple-
colored, it boasts spectacular, soaring aromatics of 
vanilla, minerals, coffee, blackberries, licorice, and 
cassis. In the mouth, layer after layer unfold powerfully 
yet gently. Acidity, tannin, and alcohol are well-balanced 
by the wine’s unreal richness and singular personality. 
The finish exceeds one minute.”(100pts)

 5 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 408 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 1999 1x3 bottle owc (90-93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 1x3 bottle owc (94pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 1x1 bottle owc (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 1x1 bottle owc (100pts) (1)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $4200-6000

 409 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1996
 1x3 bottle owc

“…reveals lots of structure, an opaque purple color, and 
the hallmark blackberry and cassis liqueur-like notes. 
Silky-textured, fabulously-concentrated, and gorgeously-
balanced, it has every component part - acidity,alcohol, 
tannin, and extract - flawlessly presented.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 410 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
 1x3 bottle owc

“The opaque purple/black color is followed by intense, 
soaring aromas of creme de cassis, in addition to 
blueberry and blackberry fruit. The wine’s extraordinary 
purity, great depth, and fabulously seamless, full-
bodied, multi-layered texture are something to behold, 
particularly in a wine so young. However, everything is in 
balance. This is another work of art from an extraordinary 
terroir.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 411 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1998
“…an outstanding effort…charming and open-knit, with 
sweet tannin and gobs of black currant fruit presented 
in a medium-bodied, soft, round, seductive style.”(94pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800
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 419 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 2005
 17th Nail in My Cranium

“Black as a moonless night, the 2005 17th Nail reveals 
a stunning nose of spring flowers intermixed with creme 
de cassis, blackberries, charcoal, graphite, and hints of 
lard and barbecue spices. Dense, with an endless (and I 
mean endless) finish, remarkable purity, and layer upon 
layer of flavor, but no sense of heaviness or flabbiness, 
this prodigious Syrah should evolve for 15 or more 
years.”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $2400-3200
_____________________________

 417 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2010
 1x3 bottle owc

“Utter perfection, the 2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet 
Sauvignon (a 610-case blend of 75% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 16% Merlot and 9% Cabernet Franc; 
14.5% natural alcohol) boasts a dense ruby/purple 
color along with a staggering bouquet of spring flowers, 
graphite, creme de cassis, kirsch, licorice and subtle 
toast in the background. Opulent and full-bodied with 
a multidimensional personality, gorgeous purity and a 
stunning, flawless texture, this spectacular wine is among 
the wines of the vintage. “(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 418 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is composed of 79% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot 
and 4% Cabernet Franc. Made in the classic, iconic 
Screaming Eagle style that the original proprietress, 
Jean Philipps, first showcased in the early 1990s, before 
the winery was sold to Stan Kroenke, the inky/purple-
colored, seamless 2012 possesses an extraordinary set 
of aromatics consisting of pure blackcurrant liqueur, 
licorice, acacia flowers, graphite and a subtle hint of new 
oak. Full-bodied, opulent and voluptuous, this profound 
wine is as prodigious as I thought it would be last year 
when tasted from barrel.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000
_____________________________
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 423 Château Branaire Ducru - Vintage 2010
 St. Julien
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…displays an inky bluish purple color and loads of 
mulberry, raspberry, black currant, graphite and floral 
notes in its intense aromatics. Medium to full-bodied , 
with sensational ripeness, purity, texture and length, the 
tannins are slightly more prominent than I remember from 
barrel, but they are sweet and ripe…”(94pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 424 Château Brane Cantenac - Vintage 2010
 Margaux
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“With a gorgeously evolved, extremely complex bouquet 
of forest floor, spring flowers, lead pencil shavings and 
red and black currants, this full-bodied, dense, ruby/
plum/purple-colored wine hits the palate with an opulent, 
fleshy, full-bodied richness, silky tannins, and a very 
layered, profoundly concentrated style that is, at the same 
time, both powerful and sublime.”(95+pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 425 Château Calon Segur - Vintage 1995
 St. Estephe

“Greatest Calon-Segur ever made. An absolutely amazing 
red layers of berry, violets and perfume. It’s full-bodied 
and very velvety on the palate, with masses of character 
and an ultralong finish.”(96pts WS)

 17 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 420 Bahans Haut Brion - Vintage 2005
 Graves

“Soft and balanced, showing lovely velvety tannins 
and lots of coffee, chocolate, toasty oak and mushroom 
character, with bright fruit underneath. Full-bodied, 
round and unctuous.”(92pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 421 Château Beausejour Duffau Lagrosse
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 2000 (92pts) (5)
 - Vintage 2005 (92-94pts WS) (5)
 - Vintage 2009 (100pts) (2)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 422 Château Belair-Monange - Vintage 2009
 St. Emilion
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…suggests a liqueur of crushed rocks intermixed 
with black currants and black cherries. Still somewhat 
closed, medium to full-bodied, and impressive rather 
than seductive, this is a structured wine that needs to be 
forgotten for at least a decade, and then drunk over the 
following 30+ years.”(94+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

COMPLETE COLLECTION
We conclude the first day with over 130 lots from a balanced and complete collection, featuring wines from Bordeaux, Burgun-
dy, Rhone, Italy and California.  This is but a sampling of this cellar’s depth, and we hope this consignor returns with more 
gems from his cold cellars soon.  Bordeaux begins with benchmarks and solid cases of 2000 Cheval Blanc, 2009 Cos, 2000 Con-
seillante, 2003 Leoville Poyferre, 2006 Mouton, 2009 Pavie and 2010 Pontet Canet as well as bottles of 1998 Haut Brion, 1995 
Latour and 1983 Palmer.  White Bordeaux is not forgotten with recent releases from Yquem, Monbousquet, Smith Haut Lafitte 
and Domaine de Chevalier. Burgundy counters with five vintages of Clos de Tart, 2003 Mugnier Bonnes Mares magnums, lots of 
lovely Jadot, 1985 Leroy Chambertin, 2009 and 2010 Ponsot Clos de la Roche while the whites fill out with Lafon, Carillon and 
Sauzet.  Rhone romps with highly rated wines from Beaucastel, Pegau, Chave, Guigal and Chapoutier while Solaia, Tignanello, 
Masseto and Ornellaia show us the Tuscan Sun.  Abreu, Dominus, Harlan and Verite turn the light back towards California.  All 
in all, a fantastic collection that will surely have something you need to fill some holes in your cellar!  All wines removed from a 
combination of temperature-controlled home and professional storage.
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 431 Château D’Issan - Vintage 2010
 Margaux
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…a dense, purple-colored wine with beautiful aromatics 
of spring flowers, blueberries and black raspberries as 
well as hints of cassis, tar and charcoal.”(95pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 432 Château Ducru Beaucaillou
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 2000 (94pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 433 Château Figeac - Vintage 1982
 St. Emilion
 2ts, 2gsl

“The color is surprisingly dark for a Figeac, with no 
lightening at the edges. A huge, explosive nose soars 
from the glass offering scents of jammy blackcurrants, 
cedar, vanillin, peppery black olives, and toasty new oak. 
Lavishly rich and medium to full-bodied, with wonderful 
extraction of flavor and that sweet, luscious fruit that 
is the hallmark of this vintage, this stupendous wine 
continues to go from strength to strength.”(95pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1000-1300

 434 Château Grand Puy Lacoste
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 2000 (93pts) (10)
 - Vintage 2010 1x12 bottle owc (95pts) (12)

 Above 22 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 435 Château Gruaud Larose
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 1986 1scl (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1989 (92pts WS) (9)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1200-1500

 436 Château Haut Bailly
 Graves
 - Vintage 2009 1x12 bottle owc (98pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2010 1x12 bottle owc (98pts) (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 437 Château Haut Bergey - Vintage 2009
 Graves
 2x12 bottle ocb

“…reveals notes of scorched earth/burning embers/
charcoal, black currants, ripe cherries and lead pencil 
shavings.”(94pts)

 36 bottles per lot $1300-1800

 426 Château Calon Segur - Vintage 2003
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“Loads of crushed berries, with mineral, lightly toasted 
oak and licorice. Full-bodied, with big, velvety tannins 
and a long, caressing finish. This is the sleeper of the 
vintage.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $800-1100

 427 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“…saturated purple color along with a reticent but 
striking bouquet of blackberries, blueberries, truffles, and 
mocha. In spite of its tightness, aeration reveals scents of 
licorice, menthol, and saddle leather. Opulent and full-
bodied, with low acidity, sweet tannin, and a 60-second 
finish, it is unquestionably as profound as the 1990 and 
1982. I still believe the 2000 has the potential to be the 
most compelling Cheval Blanc since the mythical 1947 
and 1949…”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 428 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2001
 St. Emilion
 2lstl, 1 bottle different importer

“Its deep ruby/purple color was accompanied by sweet 
aromas of cranberries, black currants, menthol, Asian 
spices, and underbrush. This seductive blend of 60% 
Merlot and 40% Cabernet Franc reveals a lush sweetness, 
medium body, and ripe, well-integrated tannin.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 429 Château Cos d’Estournel
 St. Estephe
 - Vintage 1985 4lbsl, 2lwisl, 1scc (93pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1996 6bsl (94pts IWC) (6)
 - Vintage 2001 (93pts) (2)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 430 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2009
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“A remarkable effort from winemaking guru Jean-
Guillaume Prats and owner Michel Reybier, this blend 
of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon and the rest Merlot (33%) 
and a touch of Cabernet Franc (2%) was cropped at 
33 hectoliters per hectare. It boasts an inky/black/
purple color along with an extraordinary bouquet of 
white flowers interwoven with blackberry and blueberry 
liqueur, incense, charcoal and graphite.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 443 Château La Conseillante - Vintage 2000
 Pomerol

“A tremendous effort, and certainly the best La 
Conseillante since the marvelous duo of 1989 and 
1990, this deep ruby/plum/purple-colored wine offers 
up notes of blackberries and kirsch liqueur intermixed 
with licorice, incense, spice box, and copious amounts 
of toasty oak. It is a relatively powerful effort for La 
Conseillante, with more tannin and structure than most 
vintages possess. As the wine sits in the glass, black 
raspberries, blueberries, smoke along with floral notes 
emerge. There is tremendous purity, medium to full body, 
great precision and concentration.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 444 Château La Conseillante - Vintage 2008
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“…exhibits a dark plum/ruby/purple color as well as 
jammy red and black fruit, crushed rock and floral notes. 
If this were a Burgundy, one might think of it as a grand 
cru Musigny.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 445 Château La Conseillante - Vintage 2010
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“This estate has been on a hot streak of late. The 2010 is 
a slightly bigger, richer wine, but without losing its floral, 
elegant mulberry, black raspberry and sweet kirsch notes. 
Combine those with some licorice, subtle new oak and 
a hint of forest floor, and the result is a medium to full-
bodied, rich, complex wine that has striking aromatics 
and perfect balance in the mouth.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 446 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2006
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“From bottle, it reminds me of the 1998, given its structure 
and backward style. Dense ruby/purple-colored, it 
possesses a boatload of tannin, but with coaxing, tobacco 
leaf, sweet black currant, burning ember, and blue fruit 
characteristics emerge.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 447 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2007
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“…a candidate for wine of the vintage, exhibits a dense 
ruby/purple hue along with notes of melted licorice, 
blueberries, cassis, burning embers, and charcoal, sweet 
tannin, medium to full body, a fleshy mouthfeel, and an 
endearing succulence as well as lushness. ”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 438 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1998
 Graves

“As reported over the last two years, this is a prodigious 
Haut-Brion. It exhibits a dense ruby/purple color in 
addition to a tight, but incredibly promising nose of 
smoke, earth, minerals, lead pencil, black currants, 
cherries, and spice. This full-bodied wine unfolds slowly, 
but convincingly on the palate, revealing a rich, multi-
tiered, stunningly pure, symmetrical style with wonderful 
sweetness, ripe tannin, and a finish that lasts for nearly 
45 seconds. It tastes like liquid nobility.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 439 Château L’Eglise Clinet
 Pomerol
 - Vintage 1990 bn, lbsl (94pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 (96pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 2003 (4)
 - Vintage 2008 (95pts) (4)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 440 Château L’Evangile
 Pomerol
 - Vintage 1990 (96pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1994 (92pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 6lbsl (98pts WS) (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 441 Château L’Evangile - Vintage 2008
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“…this superb claret was aged 18 months in 75% new 
French oak. Mulberry, spring flower, black cherry and 
raspberry characteristics as well as hints of spice and 
coffee emerge from this full-bodied, opulent, structured 
beauty.”(94 pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 442 Château L’Evangile - Vintage 2009
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“…may be the reference point offering from this estate 
for decades to come. A blend of 95% Merlot and 5% 
Cabernet Franc aged in 100% new oak, with 15% natural 
alcohol, it exhibits a sumptuous bouquet of caramels, 
black raspberry liqueur, blackberries, violets, graphite 
and truffles. Thick, viscous flavors are reminiscent of 
such super-ripe vintages as 1982, 1959, 1949 and 1947. 
The striking aromatics, massive, full-bodied mouthfeel 
and multilayered palate that resembles a skyscraper in 
the mouth offer an abject lesson in great winemaking, 
extraordinary terroir, and the ability to combine power 
with precision, elegance and freshness.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 454 Château Latour - Vintage 1995
 Pauillac

“A beauty, the opaque dense purple-colored 1995 exhibits 
jammy cassis, vanillin, and minerals in its fragrant but 
still youthful aromatics. Medium to full-bodied, with 
exceptional purity, superb concentration, and a long, 
intense, ripe, 40-second finish, this is a magnificent 
example of Latour.”(96pts)

 10 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 455 Château Latour - Vintage 2004
 Pauillac

“…the dark ruby/purple-tinged 2004 Latour exhibits a 
strong cassis character intermixed with notes of crushed 
rocks, earth, cedar, and forest floor. Racy, elegant, but 
powerful with medium to full body, and sweet tannin…” 
(95pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 456 Château Latour a Pomerol - Vintage 2009
 Pomerol
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…displays a dense plum/ruby/purple color along with a 
bouquet of mocha, roasted nuts, wood smoke, truffles and 
sweet cherries. Full-bodied, round and generous with 
sweet tannin, considerable power and no hard edges, this 
is a surprisingly up-front, precocious effort that can be 
drunk now or cellared for two decades.”(92pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 457 Château Leoville Barton
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 2000 (96pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2003 (98pts WS) (10)

 Above 22 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 458 Château Leoville Las Cases
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 2006 (95pts) (9)
 - Vintage 2008 1x12 bottle owc (93+pts) (10)

 Above 19 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 459 Château Leoville Poyferre - Vintage 2003
 St. Julien

“It is a colossal success and a potential legend in the 
making. Its saturated, dense inky/blue/purple color offers 
up notes of crushed rocks, acacia flowers, blueberries, 
black raspberries, and Crème de cassis. A synthesis 
of power and elegance, this multi-layered wine has 
spectacular concentration, sweet but high tannin, and low 
acidity A stunning effort that showcases this legendary 
terroir, it is a brilliant, brilliant success.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 448 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2008
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“This glorious offering possesses sweet tobacco leaf, 
black currant, mocha, white chocolate, scorched earth 
and burning ember-like characteristics.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 449 Château La Mondotte
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 1996 (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 1x6 bottle owc (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2000 3lgsl (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 (95pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 450 Château La Mondotte
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 2009 1x6 bottle owc (100pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2010 1x6 bottle owc (99pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 451 Château Lafite Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1986 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (95pts WS) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 452 Château Lascombes - Vintage 2010
 Margaux
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…has a gorgeously sweet nose of creme de cassis, spring 
flowers, subtle barbecue smoke and charcoal followed by 
full body, beautiful intensity, great purity, stature and 
length.”(96pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 453 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1952 hs, cuc, bsl,  (1) 
 excellent color (96pts JK)
 - Vintage 1966 2ts, 2bsl, 2wasl,excellent color(96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1986 2bn, 3bsl, 3wasl (90pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1989 1bn, 1ltl (92pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1990 (100pts WS) (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 464 Château Palmer
 Margaux
 - Vintage 1975 2ts, outstanding color (90pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1982 bn, lscl (93pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (90pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 465 Château Pape Clement
 Graves
 - Vintage 2006 2x6 bottle owc’s (95pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2009 1x12 bottle owc (95pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2010 1x12 bottle owc (100pts) (12)

 Above 36 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 466 Château Pavie - Vintage 2009
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“…reveals wonderful notes of blackberries, crushed 
rocks, roasted meats, spring flowers, cedar, blueberries, 
graphite and a hint of vanillin. With extravagant fruit 
and high extract as well as a hint of minerality, this 
structured, massively intense effort is typical of all the 
luxurious, perfect or nearly perfect Pavies produced 
under the Perse regime (which began in 1998).”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 467 Château Pavie Macquin - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“A black/purple color is accompanied by aromas of 
charcoal, burning embers, crushed rocks, sweet, pure, 
blueberries and blackberries, chocolaty creme de 
cassis, and licorice. It possesses massive concentration, 
phenomenal levels of tannin, and good acidity, but it is 
even more backward than either Pavie or Pavie Decesse. 
A modern day elixir that should prove to be monumental 
in 15-20 years, it will last for 40+ years.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 468 Château Pichon Baron - Vintage 2008
 Pauillac
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…is one of the densest, most concentrated wines of 
Pauillac in 2008. An inky/purple color is followed by 
aromas and flavors of creme de cassis, blackberries, 
charcoal, coffee and licorice.”(95pts)

 24 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 460 Château Leoville Poyferre - Vintage 2009
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“One of the more flamboyant and sumptuous wines of 
the vintage, this inky/purple-colored St.-Julien reveals 
thrilling levels of opulence, richness and aromatic 
pleasures. A soaring bouquet of creme de cassis, charcoal, 
graphite and spring flowers is followed by a super-
concentrated wine with silky tannins, stunning amounts 
of glycerin, a voluptuous, multilayered mouthfeel and 
nearly 14% natural alcohol.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 461 Château Malescot St. Exupery
 Margaux
 - Vintage 2009 1x12 bottle owc (96pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2010 1x12 bottle owc (95pts) (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 462 Château Margaux - Vintage 1983
 Margaux
 6bsl, 6wasl

“Wine of the vintage. Massive, with exuberant aromas 
of cassis, lead pencil and fruit which follow through on 
the palate. Full-bodied and incredibly velvety. Long, long 
finish.”(98pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 463 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2006
 Pauillac
 1x6 bottle owc

“…possesses extraordinary purity and clarity. A large-
scaled, massive Mouton Rothschild that ranks as one of 
the top four or five wines of the vintage, it may turn out 
to be the longest-lived wine of the vintage by a landslide. 
The label will undoubtedly be controversial as a relative 
of Sigmund Freud, Lucian Freud, has painted a rather 
comical Zebra staring aimlessly at what appears to be 
a palm tree in the middle of a stark courtyard. I suppose 
a psychiatrist could figure out the relationship between 
that artwork and wine, but I couldn t see one. This 
utterly profound Mouton will need to sleep for 15+ years 
before it will reveal any secondary nuances, but it is a 
packed and stacked first-growth Pauillac of enormous 
potential.”(98+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4200-6000
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 474 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2008
 Pauillac
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…boasts an opaque purple color as well as copious 
aromas of sweet blueberries, blackberries and black 
currant fruit intertwined with lead pencil shavings, subtle 
barbecue smoke and a hint of forest floor.”(96pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1600-2400

 475 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2010
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“An astounding, compelling wine with the classic 
Pauillac nose more often associated with its cross-street 
neighbor, Mouton-Rothschild, creme de cassis, there are 
also some violets and other assorted floral notes. The wine 
has off-the-charts massiveness and intensity but never 
comes across as heavy, overbearing or astringent. The 
freshness, laser-like precision, and full-bodied, massive 
richness and extract are simply remarkable to behold 
and experience. It is very easy, to become jaded tasting 
such great wines from a great vintage, but it is really a 
privilege to taste something as amazing as this.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 476 Château Smith Haut Lafitte
 Graves
 - Vintage 2003 (93pts WS) (10)
 - Vintage 2009 (100pts) (10)

 Above 20 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 477 Château Smith Haut Lafitte - Vintage 2010
 Graves
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…has laser-like definition in its an remarkable nose of a 
subtle charcoal fire interwoven with spring flowers, creme 
de cassis, blueberry liqueur and spicy wood.”(98+pts)

 24 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 478 Château Talbot
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 2000 1x12 bottle owc (93pts WS) (12)
 - Vintage 2005 (92pts WS) (12)
 - Vintage 2009 1x12 bottle owc (91 pts WS) (12)
 - Vintage 2010 1x12 bottle owc (12)

 Above 48 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 469 Château Pichon Baron - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“An amazing opaque blue/purple color is followed 
by scents of spring flowers, graphite, smoky charcoal, 
incense, blackberries, blueberries and hints of coffee 
and chocolate. Incredibly intense, pure and flawlessly 
constructed with extravagant layers of fruit and richness, 
this offering has developed beautifully under the 
management of Christian Seeley.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 470 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“Gorgeous aromas of blackberries, plum liqueur, sweet 
cherries, smoke, and melted licorice. Fleshy, full-bodied, 
and intense, displaying a seamless integration of wood, 
acidity, tannin, and alcohol…”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1500

 471 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2006
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“This blend of 64% Cabernet Sauvignon and 36% Merlot 
no Petit Verdot was included in the final blend exhibits 
a dense purple color as well as abundant aromas of 
chocolate, coffee, cedar, black currants, and a subtle 
touch of smoke, a rich, savory, full-bodied mouthfeel, 
plump, fleshy fruit, and a superb finish.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 472 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“…possesses copious mocha, lead pencil, unsmoked, high 
class tobacco, black currant, forest floor and herbaceous 
characteristics. It is a deep purple-hued, charming, 
surprisingly open-knit Pauillac with wonderful freshness, 
a plump, fleshy mouthfeel, opulence and unctuosity, 
medium to full body and a well-delineated, luscious 
style.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 473 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 6bsl

“Inky/black-colored with a classic Pauillac perfume of 
licorice, black currant liqueur, graphite, cedar, and spice 
box, it is full-bodied, with magnificent concentration, 
formidable tannins, and an Arnold Schwartzenegger-like 
structure (when he was 25 years younger).”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500
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 485 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc - Vintage 2001
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 486 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc - Vintage 2010
 Graves

“A backward style of wine with notes of honeyed pears, 
subtle citrus, candle wax, orange zest and lemon butter, 
this medium to full-bodied, rich wine has terrific acidity 
and a long, long finish.”(94+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $800-1100

 487 Y de Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2011
 Bordeaux Blanc

 10 bottles per lot $1000-1300

 488 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2007 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 lscl (90pts BH)
 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2001 Domaine de la Romanée Conti   (1)
 (93pts BH)
 - Vintage 2003 Domaine de la Romanée Conti(96pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 489 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Vougeraie
 2x6 bottle ocb

“Moderate wood spice and a pretty if serious mix of 
red berry, black pinot and plenty of earth influence 
can be found on the round, rich and very suave full-
bodied flavors that possess ample volume and excellent 
underlying material though the finish is perhaps not quite 
as precise and delineated as the very best in the range. 
Still, this offers plenty of character and superb length 
plus it’s less youthfully austere than most examples at this 
very early stage.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 490 Clos de Tart
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 - Vintage 1999 (92pts BH) (4)
 - Vintage 2002 (95pts IWC) (5)
 - Vintage 2005 (96pts BH) (2)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 479 Le Petit Mouton de Mouton Rothschild 
  - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac
 3x6 bottle owc’s

“Fleshy and inviting, with dense but accessible layers 
of dark fig, plum, prune cake and roasted espresso, all 
framed on the finish by a lingering singed cedar edge. 
This has grip, but it’s still approachable now.”(91pts WS)

 18 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 480 Vieux Château Certan
 Pomerol
 - Vintage 2004 (93pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 (95pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 481 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2011
 Sauternes
 1x12 half bottle owc, 1x6 bottle owc

“…offers gorgeous scents with fresh white peach, 
nectarine and fresh apricot that are beautifully defined, 
although there is a veneer of new oak that will need to 
be subsumed. The palate is well-balanced with superb 
structure. offers gorgeous scents with fresh white peach, 
nectarine and fresh apricot that are beautifully defined, 
although there is a veneer of new oak that will need to 
be subsumed. The palate is well-balanced with superb 
structure.”(96pts)

            12 half-bottles and 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 482 Château Monbousquet Blanc - Vintage 2009
 St. Emilion
 3x12 bottle owc’s

“…a more well-balanced, less over-the-top and exotic 
style of wine. Fresh melon and green apple notes 
intermixed with hints of mango and pineapple, zesty 
acidity and subtle oak all make for a delicious, full-
throttle wine.”(92pts)

 36 bottles per lot $1200-1600

PARCEL LOTS 483-484

 483 Château Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc - Vintage 2010
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“A stunning wine with hints of pineapple, caramelized 
citrus, mandarin oranges, smoky figs and hazelnuts, 
this is a full-bodied, rich, superb white Graves from the 
Cathiard family.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 484 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400
 1x12 bottle owc
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 496 Charmes Chambertin
 cuvée de Tres Vieilles Vignes, J. Roty
 - Vintage 1997 (93pts IWC) (7)
 - Vintage 2001 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (95pts BH) (4)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 497 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2003
 J.F. Mugnier

“Intense aromas of sweet blueberries, cherries, and 
violets are found in the nose of the 2003 Bonnes Mares. 
Broad, rich, lush, and satin-textured, this medium-bodied 
wine has admirable depth of fruit, exquisite ripeness, and 
a long, supple finish.”(93pts)

 2 magnums per lot $900-1200

 498 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1996
 L. Jadot

“Deep, smoky aromas of espresso, bitter chocolate, meat 
and licorice, plus a floral topnote. Then penetrating, 
brisk and tightly wound, with terrific verve and structure. 
Boasts superb vivacity but comes across as surprisingly 
supple owing to its excellent extract.”(94+?pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 499 Bonnes Mares
 L. Jadot
 - Vintage 1997 (94pts IWC) (6)
 - Vintage 2011 1x6 bottle owc (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 500 Chambertin
 Clos de Bèze, L. Jadot
 - Vintage 2004 (91-94pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2008 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 - Vintage 2009 1x6 bottle owc (95pts) (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 501 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2003 L. Jadot 1x6 bottle owc (95pts) (6)
 Mazis Chambertin
 - Vintage 2003 L. Jadot 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 Nuits St. Georges
 - Vintage 2003 Les Boudots, L. Jadot 2novl, 1nl (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 491 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2009
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 1x6 bottle owc

“…saturates the palate with exotic, ripe red fruit. 
The quality of the fruit gives an impression of near 
seamlessness despite the wine’s considerable volume and 
depth. Tar, licorice and smoke are some of the many notes 
that wrap around the intense, powerful finish.”(95+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 492 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2010
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 1x6 bottle owc

“Layers of deep, dark fruit nearly jump from the glass 
in this exotic, full-bodied Clos de Tart. Crushed flowers, 
violets and spices develop over time as the wine gains 
its easy upper register. The tannins are very firm, but 
there appears to be more than enough fruit to provide 
balance.”(94-96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 493 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2004
 Les Cras, G. Roumier  (89-92pts BH) magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2009
 G. Roumier  (90pts BH) magnum (3)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 494 Richebourg - Vintage 2003
 Gros Frere et Soeur

“An extremely ripe, almost port-like nose without the 
alcohol explodes from the glass to reveal spicy, dense, 
powerful and completely classy black fruit flavors that 
just ooze extract as the finish is thick, concentrated and 
opulent.”(91-93pts BH)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 495 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2009
 Les St. Georges, H. Gouges

“A much more elegant nose of red berry fruit, plum 
and warm earth aromas trimmed in subtle wood spice 
notes merges into very generous and seductively textured 
flavors that possess an attractive trace of minerality that 
continues onto the strikingly complex and superbly long 
and mouth coating finish. This is blessed with copious 
amounts of mid-palate sap and the balance is impeccable 
which should allow this to age magnificently well.” 
(92-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400
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 506 Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 Maison Leroy

“Explosively fresh and nuanced red fruit aromas cut with 
earth and underbrush lead to relatively fine, intense and 
focused flavors of real breed and class, not to mention 
impressive length. I very much like the style here and 
while this is by no means a big Chambertin, it is very 
pretty and elegant. Enjoyable now as it has softened 
nicely but it will continue to hold well for decades if 
stored properly.”(93pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 507 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2001
 Mongeard-Mugneret
 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 508 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2003
 Mongeard-Mugneret  (8)
 - Vintage 2004
 Méo-Camuzet  (91+?pts IWC) (8)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 509 Richebourg - Vintage 2003
 Mongeard-Mugneret

“This is presently carrying a lot of wood that fights 
for dominance with the extremely spicy and ripe black 
berry fruit and warm earth aromas and continues on 
to frame incredibly rich, lush and opulent flavors that 
are supported by a very firm tannic spine and simply 
huge length. This coats the mouth and stains the palate 
with a chewy texture. This is certainly well oaked but 
the underlying material is such that this may very well 
absorb it.”(91-3pts BH)

 8 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 510 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 2002 N. Potel  (91-94pts IWC) (3)
 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2001 N. Potel 2bsl, 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 - Vintage 2002 N. Potel 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2001 N. Potel 4bsl (4)
 Mazis Chambertin
 - Vintage 2002 N. Potel 1x6 bottle owc(91-94pts BH) (6)

 Above 25 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 511 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 1996 Perrot-Minot  (92-94pts) (8)
 Mazoyeres Chambertin
 - Vintage 1996 Perrot-Minot  (4)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 502 Pommard - Vintage 1999
 Les Rugiens, L. Jadot
 2x6 magnum owc’s

“Intense and classy in its aromatics with musky, earthy, 
fresh fruit aromas and big yet fine flavors of considerable 
spice and real length. Jadot is not known for its strength 
in Pommard yet this is a terrific wine of breed and 
distinction.”(89-92pts BH)

 12 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 503 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1999
 L. Jadot

“The nose here is an elegant and very pure combination 
of floral and spice notes sitting atop ripe black pinot fruit 
that is still entirely primary with plum and violet-infused 
flavors that possess excellent density and terrific length. 
The intensity builds from the mid-palate and explodes 
onto the firmly tannic finish. This is built to age.” 
(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 504 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2009
 Les Quatre Journaux, L. Latour
 1x12 bottle owc

“A highly spiced, pure and elegant nose that is sheer class 
in a glass complements perfectly the rich yet well-detailed 
flavors blessed with an abundance of dry extract that 
culminate in a delicious, complex, long and beautifully 
balanced finish.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 505 Volnay - Vintage 1996
 Clos des Chenes, M. Lafarge

“The dark ruby/purple-colored Volnay Clos Des Chenes 
bowled me over with its highly-expressive, profound, 
and complex aromas of plums, violets, blackberries, 
dark cherries, and Asian spices. This powerful, intense, 
muscular (yet refined!), deeply rich, and enthralling 
offering captivates the palate. I had the distinct feeling 
that this wine was only showing me what it wanted to 
display - more was in reserve and would be only be 
revealed when it chose to. It is compelling, concentrated, 
intricate, broad-shouldered, and jam-packed with 
blueberries, blackberries, red cherries, hints of new oak, 
and traces of wild game.”(92-94pts)

 8 bottles per lot $1200-1600
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 517 Meursault - Vintage 2010
 Charmes, Comte Lafon
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A discreet but not invisible touch of wood sets off a 
highly layered and ever-so-slightly exotic nose of pear, 
citrus, rose petal and equally discreet spice notes. There 
is a subtle minerality to the energetic, delineated and 
concentrated flavors that possess superb depth and even 
better length on the explosive, balanced and bone dry 
finish. This magnificent effort should amply reward a 
decade or more of cellar time.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 518 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Les Perrières, L. Carillon
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This too is very floral with the barest traces of exotic 
fruit in the background that introduce rich, full and sweet 
medium-bodied flavors underpinned by more prominent 
minerality on the powerful, concentrated, silky, textured 
and intense finish. This is more refined than the Combettes 
and will require a few years to really blossom yet there is 
so much underlying material that it will be approachable 
young. Terrific.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 519 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 M. Niellon

“A very deft touch of wood frames the understated and 
backward nose of white flower and pear aromas that lead 
to mineral-infused and stunningly intense and precise 
medium full flavors that culminate in a hugely long yet 
focused and explosive finish. As one would expect, this 
scintillates with minerality and this liquid stone quality 
defines the character of this wine from start to finish. In a 
word, harmonious. Note that patience will be required.” 
(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 520 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Sauzet
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“As is typically the case this is slightly riper than the 
Bienvenues with a pretty and densely fruited nose of 
white peach, pear, acacia blossom and background hints 
of citrus and toast. As is also typical, this large-scaled, 
intense, concentrated and overtly powerful effort is 
clearly bigger, richer and more imposing than its grand 
cru partner. The complexity is simply fantastic as is the 
persistence of the palate staining finish.”(93-96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 512 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x6 bottle owc

“This impressively complete wine offers up very ripe 
aromas of spice, earth and game that introduce strikingly 
rich, naturally sweet and mouth coating big-bodied 
flavors that explode on the formidably long finish. This 
is a classy wine with absolutely superb complexity, 
impeccable balance and almost uncanny presence, all 
delivered with grace and power. Be prepared to be patient 
however as this will need plenty of time.” (96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 513 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2010
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x6 bottle owc

“In stark contrast to the expressiveness of the Clos St. 
Denis, this is almost mute and even aggressive swirling 
liberates only the briefest glimpses of wild red berries 
and earth notes. There is superb size and weight to the 
imposing and overtly muscular flavors that also enjoy an 
incredible amount of dry extract that confers a supple and 
seductively textured mouth feel to the highly concentrated 
mid-palate. The presently buried tannins are intense 
and markedly firm though not hard on the explosively 
long finish that seems to go on and on. This should be 
something very special if given sufficient time to reach its 
apogee.”(95-97pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 514 Griottes Chambertin
 Ponsot
 - Vintage 2008 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 - Vintage 2009 1x6 bottle owc (94pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2010 1x6 bottle owc (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 515 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2009 Les Gruenchers, (12)
 Thibault Liger-Belair 
 Nuits St. Georges
 - Vintage 2009 Les St. Georges, (12)
 Thibault Liger-Belair 1x12 bottle ocb

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 516 Meursault
 Charmes, Comte Lafon
 - Vintage 2003 2lscl, 1wl (90pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 (92pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (93-95pts IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 (95pts BH) (3)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 526 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2005
 Château d’Ampuis, E. Guigal
 1x12 bottle owc

“… the 2005 Côte Rôtie Château d Ampuis is a macho,  
masculine-styled effort. Dense, concentrated, and 
powerful,  with gamy black currant, spice box, bacon fat, 
and herb  notes, this chewy, tannic, enormously promising 
requires 3- 4 years of cellaring, and should drink well 
over the  following two decades or more.”(94-96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 527 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1994
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 4lscl, 1wisvl, 12sdc, 2 bottles different importer

“…exhibits spectacularly rich fruit and toasty oak in 
the nose, a sweet, lush, full-bodied entry, powerful, 
authoritative flavors of smoked meat and black fruits, and 
a long, heady, tannic finish.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 528 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2007
 La Turque, E. Guigal
 1x6 bottle owc

“…inky/blue/purple color is followed by aromas of 
asphalt, charcoal, graphite, barbecue smoke, roasted 
meats/aged beef, blackberries, cassis and violets. With 
huge body, massive concentration, silky tannins, sweet 
glycerin and a layered, multidimensional mouthfeel…” 
(97pts)

 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 529 Hermitage - Vintage 2004
 J.L. Chave

“…Incredibly sweet and minerally, like a great Griotte-
Chambertin, with amazing purity of cherry and raspberry 
fruit. A great ‘04 in the making.” (95-96pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 530 Hermitage Blanc
 J.L. Chave
 - Vintage 1997 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 1spc (95pts) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2008 (5)

 Above 7 bottles and 2 magnums per lot $1100-1500

 521 Montrachet - Vintage 2009
 Sauzet

“In contrast to the expressiveness of the other grands 
crus, here the nose is restrained to the point of being 
almost mute though aggressive swirling liberates highly 
complex notes of spice, peach, lemon, stone and soft wood. 
The rich, full-bodied, tight and wonderfully concentrated 
broad-shouldered flavors possess a silky and seductive 
texture as well as superb depth on the hugely long and 
intense finish.”(96pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 522 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1998
 Château de Beaucastel
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 1998 is unquestionably one of the great modern day 
Beaucastels, but because of its high Grenache content, it 
is different from some of the other classics.”(96pts)

            12 bottles and 2 magnums per lot $1100-1500

 523 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2001
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel

“Full-bodied, excruciatingly backward, and nearly 
impenetrable, it boasts an inky/blue/purple color in 
addition to a promising nose of new saddle leather, 
melted asphalt, camphor, blackberries, smoky, roasted 
herbs, and Asian spices…”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 524 Châteauneuf du Pape Blanc - Vintage 2011
 Roussanne Vieilles Vignes, Château de Beaucastel
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…is another remarkable wine. Think of it as the 2010 
with more minerality and precision. It has astonishing 
richness and length as well as massive body with great 
acidity.”(98pts)

 22 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 525 Châteauneuf du Pape
 - Vintage 2001
 cuvée Reservee, Domaine du Pegau (95pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2004
 cuvée Reservee, Domaine du Pegau  magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2007
 cuvée de Capo, Domaine du Pegau(100pts) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2010
 cuvée Reservee, Domaine du Pegau  (12)
 1x12 bottle owc (96-98+pts)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 4 magnums
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 536 Masseto - Vintage 2003
 Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia
 3wasl, 1lscl

“…expressive super-ripe nose. Ample and expansive on 
the  palate, it displays much opulence in its generous 
fruit, with  awesome concentration, outstanding length 
and a lovely  vein of minerality which provides a level of 
freshness that is  surprising for the vintage.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 537 Masseto - Vintage 2004
 Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia

“Shows wonderful aromas of flowers and berries, 
with hints of vanilla and Indian spices. Full-bodied 
and powerful, with layers of chewy tannins and a 
long, flawless finish. Compact and dense, yet racy and 
refined…”(98pts WS)

 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 538 Masseto - Vintage 2010
 Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia
 4x3 bottle banded owc’s

“…is truly monumental, leaving you breathless and 
wordless all at once. Once you sip the wine, it takes a few 
minutes before you grasp the enormity of its beauty and 
potential.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 539 Ornellaia
 Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia
 - Vintage 2004 2x1 bottle owc’s (97pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 1x6 bottle owc (97pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2010 1x6 bottle banded owc (97+pts) (6)
  Above 14 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 540 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
 Madrona Ranch
 - Vintage 2002 1ltl (98pts) (5)
 - Vintage 2003 2nl (95pts) (5)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 541 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2003 Thorevilos  (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 Thorevilos  (98pts) (3)
 Abreu Red
 - Vintage 2001 Thorevilos  (100pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 531 Ermitage - Vintage 1997
 Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 1997 Hermitage Le Pavillon displays a saturated 
purple color, and a fabulously intense nose of blackberry 
liqueur intermixed with floral scents, smoke, licorice, 
tar, and Chinese black tea aromas. There is wonderful 
concentration, massive body, and a monster finish in this 
decadently rich Hermitage. It possesses low acidity, but 
lots of concentration, extract, and length.”(96-98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 532 Ermitage - Vintage 2003
 Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“An inky/blue/purple color is followed by a subtle but  
impressively intense nose of barbecue smoke, creme de  
cassis, blueberries, blackberries, and white flowers. The  
wine cascades over the palate (15.8% natural alcohol) 
with  extraordinary richness, intensity, and silkiness. 
This  seamlessly constructed Hermitage is, analytically, 
high in  tannin, but extremely low in acidity, with a freaky  
accessibility (a vintage character).”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 533 Ermitage - Vintage 2004
 Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Dense with black currant fruit intermixed with licorice, 
sweet blackberries, and white chocolate, this is an 
elegant, mid-weight Pavillon…”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 534 Solaia - Vintage 2010
 Antinori
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…is the greatest Solaia ever made. The 2010 has it all; 
expressive aromatics, wonderfully nuanced fruit and tons 
of supporting structure.”(98pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 535 Tignanello
 Antinori
 - Vintage 2001 3bsl, 2tl (92pts) (10)
 - Vintage 2007 12bsl (95pts) (12)

 Above 22 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 547 Dominus - Vintage 2009
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A seamless classic, it offers a symphony of red and black 
currants, Asian plum sauce, lavender, and underbrush. 
Sweet Christmas fruitcake characteristics emerge from 
this magnificent Dominus that finished at 14.5% natural 
alcohol (slightly higher than usual). The seamless 
integration of acidity, tannin, wood and alcohol, the 
brilliant length and overall compelling complexity and 
richness make it one of the great classics from this historic 
estate.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 548 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 1999 (90-93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (94pts WS) (5)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $2200-3200

 549 Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 1993
 Insignia
 11bsl, 1tl

“…possesses a dense, almost opaque ruby/purple color, 
as well as a huge, sweet nose of blackcurrants, fruitcake, 
spice, and vanilla. This classic, rich wine, with a sweet, 
ripe mid-palate, displays a full-bodied, layered, super-
concentrated personality. Although still a baby in terms 
of development, it is remarkably successful because of the 
ripe tannin, high glycerin, and intensity of fruit. It will 
easily last for two decades, although I suspect most of it 
will be consumed within 7-10 hours of purchase.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 550 Peter Michael Red
 Les Pavots
 - Vintage 1994 bsl (94pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (94pts) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2008 (95pts) (12)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600
 and 3 magnums

 551 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1999
“It boasts an opaque purple color along with a 
gorgeously pure nose of Crème de cassis, charcoal, 
and floral characteristics. The wine is opulent, dense, 
and rich, with exceptional purity, a viscous texture, and 
impressive underlying tannin that frames its large but 
elegant personality. Not surprisingly, this is a candidate 
for the wine of the vintage”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 542 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon
 Special Selection
 - Vintage 2006 1x6 bottle owc (94pts WS) (12)
 - Vintage 2010 2x6 bottle owc’s (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 543 Château Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2003 (93-95pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2003 (93-95pts) magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (93+pts) (8)
 - Vintage 2007 (94+pts) (12)

 Above 26 bottles per lot $2000-2600
 and 3 magnums

 544 Colgin Red
 Cariad Vineyard
 - Vintage 2005 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 (99pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 545 Dominus - Vintage 1991
 2lstl

“May I boldly suggest that this wine is reminiscent of the 
1982 and 1989 Pétrus? There is no Merlot in the blend, 
yet the wine possesses extraordinary intensity and a port-
like viscosity and richness, phenomenal fruit extraction, 
a huge aroma of roasted cassis fruit, an unctuous, rich, 
full-bodied palate, and a spectacularly long, super-rich 
finish. The tannins remain concealed behind the wine’s 
wealth of fruit.”(98pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 546 Dominus - Vintage 1994
 3lbsl, 1lscl, 1x6 bottle owc

“…strikingly thick, compellingly rich wine with the 
texture of a great Pomerol, despite being made primarily 
from Cabernet Sauvignon. The wine exhibits a dense 
purple color, and an incredibly fragrant nose of jammy 
black fruits, spice, smoke, and loamy, truffle-like scents. In 
the mouth, it is full-bodied, with thrilling levels of extract 
and richness, but no sense of heaviness or harshness. 
This seamless Dominus possesses no hard edges, as its 
acidity, tannin, and alcohol are beautifully meshed with 
copious quantities of ripe fruit.”(99pts)

            6 bottles and 2 magnums per lot $2400-3200
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 554 Linne Calodo Cellars Red
 - Vintage 2005
 Nemesis  (9)
 - Vintage 2006
 Rising Tides  (3)
 - Vintage 2008
 Nemesis  (2)
 Outsider  (8)
 Slacker  (2)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1000-1500

 555 Marcassin Chardonnay - Vintage 2009
 Marcassin Vineyard  (96pts) (6)
 Three Sisters Vineyard  (94pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

 552 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1999
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“…one of the finest wines of the vintage. A saturated 
opaque purple color is followed by scents of vanilla, 
blackberry liqueur, crushed minerals, and a hint of white 
flowers. There is stunning intensity, tremendous purity, 
full body, and a remarkable, seamless finish…”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 553 Verite Red
 - Vintage 2001
 La Joie 2ltl (96pts) (2)
 La Joie  (96pts) magnum (1)
 La Muse  (100pts) (4)
 Le Desir 1nl (95pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2002
 La Joie  (98pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2004
 La Joie  (3)
 Le Desir  (4)
 - Vintage 2007
 La Joie  (100pts) (2)

 Above 25 bottles per lot $3200-4500
 and 1 magnum
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 560 Château Latour - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac

“This is one of my favorite wines ever. Full-bodied, 
with layers of silky fruit and masses of currant, mineral 
and berry character. Amazing. It is a wine with perfect 
structure, perfect strength. It s 1961 Latour in modern 
clothes. It is hard not to drink it now.”(100pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 561 Château Margaux - Vintage 1982
 Margaux
 5bn, 1spc, 1 bottle different importer

“The palate was rocky without the horror but with the 
picture show, not its usual feminine self, Ray observed. 
Though spiny and long, the Margaux was still stylish with 
a touch of that Margaux elegance. This was a great bottle 
of this wine, and it ended up being wine of the flight, 
outshowing all the other First Growths.”(97pts JK)

 5 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 562 Château Margaux - Vintage 1990
 Margaux
 1bn

“…concentrated, soft, silky-textured, and opulent. It 
displays an opaque ruby/purple color, a compelling 
bouquet, and exquisite layers of flavors that cascade 
over the palate without any notion of toughness or 
coarseness.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 563 1 magnum per lot $1600-2200

 556 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion
 1nl

“…The gorgeously expressive aromatics are followed by 
a full-bodied wine revealing abundant glycerin as well as 
elevated alcohol, but it is not hot, and nothing is out of 
place.”(98+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 557 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves

“The wine has not budged in development since it was 
first bottled, although it has always provided thrilling 
drinking because of its voluptuous texture.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 558 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1990
 Graves

“…put on weight after bottling, and is currently rich, 
full-bodied, opulent, even flamboyant by Haut Brion’s 
standards. It is an incredible expression of a noble terroir 
in a top vintage.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 559 Château Lafite Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1990 (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (100pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2000-2600

BORDEAUX BACKBONES
Classified Bordeaux growths are still a mainstay of every auction, and here to help with over 100 lots of killer Clarets are six 
great collrctors. Highlights include bottles of 1990 Cheval Blanc, 1989 Haut Brion, 1982 Margaux, 1989 Petrus, 1996 Lafite, 
2005 Pavie as well as full cases of 1990 Lafite, 1994 Margaux, 1995 Ducru Beaucaillou, 2000 Margaux, 1986 Mouton, 1998 Che-
val Blanc and 2000 Latour.  For those that desire further quantity there are parcels of 2000 Lynch Bages, 2000 Pichon Baron, 
and 2005 Cos. Wines from other regions not to be missed include a 1997 DRC Assortment, 2003 Screaming Eagle, a three case 
parcel of 1996 Dom Perignon, 1998 and 2001 Grange as well as verticals of Harlan, Shafer Hillside Select and Aubert.  All wines 
properly stored.

LIVE AUCTION ~ LOTS 556-1471 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH, 2015 BEGINNING AT 9:30AM 

MAREA RESTAURANT ~ NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK 
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 570 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1998
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“…spectacular since birth, putting on more weight and 
flesh over the last year. This opaque purple-colored close 
to perfection. The spectacular nose of lead pencil, smoky, 
mineral, and black currant fruit soars majestically from 
the glass. The wine is elegant yet profoundly rich tannin 
is sweet, and the wine is spectacularly layered yet never 
heavy. The finish is sweet, super-rich, yet impeccably 
balanced and long (50+ seconds).”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 571 Château Latour - Vintage 1991
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 572 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1974 4ts, 4lbsl, 4lgsl, 4scc, 2sdc,  (4)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1994 (94pts) (5)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 573 Château Latour - Vintage 1998
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“…gracefully aromatic, with good cedar, walnut, and 
cassis (actually more blackcurrant because of a lack of 
ripeness)…light minerals and soil aromas…more cedar 
and alcohol on the palate…acids a touch longer but not a 
massive Latour…good walnut flavors…”(91pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 574 Château Margaux - Vintage 1991
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 575 Château Margaux - Vintage 1994
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“…The wine has turned out to be a classic, long-lived 
Margaux. The opaque purple color is followed by this 
estate’s tell-tale aromas of flowers, blackcurrants, 
licorice, and smoky oak. This dense, powerful, closed 
wine is a true vin de gard.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 564 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1982 bn, lbsl, spc (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1989 (91pts WS) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1990 1ts, 2lscl, 1lgsl (90+?pts IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $3500-4500
 and 1 magnum

 565 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1989
 Pomerol
 lwisl, wc

“…remarkably youthful, and in need of more years of 
bottle age. Additionally, the tannins are slightly more 
elevated, at least from a tactile impression. However… 
extraordinary equilibrium between all of its component 
parts. An amazing effort!”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 566 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1988
 Sauternes
 1x1 double magnum owc

“…displays more richness and unctuosity than any young 
d’Yquem I have tasted. It should have 40-60 years of 
positive evolution, although one suspects that much of the 
production will be consumed within the next 4-5 years. 
If my instincts are correct, this is the most profound 
d’Yquem since the legendary 1959. It may not prove as 
timeless as the 1975, but I believe it to be even more 
concentrated.”(99pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $1400-1800
_____________________________

 567 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1987
 Pauillac
 6bn, 9bsl, 7sdc, 1x12 bottle owc

 9 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 568 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 1990 Lafite has turned out far better than my early 
assessment. While it still possesses some firmness, and 
performs like a late adolescent in terms of its evolution, 
it boasts gorgeous aromas of cedar, tobacco leaf, cassis, 
and lead pencil shavings. The explosive aromas are 
followed by a fleshy, full-bodied wine that should hit its 
peak in 5-8 years, and last for 25-30 more.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 569 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1991
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 582 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 2005
 St. Julien

“It is an exceptionally powerful wine with a dense 
purple color, superb intensity, and a beautiful, sweet 
nose of spring flowers, raspberries, blueberries, 
graphite, and creme de cassis. Full-bodied with fabulous 
concentration, exceptionally high tannin, good acidity, 
and massive layers of richness that build incrementally 
on the palate…”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 583-585

 583 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac

“Tasted three times since bottling, the 1996 Lafite-
Rothschild is unquestionably this renowned estate’s 
greatest wine. As I indicated last year, only 38% of the 
crop was deemed grand enough to be put into the final 
blend, which is atypically high in Cabernet Sauvignon 
(83%). This massive wine may be the biggest, largest-
scaled Lafite I have ever tasted. It will require many years 
to come around…the wine exhibits a thick-looking, ruby/
purple color, and a knock-out nose of lead pencil, minerals, 
flowers, and black currant scents. Extremely powerful 
and full-bodied, with remarkable complexity for such a 
young wine, this huge Lafite is oozing with extract and 
richness, yet has managed to preserve its quintessentially 
elegant personality. This wine is even richer than it was 
prior to bottling. It should unquestionably last for 40-50 
years.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 584 3 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 585 3 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 586 Château Latour - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac
 12sdc, 1x12 bottle owc

“An opaque purple color is followed by phenomenally 
sweet, pure aromas of cassis infused with subtle minerals. 
This massive offering possesses unreal levels of extract, 
full body, intensely ripe, but abundant tannin, and a finish 
that lasts for nearly a minute…”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 576 Château Margaux - Vintage 1998
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“…a blend of 75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot, 
5% Petit Verdot, and 3% Cabernet Franc. It is a classy 
Margaux, with a dark ruby/purple color, sweet tannin, 
medium weight, and excellent floral and black currant 
fruit intermixed with toasty new oak. The wine is 
concentrated, with a velvety texture, and a nicely layered 
finish. A quintessentially elegant wine… captivating and 
charming.”(91pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 577 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1991
 Pauillac
 12bn, 5sdc, 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 578 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1998
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“It is an extremely powerful, super-concentrated wine 
offering notes of roasted espresso, creme de cassis, 
smoke, new saddle leather, graphite, and licorice. It is 
massive, with awesome concentration, mouth-searing 
tannin levels, and a saturated flavor profile that grips 
the mouth with considerable intensity. This is a 50-year 
Mouton.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
_____________________________

 579 Carruades de Lafite - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 580 Château Angelus - Vintage 2003
 St. Emilion

“Kudos to proprietor Hubert Bouard, who has been 
making brilliant wines at this estate since the mid- to late-
1980s. A blend of 58% Cabernet Franc and 42% Merlot, 
the beautiful 2003 (14% alcohol; 6,500 cases produced) 
is somewhat tightly knit, but it reveals a perfumed nose 
of rose petals, blackberries, menthol, and cedar.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 581 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 1995
 St. Julien

“Subtle yet aromatic character of Indian spices, currants 
and dried cherries. Full-bodied, with super well-
integrated tannins and a long, caressing finish. Wonderful 
texture. Classy and structured. Long. This was wine of the 
year in 1998; well deserved.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 591 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2002
 Pauillac

“Tight nose hints at currant and smoky oak. Highly 
concentrated, densely packed and built to age. As young 
as it is, it also shows a lovely velvety texture rare for this 
vintage. Finishes with terrific breadth, subtle minerality 
and noble tannins.”(94pts IWC)

 9 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 592 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac
 12wrl, 1x12 bottle owc

“Backward, powerful, and extremely tannic, the dense 
purple-colored 2003 Mouton-Rothschild, a blend of 
76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 14% Merlot, 8% Cabernet 
Franc, and 2% Petit Verdot, fashioned from yields of 28 
hectoliters per hectare, with a finished alcohol of 12.9%, 
improves dramatically with aeration. With full-bodied, 
meaty, powerful, dry flavors as well as a huge finish, 
this high class wine should be at its finest between 2012-
2040+. During its sojourn in barrel, it reminded me of a 
hypothetical blend of the 1982 and 1986 Moutons, but 
since bottling, it appears different, and even more tannic 
than those two vintages. I still believe the finest recent 
Mouton-Rothschild is the 2000.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 593 Château Pavie
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 2001 (96pts) (10)
 - Vintage 2002 1nl (94pts) (6)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 594 Château Pavie - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion

“The 2005 Pavie is an absolutely amazing wine that 
has shed most of its oak aging (usually 24-28 months). 
Opaque purple in color, it is beyond belief in extract and 
concentration, but perfectly balanced and pure, with the 
oak well-integrated. Massively concentrated, and still a 
baby, this wine tastes more like it’s two to three years old 
than one that’s been around for a decade. Intense notes 
of grilled meats, spice box, cassis, black cherry, licorice 
and graphite arepresent in abundance. Enormously 
endowed, but with superlative purity and balance, this is 
the greatest Pavie in the early Perse era, starting in 1998. 
Only the 2009 and 2010 rival this in his opinion, but I 
would add the 2000. This killer effort should drink well for 
another 50 years and demonstrates the greatness of this 
terroir owned by the Perse family. Only 7,000 cases were 
produced from a blend of 70% Merlot, 20% Cabernet 
Franc and 10% Cabernet Sauvignon. Bravo!”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 587 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2005
 St. Julien

“…is probably the greatest wine made at this estate 
since Jean-Hubert Delon s father produced the 1986 
and 1996. Only 37% of the production made it into the 
2005, a blend of primarily Cabernet Sauvignon with 
less than 13% Merlot and Cabernet Franc. An inky/
ruby/purple color is accompanied by reticent aromatics 
that, with considerable coaxing, offer up subtle notes 
of toasty vanillin intermixed with lead pencil shavings, 
wet rocks, and enormously ripe, intense black cherry 
and creme de cassis. The wine hits the palate with a full-
bodied, layered mouthfeel as well as enormous extract, 
concentration, and purity. This ageless, monumental 
claret requires a minimum of 15-20 years to approach 
maturity, and should last for a half century. It is about 
as classic a Leoville Las Cases as one will find.”(98pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 588 Château Lynch Bages
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1995 (94pts WS) (7)
 - Vintage 1996 (94pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2000 (96pts WS) (8)

 Above 19 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 589 Château Margaux - Vintage 2000
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle banded owc

“The 2000 possesses a saturated ruby/purple color to 
the rim as well as an extraordinarily promising nose of 
creme de cassis intermixed with white flowers, licorice, 
and hints of espresso and toasty oak. There is great 
intensity, compelling purity, a multi-layered, full-bodied 
palate, and a finish that goes on for nearly 70+ seconds. 
Bottled naturally, with no filtration, it is a monumental 
example of the elegance and power that symbolize this 
extraordinary vineyard. A tour de force in winemaking, 
many of my colleagues predicted, far earlier than me, 
that it would be the wine of the vintage.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 590 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 10bn, 2ts, 5spc, 12scc, 1x12 bottle owc

“Clearly the youngest looking, most opaque and 
concentrated wine of the group, it tastes as if it has not 
budged in development since I first tasted it out of barrel 
in March, 1987. An enormously concentrated, massive 
Mouton-Rothschild, comparable in quality, but not style, 
to the 1982, 1959, and 1945, this impeccably made wine 
is still in its infancy I suspect the 1986 Mouton-Rothschild 
requires a minimum of 15-20 more years of cellaring; it 
has the potential to last for 50-100 years!…”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
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Lot: 590

Additional Lots: 919, 1469
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 600 Verite Red - Vintage 2001
 La Muse

“This dense purple-colored effort exhibits notes of 
licorice, creme de cassis, plum sauce, violets and 
truffles. Full-bodied with magnificent density, overall 
equilibrium, stunning purity, sweet but abundant tannin 
and a fabulous finish, this profound wine remains a baby 
at age ten. Give it another 5-6 years of bottle age and 
drink it over the following 35-40+ years. It is very French 
in style even though one could argue that this level of 
concentration can only be achieved by a handful of wines 
from Pomerol and St.-Emilion.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
_____________________________

 601 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2001
 St. Emilion
 6lscl

“Its deep ruby/purple color was accompanied by sweet 
aromas of cranberries, black currants, menthol, Asian 
spices, and underbrush.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 602 Château Haut Brion
 Graves
 - Vintage 1996 6scl (95pts JK) (6)
 - Vintage 1997 6lwrl, 5lscl (90pts WS) (5)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 603 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1999
 Graves
 10lscl

“Great nose - has an Italian quality of tar, leather, and 
saucy fruit…loads of cassis and dark undertones of 
leather, earth, cherry, plum, yeast, chocolate…great 
balance and definition…long finish with nice spiciness…
flavors of peanut oil, black fruits, chocolate and cedar…
my wine of the night, nosing out the Margaux…wish I 
could have tasted them side by side, but it was not my 
tasting.”(94+pts JK)

 10 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 595 Château Pavie Decesse - Vintage 1998
 St. Emilion

“Wet stones, minerals, vanilla, black cherries, and smoke 
aromas as well as flavors are present in this powerful, 
muscular, medium to full-bodied 1998.”(91pts)

 12 bottles per lot $750-1000

 596 DRC Assortment - Vintage 1997
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3 La Tâche-1spc, 1sos, 2 Romanée St. Vivant, 2 
 Richebourg-1spc, 1sos, 1 Grands Échézeaux, 3 
 Échézeaux, 1 Romanée Conti-spc, sos, 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $26000-35000

 597 Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 2002
 Insignia

“Its dense purple color is accompanied by a fragrant 
perfume of espresso roast, Asian spices, Crème de cassis, 
smoke, and minerals. Dense, voluptuous, full-bodied, 
rich…”(95pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 598 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2003
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“…continues to be a beautiful wine, dense ruby/purple 
in color with wonderful purity of creme de cassis. It is 
that black currant liqueur purity, richness, and depth 
that is one of the shining characteristics of this wine. 
Extraordinarily pure, the wine is full-bodied, opulent, 
and concentrated, but still young and primary. There is 
plenty of tannin underlying the wealth of fruit…”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 599 Verite Red - Vintage 2001
 La Joie

“71% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot, and 9% 
Cabernet Franc. Aromas and flavors of roasted espresso, 
grilled herbs, scorched earth, blackberries, and cassis 
liqueur are accompanied by an unctuously-textured, full-
bodied, expansive, dense, phenomenally concentrated, 
pure blockbuster.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600
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Lot: 604

Additional Lots: 108, 451, 559, 567-569, 605-606, 904, 1410,  
1462-1463, 1466-1467
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 606A Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1999
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“…both elegant and intensely flavored, and almost 
diaphanous in its layers that unfold with no heaviness. An 
opaque ruby/purple color is accompanied by a complex 
bouquet of lead pencil, graphite, cedar, creme de cassis, 
toast, and vanilla. It is medium-bodied, with extravagant 
layers of richness yet little weight, and a finish that is 
all sweetness, ripeness, and harmony. This extraordinary 
Lafite increasingly appears to be a modern day clone of 
the majestic 1953. A mere one-third of the crop made it 
into the grand vin!”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 607 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1966 ts, bsl, nl, taped label, cuc,  (1)
 outstanding color (96pts)
 - Vintage 1970 2ts, 1hs, 3lbsl, 3lgsl, 3sdc,  (3)
 outstanding color (95pts JK)
 - Vintage 1975 ts, bsl, lstl, dc, tc, outstanding (1)
 color (94pts JK)
 - Vintage 1985 1bn, 1bsl, 1wrl, 1nc, different  (2)
 importers (93pts WS)
 - Vintage 1988 3lbsl, 2lwrl (96pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 1989 lbsl, lwrl (92pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 lwrl (100pts WS) (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4800-6500

 608 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1994 5vlscl (94pts) (5)
 - Vintage 1996 4lscl, 2sdc, different importers(99pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1997 1lscl, 2sdc (91pts IWC) (2)
 - Vintage 1999 lscl, sdc (94pts) (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 609 Château Latour - Vintage 1998
 Pauillac
 2vlscl

“…gracefully aromatic, with good cedar, walnut, and 
cassis (actually more blackcurrant because of a lack of 
ripeness)…light minerals and soil aromas…more cedar 
and alcohol on the palate…acids a touch longer but not a 
massive Latour…good walnut flavors…”(91pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 604 Château Lafite Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1981 1x12 bottle custom ogb (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1982 (97+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1983 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1984 (1)
 - Vintage 1985 (93+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1986 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1987 nl (1)
 - Vintage 1988 (94pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1989 (94pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1991 (1)
 - Vintage 1992 (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $7000-10000

 605 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 ts, lbsl, ltl, sdc, cuc

“…Still backward with a deep ruby/plum color revealing 
only a touch of lightening at the edge, the wine offers 
up an extraordinary nose of caramelized herbs, smoke, 
cedar, pen ink, black currants, and earth. The gorgeous 
aromatics are followed by a full-bodied, plump, rich, 
fleshy wine with low acidity.”(97+pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 605A Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1998
 Pauillac
 different importers, 1x12 bottle owc

“…spectacular since birth, putting on more weight and 
flesh over the last year. This opaque purple-colored close 
to perfection. The spectacular nose of lead pencil, smoky, 
mineral, and black currant fruit soars majestically from 
the glass. The wine is elegant yet profoundly rich tannin 
is sweet, and the wine is spectacularly layered yet never 
heavy. The finish is sweet, super-rich, yet impeccably 
balanced and long (50+ seconds).”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 606 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 2lscl, 2 bottles different importer

“The 1986 possesses outstanding richness, a deep color, 
medium body, a graceful, harmonious texture, and superb 
length. The penetrating fragrance of cedar, chestnuts, 
minerals, and rich fruit is a hallmark of this wine. 
Powerful, dense, rich, and tannic, as well as medium to 
full-bodied, with awesome extraction of fruit, this Lafite 
has immense potential.”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $7500-11000
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 615 Château Margaux - Vintage 1998
 Margaux
 6vlscl

“…a blend of 75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot, 
5% Petit Verdot, and 3% Cabernet Franc. It is a classy 
Margaux, with a dark ruby/purple color, sweet tannin, 
medium weight, and excellent floral and black currant 
fruit intermixed with toasty new oak. The wine is 
concentrated, with a velvety texture, and a nicely layered 
finish. A quintessentially elegant wine… captivating and 
charming.”(91pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 616 Château Margaux - Vintage 1999
 Margaux
 4lscl, 3lfl, 1nl, 1x12 bottle owc

“The wine reveals the vintage’s flamboyant side in its 
sweet, blackberry, and cassis-scented nose. With airing, 
spicy vanillin and toast notes also emerge. Soft and full-
bodied, there is admirable density behind the wine’s 
superficial display of charm. The vintage’s high sugars 
have resulted in nearly 13% alcohol.”(94pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3000-5000

 617 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1970 htms, gsl, sdc, outstanding color (1)
 - Vintage 1975 hs, gsl, ltl, sdc, outstanding Color (1)
 - Vintage 1983 2bn, 2lbsl, 1lscl, 1nl (93+pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1985 4ts, 4lscl, 3spc,  (4)
 1 bottle different importer (90pts)
 - Vintage 1988 3bn, 2lscl, 1lstl,   (3)
 1 bottle different importer (94pts WS)
 - Vintage 1989 ts, lscl (91pts WS) (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-4500

 618 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1989
 Pauillac
 6bn, 3ts, 10lscl

“This is outstanding quality, with pretty aromas and 
flavors of mint, berry and milk chocolate. Full- to medium-
bodied, with fine tannins and a silky finish.”(91pts WS)

 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 619 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1995 3lscl (95pts) (5)
 - Vintage 1998 (96pts) (5)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 610 Château Latour - Vintage 1999
 Pauillac
 10lscl, 6sdc

“Produced from yields of 39 hectoliters per hectare, 
the final blend was 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% 
Merlot, 4% Cabernet Franc, and 1% Petit Verdot. The 
opulent, rich, concentrated 1999 is atypically forward 
and luscious. The dense purple color is followed by 
precocious, sweet black cherry/cassis aromas backed 
up by noteworthy liquid mineral and subtle smoky new 
oak notes. Dense and fat, with low acidity, an opulent, 
chewy texture, medium to full body, superb power, and a 
seductive character…”(94pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 611 Château Latour - Vintage 2001
 Pauillac
 3vlscl, 1vlstl

“This luscious, full-bodied Latour was surprisingly 
open-knit on the three occasions I tasted it from bottle. 
However, do not mistake its aging ability…”(95pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 612 Château Le Pin - Vintage 1999
 Pomerol
 3vlscl

“…had a deep, dark nose with lots of black fruits, wax 
cleaner spice and some black olives. The palate was 
packed with dense fruit and was big, rich, meaty and 
lush. I liked the ‘99 a lot; it was just delicious with a nice, 
leathery finish that popped.”(94pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 613 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 1995
 St. Julien

“Exceptionally ripe cassis fruit, the judicious use 
of toasty new oak, and a thrilling mineral character 
intertwined with the high quality of fruit routinely 
obtainedby Las Cases, make this a compelling effort The 
finish is incredibly long in this classic.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 614 Château Margaux
 Margaux
 - Vintage 1978 1ts, 1hs, 2lbsl, 2wc,  (2)
 outstanding color (92pts)
 - Vintage 1981 ts, lgsl, ltl, sdc, scc (93pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1983 ts, lbsl, lwrl, scc (98pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1986 sdc (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 5lscl (99pts) (5)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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PARCEL LOTS 623-625

 623 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 1x12 bottle ogb

“Notes of crushed rocks, honeysuckle, lemon oil, orange 
marmalade, and white pear provide a stunning aromatic 
display as well as palate impression. Great acidity and 
huge flavor intensity backed up by vibrant acidity make 
this an exquisite Champagne.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 624 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 1x12 bottle ogb

 625 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 1x12 bottle ogb

 626 Opus One - Vintage 2001
 1x6 bottle owc

“Deep ruby-red. Aromas of dark berries, spice cake, 
beefsteak tomato and meat. Suave, smooth, lush and 
mouthfilling, with sweetly oaky flavors of dark berries, 
mocha, smoke and game. Generous, pliant wine, finishing 
with chewy but ripe tannins and lingering sweetness. 
A return to form after a few difficult vintages…” 
(91pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $1300-1800
_____________________________

 620 Château Pavie - Vintage 1998
 St. Emilion

“A 50-year wine, this opaque purple-colored offering 
exhibits a strong, precise nose of black fruits, liquid 
minerals, smoke, and graphite. Extremely full-bodied, 
yet brilliantly delineated, powerful, and awesomely 
concentrated, it boasts a fabulous mid-palate as well as 
a finish that lasts for nearly a minute it has the potential 
to be the most profound Pavie ever produced…”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 621 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1996
 Pomerol
 2bn

“Bright nose with lots of expressive aromas - plum, green 
olives, mocha, minerals, chalk, stone, sweet cherry and a 
little green bean in there gets honeyed as it stays in the 
glass a sweet pungency without being too pungent still a 
little youthful on the palate flashy yet not quite fleshy lots 
of alcohol on the finish but not in the belly good plum and 
slate flavors on finish a bit tight on the palate but still all 
good wintry smooths out and opens up nicely.”(94pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 622 La Tâche - Vintage 1996
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3lscl

“Fantastically pure with the classic spice box, hoisin 
and soy nose followed by big, rich, very structured 
flavors that display notes of earth, leather and tea. The 
tannins are big, ripe and are completely buffered by the 
sap with length that is simply phenomenal. This remains 
completely primary in character and seems not to have 
budged at all since it was bottled.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000
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 630 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1988
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“…one of the greatest Haut-Brions ever made. 
Superpowerful and ripe, with masses of spice, mint 
and berry character. Full-bodied, with full yet polished 
tannins, this wine is a joy to taste…”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 631 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1994
 Graves
 12lbsl, 1x12 bottle owc

“Has wonderful richness and suppleness, lovely fruit and 
harmony. A superb example of a graceful, balanced wine 
that is delicious…”(94pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 632 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1995
 Graves
 3lwasl, 1x12 bottle owc

“This wine has been brilliant on every occasion I have 
tasted it. More accessible and forward than the 1996, 
it possesses a saturated ruby/purple color, as well 
as a beautiful, knock-out set of aromatics, consisting 
of black fruits, vanillin, spice, and wood-fire smoke. 
Multidimensional and rich, with layers of ripe fruit, and 
beautifully integrated tannin and acidity, this medium to 
full-bodied wine is a graceful, seamless, exceptional Haut-
Brion that should drink surprisingly well young.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 627 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1998
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“Subtle, complex and refined, with aromas of cherry, 
licorice, mineral, berry and other sweet, ripe fruit. Full-
bodied and compacted, with masses of fine, silky tannins. 
Long, long finish.”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 628 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1999
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“Less fat, more t ‘n a, but still meat on dem bones blacker 
in its fruit profile with more cedar and nut still some sweet 
vanilla, but not as opulent as the 1998 more spike to it, 
but in a subtle way very classy style - medium-bodied 
and fine good acids in the belly lingering more reserved 
and more grapy to its dark fruit flavors a sleeper.” 
(93+pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 629 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“…saturated purple color along with a reticent but 
striking bouquet of blackberries, blueberries, truffles, and 
mocha. In spite of its tightness, aeration reveals scents of 
licorice, menthol, and saddle leather. Opulent and full-
bodied, with low acidity, sweet tannin, and a 60-second 
finish, it is unquestionably as profound as the 1990 and 
1982. I still believe the 2000 has the potential to be the 
most compelling Cheval Blanc since the mythical 1947 
and 1949…”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

THE FUTURE IS NOW
This New Jersey Lawyer started collecting twenty years ago, focusing on Blue Chip Bordeaux and Cult California.  He pur-
chased most of them as futures or from the mailing lists and kept them in professional storage until now.  The Bordeaux section 
is packed with parcels of 2000s from La Mission, Lynch Bages and Pichon Baron as well as cases of 1998 Cheval Blanc, 1995 
Haut Brion, 1996 Latour, 2000 Margaux, 2000 Mouton, 1996 and 2000 Pichon Lalande.  Cali counters with verticals of Colgin, 
Harlan, Shafer Hillside, Aubert and Kistler.   We head down under for the finale of 1998 and 2001 Grange.  Many of the wines 
are in the original packaging and all are in outstanding condition.
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 638 Château Latour - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“A young wine that electrifies every taste bud in your 
mouth. Compacted aromas of crushed currants and 
minerals, with roses and lilacs. Full-bodied, with masses 
of silky, refined tannins and a finish that lasts for minutes. 
Stunning. Best Latour since 1990.”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 639 Château Leoville Barton - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 3nl, 2x12 bottle owc’s

“The saturated purple-colored 2000 Leoville Barton is 
one of the greatest wines ever made at this estate. The 
wine has smoky, earthy notes intermixed with graphite, 
camphor, damp earth, jammy cassis, cedar, and a hint 
of mushroom. Enormous, even monstrous in the mouth, 
with tremendous extraction, broodingly backward, dense 
flavors, and copious tannins, this should prove to be one 
of the longest-lived wines of the vintage and one of the 
most compelling Leoville Bartons ever made.”(96pts)

 24 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 640 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“Absolutely fantastic. This is one of the most exciting 
young reds I have tasted in a long, long time. It shows 
intense aromas of berries, currants and minerals, with 
hints of mint. Full-bodied and packed with fruit and 
tannins, its long finish is refined and silky. A benchmark 
for the vintage.”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 641 Château Leoville Poyferre - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 1lwrl, 1x12 bottle owc

“Wow, this wine has really come on strong. A brilliant 
effort, it boasts an opaque purple color in addition 
to a gorgeously sweet nose (make that explosive nose) 
of blackberries and creme de cassis intermixed with 
minerals, smoke, and earth. The 2000 is opulent, full-
bodied, and much more accessible than either of its two 
Leoville siblings, Leoville Las Cases or Leoville Barton, 
with low acidity, sweet tannin, and a layered, sumptuous 
finish. It continues to improve dramatically and looks 
to be a great success, rivaling the brilliant 1996 and 
1990.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 633 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1998
 Graves
 2nl, 1lstl, 1x12 bottle owc

“As reported over the last two years, this is a prodigious 
Haut-Brion. It exhibits a dense ruby/purple color in 
addition to a tight, but incredibly promising nose of 
smoke, earth, minerals, lead pencil, black currants, 
cherries, and spice. This full-bodied wine unfolds slowly, 
but convincingly on the palate, revealing a rich, multi-
tiered, stunningly pure, symmetrical style with wonderful 
sweetness, ripe tannin, and a finish that lasts for nearly 
45 seconds. It tastes like liquid nobility.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

PARCEL LOTS 634-635

 634 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2000
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“…possesses everything I could ever want from a terroir 
that has given me as much hedonistic and intellectual 
pleasure as any other wine in the world.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 635 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000
 1x12 bottle owc

 636 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“…has an opaque ruby/purple color, followed by an 
extraordinary aromatic expression of liquid minerals/
stones interwoven with the tell-tale graphite notes, 
mulberry, black currants, caramel, and tobacco. In the 
mouth, it is remarkably light on its feet, but somehow 
seems to pack intense flavors into layer upon layer of fruit 
and richness that cascade over the palate. A compelling 
wine, with extraordinary precision, great intensity, and a 
seamlessness…”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 637 Château Latour - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“An opaque purple color is followed by phenomenally 
sweet, pure aromas of cassis infused with subtle minerals. 
This massive offering possesses unreal levels of extract, 
full body, intensely ripe, but abundant tannin, and a finish 
that lasts for nearly a minute…”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000
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 647 Château Palmer - Vintage 2000
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“The wine is opulent, rich, and full-bodied, with tannin 
that has become sweeter with age. Its best showing yet, 
most importantly, has been from bottle. This is a great 
Palmer that should rival the best of recent vintages, 
which have all been stunning, as this estate continues to 
go from strength to strength…”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 648 Château Pavie
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 2000 (100pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 1x6 bottle owc (100pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 649 Château Pavie - Vintage 2003
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“Its dense plum/purple color is accompanied by an 
extraordinary perfume of charcoal, Crème de cassis, 
melted licorice, espresso roast, and blackberries. The 
wine, which hits the palate with a dramatic minerality, 
comes across like a hypothetical blend of limestone 
liqueur intermixed with black and red fruits.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 649A Château Pétrus - Vintage 1998
 Pomerol
 1x6 bottle owc

“Fantastic. Dark ruby color with hints of purple. Glorious 
aromas of blackberry, tobacco, cedar and slightly 
wet earth. Full-bodied, with supersilky tannins and a 
fabulous finish. This is subtle and refined. Wonderful 
length Perfection…”(100pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $14000-18000

PARCEL LOTS 650-651

 650 Château Pichon Baron - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“A spectacular effort clearly my favorite vintage of this 
wine since the 1989 and 1990. An inky purple color offers 
up notes of barbecue spices intermixed with new saddle 
leather, creme de cassis, melted licorice, creosote, and 
a hint of vanilla. The wine is full-bodied, tremendously 
concentrated, with sweet tannin and a seamless finish 
that goes on for close to one minute. This wine has 
great purity, tremendous texture, and fabulous upside 
potential.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 651 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 1x12 bottle owc

PARCEL LOTS 642-643

 642 Château Lynch Bages - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“This is a superstructured wine with loads of plum, 
blackberry and licorice. Full-bodied, with chewy tannins 
and a long finish. Gorgeous. Tight. Needs time.”
(96pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 643 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 1x12 bottle owc

 644 Château Margaux - Vintage 1997
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“Medium red-ruby. Confectionary aromas of raspberry, 
cocoa powder, mocha and sexy oak; more evolved than 
either the ‘99 or ‘98, even considering its extra year of 
age. Fat, sweet and harmonious; offers lovely balance…” 
(91pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 645 Château Margaux - Vintage 2000
 Margaux
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2000 possesses a saturated ruby/purple color to 
the rim as well as an extraordinarily promising nose of 
creme de cassis intermixed with white flowers, licorice, 
and hints of espresso and toasty oak. There is great 
intensity, compelling purity, a multi-layered, full-bodied 
palate, and a finish that goes on for nearly 70+ seconds. 
Bottled naturally, with no filtration, it is a monumental 
example of the elegance and power that symbolize this 
extraordinary vineyard. A tour de force in winemaking, 
many of my colleagues predicted, far earlier than me, 
that it would be the wine of the vintage.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 646 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“The wine offers a saturated ruby/purple color in addition 
to reticent but promising aromas of toast, coffee, licorice, 
Crème de cassis, and roasted nuts. Dense, chewy, and 
backward, with tremendous purity and density in addition 
to obvious toasty oak, it is full-bodied, powerful, tannic, 
and backward. Twenty-four to 48 hours of aeration only 
hints at its ultimate potential. This blockbuster will be 
exceptionally long-lived.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $15000-20000
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 656A Tignanello - Vintage 1997
 Antinori
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“A fabulous Tuscan red, young and racy. Deep dark ruby 
in color, with focused aromas of blackberries, wood and 
very ripe fruit. Full-bodied, with loads of velvety tannins 
and a long, long finish.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 657 Colgin Red
 Cariad Vineyard
 - Vintage 2004 1x3 bottle owc (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 1x3 bottle owc (98pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 658 Colgin Red
 IX Estate
 - Vintage 2004 1x6 bottle owc (98pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 1x3 bottle owc (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 1x6 bottle owc (100pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2007 1x6 bottle owc (100pts) (6)

 Above 21 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 659 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1997
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 1997 Harlan Estate is one of the greatest Cabernet 
Sauvignon-based wines I have ever tasted. A blend of 
80% Cabernet Sauvignon, with the rest Merlot and 
Cabernet Franc, this enormously-endowed, profoundly 
rich wine must be tasted to be believed. Opaque purple-
colored, it boasts spectacular, soaring aromatics of 
vanilla, minerals, coffee, blackberries, licorice, and 
cassis. In the mouth, layer after layer unfold powerfully 
yet gently. Acidity, tannin, and alcohol are well-balanced 
by the wine’s unreal richness and singular personality. 
The finish exceeds one minute.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 660 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1999
 1x6 bottle owc

“When I visited Harlan, the blend for the 1999 had not 
yet been set, and I was only able to taste the Cabernet 
Sauvignon portion, which will be 80-90% of the final 
wine. It looks to be outstanding. Harlan Estate has 
converted to wood fermenters. That decision is interesting 
in view of the fact that many top Bordeaux Châteaux 
discarded their wood fermenters 10-30 years ago in favor 
of temperature-controlled stainless steel. More controlled 
fermentation temperatures and increased sanitation were 
the obvious reasons for the conversion. Wood fermenters 
still exist in Bordeaux, particularly among some of the St. 
Emilion garagistes, but elsewhere they are primarily on 
display for tourists. In short, most of Bordeaux’s wood 
fermenters made their way into barbecue pits.”(90-93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-2800

 652 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1995
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“It is an exquisite example of Pichon-Lalande with the 
Merlot component giving the wine a coffee/chocolatey/
cherry component to go along with the Cabernet 
Sauvignon’s and Cabernet Franc’s complex blackberry/
cassis fruit. The wine possesses an opaque black/ruby/
purple color, and sexy, flamboyant aromatics of pain 
grille, black fruits, and cedar. Exquisite on the palate, 
this full-bodied, layered, multidimensional one of the 
vintage’s most extraordinary success stories.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 653 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“The nose suggests sweet, nearly overripe Cabernet 
Sauvignon, with its blueberry/blackberry/cassis scents 
intermixed with high quality, subtle, toasty new oak. 
Deep and full-bodied, with fabulous concentration and 
a sweet, opulent texture, this wine was singing in full 
harmony…”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 654 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“In short, I find this to be a spectacular Pichon Lalande. 
Dense purple in color, with loads of coffee, mocha, creme 
de cassis, and chocolate notes, this is a somewhat unusual 
blend of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 34% Merlot, and a 
whooping 10% Petit Verdot, with a little bit of Cabernet 
Franc.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 655 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“Extremely pretty aromas of mineral, blackberry and 
raspberry. Full-bodied, with well-integrated tannins…
”(93pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 656 Château Climens
 - Vintage 2001 Sauternes  (100pts) (6)
 Château d’Yquem
 - Vintage 2001 Sauternes 1x6 bottle owc (100pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4000-5500
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 666 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir
 - Vintage 2004
 Reuling Vineyard  (96-98pts) (1)
 UV Vineyard  (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005
 Reuling Vineyard  (95pts) (2)
 UV Vineyard  (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006
 Reuling Vineyard  (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007
 Reuling Vineyard  (98pts) (2)
 UV Vineyard  (3)
 - Vintage 2009
 Ritchie Vineyard  (93pts) (2)
 UV-SL Vineyard  (96pts) (2)

 Above 19 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 667 Kistler Pinot Noir
 - Vintage 2006
 cuvée Catherine, Occidental Station Vineyard   (1)
 cuvée Elizabeth, Bodega Headlands  (96-98pts) (3)
 cuvée Natalie, Silver Belt  (94pts IWC) (2)
 Kistler Vineyard  (92pts IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2007
 cuvée Catherine, Occidental Station Vineyard  (2)
 cuvée Elizabeth, Bodega Headlands  (96-98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2010
 Sonoma Coast  (2)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 668 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay
 - Vintage 2006
 Lauren Vineyard  (3)
 - Vintage 2007
 Reuling Vineyard  (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2008
 Larry Hyde & Sons  (2)
 Lauren Vineyard  (2)
 Ritchie Vineyard  (2)
 - Vintage 2009
 Larry Hyde & Sons  (2)
 Lauren Vineyard  (95pts) (3)
 Reuling Vineyard  (94pts) (2)
 Ritchie Vineyard  (95pts) (3)
 UV-SL Vineyard  (2)

 Above 23 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 661 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2000
 1x6 bottle owc

“A tremendous wine. Dense, tight and chewy, with firm, 
mouthcoating tannins wrapped around a core of mocha-
laced currant and blackberry. Well-focused, precisely 
balanced and full of concentrated flavors. A great cellar 
candidate.”(94pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 662 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 2004 1x3 bottle owc (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 1x2 bottle owc (100pts) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 663 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 2000 (94pts WS) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2003 1x1 magnum owc (95pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2004 1x1 magnum owc (98pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2005 1x1 magnum owc (97pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2006 1x1 magnum owc (96pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2007 1x1 magnum owc (100pts) magnum (1)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $5000-7000

 664 Harlan Estate Red
 The Maiden
 - Vintage 1995 1x3 bottle custom owc (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (91pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1997 1x3 bottle owc (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1998 1x3 bottle owc (91pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 1x3 bottle owc (92pts IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2000 1x6 bottle owc (90-2pts IWC) (6)
 - Vintage 2002 1x3 bottle owc (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 1x3 bottle owc (91pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2004 1x3 bottle owc (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 1x3 bottle owc (93pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 1x3 bottle owc (91pts) (3)

 Above 33 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 665 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon
 Hillside Select
 - Vintage 1998 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2000 (95pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 1x6 bottle owc (100pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2003 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 1x6 bottle owc (98+pts) (6)

 Above 22 bottles per lot $5000-7000
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PARCEL LOTS 671-674

 671 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2005
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“Black in color, with aromas of orange peel, new leather, 
currant, berry and Christmas pudding. Full-bodied, with 
layers of velvety tannins and a long, long finish of fruit 
and spices. The cashmere texture is all there. 2003 plus 
2000 equals 2005.”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 672 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 673 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 674 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

_____________________________

 669 Penfold’s Grange - Vintage 1998
 1x6 bottle owc

“The inky/purple color is followed by an extraordinarily 
intense nose of Crème de cassis intermixed with blueberry 
and floral notes. As the wine sits in the glass, aromas of 
meat, plums, and cola also emerge. It is a seamless effort 
with sweet tannin, well-integrated acidity, sensational 
extract, and layer upon layer of blackberry and cassis 
fruit that stain the palate and fill the mouth. Its harmony, 
freshness, and remarkable length (the finish lasts nearly 
a minute) suggest an all-time classic.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 670 Penfold’s Grange - Vintage 2001
 1x6 bottle owc

“…with a stunning perfume of blueberries, blackberries, 
chocolate, graphite, and earth, it boasts good acidity, huge 
tannins, magnificent concentration, and a multilayered, 
textured mouthfeel.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________
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PARCEL LOTS 674C-674E

 674C 6 magnums per lot $8000-12000
 1x6 magnum owc

 674D 6 magnums per lot $8000-12000
 1nl, 1x6 magnum owc

 674E 6 magnums per lot $8000-12000
 1x6 magnum owc

_____________________________

 674A Château Latour - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 24vlbsl, 1nl, 1x24 half bottle owc

“This is one of my favorite wines ever. Full-bodied, 
with layers of silky fruit and masses of currant, mineral 
and berry character. Amazing. It is a wine with perfect 
structure, perfect strength. It s 1961 Latour in modern 
clothes. It is hard not to drink it now.”(100pts WS)

 24 half-bottles per lot $8000-12000

 674B 12 bottles per lot $8000-12000
 3bn, 1x12 bottle owc

1990 LATOUR
We are delighted to offer pristine multiple original wooden cases of this legendary Latour in both bottle and magnum.  All wines 
purchased on release and removed from professional storage.
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 679 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2012
 Vieilles Vignes, Château de la Tour
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Here the nose is similar to the regular cuvée from a 
compositional standpoint but the fruit is denser and more 
complex as well. The very concentrated broad-shouldered 
flavors possess excellent concentration as the copious dry 
extract both coats the palate and buffers the extremely 
firm tannic spine on the explosively long but impeccably 
well-balanced finish. This is distinctly old school in style 
and will require extended cellaring to arrive at its peak. 
I would not recommend buying this ultra-serious effort 
unless you have the express intention of cellaring it over 
the longer-term.”(93-96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 680 Pommard - Vintage 2012
 Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand
 6x1 magnum owc’s

“The blend of the two is very harmonious, the light blend 
tempering the more boisterous cuvée from the upper 
reaches, the elegance enhanced by the combination of the 
two. This will be fascinating once bottled. Readers should 
note that for the first time, the Clos des Epeneaux will be 
bottled in magnums only.”(94-96pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 681 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2011
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue

“There is a beguiling sense of freshness to the middle 
weight flavors that possess an ultra-sophisticated mouth 
feel as there is a lovely sense of refinement to the fine-
grained tannins that are supporting the beautifully 
complex mineral-driven and well-balanced finish.” 
(91-94pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 675 Carruades de Lafite
 - Vintage 2011 Pauillac 1x6 bottle banded owc  (6)
 (90pts WS)
 Château Duhart Milon
 - Vintage 2011 Pauillac 1x6 bottle banded owc (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 676 Château Pontet Canet - Vintage 2011
 Pauillac
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…is packaged in an engraved, heavy bottle, which 
only adds to the attractiveness of this beauty. A dense 
purple color is accompanied by notes of forest floor, 
acacia flowers and creme de cassis in this full, rich, and 
unequivocally classic Pauillac.”(93+pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 677 Charmes Chambertin
 B. Dugat-Py
 - Vintage 2001 2lscl (95-97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2008 (95pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2010 (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 678 Mazis Chambertin
 Vieilles Vignes, B. Dugat-Py
 - Vintage 2008 (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800

THREE BURGUNDY MUSKETEERS
These three consignors all share a love of Burgundy and all reside within the European continent, though coming from three 
separate countries. Coming together here in New York, they share many sought after new releases including 2012s from Cha-
teau de la Tour, Comte Armand, DRC, Dujac and Fourrier.  Other highlights include 2009 Leroy Chambertin, 2010 Lafon Mon-
trachet, three vintages of Engel Grands Echezeaux, 2009 and 2010 Comte Liger-Belair La Romanee.  All wines in outstanding 
condition.
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 686 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2000
 Clos du Mesnil
 6x1 bottle ogb’s

“Smoke- and mineral-accented pear and Meyer lemon 
on the deeply scented nose, with notes of ginger, vanilla 
bean and white flowers adding complexity and lift. Sappy, 
deeply pitched orchard and pit fruit flavors are braced by 
juicy acidity, picking up sweet butter and anise nuances 
with air. Chewy and mineral-driven, with superb clarity 
and slow-building spiciness. An exotic touch of iodine 
emerges on the finish, which shows outstanding focus and 
toasty persistence. The combination of power and energy 
here is really impressive.”(96pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 687 Tignanello - Vintage 2012
 Antinori
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200
_____________________________

 688 La Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Comte Liger-Belair

“A kaleidoscopically broad range of spice nuances 
add real breadth to the ultra elegant, ripe and quite 
pure aromas of red pinot, plum and cassis that precede 
the rich, full and silky medium-bodied flavors that are 
discreet yet powerful and superbly persistent. This is an 
exceptionally stylish and classy wine that is supported by 
ultra fine tannins and the ‘09 La Romanée is essentially a 
wine of finesse.”(95-98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3500

 689 La Romanée - Vintage 2010
 Comte Liger-Belair

(100pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 690 Clos de Tart
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 - Vintage 2009 1x6 bottle custom owc (95+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 (94-96pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 682 La Romanée - Vintage 2010
 Comte Liger-Belair
 lscl (100pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 683 Meursault - Vintage 2011
 Charmes, Comte Lafon
 1x12 bottle ocb

“An expressive and very pure nose is composed of 
aromas of hazelnut, citrus, acacia blossom and extract 
of peach and apricot. There is terrific underlying tension 
and plenty of minerality to the medium-bodied flavors 
that possess almost painful intensity on the explosively 
persistent finish.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 684 Jacques Selosse Champagne - Vintage NV
 Initiale Brut
 1x6 bottle ocb

“…sparkles on the palate with soft, creamy textured fruit 
framed by silky tannins and notes of salinity on the finish. 
The wine reveals an expansive, mysterious personality 
with a level of depth to the fruit that renders the mousse 
extremely delicate. This is great Chardonnay first, and 
a profound Champagne second, but made in a slightly 
richer style than the Originale. Whereas the Initiale 
is made from the steeper parcels, the Initiale is made 
from plots on the lower slopes of vineyards in Avize, 
Cramant and Oger, where a component of clay is more 
prominent.”(94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 685 Jacques Selosse Champagne - Vintage NV
 Mareuil Sur Ay Sous Le Mont
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Selosse’s wonderfully truthful interpretation of Mareuil 
and Clos des Goisses-terroir. Very young and undeveloped, 
but with an odd and yet by typical village pattern where 
I clearly find grass, northern lake plants hogweed, wild 
rosemary and bog myrtle. Beef Stew and north-typical 
spices mixed with some incipient stables-scents and red 
plum. A little Sauternes in the scent last.”(92pts RJ)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-3000
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 696 Clos Vougeot
 Méo-Camuzet
 - Vintage 2006 4stl (92pts IWC) (4)
 - Vintage 2008 1stl, 1x12 bottle ocb (92pts) (8)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 697 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Aux Brulées, Méo-Camuzet

“A broad-based nose combines upper and lower register 
fruit aromas, particularly highly spiced cassis and 
black berry liqueur with plenty of secondary nuances 
that include violet, wet stone, anise, clove and earth, 
most of which are also reflected by the extract-rich, full 
and serious tautly muscular flavors that are shaped by 
the firmly tannic spine and simply stunning length.” 
(93-95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 698 Chambertin
 Clos de Bèze, Perrot-Minot
 - Vintage 2005 2nl, 1ltl (3)
 - Vintage 2010 (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 699 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Perrot-Minot
 1lbsl, 1nl, 1tl

“A brooding and intensely earthy nose features notes of 
dark berries, plum, smoked tea and a hint of animale that 
is also reflected by the focused and beautifully intense 
medium-bodied flavors that possess an unusually refined 
mouth feel.”(92-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1500

 700 Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Comte Lafon
 1x1 bottle owc

“This is the most backward and reserved wine in the 
range but also the most complex as the restrained nose 
reveals only glimpses of white flower, citrus, stone and 
white-fleshed orchard fruit aromas. By contrast, the 
concentrated, muscular and broad-shouldered flavors 
explode on the palate as there is so much dry extract that 
it imparts a chewy texture that is juxtaposed against an 
ample minerality that adds real lift to the powerful and 
hugely long finish. Despite all of the size, weight and 
density, this is essentially a Montrachet of finesse that 
should drink well for a very long time.”(95-98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600
_____________________________

 691 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Domaine Leroy
 nl

“An intensely floral and equally cool yet notably ripe and 
far-reaching nose speaks of wild red berry fruit aromas 
that are liberally laced with humus, spice, earth and 
pungent undergrowth nuances. There is perhaps even 
more minerality present on the highly energetic and flat 
out painfully intense flavors that possess truly formidable 
size and weight with superb mid-palate concentration. 
The palate staining finish is explosively long yet as with 
all of the very finest Burgundies, this delivers all of this 
focused power with seemingly no undue weight, indeed if 
anything this is light on its feet. “(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 692 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Dujac
 2stl

“This is also intensely floral with subtle spice notes on 
the relatively cool but ripe nose of primarily red berry 
fruit, lavender and wet stone aromas. There is excellent 
detail to the tautly muscular and firm yet reasonably 
refined broad-shouldered flavors that possess superb 
length.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 693 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Cras, G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2005 (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (1)
 - Vintage 2009 lbsl (92pts BH) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $700-900

 694 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2007
 Méo-Camuzet
 3lstl, 2stl

“…smells of smoke, resin, rich beef stock, maple syrup, 
and both blackberry and blueberry preserves, all elements 
that follow on an expansive, lush, decidedly sweet palate, 
yet one that preserves a fresh, juicy component and a 
transparency to stony mineral notes and spicy nuances 
often missing in this vintage.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 695 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2009
 Pres le Cellier, Méo-Camuzet
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“A fresh and relatively expressive nose speaks of both 
red and blue pinot fruit, earth and a touch of underbrush 
that is also reflected by the detailed and impressively 
concentrated flavors that possess more mid-palate 
density than I usually find with this wine, all wrapped 
in a powerful and hugely long finish that, rather than 
displaying youthful austerity, is silky.”(92-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 704 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x1 bottle owc

“The surprisingly expressive nose is almost completely 
dominated by various floral aromas that include violets, 
lavender and rose petal. There is of course a broad array 
of spice elements to the red and black currant aromas 
but they are nuances compared to the floral characters. 
The wonderfully intense and concentrated middle weight 
plus flavors possess arguably even more dry extract that, 
for the moment anyway, pushes the firm tannic spine 
completely to the background and as such the mouth feel 
is incredibly rich and opulent.”(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-14000

 705 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 2012 Dujac (95-97pts) (3)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2012 Dujac (94-96pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 706 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2012
 Dujac
 1nl

“There is enough reduction to notice though not so much 
as to completely dominate the floral-suffused nose. This 
also possesses relatively fine-grained tannins though 
there is notably more size, weight and power as well as a 
bit more complexity to the mineral-driven and impeccably 
well-balanced finish that is both explosive and palate 
staining. This is most impressive as it manages to deliver 
stunning intensity and depth of material without any 
undue heaviness.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 707 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2012
 Dujac

“An intensely floral nose features notes of assorted red 
berries, earth, spice and soft wood nuances. This possesses 
a beguiling mouth feel with its super fine-grained tannins 
and wonderful purity of expression exhibited by the palate 
coating medium weight flavors that offer a spicy inner 
mouth perfume, all wrapped in a harmonious, balanced 
and persistent if very backward and moderately austere 
finish.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 708 Gevrey Chambertin
 Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier
 - Vintage 2001 lstl (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 lwrl, vlstl (93pts BH) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 701 La Tâche - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x3 bottle banded owc

“As it was from cask this is more restrained than usual 
and it requires aggressive swirling to coax the pure and 
spicy essence of red berry fruit aromas to emerge from 
the glass where there is a slight hint of herbal tea present. 
There is a similar reserve to the distinctly focused and 
linear flavors that enjoy a seemingly unlimited reserve of 
dry extract that renders the fine-grained and silky tannins 
almost invisible at present though I suspect that they will 
become much more apparent once the baby fat melts 
away.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 702 La Tâche - Vintage 2012
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x3 bottle banded owc

“Though this is by no means exuberant, it’s clear that 
there is good ripeness to the spiced green tea, hoisin, soy, 
anise, sandalwood and rose petal aromas. The cool, pure 
and seductively textured medium weight plus flavors brim 
with both minerality and plenty of dry extract that buffers 
the extremely firm but not hard shaping tannins on the 
overtly austere if seriously persistent finish.”(97pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 703 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x1 bottle owc

“ Discreet wood sets off a wonderfully elegant, airy and 
ultra-pure dark pinot fruit nose that is perhaps even 
more reticent and shut down than the La Tâche and only 
seriously aggressive swirling can reveal stubborn notes 
of rose petal, spice and menthol influence. The ultra-silky 
but firm medium-scaled flavors are also blessed with 
an impressive abundance of dry extract that buffers the 
prominent but ripe supporting tannins on the moderately 
austere, deep and palate coating finish. The length here is 
genuinely amazing, indeed even at this early juncture this 
is already the longest wine in the range. As it virtually 
always is at this point in its development, this is an 
exercise in understatement, poise and controlled power 
with an unrivaled purity of expression. In sum, this is 
Zen-like. As to whether it will ultimately be better than 
the La Tâche in 2011 remains to be seen but for now the 
two seem to be neck and neck from a purely qualitative 
perspective.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000
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Lot: 712
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 713 Griottes Chambertin
 Fourrier
 - Vintage 2001 lstl (91-94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 2lstl (93+? IWC) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 3stl, 1nl, 1ltl, 1tl, 1stc (93pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 2lstl, 1lwrl (96pts) (2)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $3500-4500

 714 Clos Vougeot
 R. Engel
 - Vintage 1999 3lscl, 3stl, 3nl (91-93pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 6lstl, 3nl (93-95pts) (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 715 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1999
 R. Engel
 6stl

“Intriguing nose of black raspberry, roast coffee and 
game. Lively and intensely flavored, with an attractive 
restrained sweetness and sound supporting acidity. 
Showed impressive density and concentration as it 
unfolded in the glass. Finishes with excellent length and 
a note of red licorice.”(90-92ptsIWC)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 716 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2001
 R. Engel
 6lscl, 6stl

“This too offers terrific complexity with its dense black 
fruit and big, muscular, powerful flavors that are austere 
and backward but the sleek tannins and intense goût 
deterroir combine to create a powerful effect of both 
harmony and excellent length. A very impressive yet 
understated wine with first rate potential.”(90-93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 717 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2002
 R. Engel
 4lscl, 4stl, 2lstl, 1ltl

“The 2002 Grands-EÉchézeaux bursts from the glass 
with candied red cherry aromas. This beautiful, precise, 
juicy effort is medium-bodied, concentrated, and deep. 
Assorted red fruits are intermingled with spices in this 
highly expressive and complex wine s personality.” 
(92-93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
_____________________________

 709 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier
 6stl, 3ltl, 3nl

“A positively gorgeous nose of cool red, blue and violet 
aromas nuanced with hints of anise, stone, mild earth and 
crushed herb notes that continue onto the classy, refined 
and very pure flavors that retain a terrific sense of focus 
and detail on the firmly tannic and almost Zen-like finish 
that is a study in harmony and grace. Flat out terrific and 
highly recommended.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 710 2 magnums per lot $2600-3500
 2lstl, 2lwrl, 1nl, 1stc

 711 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier

“This is more elegant still with an exuberantly spicy, airy 
and cool mix of raspberry, cherry, red currant and plenty 
of wet stone character. There is superb intensity to the 
mineral-driven, pure and ultra-refined middle weight 
flavors that are shaped by very fine-grained tannins 
on the moderately austere, balanced and wonderfully 
persistent finish.”(92-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 712 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Fourrier
 6vlstl, 1lwrl, 1 bottle different importer

“Milky and strawberry aromas saw cedar and wood join 
the party along with menthol. It was a bit all over the 
place. The palate was a touch medicinal, not in a bad 
way, but its sweet fruit flavors were flirting a lot with 
cherry cough syrup. It was smooth and silky. Fourrier 
has been as good as it gets.”(93pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 722 Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Clos de Bèze, B. Clair
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A spicy, pure and admirably refined nose offers up notes 
of cool, layered and an impressively broad mix of wild 
red berries, stone and underbrush hints. The textured 
and almost painfully intense broad-shouldered flavors 
possess deep reserves of tannin-buffering dry extract as 
well as the same extraordinary finishing depth that the 
nose hints at.”(93-96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 723 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2009 Premier Cru, Climats du Coeur  mag (1)
 1x4 magnum custom owc
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2009 Premier Cru, Climats du Coeur  mag (1)
 Meursault
 - Vintage 2009 Premier Cru, Climats du Coeur  mag (1)
 Puligny Montrachet
 - Vintage 2009 Premier Cru, Climats du Coeur  mag (1)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $1600-2400

 724 Musigny
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 1988 2lscl, 1nl (90pts WS) (4)
 - Vintage 1990 sdc (96pts) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 718 Château Montrose - Vintage 1990
 St. Estephe
 2bn, different importers

“The wine is remarkably rich, with a distinctive nose 
of sweet, jammy fruit, liquefied minerals, new saddle 
leather, and grilled steak. In the mouth, the enormous 
concentration, extract, high glycerin, and sweet tannin 
slide across the palate with considerable ease. It is a 
huge, corpulent, awesomely-endowed wine that is still 
relatively approachable…”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 719 Château Trotanoy - Vintage 1990
 Pomerol
 8lbsl, 8sdc, 1x12 bottle owc

“Sleeping giant. Dark red color with a brick edge. Subtle 
aromas of mineral, berry and mint. Full-bodied and 
very closed, yet chewy and big. Grows and grows on the 
palate. Huge.”(95pts WS)

 8 bottles per lot $1600-2400

 720 Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 1995 ltl (96pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (95pts BH) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 721 Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 1x6 bottle ocb

“This is every bit as elegant as the Clos St. Jacques but 
even deeper and broader with incredibly complex and 
refined red berry fruit, plum and violet aromas that are 
relatively cool and are in keeping with the balanced, 
refined and mouth coating flavors that possess superb 
depth and excellent finishing intensity on the explosive 
and gorgeously persistent finish.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

BLAST OF TOP BURGUNDY
This collector has an ongoing passion for the best of the best, and opening his cellar is always a chilly blast of the perfect tem-
perature while eyeing top label after top label.  This month he must thin out thirty of lots or so of 2008 Rousseau Beze, 2010 
Clair Beze, 2008 Liger-Belair La Romanee and 2009 Dujac Clos de la Roche as well as a lengthy parcel of 2009 Ponsot Clos de 
la Roche in bottle in magnum.
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 730 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Full medium red. Pure, complex, perfumed aromas of 
violet, gunflint, minerals, spices and earth. Sweet but 
light on its feet, lifted by a note of menthol. Finishes 
with noteworthy persistence. Tannins are firm and 
dusty.”(91+?pts IWC)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 731 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“This is also intensely floral with subtle spice notes on 
the relatively cool but ripe nose of primarily red berry 
fruit, lavender and wet stone aromas. There is excellent 
detail to the tautly muscular and firm yet reasonably 
refined broad-shouldered flavors that possess superb 
length.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 732 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2008
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“…emerges from the glass with layers of fruit. This is an 
especially round, generous wine for the vintage. The Clos 
St. Denis has plenty of underlying structure to support the 
fruit and also allow for significant aging. The finish lingers 
on the palate for what seems like an eternity.”(96pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3200-5000

 733 Échézeaux - Vintage 2009
 E. Rouget

“…is rich, dark and beautifully layered. The intensity 
and depth of the fruit is nicely balanced by the impossibly 
fine, silky tannins. This sumptuous, textured wine is 
impressive and totally compelling.”(93-95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 734 Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Clos de Bèze, Faiveley
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“A highly spiced nose features notes of cool red currant, 
plum, violets and wet stone along with ample amounts 
of pungent Gevrey style earth. There is impressive 
richness and size to the powerful and well-concentrated 
large-scaled flavors that are underpinned by buried 
tannins before culminating in a huge finish that is also 
monumentally proportioned.”(94-97pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1000-1400

 725 La Romanée - Vintage 2008
 Comte Liger-Belair
 1x3 bottle owc

“A deft touch of wood frames gorgeously complex, 
elegant, pure and refined aromas that feature ample 
amounts of spice to the cool red currant and plum notes 
that complement to perfection the highly sophisticated 
medium-bodied flavors that possess an abundance of 
dry extract that buffers the dense but fine tannins on 
the balanced and superbly persistent finish that exhibits 
a bit less youthful austerity than I typically see. This 
really opens on the finish with simply marvelous breadth. 
A magnificent wine of class and indisputable grace.” 
(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 726 Échézeaux
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 1986 sdc (92pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1988 1vlstl, 1cuc, 2sdc, 2scc (92pts BH) (2)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 727 Échézeaux
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 1996 1lbsl, 1lscl (90-2pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (91pts BH) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 728 Échézeaux - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lstl

“A spicy, expressive and expansive nose of red berry 
fruit, distinct vegetal nuances, freshly sliced fennel and 
obvious earth notes that transfer over to the detailed, 
balanced and energetic flavors that possess excellent 
transparency on the vibrant and mouth coating finish. 
There is a lingering inner mouth perfume here that makes 
this quite seductive.” (90pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 729 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2000 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 lscl (91pts BH)
 La Tâche
 - Vintage 2008 Domaine de la Romanée Conti   (1)
 (96pts BH)
 Richebourg
 - Vintage 1988 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 lscl, sdc (96pts)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3500-4800
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Lot: 725
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 743 Meursault - Vintage 2010
 Comte Lafon  (6)
 Clos de la Barre, Comte Lafon  (91pts BH) (6)
 Perrières, L. Jadot 2x6 bottle owc’s (12)
 Above 24 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 744 Meursault - Vintage 2008
 Perrières, Comte Lafon

“…mildly exotic orchard fruit and citrus aromas that are 
airy and elegant as well as beautifully complex before 
sliding gracefully into the intensely mineral-suffused 
flavors that are both powerful and explosive on the 
strikingly long finish where it fans out like a peacock’s 
tail. Impressive.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 745 Dominus
 - Vintage 1992 1x6 bottle owc (95pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1994 1x6 bottle owc (99pts) (5)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 746 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2002
“…it is impossible to resist the flamboyant, extroverted 
2002 Harlan Estate s charm, richness, and overall 
seductive personality. This profoundly complex wine 
exhibits notes of cedar, black currant liqueur, scorched 
earth, smoke, and graphite. Incredibly broad, sweet, 
full-bodied, opulent, and voluptuous, it literally has 
everything one could ever want in a great Cabernet 
Sauvignon-based wine This prodigious offering is worth 
mortgaging the farm!…”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 747 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2005
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“…notes of crushed rock, Crème de cassis, cedar wood as 
well as some licorice and tobacco leaf. This is a beautiful 
wine of superb purity, depth, and broad, concentrated 
flavors that are full-bodied but in seamless harmony…” 
(94-97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 748 Sine Qua Non Syrah
 - Vintage 2000
 In Flagrante  (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004
 Poker Face  (100pts) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1100-1500
_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 735-737

 735 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x6 bottle owc

“This impressively complete wine offers up very ripe 
aromas of spice, earth and game that introduce strikingly 
rich, naturally sweet and mouth coating big-bodied 
flavors that explode on the formidably long finish. This 
is a classy wine with absolutely superb complexity, 
impeccable balance and almost uncanny presence, all 
delivered with grace and power. Be prepared to be patient 
however as this will need plenty of time.” (96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 736 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 1x6 bottle owc

 737 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 1x6 bottle owc

PARCEL LOTS 738-740

 738 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000
 1x3 magnum owc

 739 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000
 1x3 magnum owc

 740 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000
 1x3 magnum owc

 741 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2009
 Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x6 bottle owc

“A manificently fresh and wonderfully broad nose 
features notes of spice, black currant, sandalwood, smoke, 
game, earth and violets. The dense, serious, intense and 
muscular big-bodied flavors possess a highly appealing 
texture as the palate staining finish is ultra-seductive as 
well as spectacularly persistent.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 742 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This is notably fresher than the Chapelle with a 
strikingly elegant and highly complex nose that displays 
perfumed and notably ripe red currant and cassis aromas 
that are liberally laced with warm earth and spice 
hints. There is good intensity and detail to the opulently 
textured medium weight plus flavors that are blessed with 
a seemingly endless reserve of sap on the gorgeously long 
finish.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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Lot: 735-740

Additional Lot: 512
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 753 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 B. Dugat-Py
 lscl

“…smells of purple plum, blackberry rose hips, licorice 
and rose petals. It searches the palate with staining 
black fruit, licorice and wet stone, fills the mouth with 
floral perfume, then finishes with almost savage, severe 
intensity   like a fusion reaction   leaving behind tar, resin, 
pan drippings, licorice, wet stone and bitter-sweet black 
fruits.”(97-98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-3000

 754 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2003 B. Dugat-Py  1lscl, 1tvl (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 B. Dugat-Py  1tvl (96-97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 B. Dugat-Py  1scl, 1tvl (94pts) (2)
 Mazis Chambertin
 - Vintage 2004 B. Dugat-Py 2ltl  (2)
 - Vintage 2006 B. Dugat-Py 1scl (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 749 Richebourg
 A. Gros
 - Vintage 2005 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (92-4pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 lscl (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (95pts BH) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 750 Chambertin
 A. Rousseau
 - Vintage 2002 (94-96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (96pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (99pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (96pts BH) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 751 NO LOT

 752 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2007 A. Rousseau  (94pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 A. Rousseau  (3)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2007 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau   (3)
 (93pts BH)
 Mazis Chambertin
 - Vintage 2005 A. Rousseau  (90-3pts BH) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

VERTICAL BURGUNDY MADNESS AND CHAMPAGNE DREAMS
One of the great thrills of collecting is assembling verticals of your favorite producers, and this diligent consignor has put to-
gether many fascinating lots of instant collections and immediate enjoyment.  We start the verticals at dizzying heights with 
Anne Gros Richebourg, Rousseau Chambertin, Vogue Musigny, Mugnier Musigny, and Groffier Bonnes Mares.  The cap stone 
is a stunning 44 bottle lot of the up and coming Lucien Le Moine, comprising of mostly Grand Crus. Singular lots of note in-
clude 2005 Dugat-Py Chambertin, 1999 Meo-Camuzet Clos Vougeot Magnums and 2009 Coche Corton Charlemagne.  There 
are further lovely White Burgundies from Leflaive, Niellon and Sauzet.  Champagne helps celebrate the conclusion of this great 
collection with several big-time vintages of Dom Perignon and Rose, 1996 Salon, 1989 and 1998 Krug magnums.  All wines ide-
ally stored under temperature-controlled conditions.
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Lot: 764

Additional Lots: 51, 101
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 760 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Laurent
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 761 Beaune Rouge - Vintage 2005
 Greves, Domaine de Montille  (6)
 Perrières, Domaine de Montille  (6)
 Volnay
 - Vintage 2003 Taillepieds, Domaine de Montille 3stl (9)
 - Vintage 2005 Champans, Domaine de Montille  (12)
 1x12 bottle ocb
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2006 Aux Malconsorts, (4)
 Domaine de Montille 3stl, 1nl (92-93pts)

 Above 37 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 762 NO LOT

 763 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 1996 E. Rouget  (92pts BH) (1)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 1996 Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget lscl  (1)
 (94pts BH)
 Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget 2lscl (90-92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2001 Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget  (2)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 764 Musigny
 J.F. Mugnier
 - Vintage 2007 (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (98pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (97pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2011 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012 (97pts BH) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 765 NO LOT

 766 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1999
 Méo-Camuzet

“Primary aromas of sappy berries, black cherry, licorice 
and bitter chocolate. Very fresh and primary in the mouth, 
with terrific flavor intensity and sucrosity. Dense, lush 
and vibrant. Finishes with very fine tannins. Perhaps less 
fat than the Boudot, but more refined.”(91+?pts IWC)

 3 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 755 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2005 Bertagna  (4)
 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 2005 Bertagna 1nl (4)
 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2004 Bertagna 1stl (10)
 Nuits St. Georges
 - Vintage 2003 Aux Murgers, Bertagna  (6)
 - Vintage 2005 Aux Murgers, Bertagna  (6)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2004 Les Beau Monts, Bertagna 2ltl (8)
 Vougeot
 - Vintage 2005 Clos de la Perriere, Bertagna  (12)
 1x12 bottle ocb

 Above 50 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 756 Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Clos de Bèze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A more elegant, less reserved and spicier nose of cool 
red berry fruit that has background nuances of Gevrey 
earth and underbrush notes that merge into rich, full and 
serious full-bodied flavors that are marvelously complex 
and brimming with dry extract that gives the finish a 
textured quality on the massively long finish.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 757 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2000
 Premier Cru, Comte de Vogue
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 758 Chambolle Musigny
 Premier Cru, Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 2004 (92pts+? IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (93pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 (3)
 - Vintage 2008 (92pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 (93pts BH) 1x6 bottle owc (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 759 Musigny
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 2000 (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (95pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (97pts BH) (1)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $3500-4800
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 774 Bonnes Mares
 R. Groffier
 - Vintage 2003 1lscl, 2sdc (93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 1lscl, 3sdc (3)
 - Vintage 2005 3sdc (94pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 3sdc (3)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 775 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2003
 Vieilles Vignes, Truchot-Martin
 2wisl, 1tvl

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 776 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2009
 Coche-Dury

“… fleshy and super-ripe to the point of being almost 
exotic. This is a hugely expressive young Corton-
Charlemagne from Coche loaded with personality and 
sheer class. It possesses stunning depth and a refined, 
kaleidoscopic finish that is remarkable.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 777 Meursault - Vintage 2012
 Les Perrières, Coche-Dury

“Sexy aromas of lemon and musky minerals, plus a hint 
of grilled oak. Sweet and opulent, but with racy acidity 
framing the lemon, orange and menthol flavors and giving 
cut to the wine. Really lipsmacking combination of acidity 
and minerality here. ”(93-95pts IWC)

 5 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 778 Chevalier Montrachet
 Colin-Deleger
 - Vintage 2002 (94+?pts IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2004 (92pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 1ll (8)

 Above 17 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 779 Puligny Montrachet
 Les Demoiselles, Colin-Deleger
 - Vintage 2001 (90-3pts IWC) (6)
 - Vintage 2004 1tl, 1x12 bottle ocb (93pts BH) (12)
 - Vintage 2005 (6)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1300-1800

 780 Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 2006 Domaine Leflaive  (95pts IWC) (6)
 1x6 botle owc
 Chevalier Montrachet
 - Vintage 2006 Domaine Leflaive  (93-96pts BH) (6)
 1scl, 1x6 bottle owc

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4000-5000

 767 Clos Vougeot
 Méo-Camuzet
 - Vintage 2003 (96pts WS) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 (93-94pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2006 (92pts IWC) (6)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 768 Corton
 Clos Rognet, Méo-Camuzet
 - Vintage 2002 (2)
 - Vintage 2003 (3)
 - Vintage 2004 (6)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 769 Échézeaux
 Les Rouges Du Bas, Méo-Camuzet
 - Vintage 2003  (93pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 1stl (10)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 770 Richebourg - Vintage 2003
 Méo-Camuzet
 2lbsl

“Loads of spices, red fruits, and blackberries are found 
in the nose of the 2003 Richebourg. Massive, rich, and 
concentrated, this velvety-textured wine displays fresh 
red berries, raspberries, and candied cherries in its 
prolonged, sweet tannin-laced personality.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 771 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Cros Parantoux, Méo-Camuzet

“Beautiful structure and purity of fruit - that violety, 
sappy, ‘99 edge to it dripping in a smothered purple syrup 
fresh minerals round out nose good flavors on hot n spicy 
side at first, fresh fruit flavors (grape, plum and cassis) 
and mild tannins.”(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 772 Vosne Romanée
 Les Chaumes, Méo-Camuzet
 - Vintage 1999 magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2003 (9)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 and 3 magnums

 773 Romanée St. Vivant
 R. Arnoux
 - Vintage 2000 (92pts IWC) (5)
 - Vintage 2005 1lscl (96pts BH) (2)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 788-789 NO LOT

 790 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 Oenotheque
 - Vintage 1975 (97pts) (2)
 disgorged in 2007, 2x1 bottle ogb’s
 - Vintage 1976 (97pts RJ) (2)
 disgorged in 2003, 1x3 bottle owc

 Above 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 791 NO LOT

 792 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Rose
 2x1 magnum ogb’s

“Superbly euphoric nose, as languorous and silky as a 
guitar solo by Carlos Santana. As usual, Richard Geoffroy 
like his predecessor has succeeded in creating a wine that 
has seductive suppleness, complexity, and concentration 
in one and the same wine.”(96pts RJ)

 2 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 793 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 Rose
 - Vintage 1995 (94pts RJ) magnum (2)
 1x1 magnum ogb
 - Vintage 1996 (95pts IWC) magnum (2)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 794 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1989
  1x3 magnum ocb

“A most voluptuous, honey-saturated Krug. Butterscotchy 
with a long aftertaste.”(97pts RJ)

 3 magnums per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 795-796

 795 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1998
  2x3 magnum ocb’s

“Enormously fascinating to see how Krug has succeeded 
in avoiding a single oxidated grape this risky year, 
despite their extensive procuration of grapes from 
different sources. This wine is fantastically focused 
and unmistakeably stamped with the Krug trademark.” 
(94pts RJ)

 6 magnums per lot $2400-3500

 796 6 magnums per lot $2400-3500
  2x3 magnum ocb’s

 781 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet
 Domaine Leflaive
 - Vintage 2004 (94pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (94pts IWC) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 782 Chassagne Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 La Boudriotte, Fontaine-Gagnard  (10)
 1scl, 1x12 bottle ocb
 La Romanée, Fontaine-Gagnard 1htl, 1tl (10)
 Les Caillerets, Fontaine-Gagnard  (10)
 1lscl, 1x12 bottle ocb
 Les Vergers, Fontaine-Gagnard  (6)

 Above 36 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 783 Meursault
 - Vintage 2005 Les Perrières, J.M. Gaunoux  (12)
 1x12 bottle ocb
 Puligny Montrachet
 - Vintage 2005 Les Folatieres, J.M. Gaunoux  (12)
 1x12 bottle ocb

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 784 Chassagne Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Clos St. Jean, M. Niellon  (6)
 Les Champs Gains, M. Niellon 1x12 bottle ocb (12)
 Les Vergers, M. Niellon 1x12 bottle ocb (12)

 Above 30 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 785 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 P. Colin
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Soft wood toast highlights an elegant, pure and ultra 
refined nose of primarily white flowers and subtle spice 
and mineral hints that are also reflected by the round, rich 
and unusually generous flavors, at least in the context of 
a young Chevalier, that are perhaps a bit less precise 
than usual but more powerful as well, all wrapped in an 
intensely sappy and palate staining finish.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 786 Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 2002 Sauzet 2scl (94pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 2scl Sauzet  (3)
 Chevalier Montrachet
 - Vintage 2001 Sauzet 3scl (90-3?pts IWC) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 787 Château Grillet
 - Vintage 2001 1x12 bottle owc with no lid (12)
 - Vintage 2004 1x12 bottle owc (12)
 - Vintage 2006 2x12 bottle owc’s (24)

 Above 48 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 801 Barolo
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 802 Alzero - Vintage 1993
 G. Quintarelli

 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 803 Amabile del Cere - Vintage 1990
 G. Quintarelli
 1nl

“This sweet white dessert wine flows from the glass with 
endless nuances of licorice, roasted coffee beans, toffee, 
star anise and sweet spices, showing remarkable purity. 
The layers of fruit and complex tertiary aromas lead to a 
long, caressing finish that lingers on the palate with tons 
of elegance.”(97pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $900-1200

 804 Amarone - Vintage 1988
 Riserva, G. Quintarelli

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 805 Recioto della Valpolicella - Vintage 1983
 Riserva, G. Quintarelli
 4lscl, 1tl

 8 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 806 Barolo - Vintage 2000
 Brunate, R. Voerzio 1lscl, 1tc (100pts WS) (10)
 La Serra, R. Voerzio 1scl, 1x12 bottle ocb (9)
 Rocche dell’Annunziata Torriglione, R. Voerzio   (5)
 1lwrl (100pts WS)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 807 Clos Erasmus
 - Vintage 2002 (2)
 - Vintage 2003 1nc (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2004 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 (97pts WA) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 (1)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 797 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Le Mesnil
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 1996 Salon was like the razor s edge; there was so 
much vim, vigor and acidity here it was like being in the 
eye of a storm. One could see the greatness of the 1996 
vintage in the Salon, which was fresh as a baby s bottom. 
It was white meaty underneath that 1996 greatness; so 
balanced, so long, so stylish and deeply penetrating. 
Rob gave it 6 stars. Incredible. Pure Blanc de Blanc Le 
Mesnil. No dosage. It was probably the greatest young 
Champagne that I have ever tasted.”(97+pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 798 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 La Grande Dame
 4x1 magnum ogb’s

“Rich, multidimensional, highly aromatic nose of pear, 
red berries, apple, honey, toast and spice. Extremely rich 
and concentrated, with its medium to full body leavened 
by bright citrus notes and compelling minerality. Great 
inner-mouth aromas. Conveys an impression of powerful 
yet remarkably fine raw materials. The spicy finish offers 
exceptional persistence and richness.”(96pts IWC)

 4 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 799 Barolo - Vintage 2004
 Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva,
 B. Giacosa
 1x12 bottle owc

“…is off the charts. Sweet roses, menthol, tar, licorice 
and minerals come together in a sensual, elegant style 
that recalls Giacosa’s legendary 1989 Riserva Collina 
Rionda, a wine many observers (this one included) 
place at the top of the hierarchy of all-time legendary 
Barolos.”(99+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 800 Barolo - Vintage 2004
 Cascina Francia, G. Conterno
 1x12 bottle ocb

“…is an explosive wine that faithfully captures all of the 
promise it showed from barrel. This spectacularly rich, 
concentrated Barolo possesses striking perfume in its 
smoke, tar, spiced red fruits, licorice and flowers. The wine 
offers tremendous length and a finish that lasts forever. 
This is an especially dense, powerful Cascina Francia 
with a gorgeous core of perfumed sweet fruit that will 
require some time to fully emerge but is breathtakingly 
beautiful even at this early stage.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 811 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
  1x3 bottle owc

“…is composed of 79% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot 
and 4% Cabernet Franc. Made in the classic, iconic 
Screaming Eagle style that the original proprietress, 
Jean Philipps, first showcased in the early 1990s, before 
the winery was sold to Stan Kroenke, the inky/purple-
colored, seamless 2012 possesses an extraordinary set 
of aromatics consisting of pure blackcurrant liqueur, 
licorice, acacia flowers, graphite and a subtle hint of new 
oak. Full-bodied, opulent and voluptuous, this profound 
wine is as prodigious as I thought it would be last year 
when tasted from barrel.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 812 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 2002
 Just For The Love Of It
 1nl

“It boasts a provocative perfume of Crème de cassis, 
toast, blackberries, licorice, barbecue spice, and exotic 
floral scents. Extremely full-bodied, with fabulous 
intensity, great purity, awesome length, and a finish 
that lasts over a minute, this classic is a must purchase. 
Already accessible…”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

813-816 NO LOTS 
_____________________________

 808 Dominio de Pingus
 - Vintage 2001 1lstl, 1nl (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2003 (96-100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2004 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 lscl (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 1lscl (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2008 (99pts) (1)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 809 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 1994
“A truly prodigious effort, it boasts an opaque ruby/
purple color as well as a gorgeously sweet, expansive 
bouquet of sweet cherries interwoven with black currant, 
truffle, licorice, and scorched earth aromas. Full-
bodied, potent, powerful, and well-delineated with crisp 
acidity, sweet but noticeable tannin, a multidimensional, 
expansive, layered palate feel, and a pure yet refreshing 
finish, it should be a wine for the history books.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 810 Colgin Red
 IX Estate
 - Vintage 2005 2lstl (97pts) (8)
 - Vintage 2007 (100pts) (3)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $3200-4200
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 821 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 1lstl, 1vlscl, 1sdc

“The nose was stem city with its main highway off of 
cinnamon avenue. There was that kiss of cedar wood, 
rose, more stem, garden, mint, spearmint, and even pizza 
crust; there was a lot going on here. Flavors of rose, 
vitamins, earth, citrus skins and long cedar graced its 
palate.”(96+pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-5000

 822 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2012
 F. Lamarche
 1x12 bottle owc

“…has a lively bouquet with darker berried fruit than 
the Échézeaux   indeed, quite broody and introspective 
compared to some of the more outgoing examples from 
the hallowed clos. The palate is medium-bodied with very 
supple tannins.”(91-93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 823 Échézeaux - Vintage 2012
 F. Lamarche
 1x12 bottle owc

“…has a very refined, complex bouquet with a superb 
mineral component that is more expressive than the 
premier crus at the moment.”(92-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 817 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Les Malconsorts, Domaine de Montille
 1x6 bottle ocb

“This is a big wine even by the considerable standards 
of a classic Malconsorts with an overt muscularity to the 
concentrated yet impressively refined mouth feel to the 
utterly delicious flavors that are shaped by markedly firm 
tannins that are so well buffered by the rich dry extract 
that the wonderfully persistent finish is once again not 
especially austere.”(92-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $900-1200

 818 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Les Malconsorts, Christiane, Domaine de Montille
 1x6 bottle ocb

“This is aromatically similar except for the markedly more 
pronounced spice component which is broader still and 
perhaps just a touch more elegant. There is outstanding 
volume and richness to the large-scaled flavors that 
display superb delineation and ample minerality before 
culminating in a mouth coating finish of Zen-like harmony 
and stunning length. This is an indisputable ‘wow’ 
wine.”(93-96pts BH)

 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 819 1 magnum per lot $500-700

 820 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2012
 Domaine D’Eugenie
 1x6 bottle owc

“There is a wonderful sense of energy to the detailed and 
overtly powerful broad-shouldered flavors that possess 
excellent mid-palate concentration before culminating 
in a focused and strikingly persistent finish. Grands 
Echézeaux is often a robust wine but this effort is quite 
refined as the tannins are again gorgeously fine and 
perfectly well integrated.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

LONDON LOVES BURGUNDY…AND MORE
This collector cannot help himself and always has Burgundy on his mind, and he always needs to thin the collection accordingly 
to keep up with his massive allocations of new releases. A regular consignor, this month he offers a plethora of coveted new 
releases.  There are 2010s from Fourrier and Grivot and 2011s from de Montille and Leflaive. The sizzling and tiny production 
2012s get in on the act from de Montille, d’Eugenie, Lamarche, Cathaird, Meo-Camuzet and Colin-Morey as well as 2013s from 
Lamarche, Fourrier and Carillon. This passionate oenophile diversifies this month with recent Rhones from Pegau, Chave and 
Ogier as well as cult grower Champagne from Cedric Bouchard and Selosse.  Giacosa, Neri and Voerzio all wave the flag from 
Italy while parcels of Vega Sicilia Valbuena and Unico are washed down with some stickies from Mr. K.  All wines removed 
from professional storage in London.
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 830 Échézeaux - Vintage 2013
 Fourrier
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This too is exceptionally spicy with a slightly riper nose 
that is comprised by cassis, plum and black raspberry 
scents. There is excellent richness to the full-bodied and 
vibrant medium weight plus flavors that possess a suave 
and wonderfully seductive mouth feel, all wrapped in 
an ever-so-mildly austere and impressively persistent 
finale.”(91-93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 831 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2013 Fourrier 1x1 Jeroboam Jeroboam (1)
 owc (91-93pts BH)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2013 Les Champeaux, Fourrier Jeroboam (1)
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

 Above 2 Jeroboams per lot $1300-1700

 832 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Fourrier

“There is a hint of reduction that is enough to push the 
fruit to the background though the earth and sauvage 
elements are still discernible. There is excellent richness 
to the full-bodied and sleekly powerful flavors that 
possess a firm core of ripe tannins that shape the lightly 
mineral-inflected finish. This is very Gevrey in character 
yet it’s not especially rustic or austere. Excellent quality 
here and this is very much worth your attention.” 
(89-92pts BH)

 12 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 833 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier
 1x3 magnum owc

“Like the Combe aux Moines this is highly restrained 
though notably more elegant with its spicy, perfumed 
and very pure nose of dark currant, plum, stone and 
background hints of Gevrey style earth. Here too there 
is excellent volume but also superb delineation to the 
intensely mineral-driven medium-bodied flavors that 
possess a really lovely sense of underlying tension that 
confers a refreshing aspect to the hugely long finish.” 
(92-95pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 834 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 La Combe Aux Moines, Fourrier
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This is also very pretty if noticeably earthier with hints 
of stone adding depth to the cool red pinot fruit and 
underbrush aromas that merge seamlessly into rich, 
round and more overtly muscular medium-bodied flavors 
that offer solid power and punch on the firm but not 
aggressively structured finish.”(90-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 824 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2012
 F. Lamarche
 1x12 bottle owc

“There is good verve, power and concentration to the 
big-bodied and imposingly scaled flavors that really coat 
the mouth on the focused and linear finish. This is more 
obviously structured and while not hard or aggressive, in 
contrast to the Malconsorts this is going to need at least 
a decade in the cellar before it will be approachable with 
pleasure.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $20-30

 825 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2013
 F. Lamarche
 1x6 magnum owc

 6 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 826 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2011
 F. Lamarche
 1x12 bottle owc

“Relatively generous wood frames the cool red berry fruit 
nose that is lavishly spiked with an impressive array of 
spice and floral notes. There is a sophisticated mouth 
feel to the supple yet well-detailed middle weight flavors 
that exude a fine dry extract on the gorgeously complex, 
persistent and utterly delicious finish.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 827 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2013
 Les Chaumes, F. Lamarche
 1x6 magnum owc

“…is bridled with such a pretty nose that you want to run 
away with it. Pixelated red cherries intermingling with 
fresh strawberry and raspberry, an underlying stony note 
that becomes accentuated with aeration.”(91-93pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 828 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2013
 Aux Echanges, Fourrier  magnum (6)
 Les Gruenchers, Fourrier 1x1 Jero owc Jeroboam (1)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $1400-1900
 and 1 Jeroboam

 829 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2013
 Fourrier
 2x6 bottle owc’s, 1x1 Jeroboam owc
 “A deft touch of wood sets off beautifully layered aromas  
 of red berry fruit liqueur, earth and a hint of game. There 
  is impressive richness to the highly seductive and mouth  
 coating middle weight plus flavors that display the same 
  excellent depth of the nose on the lingering, balanced  
 and only mildly austere finale.”(91-93pts BH)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 and 1 Jeroboam
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PARCEL LOTS 842-843

 842 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2010
 J. Grivot
 1x12 bottle ocb

“An earthy, pure and magnificently complex nose of a 
ripe combination of wild red berry fruit, discreet spice 
and earth notes plus an undertone of sauvage is trimmed 
in discreet but not invisible wood treatment. There is 
also plenty of earth on the rich, full-bodied and overtly 
powerful flavors that possess excellent volume. This is a 
very serious example of the appellation as the supporting 
tannins are decidedly prominent, indeed to the point that 
the strikingly long finish is distinctly austere yet there is 
no detectable rusticity.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 843 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 844-845

 844 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2010
 Aux Brulées, J. Grivot
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 845 12 bottles per lot $1500-2400
 1x12 bottle ocb

 846 Corton - Vintage 2012
 Clos Rognet, Méo-Camuzet 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 Perrières, Méo-Camuzet 1x1 magnum owc magnum (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1300-1900
 and 1 magnum

 847 Nuits Cailles
 - Vintage 2012 Les Murgers, Méo-Camuzet  (3)
 Nuits St. Georges
 - Vintage 2012 Les Boudots, Méo-Camuzet  (6)
 1x6 bottle ocb

 Above 9 bottles per lot $800-1100

 848 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2012
 Clos De L’Orme, S. Cathiard
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“There is a lilting quality to the very supple and round 
middle weight flavors that are also shaped by markedly 
fine tannins before terminating in a balanced, delicious 
and dusty finish that delivers above average quality depth 
and length.”(88-91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 835 NO LOT

 836 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Fourrier
 1nl, 1x3 magnum owc

“…has a glorious bouquet with dark cherries, blueberry 
and stony aromas - taciturn at first, but soaring from the 
glass after a couple of minutes. There is a lovely wilted-
violet scent here.”(94-96pts)

 3 magnums per lot $4000-6000

 837 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2010
 Clos Solon, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier
 1x6 magnum owc

“…is a beautifully perfumed, delicate wine laced 
with sweet red berries. Expressive floral notes emerge 
over time, adding complexity to this silky, feminine 
Burgundy.”(88-90pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1000-1400

 838 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2012
 G. Roumier
 2lbsl, 1x3 bottle ocb

“A markedly floral nose exhibits plenty of spice and earth 
elements that add breadth to the purple fruit-infused 
nose. There is excellent size, weight and power to the 
big-bodied, intense and concentrated flavors that possess 
copious amounts of dry extract that imparts a seductive 
texture and buffers the very firm tannic spine on the 
hugely long finish.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 839 Chambolle Musigny
 G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2010 (6)
 - Vintage 2011 1x12 bottle ocb (12)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 840 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2012
 Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…has a perfumed bouquet with a high mineral content: 
tight at first but unfolding with time, darker berry fruit 
mingling with incense. The palate is medium-bodied 
with entrancing energy and superb structure on the 
entry. Slightly more masculine than I was expecting, it 
has a stern but compelling finish that leaves you utterly 
satisfied.”(93-95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 841 Chambolle Musigny
 La Combe d’Orveau, J. Grivot
 - Vintage 2010 1x12 bottle ocb (12)
 - Vintage 2011 1x12 bottle ocb (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1300-1800
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Lot: 838

Additional Lots: 19, 99
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PARCEL LOTS 854-855

 854 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2013
 Les Perrières, F. Carillon
 1x12 bottle ocb, 2x3 magnum ocb’s

“Strong notes of reduction and sulfur render this 
unreadable at present. Otherwise though there is a lovely 
sense of both freshness and vibrancy to the saline, stony 
and refined middle weight flavors that possess a very 
different texture than that of the Combettes, all wrapped 
in a slightly more complex and strikingly persistent 
finish.” (91-93pts BH)

 12 bottles and 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600
 

     855    Above 12 bottles and 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600
               1x12 bottle ocb, 2x3 magnum ocb’s 

 856 Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 2013 P. Pernot 1x12 bottle ocb (12)
 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 2013 P. Pernot 1x12 bottle ocb (12)
 Puligny Montrachet
 - Vintage 2013 Les Pucelles, P. Pernot (12) 
 1x12 bottle ocb

 Above 36 bottles per lot $4500-6500

 857 Chassagne Montrachet - Vintage 2012
 Les Champs Gains, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 4x6 bottle ocb’s

“…is recalcitrant and broody on the nose, refusing to give 
much away at this premature juncture. There is a touch of 
spiciness on the entry: candied orange peel and shaved 
ginger, before building toward a sweet but well-defined 
finish.”(89-91pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 858 Chassagne Montrachet
 Les Chenevottes, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 - Vintage 2011 (93pts) 1x12 bottle ocb (12)
 - Vintage 2012 (91-93pts) 2x6 bottle ocb’s (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1400-1900

 859 NO LOT

 849 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Aux Reignots, S. Cathiard
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“The intensely mineral-driven middle weight flavors 
possess a fine sense of verve and a borderline pungent 
salinity on the classy and refined finish that offers 
outstanding length and very solid depth.”(91-93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 850 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Domaine Leflaive

“This is even more expressive and more aromatically 
complex though ever-so-slightly less elegant and refined 
with a very fresh and layered nose of white flowers, 
citrus and perfectly ripe yellow orchard fruit aromas. 
Like the Bienvenues and the Combettes there is the same 
silky texture that adds interest to the tautly muscled and 
powerful big-bodied flavors that explode on the palate 
staining and notably dry finish.”(92-94pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $2200-2800

 851 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2013
 Les Champs Gains, F. Carillon
 2x12 bottle ocb’s

“There is a hint of mineral reduction present on the 
notably cool and restrained nose that features notes of 
green apple, white flower, pear and wet stone. The detailed 
and distinctly saline middle weight flavors possess a 
lovely sense of tension before terminating in a balanced, 
clean and notably dry finale.”(89-92pts BH)

 24 bottles per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 852-853

 852 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2013
 Les Combettes, F. Carillon
 1x12 bottle ocb, 2x3 magnum ocb’s

“A background hint of exotic tea frames the notes of 
honeysuckle and citrus that are trimmed in a discreet 
application of oak that does not continue over to the 
delicious, round and once again solidly concentrated 
flavors that possess excellent depth on the focused and 
unusually powerful but refined finish.”(90-93pts BH)

          12 bottles and 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600

   853   12 bottles and 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600
             1x12 bottle ocb, 2x3 magnum ocb’s
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 865 Cornas - Vintage 2001
 A. Clape
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A blockbuster, and potentially the finest wine produced 
at this estate in four or five years, the inky-colored 2001 
Cornas exhibits aromas of white flowers, melted licorice, 
sweet creme de cassis, blackberries, and blueberries. 
Profoundly concentrated and full-bodied, this jammy, 
thick Cornas possesses copious tannin, but it is largely 
obscured by the wealth of fruit and glycerin. It should 
turn out to be one of Clape’s greatest efforts.”(91-95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 866-867

 866 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2009
 cuvée Laurence, Domaine du Pegau
 2x3 magnum ocb’s, 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“…is incredible stuff. Deep, rich and layered, with 
copious notions of smoked meats, licorice, ground 
pepper, spice and saddle leather, it hits the palate with 
full-bodied richness, terrific fruit intensity and a rich, 
mouth-coating texture.”(98pts)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600
 and 1 Jeroboam

 867 Above 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600
 and 1 Jeroboam
 2x3 magnum ocb’s, 1x1 Jeroboam owc

 868 1 Salmanazar per lot $1000-1400
  1x1 Salmanazar owc

 869 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2012
 cuvée Reservee, Domaine du Pegau
 1x12 bottle ocb, 2x3 magnum ocb’s, 3x1 Jeroboam owc’s

“…is a classic. Beautiful on the nose, with notions 
of ground pepper, wild herbs, minerality and smoked 
plum and dark fruit, it’s medium to full-bodied, nicely 
concentrated and has plenty of tannin that comes through 
on the finish.”(94pts)

 Above 12 bottles, 6 magnums per lot $1700-2400
 and 3 Jeroboams

 870 Hermitage - Vintage 2011
 J.L. Chave

“…sports a ruby/purple color to go with an awesome 
bouquet of sweet cassis, dried flowers, spice-box, ground 
pepper and crushed stone. One of the more serious, focused 
and structured 2011s, it has fabulous concentration, sweet 
tannin and a seamless texture.”(96+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1700

 860 Chassagne Montrachet - Vintage 2012
 Les Morgeots, Fairendes, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 4x6 bottle ocb’s

“This is also markedly reduced with plenty of sulfur in 
evidence so once again I would advise decanting this 
if you are going to try a bottle before the end of 2016. 
There is a lovely sense of underlying tension to the well-
delineated yet powerful medium-bodied flavors that 
display a moderately dry and citrusy finish that stops just 
short of being austere.”(89-91pts BH)

 24 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 861 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2011
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…has a precise bouquet with seamlessly integrated 
oak just lifting up those lime flower, apricot blossom and 
brioche scents. The palate has a fine line of acidity and 
wonderful focus: shimmering green lemon and white 
peach notes. They fan out toward the precise, mineral-
laden finish.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 862 Meursault - Vintage 2012
 Goutte d’Or, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 12 bottles per lot $700-900

 863 Meursault - Vintage 2012
 Narvaux, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 12 bottles per lot $500-700

 864 Chablis - Vintage 2007
 Butteaux, Raveneau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This is clearly the best of these left bank 1ers with its 
refined and ultra elegant nose that features a classic mix 
of citrus, floral, iodine and tidal pool notes trimmed in 
enough wood to notice it though not enough to dominate 
the nose. The powerful, concentrated and very firm 
medium plus weight flavors deliver a bone dry and palate 
etching finish of superb length. This is a classy effort that 
is almost painfully intense and it’s clear that the older 
vines add another dimension. Impressive.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 877 Barbaresco - Vintage 2012
 Asili, B. Giacosa
 2x6 bottle owc’s, 2x3 magnum owc’s

“…opens to a dark, compact appearance and 
shows an impressive level of aromatic intensity and 
complexity. ”(94pts)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 and 6 magnums

 878 Barolo - Vintage 2011
 Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa
 2x6 bottle owc’s, 2x3 magnum owc’s

“…is a beautifully balanced and determined wine. It 
spends 30 months in oak and this warm vintage is already 
showing a quick bottle evolution.”(94pts)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2800-3500
 and 6 magnums

 879 Barolo - Vintage 2008
Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, 
B. Giacosa
1x1 double magnum owc
“Its 360-degree beauty shines comes through in terms 
of the intensity of the bouquet and the elegance of the 
mouthfeel. Again, super-finely textured tannins give the 
wine backbone and create a supporting structure for rich 
fruit flavors. There-s just enough consistency here to fill 
the palate, yet the wine is never heavy or flat. It shows 
vibrant energy thanks to the natural freshness and that 
beautiful note of garden fresh red rose that pops up as 
nostalgic sign-off.”(96pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $1000-1400

 880 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2010
 Casanova di Neri
 4x6 bottle ocb’s

“…gives you everything you want to see in a great wine, 
a great Tuscan wine. This monumental expression of 
Sangiovese delivers top-notch intensity with seamless 
integration of aromas. They span from dark fruit and 
Morello cherry to chocolate, spice, licorice, balsam herb 
and rosemary sprig. The energy and vitality of the vintage 
is locked perfectly within.”(96pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 881 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2007
 Cerretalto, Casanova di Neri
 4x3 bottle owc’s

“Pure cherry and blackberry fruit mingles with mineral, 
spice and earth notes in this modern-style red. Graphite 
elements emerge as the bright acidity and dusty tannins 
drive the long finish. Fresh and focused, with fine 
complexity and seamless texture.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 871 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2011
 La Belle Helene, Ogier 1x3 bottle owc (3)
 La Belle Helene, Ogier 3x1 magnum owc’s magnum (3)
 Lancement, Ogier 1x3 bottle owc (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3000
 and 3 magnums

 872 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2011
 La Boloree 2x6 bottle owc’s (12)
 La Haut-Lemble 2x6 bottle owc’s (12)
 Les Ursules 6x1 magnum owc’s magnum (6)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $3500-4500
 and 6 magnums

 873 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
 Roses de Jeanne, La Boloree 2x6 bottle owc’s (12)
 Roses de Jeanne, La Haute-Lemble 2x6 bottle owc’s (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 874 Jacques Selosse Champagne - Vintage NV
 Lieux Dits
 1x6 bottle custom owc

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 875 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2003
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…evinces aromas of malted barley, toasted nuts, mocha 
and sweat, as such quite recognizably of its torrid vintage. 
On the palate, the torrefactive and animal dimensions 
are met by a surprising sense of primary juiciness, even 
though it’s difficult to pin down a particular fruit, though 
mirabelle is suggested. Full and lees-endowed but in no 
way heavy   indeed, there’s an uncanny sense of buoyancy   
this finishes with profound length, incorporating 
suggestions of chalk, if not the mouthwatering salinity 
that I associate with most Selosse wines and with Avize 
in general.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 876 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1999
 Cristal
 bsl, wisl, cc

“The 1999 Cristal was extra special, extraordinary in 
its combination of elegance and power. Its flavors were 
crisp, clean and intense, long and stylish with superb 
acidity that did not get in the way of the purity and style 
of the wine. It was integrated despite its extraordinary 
length. Its aromas of lightly toasted bread, corn and 
minerals danced around our table aptly with all the 
young ladies the Champagne seemed to attract. I love it 
when that happens. We danced the night away, so I was 
able to skip the morning workout.”(94pts JK)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1200-1600
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Lot: 875
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PARCEL LOTS 887-889

 887 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 2007
  4x3 bottle owc’s

 “This harmonious red is balanced and deep, offering 
ripe plum and currant flavors, with black pepper, 
tobacco, licorice and mineral accents. Delivers plenty 
of structure, with well-integrated tannins and lively 
acidity. The wine remains graceful through the long, 
spicy finish.”(94pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 888 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
  4x3 bottle owc’s

 889 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
  4x3 bottle owc’s

 890-892 NO LOTS 

 893 Rioja - Vintage 2012
 Vina El Pison, Artadi
 2x1 Jeroboam owc’s

“The nose is very spicy, ripe and heady with open 
and expressive aromas of baked croissants, Morello 
cherries, herbal tea, aromatic herbs and balsamic notes 
that are remarkably complex for its age.”(97+pts)

 2 Jeroboams per lot $1200-1600

 894 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2010
 Eisele Vineyard
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…is a picture perfect example of the year. Vibrant, 
precise and beautifully chiseled, the 2010 boasts 
serious depth and concentration. The aromas and 
flavors are incredibly vivid in this textured, dazzling 
Cabernet Sauvignon. Hints of dark blue and black fruit, 
mocha, espresso and grilled herbs flesh out on the huge 
finish.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3200-4500

PARCEL LOTS 895-896

 895 Mr. K - Vintage 2002
 Nobleman, Sine Qua Non
 8x3 half bottle owc’s

“Its medium gold color is followed by a wine with 
honeyed complexity, and huge body, sweetness, and 
thickness.”(94pts)

 24 half-bottles per lot $2800-3800

 896 24 half-bottles per lot $2800-3800
  8x3 half bottle owc’s

 882 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2008
 Cerretalto, Casanova di Neri  (94pts) (12)
 4x3 bottle owc’s
 Tenuta Nuova, Casanova di Neri  (92pts) (12)
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 883 Barolo - Vintage 2009
 Brunate, R. Voerzio
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…shows the deft hand of its creator. This wine is 
amazingly focused and precise. Its aromatic elements 
are presented in startling detail: Spice, pencil shavings, 
small berry fruit, leather and tar compete for your 
attention.”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 884 Barolo - Vintage 2009
 La Serra, R. Voerzio
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“I love the character of the 2009 Barolo La Serra and was 
immediately blown away by the beauty of the bouquet. The 
wine exhibits exotic tones of cumin seed and cardamom 
that take your senses to an imaginary North African 
bazaar. The consistency is soft and sensual.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

PARCEL LOTS 885-886

 885 Vega Sicilia - Vintage 2010
 Valbuena 5
 2x6 bottle owc’s, 6x1 magnum owc’s

“…has gained in precision and sharpness, and is very 
pure with delineated aromas and flavors. It is a world-
class wine, possibly the best Valbuena ever.”(96pts)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 6 magnums

 886 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 6 magnums
 2x6 bottle owc’s, 6x1 magnum owc’s
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Lot: 887

Additional Lots: 888-889, 1124-1125
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 897 Mr. K - Vintage 2003
 Nobleman, Sine Qua Non
 8x3 half bottle owc’s

“While deep golden-hued and honeyed, with 
brilliant unctuosity, thickness, and richness, it 
takes third place when ranked against its two sweet 
siblings. Readers should think of it as a Chardonnay 
Trockenbeerenauslese.”(94pts)

 24 half-bottles per lot $2600-3500
_____________________________
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 902 Dunn Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2000
 Howell Mountain  (12)
 - Vintage 2001
 Howell Mountain  (95pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2002
 Napa Valley  (12)

 Above 36 bottles per lot $2000-2600
_____________________________

 903 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1979
 Pauillac
 2ts, 2bsl, 2sdc, excellent color

“Fruity, deep and firm, filled with plum and cherry, 
backed by youthful, stiff tannins. Needs time for 
complexity to develop.”(92pts WS)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2000-2600
 and 2 magnums

 904 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 2bn, 4ts, 1cuc

“…an extraordinary nose of caramelized herbs, smoke, 
cedar, pen ink, black currants, and earth. The gorgeous 
aromatics are followed by a full-bodied, plump, rich, 
fleshy wine with low acidity.”(97+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 905 Château Margaux - Vintage 1978
 Margaux
 2bn, 4ts, 6lbsl

“…tarry, truffle, earthy aromas that come across as 
slightly too masculine and meaty. Nevertheless, this is a 
rich, full-bodied, concentrated Margaux it remains one 
of the few great wines from the 1978 vintage.”(92pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 898 Barbaresco - Vintage 1985
 Cantine dei Marchesi 1sos (3)
 Gallina di Nieve, B. Giacosa  (1)
 Santo Stefano di Nieve, Riserva, Castello di Nieve  (3)
 Barolo - Vintage 1985
 Ciabot Mentin Ginestra, Clerico  (1)
 Villero di Castiglione Falletto, B. Giacosa  (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 899 Barolo
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1970 bn, lstl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1971 bn, nl, spc,   (1)
 outstanding color and condition (98pts)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 900 Macallan Single Malt Scotch Whisky
 - Vintage 1965
 17 Year vhs, lscl (1)
 - Vintage 1967
 18 Year  (1)
 - Vintage 1981
 Royal Marriage hs, stl (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 901 Dunn Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1999
 Howell Mountain
 crc

“Dark and intense, with a tight, compact, tightly wound 
band of earth, anise, leather, game meat, currant 
and blackberry, revealing layers of complexity and 
concentration before the tannins and cedary oak clamp 
down.”(93pts WS)

 Above 12 bottles, 1 magnum per lot $1400-1800
 and 1 Jeroboam

WINE AROUND THE WORLD
Fine wine helps bring the world together and here to help are several of our favorite consignors with their favorite wines 
from around the world. Bordeaux makes a big entrance with 1982 Lafite, 1990 Cheval Blanc, 1989 Lynch Bages, 1982 Pichon 
Lalande and 1990 Latour.  Drouhin, Jayer, DRC and Roumier all dance for Burgundy while magnums of Deutz (the legendary 
1975!) and Billecart do the same for Champagne. Guigal La Las and Chave Hermitage are the pride of the Rhone while Dal 
Forno, Dunn and Fonseca Port round things out.  All wines properly stored.
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 913 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 1bn, 6bsl, 3lstl, 2ltl, 1tc, 2 bottles different importer

“…retains all its glossy, rich, flamboyant cassis fruit, 
chocolaty, berry jam-like notes, and plenty of earthy, 
foresty flavors. This is a full-bodied, extravagantly rich 
Pichon Lalande seemingly devoid of acidity and tannin, 
but the wine is incredibly well-balanced and pure. It is 
an amazing effort!”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 914 Beaune Blanc - Vintage 1992
 Clos des Mouches, J. Drouhin
 2nl

“Racy, with lovely, silky texture and smoky, toasty, 
lemon and pear flavors, all in good proportions; 
medium-bodied, focused and classy, with a gorgeous, 
minerally finish.”(90pts WS)

 23 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 915 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1995
 L. Latour
 4nl, 1lwisl

“Displaying reduced or cooked fruits on the nose, the 
Bienvenue-B tard-Montrachet starts out the Grand Cru 
line-up here with waves of super-ripe or dried fruits and 
spices in the mouth. This full-bodied and oily-textured 
wine has good length and structure.”(90-92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1300

 916 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1961
 1x1 bottle owc, outstanding color and condition

“Here we go again! Pale, euphoric perfume with 
orchid, orange, and oriental spice flavors. Not as soft 
as the Krug vintage, yet it is really vigorous. Incredibly 
good! Belongs in the world of the divine.”(98pts RJ)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 917 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1976
 2x1 bottle owc’s, outstanding color and condition

“David Peppercorn and Serena Sutcliffe graciously 
treated me to this mammoth wine as an aperitif in 
their beautiful London home. After a brilliant and 
sophisticatedly elegant ‘81 from the same house, our 
senses were numbed by this bombshell. There is so 
much incredible taste packed into each gulp that you 
are dumbfounded many consider this to be the foremost 
Champagne they’ve ever tasted.”(96pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 906 Château Margaux - Vintage 1979
 Margaux
 2bn, 1ts, 3bsl, 3gsl, excellent color

“This is a classic Margaux in the sense of its elegance 
and fragrance. A perfumed bouquet of blackcurrants, 
minerals, flowers, and smoky oak is persistent 
concentrated and deep.”(92pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 907-908 NO LOTS 
_____________________________

 909 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion

“…gorgeously expressive aromatics are followed by a 
full-bodied wine revealing abundant glycerin as well as 
elevated alcohol, but it is not hot, and nothing is out of 
place.”(98+pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 910 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1982
 Graves
 1nl

“…expressive aromas of hot stones, tobacco, minerals 
and marzipan; a denser, silkier palate impression, 
with more obvious roasted Graves character; and an 
uncanny combination of sheer sweetness with structure 
and grip.”(96pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 911 Château Lynch Bages - Vintage 1989
 Pauillac
 5stl

“…dense purple color reveals a slight lightening at 
the edge and the stunning bouquet offers classic notes 
of creme de cassis, subtle smoke, oak and graphite. 
Powerful and rich with some tannins still to shed at age 
22..”(99+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 912 Château Margaux
 Margaux
 - Vintage 1983 2bn, 1spc, 1sdc (98pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 1985 1bn,  (6)
 1 bottle different importer (94pts)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3500-4800
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 922 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2011  Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (2)
 (93pts BH)
 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2011  Domaine de la Romanée Conti   (2)
 (94pts)
 Romanée St. Vivant
 - Vintage 2011  Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (1)
 (94pts BH)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 923 La Tâche - Vintage 2011
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“As it was from cask this is more restrained than usual 
and it requires aggressive swirling to coax the pure 
and spicy essence of red berry fruit aromas to emerge 
from the glass where there is a slight hint of herbal 
tea present. There is a similar reserve to the distinctly 
focused and linear flavors that enjoy a seemingly 
unlimited reserve of dry extract that renders the fine-
grained and silky tannins almost invisible at present 
though I suspect that they will become much more 
apparent once the baby fat melts away.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 924 La Tâche - Vintage 1972
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1-3.5cm bc, 1-4.5cm bc, 2lscl, 1bsl, 1lstl, 2spc, 
 excellent color and condition

“Exuberant, gorgeously spicy, indeed even classic La 
Tâche nose trimmed in hints of caramel lead to warm, 
rich, full-bodied flavors of considerable depth and 
complexity with structure that has fully resolved itself 
and stunning length.”(91pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 925 Côte Rôtie
 - Vintage 1983
 La Landonne, E. Guigal lbsl, nl, sdc (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1991
 La Landonne, E. Guigal wisl, wisvl, sdc (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1995
 La Turque, E. Guigal 1lwisl, 1lscl, 1sdc, different  (2)
 importers (98-100pts)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 926 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1999
 La Mouline, E. Guigal  (100pts) (2)
 La Turque, E. Guigal 1lstl, 1nl, different importers  (2)
 (100pts)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 918 Fonseca Vintage Port
 - Vintage 1955 1wisl, 3crc, 1sos (3)
 - Vintage 1963 6lwrl, 1lbsl, 1crc,  (6)
 Negociant bottling (98pts WS)
 - Vintage 1970 6lwisl, 1lscl (93pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1977 2lscl (100pts WS) (2)

 Above 17 bottles per lot $3200-4500
_____________________________

 919 Château Cos d’Estournel
 - Vintage 1982 St. Estephe bn, lwisl (96pts) (1)
 Château Ducru Beaucaillou
 - Vintage 1982 St. Julien lwisl, sdc (94pts) (1)
 Château Haut Brion
 - Vintage 1982 Graves wasl, hscl, scc (96pts IWC) (1)
 Château La Mission Haut Brion
 - Vintage 1982 Graves  (100pts) (1)
 Château Leoville Las Cases
 - Vintage 1986 St. Julien nl (98pts) (1)
 Château Margaux
 - Vintage 1985 Margaux wasl, tl (94pts) (1)
 Château Mouton Rothschild
 - Vintage 1985 Pauillac vhs, stl, scl, scc (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1986 Pauillac bn, wasl, lscl (100pts) (1)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $3500-4500

 920 Château Lafleur
 Pomerol
 - Vintage 1986 hstl, tl, sdc, tc (95pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 1lstl, 1wc (95pts JK) (2)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 921 Château Latour - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 different importers

“This is one of my favorite wines ever. Full-bodied, 
with layers of silky fruit and masses of currant, mineral 
and berry character. Amazing. It is a wine with perfect 
structure, perfect strength. It s 1961 Latour in modern 
clothes. It is hard not to drink it now.”(100pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $1300-1700
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Lot: 928, 929, 930
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Lot: 932
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 934 Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 2007 Domaine Leflaive  (95pts BH) (2)
 Chevalier Montrachet
 - Vintage 2007 Domaine Leflaive  (96pts BH) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 935 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1988
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 2lbsl, 1nl

“…a wine with extraordinary power and forcefulness, 
as well as more acidity and tannin than Guigal’s La 
Mouline. La Landonne requires 10-15 years of patience. 
Most observers who have had a chance to see all the 
vintages of La Landonne since its debut in 1978, agree 
that it is a wine with 30-40 years of longevity.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 936 Côte Rôtie
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 - Vintage 2002 2lscl (94pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 3lscl, 1x3 bottle owc (97pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 937 Côte Rôtie
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 - Vintage 2000 (96pts WS) (6)
 - Vintage 2006 2ltl, 2x3 bottle owc’s (94pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 938 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1985
 La Turque, E. Guigal
 2tal, 2wasl, 2tvl

“…has the power and enormous concentration of 
La Landonne, as well as the sheer, decadent, self-
indulgent pleasures of the voluptuous La Mouline. It is 
the quintessential Côte Rôtie.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 939 Côte Rôtie
 La Turque, E. Guigal
 - Vintage 1999 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 3vlscl (94pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 3lscl, 1x3 bottle owc (94pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 940 Hermitage
 J.L. Chave
 - Vintage 1989 2lscl (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 (96pts) (9)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 927 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1978
 cuvée Nicolas Francois
 outstanding color and condition

“The wine is actually even richer than the heavenly ‘79, 
with its thick layer of concentrated fruit, toffee, treacle, 
honey, and vanilla.”(93pts RJ)

 1 magnum per lot $800-1100

PARCEL LOTS 928-930

 928 Deutz Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1975
 Vinotheque
 outstanding color and condition (96pts RJ)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 929 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500
 outstanding color and condition

 930 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500
 outstanding color and condition

 931 Dom Ruinart Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1976
 Blanc de Blancs
 excellent color and condition

(92pts RJ)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 932 La Romanée - Vintage 1999
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1x6 bottle owc

“Very deep, almost black ruby color. There is a 
healthy dose of new wood but there is absolutely no 
doubt that this wine has sufficient density to absorb it 
The intensity of this wine is dialed way up with thick, 
super ripe aromas of black berries, oriental spices, 
tea, leather and a trace of underbrush coupled with 
extremely dense, extract of pinot noir flavors and fine, 
dusty tannins that create a massively structured wine…
”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 933 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1998
 G. Roumier
 1lscl

“Austere but intense with brooding power and 
superb material. This is definitely not a charm school 
burgundy yet despite the austerity typical of classic 
young Bonnes-Mares, the flavors just etch themselves 
onto your palate and the finish is almost as long as the 
99 Musigny. Textbook Bonnes-Mares.”(91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 947 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“…boasts a dark ruby/purple color in addition to that 
exceptional Lafite perfume of graphite, spring flowers, 
crushed rocks, and sweet black cherry and black 
currant fruit that exudes class and nobility. The wine 
is medium-bodied with extremely high levels of tannin 
in addition to sensational purity, length, and overall 
harmony.”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8500-11000

 948 Château Margaux - Vintage 1983
 Margaux

“Wine of the vintage. Massive, with exuberant aromas 
of cassis, lead pencil and fruit which follow through 
on the palate. Full-bodied and incredibly velvety. Long, 
long finish.”(98pts WS)

 1 magnum per lot $900-1200

 949 Château Margaux - Vintage 1986
 Margaux
 1x1 Imperial owc

“…is mammoth, with extraordinary extract, superb 
balance, and a frightfully tannic finish. A Margaux of 
immense stature, it is made in a masculine, full-bodied 
style that is in complete contrast to the 1990.”(96pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $3500-5000

 950 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 2005 (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (99+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 (98+pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 951 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2001
 Sauternes
 2spc, 1x6 magnum owc

“…with airing, it offers up honeyed tropical fruit, 
orange marmalade, pineapple, sweet creme brulee, and 
buttered nut-like scents. In the mouth, it is full-bodied 
with gorgeously refreshing acidity as well as massive 
concentration and unctuosity. Everything is uplifted 
and given laser-like focus by refreshing acidity. This 
large-scaled, youthful Yquem appears set to take its 
place among the most legendary vintages of the past…” 
(100pts)

 6 magnums per lot $6000-8000

 941 Hermitage - Vintage 2006
 J.L. Chave
 1x12 bottle ocb

“… reminds me of Chave s brilliant 1991. An incredibly 
subtle perfume of black raspberries, creme de cassis, 
camphor, and acacia flowers is followed by an elegant, 
concentrated wine with beautifully integrated acidity, 
tannin, wood, and alcohol. This seamless, gorgeously-
proportioned, large-framed wine represents the 
definition of finesse, elegance, and terroir.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 942 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2006
 Côte Blonde, Rostaing  (6)
 La Landonne, Rostaing  (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 943 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
“…is a creamy-textured, full styled offering that 
loses none of its elegance in spite of its flavor 
authority.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 944 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1989
 Cristal

“… under the surface lurks a finesse and concentration 
rarely seen. Caramel, Granny Smith apples, and 
hazelnuts are aromas that blossom if the wine is 
decanted. similar to the ‘90. Simply fantastically multi-
faceted and wonderfully good at the beginning of the 
21st century…”(98pts RJ)

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1500

 945 Amarone - Vintage 2001
 Dal Forno
 1nl

“The 2001 Amarone is on another level entirely. It 
exudes notable warmth and ripeness, with profound 
layers of Venezuelan bitter chocolate, herbs, licorice, 
smoke, dark fruit and toasted oak. Made in an 
explosive style, this palate-staining Amarone possesses 
remarkable detail and nuance for such a big wine. 
It has been phenomenal on the two occasions I have 
tasted it so far.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600
_____________________________

 946 Château La Mission Haut Brion
 Graves
 - Vintage 2009 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 (98+pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3200-4000
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 957 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“I have never been treated to such a profusion of floral 
perfume from this legendary site as rose over the glass of 
2007 Romanée-Conti. Hyacinth, rose, gladiola, and iris 
are underlain by scents of moss-covered, damp stone, 
wild ginger, and diverse tiny red fruits. “Romanée-
Conti c est le nez,” remarks de Villaine of this almost 
ethereal Pinot. The contrast with the more fleshly La 
Tache could not be more dramatic. But this doesn t pull 
back on its silken-textured palate, either   far from it: 
along with persistent inner-mouth profusion of floral 
perfume come savory, irresistibly juicy raspberry and 
pomegranate as well as an impression of marrow-rich, 
multi-boned meat stock. A wafting, wave-like finish 
harbors the sort of exhilarating sheer refreshment 
one looks for in white wine, and a kaleidoscopic 
interchange of colorful floral, spice, fruit, carnal, and 
mineral elements such as few wines of any sort can 
deliver.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $9000-12000

 958 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1985
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“…with the telltale iron-like scent, cinnamon, and gout 
de terroir that, for me, make it the most unique wine of 
the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti stable.”(94pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 959 Richebourg
 - Vintage 2001
 Domaine Leroy  (1)
 - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti  (95pts BH) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 960 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 G. Roumier

“An overtly cool and restrained yet, somewhat 
curiously, an even spicier nose reveals notes of violet, 
black berry and cassis along with earth and stone 
hints. The dense, powerful, concentrated and muscular 
flavors possess an almost pungent minerality that 
adds lift to the extremely firm but not hard finish that 
possesses explosive length.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 952 Château Haut Brion Blanc
 Graves
 - Vintage 1996 (93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 (95+pts) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 953 La Tâche
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 2000 (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 lstl (96pts BH) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 954 La Tâche
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 2007 (95pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (96pts BH) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 955 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1997
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 stl

“An intensely floral nose that is surprisingly reserved, 
particularly for a vintage that in many cases has already 
peaked, also evidence notes of spice and dried rose 
petal and significantly, there is no sign of surmaturit  or 
the obverse case of undue greenness. The firm structure 
underpinning the ripe medium weight flavors remains 
well integrated and there is good volume if not the 
sheer depth of the finest vintages. In sum, a deceptively 
graceful wine that is still on its way up. Multiple, and 
consistent, notes.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $9000-12000

 956 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Here too is a very reserved yet ultra classy and 
refined, indeed even ethereal nose that is quite simply 
kaleidoscopic in its breadth, combining red, blue and 
black fruits with spice, earth, minerality and a hint of 
underbrush that stands aside for the perfectly balanced, 
pure and stylish medium full flavors that are very firmly 
but not aggressively structured while delivering flat 
out unbelievable length yet all the while remaining 
completely understated in personality. As are all the 
very best vintages of RC, this is spherical with nothing 
out of place and this will age effortlessly for decades. 
The La Tâche is truly spectacular but there is simply 
another dimension of depth present here. A wine 
of sheer class and the epitome of the phrase ‘power 
without weight’.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $9000-12000
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 962 Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 scl

“A deft touch of wood frames very ripe aromas of 
honeysuckle, spice, white flower, peach, pear and anise 
that introduce remarkably powerful and full-bodied 
flavors oozing with dry extract that buffers the firm acid 
spine on the hugely long finish.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-4500

 963 Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“As it was originally from cask, the 2006 Montrachet 
remains relatively discreet with almost shy white flower, 
grapefruit, mildly exotic orchard fruit and subtle spice 
notes trimmed in just the right amount of wood that 
lead to beautifully textured, pure, intense and focused 
big-bodied flavors wrapped around a firm acid spine 
and culminating in a wonderfully racy, dry, linear and 
mineral-driven finish.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 964 Côte Rôtie
 - Vintage 1986
 La Landonne, E. Guigal scl (92pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1993
 La Landonne, E. Guigal sdc (1)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal stl (1)
 - Vintage 1996
 La Landonne, E. Guigal  (93pts) (1)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal scc (94pts JK) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1000-1300
_____________________________

 960A Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2007
 Coche-Dury

“Scents of lily, honeysuckle, and hyacinth grace a 
Coche-Dury 2007 Corton-Charlemagne that is as 
wafting in floral perfume, buoyant, vivacious, and 
generous as any young wine from this formidable, often 
youthfully forbidding appellation (not to mention any 
of Coche’s) as I can recall. There is a lovely creaminess 
here, along with savory, saline and almond and 
pistachio oil elements, underlying juicy fresh apple and 
lime. This finishes winsomely, with its sheer persistence 
spelling grand cru. I would anticipate at least 12-15 
years of delight and fascination…Coche is among 
many growers to not only draw the comparison with 
2004, but to claim that this represents the only possible 
point of reference that even occurs to him. That said, 
he considers the 2007s slightly fruitier and more 
forward.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 961 Montrachet - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 scl, spc

“Bright, pale yellow-gold. Exotic orange peel and 
pineapple on the nose, along with lower-toned 
butterscotch, clove and coconutty oak. Powerfully 
minerally, firm in acidity and very tightly wound; comes 
across as drier and less silky than the young 2002. 
A very structured, chewy white Burgundy that offers 
an impressive combination of power and delicacy.” 
(94+pts IWC)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
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 967 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2007
 Dujac
 4lscl, 2 bottles different importer

“A very high-toned, airy and layered nose of red berry 
fruit and distinct floral notes, particularly dried red 
and white rose petal with a touch of lavender, slides 
gracefully into pure, intense, rich, full and focused 
middle weight flavors that possess excellent power and 
punch with ample minerality on the wonderfully long 
and moderately austere finish. This is an outstanding 
effort in the context of the vintage.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 968 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“A remarkably fresh and expressive nose displays 
hightoned red berry fruit, earth and mineral aromas 
that give way to firm, serious and equally mineral-
driven big-bodied flavors that offer excellent verve on 
the wellmuscled and especially structured finish that 
seems to go on without end. This positively dazzling 
effort is not quite old school in basic character though 
it knocks on the door of it and like several of these 
grands crus, will need 15 to 20+ years to reach its full 
prime.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 969 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 Dujac
 3vlscl

“A perfumed and ultra-elegant nose that is discreet, 
pure and very cool gives rise to restrained notes of 
essence of red pinot fruit, rose petals, lavender, violet, 
stone and earth. There is outstanding richness and drive 
to the powerful and seriously intense broad-shouldered 
flavors that possess superb mid-palate density as there 
is an impressive abundance of dry extract, all wrapped 
in a linear and massively persistent and wonderfully 
refined finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 965 Bonnes Mares
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2006 lscl (91-4pts BH) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2007 lscl (93pts BH) magnum (1)

 Above 2 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 965A Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2009
 Dujac

“A remarkably fresh and expressive nose displays 
hightoned red berry fruit, earth and mineral aromas 
that give way to firm, serious and equally mineral-
driven big-bodied flavors that offer excellent verve on 
the wellmuscled and especially structured finish that 
seems to go on without end. This positively dazzling 
effort is not quite old school in basic character though 
it knocks on the door of it and like several of these 
grands crus, will need 15 to 20+ years to reach its full 
prime.”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1400-1800

 966 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2006
 Dujac
 2lscl

“A beautifully nuanced and highly complex nose of 
mostly blue berry and cassis that is cool and pure slides 
seamlessly into surprisingly supple and relatively 
forward broad-shouldered flavors that possess even 
more depth than the nose, all wrapped into a finish 
supported by a firm tannic spine where the tannins are 
dense but fine. This is a first rate Bonnes Mares that 
will require plenty of time to reach its apogee because 
despite the accessible mid-palate, the finish is very 
tight.”(91-4pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

DUJAC AND COCHE-DURY FEATURING A SPECTACULAR VERTICAL OF  
CORTON CHARLEMAGNE FROM 1990-2009

This collector has an exceptional collection of Burgundy from all of the top producers and while he does not discriminate, this 
month he focuses on Dujac and Coche-Dury. There are 18 lots of Dujac highlighted by 2009 Bonnes Mares, 2010 Clos de la 
Roche and 2005 Clos St. Denis. There are several lots of Coche-Dury including a spectacular 20(!) vintage vertical of Corton 
Charlemagne from 1990 through 2009 (please note the 2010 has not been released yet).  All wines removed from a combination 
of his professional and his custom-built, beautiful, temperature and humidity-controlled cellar.
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Lot: 965, 965A, 967

Additional Lots: 966, 968
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 975 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2005
 Dujac
 2lscl

“An earthy yet elegant nose features notes of game, 
subtle smoke, red, black and blue fruit and briar notes 
that sit atop concentrated, pure and detailed flavors 
wrapped in a wonderfully intense, balanced and 
strikingly long finish. This oozes class and refinement 
and interestingly, the mid-palate is almost tender yet 
there is a robust firmness to the massively long finish 
that lets one know that this is built for the next several 
decades…”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 976 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2006
 Dujac
 1x3 magnum owc

“The nose here is quite simply spectacular with an 
incredibly complex and kaleidoscopic array of mostly 
black fruit and floral aromas, particularly violet and 
rose petal nuanced with anise that slides gracefully 
into the full, sweet and equally mouth coating flavors 
that drench the palate in sève on the less powerful but 
notably finer finish that seems to go on and on without 
end.”(93pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 977 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2007
 Dujac
 1x12 bottle ocb

“An overtly floral and herbal nose is laced with earthy 
and solidly ripe red and spicy black pinot fruit that 
complements rich, full and moderately concentrated 
flavors that are delicious, intense, palate staining 
and dusty on the admirably long finish. A wine of 
finesse, understatement and class if not raw power and 
muscle.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 978 Échézeaux
 Dujac
 - Vintage 2006 2lscl (92pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 1x6 bottle ocb (91-3pts BH) (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 979 Échézeaux - Vintage 2012
 Dujac
 vlwrl

 1 magnum per lot $800-1200

 970 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“An elegantly airy and densely fruited nose of red and 
blue berries, earth, game and subtle smoke and spice 
hints give way to sweet and rich flavors that offer good 
size and a real sense of volume in the mouth. This 
is a wine of finesse rather than power and I like the 
textured feel of the flavors and finish as there is a stylish 
generosity here.”(91-3pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 971 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1996
 Dujac
 lscl

“Spicy fruit of impressive complexity already with 
gently oaky, round yet focused flavors and excellent 
length. This has everything it needs to be great and 
should age effortlessly.”(92pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1400-1800

 972 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2006
 Dujac
 1x3 magnum owc

“As complex as the Bonnes Mares, here there is even 
more aromatic depth with a gorgeous mix of red and 
dark berry fruit, spice, earth, game, underbrush and 
a subtle minerality that can also be found on the rich, 
full, sweet and intense big-bodied flavors brimming 
with buckets of dry extract on the mouth coating, long, 
powerful and utterly stunning finish. This is a big 
2006 yet the focus, balance and sense of harmony are 
riveting.”(92-5pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 973 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2008
 Dujac

“Airy and cool red berry fruit cut with hints of stone, 
game and leather leads to detailed, robust and firmly 
muscular broad-shouldered flavors that are presently 
very backward, serious and superbly long.”(93pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 974 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2010
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“An intensely floral nose features notes of rose petals 
and lavender along with cool red berry fruit liberally 
laced with wet stone nuances. The taut and muscular 
broad-scaled and concentrated flavors are precise, 
intense and explosively long on the focused and 
stunningly persistent finish that is youthfully austere and 
breathtakingly intense. This faultlessly well-balanced 
but very firm effort will require extended cellaring 
and 15 to 20 years is probably what the structure will 
require to completely resolve.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200
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 983 Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 Clos de Bèze, Faiveley
 4wisl, 1wisvl, 1ltl

“Compelling aromas of extremely fresh and airy 
menthol-infused red berry fruit, soil and distinctly 
spiced tones plus an underlying hint of animale 
transfers over to the rich, full and serious broad-
shouldered flavors brimming with dry extract and 
supported by impressively refined and ripe tannins 
that are almost completely buffered on the powerful 
and balanced finish by the buckets of mid-palate sap. 
Terrific.”(93-96pts BH)

 4 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 984 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier

“Fourrier s 2005 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos St.-Jacques 
reveals a gorgeous aroma of black fruits, rose, truffle, 
tea and musk, a marrowy, creamy richness of texture, 
and a riveting finishing complexity of fruit, meat, 
flowers, pungent spices and minerals. If this is not 
a case of progression into the territory of grand cru 
quality, I don t know what is. I would plan to start 
following this from ten years out and anticipate at least 
a second decade of improvement.”(94-95pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 985 Corton Charlemagne
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 1990 (97pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 1991 (92pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1992 sdc (97pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1993 ltl, sdc (99pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1994 nl, sdc (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 nl, sdc (98pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 sdc (97pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (93-95pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 vlscl (94+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 lwrl (97pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 1lscl (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 nl (98-100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (96pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (93+?pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 lwasl (95pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 lbsl (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (98pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (97pts) (1)

 Above 20 bottles per lot $40000-60000

 980 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2010
 Les Beaux Monts, Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Very mild reduction doesn’t completely hide the 
intrinsic Vosne spice notes that also suffuse the intense 
mineral and beautifully refined and vibrant medium-
bodied flavors that possess both lovely delineation as 
well as that beguiling sense of underlying tension on 
the classy, cool and impeccably well-balanced finish.” 
(91-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 981 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2012
 Les Beaux Monts, Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“…is fascinating to taste next to the Malconsorts. 
Precision and vibrancy are the signatures in a wine that 
pulses with energy from the very first taste. Readers 
who enjoy precise, finely sculpted Burgundies will find 
much to admire here. ”(94pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 982 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Les Beaux Monts, Dujac, Fils et Pere
 1x6 bottle ocb

“A simply gorgeous nose of spicy and superbly elegant 
black pinot fruit aromas nuanced with hints of rose 
petal, soy, hoisin and tea that merge into exquisitely 
detailed, pure and rich flavors that stain the palate with 
ample dry extract and there is serious length as well. 
The addition of the new parcel has clearly taken this 
wine to a new level as there is a real sense of class and 
much better depth.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 982A Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Les Malconsorts, Dujac
 lscl

“The 2009 Vosne-Romanee Aux Malconsorts comes 
across as quite cool and introspective. Ultimately 
that is a great sign for readers who plan on cellaring 
the wine. Today the Malconsorts is totally closed in 
on itself. It shows little of the exuberance it did from 
barrel. Still, from time to time the wine reveals hints of 
its brilliance and pedigree. The Malconsorts should be 
dazzling in another few years. Opening a bottle now is 
only going to be an academic exercise.”(94pts) 
1 magnum   per lot $800-1200
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Additional Lots: 125, 776, 960A, 986-987, 1047A-1048

Lot: 985, 985A
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 988 Meursault - Vintage 1996
 Goutte d’Or, D’Auvenay (Leroy)
 12sdc, 3wc, 6sos, 1x12 bottle owc

“…explodes on the palate with massive waves of flower 
blossoms, ripe white peaches, metals, and poached 
pears. This beautifully refined and extraordinarily 
delineated wine has great depth, a full body, and a silky 
texture.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 989 Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 1999 Ramonet 2lscl, 2sdc (93pts BH) (2)
 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet
 - Vintage 1999 Ramonet lscl, lwrl, magnum (1)
 wisvl, sos (92pts BH)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1100-1500
 and 1 magnum

_____________________________

 985A Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2000
 Coche-Dury
 lscl

“Cool, reserved and incredibly pure green apple 
and white pear notes blend seamless with an intense 
yet understated minerality that leads to positively 
crystalline, dense flavors that deliver the hallmark 
delineation, power and breathtaking persistence of 
classically styled Corton-Charlemagne. But this rises 
to the next level by virtue of unmistakable breed and a 
certain vibrancy and presence that is rare even among 
great wines. Extremely impressive and destined for a 
long life.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 986 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2005
 Coche-Dury

“Warning: this incredible white Burgundy can leave 
you speechless. Appraised blind, everyone fortunate 
enough to have a glass of this Corton-Charlemagne 
in front of them, recognized its greatness. The bouquet 
is imbued with spine-tingling mineralite and a 
shimmering tension that is impossible to encapsulate 
in words. It just leaves you with a huge smile on your 
face. The palate neatly interlocks with the aromatics, 
that mineral tension just leaving you breathless with 
admiration.”(98pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 987 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2007
 Coche-Dury
 1lscl

“Scents of lily, honeysuckle, and hyacinth grace a 
Coche-Dury 2007 Corton-Charlemagne that is as 
wafting in floral perfume, buoyant, vivacious, and 
generous as any young wine from this formidable, often 
youthfully forbidding appellation (not to mention any 
of Coche’s) as I can recall. There is a lovely creaminess 
here, along with savory, saline and almond and 
pistachio oil elements, underlying juicy fresh apple and 
lime. This finishes winsomely, with its sheer persistence 
spelling grand cru. I would anticipate at least 12-15 
years of delight and fascination…Coche is among 
many growers to not only draw the comparison with 
2004, but to claim that this represents the only possible 
point of reference that even occurs to him. That said, 
he considers the 2007s slightly fruitier and more 
forward.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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SEPTEMBER’S FEATURED COLLECTION: MAGNIFICENT AND MATURE BORDEAUX, 
BURGUNDY AND CHAMPAGNE FROM ONE OF  THE EAST COAST’S GREATEST 

COLLECTORS

This is a cellar I know well, having drunk from it repeatedly over the last decade, including a magical evening this summer of 
almost a dozen aged beauties!  These wines have either been kept in professional storage or his ideal, underground stone cellar 
with both temperature and humidity control, highly secured, of course.  Over 100 lots of perfectly mature wine cover his three 
favorite regions admirably with an emphasis on Burgundy.  Bordeaux commences with 1953 Cheval Blanc, 1989 Conseillante, 
1982 Lafleur, four vintages of Petrus including 1989 and 1990, as well as whites from Yquem, Haut Brion and Laville.  Burgundy 
takes center stage with seven vintages of Rousseau Chambertin going back to 1985 (and magnums of 1993), 1993 Vogue Musig-
ny, 1934 and 1999 Romanee Conti, 1985 Clos de Tart, 1985 Dujac Clos de la Roche, a full case of 1999 Dujac Clos St. Denis, six 
vintages of Roumier Bonnes Mares including the 1993 in bottle and magnum, 1990 Mugnier Amoureuses, and 1993 Ponsot Clos 
de la Roche, to name a few. The spread of White Burgundy is equally impressive starting with a vertical of Coche-Dury Corton 
Charlemagne, 1990 Coche Perrieres, more Coche, 1996 d’Auvenay Chevalier, eight vintages of Leflaive Chevalier, 2000 Dau-
vissat Les Clos, 1992 Ramonet Batard and numerous, fine Raveneau including 2000 Les Clos. Dom Perignon leads the splendid 
Champagne section with 1990 in bottle and magnum, 1995 Jeroboams, 1975 Oenotheque and 1982 Rose in magnum.   Krug 
counters with 1981 Collection magnums, 1996 in bottle and magnum, 1996 and 2003 Clos du Mesnil.  Three vintages of Cristal 
are followed by 1996 Goisses and Salon for a bubbly conclusion.  This is a spectacular selection from a spectacular collection, a 
healthy main course for a most appetizing September New York auction!
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 994 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1995
 Pauillac
 6lwrl, 1x6 magnum owc

“It exhibits a dark ruby purple color, and a sweet, 
powdered mineral, smoky, weedy cassis-scented 
nose. Beautiful sweetness of fruit is present in this 
medium-bodied, tightly-knit, but gloriously pure, well-
delineated Lafite.”(95pts)

 6 magnums per lot $6000-8000

 995 Château Lafleur - Vintage 1971
 Pomerol
 1bn, 2lbsl, 1spc, 2scc, 1nc, excellent color

“…youthfully tinged; fabulous bouquet; rich, lissome 
and lovely, well sustained by its tannin and acidity.”
(5 stars MB)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 996 Château Lafleur - Vintage 1982
 Pomerol
 1st, 1nl, 1lgsl, 1cuc, different importers

“Gorgeous - more mature…fabulously ripe and sweet, 
in the same league of previous 1961s…so sappy with 
everything in it - plums, cherry, cassis, chocolate…still 
great grip…if there ever were a 100, this would be it…I 
would have bet a lot of money that this was the 1961 - I 
was shocked to see it be the 1982.”(99pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 997 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1989
 Pomerol

“Multi-millionaire collectors will have fun comparing 
the 1989 and 1990 Pétrus. The 1989 has a slightly 
more saturated color, and seems more tightly knit 
both aromatically and on the palate. However, this is 
splitting hairs, as this is another stunningly opulent, 
rich, full-bodied, amazingly concentrated, exotic, 
flamboyant Pétrus that remains remarkably youthful, 
and in need of more years of bottle age. Additionally, 
the tannins are slightly more elevated, at least from 
a tactile impression. However… extraordinary 
equilibrium between all of its component parts. An 
amazing effort!”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 998 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1990
 Pomerol

“…possesses a knock-out nose of black fruits 
intertwined with aromas of toasty new oak, caramel, 
and flowers. Massively rich and full-bodied the 
1990 is an extraordinarily rich, seamless wine with 
layers of flavor, and a finish that lasts for nearly 45 
seconds.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 990 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 1953
 St. Emilion
 1ts, 1vhs, 2bsl, 2lstl, 1cuc, 1spc, outstanding color

“Another fabulous nose (sending a trend?) great 
spice with aromas of honey, candle wax, and syrup…
sweet, chewy aromas and flavors light grip and a nice 
minerality to the wine classic, roasted, Cheval flavors 
of winter spice and red fruits very thick on the palate, 
the most so far.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 991 Château Figeac - Vintage 1982
 St. Emilion
 4bn, 1hs, 3nl, 1wasl, 1lstl, 1sdc, 12scc,  
 different importers

“The color is surprisingly dark for a Figeac, with no 
lightening at the edges. A huge, explosive nose soars 
from the glass offering scents of jammy blackcurrants, 
cedar, vanillin, peppery black olives, and toasty new 
oak. Lavishly rich and medium to full-bodied, with 
wonderful extraction of flavor and that sweet, luscious 
fruit that is the hallmark of this vintage, this stupendous 
wine continues to go from strength to strength.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 992 Château La Conseillante - Vintage 1989
 Pomerol
 12bn, 12lbsl, 1nl, 1x12 bottle owc

“…a perfumed, exotic, sweet, expansive, yummy wine 
that is hard to resist La Conseillante’s quintessential 
smooth as silk style One of the unexplainable facts 
of Bordeaux wine drinking is that even the softer, 
delicious, up-front wines can age impeccably when 
well-stored.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 993 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1953
 Pauillac
 1htms, 1hs, 2lwrl, 2ltsl, 1spc, 2scc, 1ssos, faded cork, 
 excellent color

“On two occasions I rated the 1953 100 and on another 
occasion, nearly perfect. According to some old-timers, 
the wine has been fully mature for almost 30 years. 
It possesses that extraordinary Lafite fragrance of 
minerals, lead pencil, cedar, and spice. It is velvety-
textured, wonderfully round, and sweet, but so well-
delineated and balanced.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-3000
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Lot: 997, 998, 999, 1000

Additional Lots: 565, 649A
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 1004 Château Laville Haut Brion - Vintage 1995
 Graves

“Solid Laville. Plenty of toasted oak and ripe fruit. 
Full-bodied and very rich, with apple, coconut and 
fresh fruit on the aftertaste. Surprisingly zingy, good 
acidity.”(91pts WS)

 10 bottles per lot $1600-2000

 1005 Château Laville Haut Brion - Vintage 1996
 Graves
 3lstl, 3 bottles different importer

“Laville’s 1996 is one of the lighter-styled efforts from 
this estate in the nineties. Nevertheless, it has managed 
to cram gorgeous levels of complexity and elegance 
into a citrusy, melony, richly fruity format stylish in an 
understated, restrained manner.”(90pts)

 10 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1006 Château Laville Haut Brion - Vintage 1999
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“Aromas of apricots, peaches, honeysuckle, lanolin, and 
candle wax emerge from the glass of this smoky, medium 
to full-bodied, fleshy 1999. Having put on considerable 
weight in the bottle, it is pure, with good acidity, and 
appears to be on a fast evolutionary track.”(91pts)

 10 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1007 Château Pape Clement Blanc - Vintage 2001
 Graves
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A blend of 45% Sauvignon Blanc, 45% Semillon, and 
10% Muscadelle, this elegant, medium-bodied white 
exhibits aromas of orange marmalade intertwined 
with honeyed citrus, candle wax, and subtle notes 
of smoky oak. It possesses excellent flavors, good 
underlying acidity, impressive delineation, and a long, 
concentrated, fresh, vibrant finish.”(91pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1008 Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 A. Rousseau
 2lbsl, 2lscl, 1cuc, 2sdc

“Vivid, deep, concentrated and generous, a powerful, 
extra-rich wine whose flavors come pouring out 
in cascades of ripe plum, caramel and chocolate. 
Harmonious from the first sniff to the echoing finish, 
this is a masterpiece.”(97pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 999 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1995
 Pomerol
 3nl

“…this is not a Pétrus that can be approached in its 
youth (i.e., the perfect duo of 1989 and 1990). The 
wine exhibits an opaque ruby/purple color, followed 
by a knock-out nose of pain grille, jammy black fruits, 
and roasted coffee. On the palate, it possesses teeth-
staining extract levels, massive body, and rich, sweet 
black fruits buttressed by powerful, noticeable tannin. 
A formidably endowed wine with layers of extract, this 
is a huge, tannic, monstrous-sized Pétrus.”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1000 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1998
 Pomerol
 2lwrl, 2ltl

“Fantastic. Dark ruby color with hints of purple. 
Glorious aromas of blackberry, tobacco, cedar and 
slightly wet earth. Full-bodied, with supersilky tannins 
and a fabulous finish. This is subtle and refined. 
Wonderful length Perfection…”(100pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 1001 Château d’Yquem
 Sauternes
 - Vintage 1983 2bn, 3nl, 1spc, 1sdc, (3) 
 3ssos(98pts WS)
 - Vintage 1986 2nl, 1spc (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1990 (99pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1002 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1988
 Sauternes

“…displays more richness and unctuosity than any 
young d’Yquem I have tasted. It should have 40-60 
years of positive evolution, although one suspects that 
much of the production will be consumed within the 
next 4-5 years. If my instincts are correct, this is the 
most profound d’Yquem since the legendary 1959. It 
may not prove as timeless as the 1975, but I believe it 
to be even more concentrated.”(99pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $1100-1500

 1003 Château Haut Brion Blanc - Vintage 2003
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“The colossal 2003 is super-rich, full-bodied, 
and unctuously-textured with plenty of fig, melon, 
honeysuckle, and bees wax characteristics in addition 
to enormous concentration and a huge finish.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000
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 1014 Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 A. Rousseau

“Pine resin, sweet blackberries, and dark cherries are 
found in the nose of the 2002 Chambertin. Medium-
bodied, its silky-textured character offers spice box, 
black raspberry, cherry, cassis, and notes of fresh 
herbs. This pure, noble, suave wine also possesses a 
prolonged, seamless finish that is loaded with additional 
layers of fruit.”(94-96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $15000-20000

 1015 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 6lbsl, 2lscl, different importers

“There was something extraordinary about this bottle 
of 1993 Rousseau Chambertin Clos de Bèze, bordering 
on supernatural. Everything I could ask for in a great 
Burgundy was there - ripe red fruits, forest floor and 
the complexity of terroir, breed, style, length. The fruit 
had a catnip-like quality that made me feel happy and 
silly, and its acidity and finish said, I know I’m good 
now, but just you wait and see.’ It was impossible to 
stop drinking, even in the context of a dozen plus other, 
fabulous Rousseau reds. This may prove to be one of 
those lightning bolts in a bottle; on this day, it didn’t 
get any better.”(99pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1016 3 magnums per lot $15000-20000
 2nl, 1sdc, 2sos, 1 bottle different importer

 1017 Chambertin - Vintage 1995
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 stl

“The material here is so good that it would not surprise 
me if this eventually merits an even higher score as this 
is a most impressive effort and it has the rare gift of 
presence, something very few wines have even at the 
highest levels. In sum, this is killer juice.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000

 1018 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 6lbsl, 6scl

“Intoxicating aromas of raspberry, smoked meat, 
underbrush and oak char, plus an almost exotic 
sweetness. Sweet, pure fruit began a bit reticent but 
exploded with aeration to show great thrust and pinot 
tang. Despite its substantial volume, this wine’s fresh 
berry flavors are sharply delineated. Sweetly oaky in 
the mouth and on the suavely tannic, very long finish. 
Finishing note of cinnamon.”(94pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1009 Chambertin - Vintage 1993
 A. Rousseau
 5lbsl, 5nl, 5scc, 1 bottle different importer

“Delivered an A to Z experience and the weekend s first 
outstanding wine. It, too, was vitamin city in the nose 
but also stem city, and it also had a wealth of crushed 
red, black and purple fruits to match. The palate was 
rich and oily, its finish huge and leathery with loads of 
alcohol and acid. Somehow, it was still velvety, smooth 
and delicious. It was tough to revisit the other reds on 
the table after tasting this beauty.”(96+ pts JK)

 5 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1010 Chambertin - Vintage 1995
 A. Rousseau
 2lwrl, 1 bottle different importer

“What a sexy and exotic red Burgundy. Backward and 
unforgiving now, this wine is nonetheless packed with 
dense, ripe black cherry, plum and well-integrated oak 
flavors that fan out on the long finish.”(96pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 1011 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 A. Rousseau

“One of the greatest wines of the vintage with one of 
the most complex and stunning panoply of pinot fruit 
aromas I have ever experienced. Superbly intense, full, 
sharply focused, big, broad and deep flavors that are 
not especially dense but lead to a finish that simply 
goes on and on.”(95pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1012 Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 A. Rousseau

“Fantastically complex with super dense, concentrated 
fruit blended with an incredible array of spices and 
flavors that have really beautiful depth, complexity and 
length. This is not a particularly huge wine but the sheer 
complexity and class combine to create a simply knock 
out Chambertin, worthy of every accolade reserved for 
the very best in Burgundy.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $8000-12000

 1013 Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 A. Rousseau
 1x6 bottle owc

“Strong vanilla- and Asian spice-accented raspberry 
and kirsch on the nose, complicated by cured meat 
and candied violet. Deep and sweet in the mouth, with 
powerful but finely etched red berry and cherry flavors 
and a strong oak accent”(93+pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $7000-10000
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 1022A Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 2lbsl

“The 1985 Rousseau Gevrey-Chambertin ‘Clos St. 
Jacques’ elicited a ‘welcome to the big leagues’ by none 
other than Big Boy himself. The CSJ had an amazing 
nose that was fresh and full of vitamins, rose and 
wound citrusy fruit. There was also cherry, mint and 
Gorky found ‘iodine;’ its nose had almost everything. 
The palate was outstanding to match, full of vitamin 
and citrus flavors. Its rich, creamy, taut, spiny and 
vigorous personality was great, and while it is probably 
at its peak (where it should rest for a few years), it was 
absolutely beautiful and a quintessential example of a 
great Burgundy shedding its adolescence.”(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 1023 Musigny - Vintage 1993
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 1nl

“Still remarkably primary with a nose that is the 
crystalline essence of black cherry pinot sap. Massively 
structured, thick flavors with dense, ripe tannins that 
are completely buffered by all the extract. This is flat 
out great a monument in the making…”(97pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $3500-4800

 1023A Romanée Conti - Vintage 1934
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 5cm bc, bsl, ltl, hcrc, additional remnants of wax,    
  provenance Christie’s, excellent color

“Next up was one of the greatest wines I have ever had, 
the 1934 Romanée-Conti. It immediately got a ‘woof’ 
from the Burghound and a ‘serious’ from Big Boy. 
There were lots of oohs, aahs and even a ‘sexy’ from 
Julianne. The nose was incredible with all the classic 
DRC rust and iron along with a perfect pinch of citrus. 
The palate was amazing with smoky, meaty, rich, oily, 
nutty and earthy flavors. Super intense and long, its 
palate’s rust and leather qualities were great and even 
had Burghound dreaming of perfection. Allen went on 
to say that he has only rated six wines even 99 points, 
three of which were the 1962 La Tâche, 1928 Roumier 
Bonnes-Mares, and the 1915 La Romanee.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-15000

 1024 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1999
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, lscl

“The RC had ridiculous concentration and insane baby 
fat. Its richness, super freshness and super crushed 
berry core were the stuff of legends. It was still such a 
baby yet able to show an enormous amount of greatness. 
Broad-shouldered and flamboyant, the 1999 RC is up 
there with the greatest ever made. Aubert certainly 
thinks so…”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $12000-16000

 1019 Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“Deep red. Exotic, sappy aromas of redcurrant, cherry, 
coffee and minerals; the most primary of these 2001s 
up to this point. Juicy, penetrating and perfumed in the 
mouth, with red berry, mineral and coffee flavors nicely 
framed by ripe acidity. Silky, sexy wine with lovely 
lingering back-end perfume.”(92pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1020 Chambertin - Vintage 2002
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 1nl, 2spc, 1sdc

“Black raspberry, licorice and chocolatey oak on the 
nose. Offers compelling lushness, sweetness and fat 
for a 2002; wonderfully harmonious from the outset. 
Very suave, clearly defined flavors of blackberry and 
blueberry retain their shape through to the very long 
aftertaste. Tannins are quite fine.”(94+pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 1021 Chambertin - Vintage 2004
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau
 6 bottles different importer

“A densely fruited and superbly complex nose of spice, 
earth, ripe red fruit aromas, leather and underbrush 
leads to rich, supple, elegant and pure flavors where 
the structure arrives all at once on the seriously long 
finish.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 1022 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 1983
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 5lbsl, 1nl, 5scc, different importers

“Stunningly complex nose of sous bois, rose petals and 
earth with rich, velvety, deep Gevrey flavors of stunning 
length and a certain distinctive classiness. The ‘83 Clos 
St. Jacques is completely rot free and utterly delicious 
in its flavor delivery. The structure is fully resolved 
and this is as good as it’s going to get and should be 
consumed relatively soon.”(92pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $2000-3000
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 1030 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 1999
 Dujac
 different importers

“Cool, vibrant aromas of blueberry, cassis, strawberry, 
espresso and bitter chocolate. Lush in texture but with 
excellent structure.”(91pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1031 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2007
 Les Beaux Monts, Dujac
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Subtle perfume of red berries, cherry and flowers. 
Sweet, bright and energetic, with excellent cut to the 
complex flavors of raspberry, flowers and aromatic 
spices. I like this wine’s long, subtle, rising finish and 
floral perfume.”(91pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1032 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1983
 G. Roumier
 1-4cm bc, 2lstl, 1wisl, 1cuc, 3sdc

“…with a deep garnet color, a huge nose of herbs, 
super-ripe berry fruit, saddle leather, ginger, and 
oriental spices. Full-bodied and opulent, the wine 
still has plenty of tannin to shed, yet the remarkable 
richness and persistence on the palate make for a 
stunning drinking experience.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1033 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1993
 G. Roumier
 12vlsl, 6lstl, 4nl, 1ltl, 3sdc, different importers

“The 1993 Roumier Bonnes-Mares was a gorgeous 
example of 1993 but also actually rich in fruit, even 
more so than the bottle I had four days prior at CRU 
with Allen at a Roumier dinner (who’s in charge of 
scheduling??? Oops, that’s me). The nose was full of 
rich, red, vitaminy fruit; make that a symphony of red, 
purple and black fruits. Vibrant, fresh and long, its 
nose was incredible and had secondary earth aromas. 
The palate was so 1993 with its wave of t ‘n a, cedar, 
leather and earth. It was still a baby, but what a baby, 
oh, baby…I better stop.”(96pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 1034 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000
 lbsl

 1025 Clos de Tart - Vintage 1985
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 1-4.5cm bc, 3wisl, 1nl, 1sdc, 1wc

“Remarkably elegant and spicy with rich, full, delicious 
and very complex, mouth coating flavors of superb 
depth and length.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1026 Corton - Vintage 1997
 Renardes, Domaine Leroy
 1wisvl, 9spc, 3sdc, 3sos, 1x12 bottle owc

“…boasts a nose filled with sweet black plums and 
cherries. On the palate, it is ample, full-bodied, and 
coats the mouth with layers of super-ripe dark fruits, 
stones, and supple tannins.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-10000

 1027 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1993
 Dujac
 lbsl

“Explosive, extremely complex nose mixing primary 
and secondary aromas of roasted plums and 
redcurrants. The flavors are pungent, precise and firm 
with real drive. Sweet and bright on the palate though 
this does show a trace of unintegrated new wood on the 
long, tight, structured finish. A big Bonnes Mares with 
plenty of cellaring potential left. This may ultimately 
surpass the Clos de la Roche as the best of the Dujac 
93s.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 1028 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1985
 Dujac
 2lscl, 2stl, 2sdc

“This wine is a superstar that offers everything one 
could really ever want in a burgundy. The Clos de 
la Roche is the most powerful and concentrated 
wine the domaine made in 1985. It has great color, 
and a remarkably opulent, expansive texture on the 
palate.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1029 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1999
 Dujac
 12lbsl, 5 bottles different importer

“There is a certain reserve and distance present in this 
wine that the other wines don’t have. Slightly austere 
with a mineral essence that tends to suppress the pinot 
baby fat lurking beneath the surface. The potential 
here is enormous yet it is largely hidden and unlike 
many 99s, this is not at all showy but rather calm and 
deliberate. All the components are here for a long and 
slow evolution but it may take 10 to 15 years to realize 
its awesome potential.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000
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 1039 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1993
 Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier

“This had a fantastic nose that was rich and much more 
complicated than either of the previous  93s. This had 
juice that was loose. This was rich, open and dare I say 
ready.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1040 Échézeaux - Vintage 1989
 H. Jayer for Georges
 1-3.5cm bc, 1lwrl, 1nl, 1cuc, 1cc, 1sos

“The 1989 G & H Jayer Échézeaux was concentrated 
and so Jayer, with lots of acid and rich, earthy, dark 
fruit flavors and sundried, intense, Sahara flavors.” 
(95pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1041 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1990
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“The big, rich, medium-bodied flavors are spicy, sweet 
and slightly chocolately in character with an unusual 
freshness on the finish and fine length.”(91pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1042 Musigny - Vintage 1993
 J.F. Mugnier
 lbsl, ltl

“The intense and primary pinot fruit just explode 
from the glass offering beautifully nuanced smoke, 
violets and a cornucopia of red fruit. Still quite tight 
with flavors that are so precise that they seem to etch 
themselves into your palate before joining with a 
seamless finish that I can still remember. Mugnier once 
told me that this is the finest wine he has ever made 
and I don t doubt it for a second. This is thrill a second 
juice…”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1043 Musigny - Vintage 1998
 J.F. Mugnier

“Violets and decadently opulent cherry pinot fruit of 
stunning elegance with incredibly precise medium full 
flavors of evident breed and class. This is presently quite 
compact and dense with superb complexity culminating 
in almost hard to believe persistence on the finish as it 
just lingers and lingers. Simply dazzling.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1044 Volnay - Vintage 1993
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville
 3bsl, 2nl, 3sdc

“Beautifully fragrant with the same direct olfactory 
line between the fruit and the mineral-laced soil The 
minerality of the ‘93 is vivid, almost pungent in its 
power and purity as though it were the distilled essence 
of crystalline limestone.”(94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1035 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1995
 G. Roumier
 6lbsl, 1nl

“This was clearly infanticide as the ripe and very 
densely fruited dark berry fruit nose and robust, 
powerful, muscled and concentrated flavors are still 
tight, backward and reserved though the initial signs 
of what is to come are now in evidence. There is 
massive density and incredible sap and while there are 
prominent tannins, they are ripe and seem relatively 
well integrated.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1036 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1996
 G. Roumier
 12lstl, 1ltl

“Displaying a dark ruby color and a fabulous nose of 
candied red fruits and cookie dough, this wine is an 
immensely rich, multi-dimensional masterpiece. This 
broad-shouldered, ample, oily-textured, masculine, 
structured, and medium-to-full-bodied wine is 
formidably concentrated and complex. Highly-focused 
blackberries, violets, lilies, stones, earth, and cassis 
flavors are intermingled with grilled and spiced new 
oak. Its prodigiously long finish is expansive, rendering 
its copious and supple tannins invisible.”(93-95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 1037 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1999
 G. Roumier

“1999 was a concentrated vintage with big yields. A 
more intriguing nose - deeper and darker more black 
fruits, with still some red in there with a reduction sauce 
quality truffles, earth, stone, nut and spice round out 
the initial aromas a very balanced and beautiful nose - 
full yet soft, stylish, and long nose gets better and better 
as well! Coiled and wound on the palate (‘doesn’t want 
to show you anything,’ observed Brian) with a touch of 
stems on the finish amongst its noticeable tannins - will 
be an incredible wine!…”(95+pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1038 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2001
 G. Roumier
 4lstl, 6 bottles different importer

“Big, strapping, explosive aromas of black fruit, earth 
and notes of blueberries all trimmed in a touch of 
wood toast lead to sappy, full-bodied, rich, wonderfully 
intense, powerfully structured flavors that go on and 
on. Exceptionally dense for the vintage with dusty 
structure and superb balance which should permit it to 
age for years.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
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1047B Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1996
 Coche-Dury
 vlscl, sdc

“…simply unbelievable aromatic elegance and 
complexity; indeed the nose is almost ethereal with 
that wonderful perfumed airiness that captivates and 
enchants. The medium full flavors have it all with 
superb depth, incredible precision and an almost 
palpable stony quality where the minerality dominates 
the mid-palate and explodes like a grenade on the 
stupendously long finish. This is truly a great wine in 
every respect…”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 1047C Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1999
 Coche-Dury

“(from 28 rows of vines in Aloxe-Corton) The nose 
explodes from the glass with spice, intense minerality 
and green apple scents followed by muscular flavors of 
considerable power underpinned by marvelous cut and 
a finish that I almost couldn’t believe. The balance here 
is perfect and this is without question one of the finest 
examples of young Corton-Charlemagne I have ever 
tasted. While I doubt this will ultimately surpass the 
incredible 89, it will certainly merit being mentioned in 
the same breath.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000

 1047D Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2001
 Coche-Dury
 lwrl, sdc

“A myriad of spices and anise-spiked pears are found 
in the highly expressive nose of the 2001 Corton-
Charlemagne. Medium to full-bodied, with levels of dry 
extract that would tip the scales, and a supple, fleshy 
character of intense width and power, this wine is 
amazing. Magnificently supple, yet focused, boisterous, 
yet refined, thick, yet balanced, it possesses a finish 
that easily lasts for over a minute. Moreover, it has all 
the ear-marks of perfection. This velvety-textured wine 
is jam-packed with minerals immersed in pear syrup, 
copious spices (including clove, ginger, and juniper 
berries), as well as a distinctive note of apple sauce. It 
is layered, opulent, and sexy, while remaining nuanced 
and seamless. Wow!…”(98-100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 1047E Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2003
 Coche-Dury
 lbsl

“Knockout nose combines lime, pineapple, apple and 
wet stone; much more perfumed than the Perrières. 
Then plush and very ripe but not at all roasted, with 
strong stony character and harmonious acidity giving 
verve to the wine’s expressive fruit flavors. I would not 
be surprised to see this wine close down in the bottle. 
Finishes broad and tactile, with terrific persistence. A 
star of the vintage.”(93+?pts IWC)

 1 bottle per lot $1100-1500

 1045 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1993
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2nl

“It possesses an extract level rarely seen today in 
Burgundy. It is awesome, compelling, profound words 
simply do not do this wine justice. Take the 1990, 
build on the concentration level, and what you have 
is the 1993 this is what great wine-making is all 
about.”(99pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1046 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2008
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2008 Clos de la Roche cuvée Vieilles Vignes is a 
silky, elegant wine. Freshly cut roses, dark red fruit and 
minerals sit on a core of utterly refined tannins. This 
shows stunning balance in a weightless style that gains 
energy on the clean, focused finish. This is a fabulous 
effort from Ponsot.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1047 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1989
 Coche-Dury
 vlscl, lightly taped label

“…represents for me the supreme expression of this 
vineyard masculine power, minerality, breed, intensity 
and essence of wet rocks the acid fruit/balance relative 
to the considerable extract is perfect. As if this weren t 
enough, the length this wine displays is so extraordinary 
that only a few of the best examples of Montrachet 
approach it. In short, I was simply in awe of a wine that 
is knocking on the door of perfection and best of all, 
this wine is still on the way up.”(99pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 1047A Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1995
 Coche-Dury
 lscl, sdc

“Brilliant and very intense. Wonderfully stony, 
minerally, very toasted from the grilled oak, showing 
thick weight on the midpalate. This is superimpressive, 
with a silky texture that’s to die for, and all that oakiness 
will die down given the tight concentration in this full-
bodied white Burgundy.”(98pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-3000
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 1051 Meursault - Vintage 1997
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 1sdc, 1 bottle different importer

“Smoked meat, spice and quince on the nose. Fat, sweet 
and very rich, yet manages to retain good freshness. 
Very long, strong finish coats the palate with ripe fruit 
and mineral flavors.”(93pts IWC)

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1052 Meursault - Vintage 1999
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 1vlbsl, 3sdc

“Its nose was full of toast and kernel,  Coche city,’ 
according to one, and  sick’ per another. There were 
lots of oohs and aahs for this big, masculine and 
buttery wine. This was a sunny yellow in the nose, and 
a creamy rich honey in the mouth. It played perfectly 
into the strength of the vintage.  Compact and intense’ 
summed it up.”(97pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1053 Meursault - Vintage 2000
 Perrières, Coche-Dury

“Explosively scented, highly nuanced aromas of cool, 
restrained apple, pear and a panoply of ripe orchard 
fruits followed by concentrated, impressively dense, 
wonderfully complex, intensely sappy flavors revealing 
anise, limestone, citrus and a trace of pain grill . While 
it’s frankly too soon to say whether this will equal, 
or even surpass the 2000 Corton-Charlemagne, it’s 
clearly in the same ballpark and every bit as focused, 
especially on the finish. A great effort.”(94pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1054 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1996
 D’Auvenay (Leroy)
 3lscl, 3lstl, 1ssos

“…is mindboggling. Fresh, lively, and perfumed aromas 
of minerals, spicy oak, and touches of candied orange 
rinds give way to a velvety, full-bodied, massively ripe, 
and hugely concentrated personality. This wine’s purity, 
precision, delineation, and focus render its citrus fruit-
infused minerality almost lace-like. At present a touch 
austere, it possesses unbridled power, intensity, and 
concentration of fruit. It should hit its stride around 
2010, and last until well past 2020.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-10000

 1055 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1992
 Domaine Leflaive
 1-4cm bc, 4lstl

“Incredible nose…stones, minerals, great spice, 
gorgeous t ‘n a…this was a perfectly stored bottle of this 
wine…flavors of honey, tropical fruits, bright citrus…
amazing length and finish - way to go Jay!”(97+pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1048 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1993
 Coche-Dury
 3lbsl, 3lscl, 2sdc, 1 bottle different importer

“A blockbuster with the finesse to seduce the most 
demanding aficionados of top white Burgundy. 
Voluptuous, supple and intense as can be, this opulent 
crowd-pleaser delivers plenty of toasted oak, apple, 
citrus and mineral character. Brilliant winemaking at 
work here. Try in 2001.”(99pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1048A Meursault
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 1990 sdc (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (95pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 1sdc (91pts BH) (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1049 Meursault - Vintage 1990
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 1lwrl, 1ll

“ An utterly beguiling nose of smoke, minerals 
and crushed herbs leads to big, muscular, rich and 
gorgeously nuanced palate staining flavors that offer 
huge length and real power plus class and breed 
to burn. While not as powerful as the ‘90 Corton-
Charlemagne, it is undoubtedly playing in the same 
league as one of the vintage’s very best wines. A great 
effort.”(96pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 1050 Meursault - Vintage 1996
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 1-3.5cm bc, 2tvl, 1tl, 2nl, 1hcuc, 1noc,  
 different importers, 1wrc

“When the world’s wine lovers speak of Jean-Francois 
Coche the words Corton-Charlemagne are sure to 
follow. Personally, I feel his Meursault Perrières is 
just as extraordinary, and sometimes more so. This 
vineyard contributes an element of refinement and class 
to Coche’s hedonistic, powerful, and intense style. The 
1996 is breathtaking because tasting it is a levitating 
experience. Its beguiling, almost spiritual bouquet is 
composed of precisely defined minerals. The palate 
is greeted by explosive, powerful, awesomely elegant, 
intense, mouth-coatingly sweet and yet bone dry stones, 
gravel, crisp pears, and toasty oak. This unbelievably 
dense and complex, yet pure and perfectly defined wine 
is massively structured and has an unending finish that 
reveals cardamon, anise, honeysuckle blossoms, and 
spices.”(99pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4800-6500
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 1060 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2008
 Domaine Leflaive

“Like the Bâtard, here the nose is quite restrained but 
exceptionally elegant and pure with white flower, green 
apple, pear and wet stone where the latter element 
continues onto the rich, full and highly energetic 
flavors that tighten up considerably on the detailed, 
minerally and bone dry finish that displays distinct 
citrus mineral nuances. This is long, tight and linear 
with huge amounts of dry extract that renders the very 
firm acid spine almost invisible at present though the 
finish is clearly shaped by it.”(97pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $3500-5000

 1061 Puligny Montrachet
 - Vintage 1998
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive 1wisvl (2)
 - Vintage 2000
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive  (92pts BH) (5)
 - Vintage 2002
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive  (90pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2003
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive  (1)
 Les Folatieres, Domaine Leflaive  (2)
 - Vintage 2005
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive  (91pts BH) (2)
 Les Combettes, Domaine Leflaive  (91-3pts BH) (1)
 Les Folatieres, Domaine Leflaive  (92pts IWC) (1)

 Above 20 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1062 Montrachet - Vintage 2002
 Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin
 2lstl, 1nl

“Intense. Concentrated, almost oily in texture and 
evoking stone notes and a strong sense of place, this 
wine just keeps unfolding its complex flavors across the 
palate. With terrific harmony and balance, along with 
a vibrant structure and finesse, this is about as good as 
Chardonnay gets. Endless finish.”(97pts WS)

 2 magnums per lot $1700-2400

 1063 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot
 wxc, 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“A supremely elegant and pure, even ethereal nose of 
white flower, citrus and limestone aromas are followed 
by medium full flavors of simply unbelievable intensity 
and stunning length. This is a terrific effort that just 
oozes class, grace and refinement in an understated 
style yet the focus is laser-like. This is my kind of wine 
and when a great Chevalier is “on”, there is literally 
nothing like it. Wow.”(95pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1000-1400

 1056 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leflaive
 1-4cm bc, 6bsl, 3lstl, 2ltl, 6sdc, different importers

“It got a wow, for starters, followed by a great mix of 
rock, anise, spine and sex. Yes, the 1990 Leflaive Chevy 
made me horny, a veritable aromatic turn-on. In the 
mouth, it was pure, decadent wax and mint along with 
enough white fruits to bring sexy back. Rich, long yet 
still smooth, it was definitely a wine to make one bid 
over the high so to speak, and the pure minerals on its 
finish were divine.”(97pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1057 Chevalier Montrachet
 Domaine Leflaive
 - Vintage 1992 stl (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 bsl, wasl (100pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 2bsl, 1ltl (96pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 1999 bsl (96+?pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 lbsl, lscl (95pts BH) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1058 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2000
 Domaine Leflaive

“Much more discreet and reserved than the B tard with 
astonishingly elegant aromas of green spiced apple and 
citrus with intensely mineral flavors that are crystalline 
in their purity and detail. This is a complete wine with 
mind boggling purity and a finish that seems like 
liquefied rock. Stony, intense and brilliantly long. In 
short, this is a real stunner and if this adds additional 
complexity, it’s not difficult to imagine a higher 
score.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1059 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Domaine Leflaive

“A strikingly complex nose that is even more complex 
than that of the Bâtard as there is a great breadth of 
aromas to the ripe, pure and airy nose of white flower, 
spice and subtle pear aromas that complement to 
perfection the rich and mouth coating flavors built on 
a base of fine minerality, all wrapped in a sappy and 
mouth coating finish that oozes dry extract. This is 
really a lovely effort that is almost as powerful as the 
Bâtard but as one would expect, finer and even a bit 
longer with an almost painfully intense backend. A very 
impressive effort that is positively Zen-like in its poise 
and quiet sense of harmony.”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000
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 1069 Chablis
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 - Vintage 1983 wasl, ltl, ll, tvl, crc (1)
 - Vintage 1985 wasl, ltl, tvl, crc (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1070 Chablis - Vintage 2000
 Les Clos, Raveneau
 6lscl, 1lstl, 2crc

“The purity of expression here is nothing short of 
riveting with the classic assertive mineral character 
that suffuses the character of this wine from the 
incredibly detailed nose to the wonderfully long, palate 
staining finish. Superbly well balanced with rich, 
harmonious, complex, very firm flavors all framed and 
highlighted by the solid, ripe acid backbone that causes 
this to finish dry but not at all hard.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1071 Chablis - Vintage 2007
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“This offers a step up in aromatic elegance with acacia 
blossom, quinine, citrus peel and sea shore aromas that 
are framed by a gentle touch of wood, which is also 
reflected by the intense, powerful and quite serious 
big-bodied flavors that ooze dry extract that confers a 
silky and sappy mouth feel to the seductive and long 
finish.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1072 Chablis - Vintage 2004
 Valmur, Raveneau
 1scrc

“This is a much different and classically styled with an 
ultra pure nose of ripe but austere green fruit brimming 
with oyster shell and seawater notes that introduce 
elegant, pure and sweet flavors all wrapped in a 
beautifully balanced and wonderfully detailed finish 
that also displays some austerity. This is built on a base 
of pungent minerality and will require ample time to 
come around. A Chablis lovers Chablis.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1073 Chablis - Vintage 2007
 Valmur, Raveneau
 1 bottle different importer

“Here the nose is every bit as elegant if not more so 
but it’s distinctly cooler and somehow more distant yet 
the strong Chablis character is immediately evident as 
the nose is a classic combination of green fruit, warm 
stone, iodine and distilled extract of sea water and this 
intense saline quality continues onto the equally cool, 
brilliantly defined and stunningly well balanced flavors 
that are crystalline in their purity on the driving finish.”
(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1064 Chablis - Vintage 2000
 Les Clos, R. & V. Dauvissat
 3lscl, 2tl, 4 bottles different importer

“A perfect embodiment of fruit, minerality, extract and 
purity with picture perfect balancing acidity. The nose 
offers up only the slightest hints of intense citrus fruits 
and white flowers that lead to medium weight flavors 
dripping with liquid rock-like minerality and plenty of 
fat to buffer the bracing acidity.”(95pts BH)

 10 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1065 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1992
 Ramonet
 1-3.5cm bc, 6bsl, 2lstl, 1sdc, 1sos

“Only the slightest of honeysuckle notes and virtually 
no botrytis mark the nose of this wonderfully fresh and 
complex wine, followed by rich, elegant, pure and deep 
flavors that display excellent power and no heaviness 
on the very long and intense finish. There is both style 
and grace present, which is doubly unusual for both the 
appellation and the vintage and this far surpasses the 
average ‘92 today.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1066 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1985
 Ramonet
 5bsl, 2lstl, 2spc, 6cc, 2nc, 1wc

“This is now completely mature though still fresh and 
beautifully complex, carrying white flower fruit and 
a touch of baked bread followed by lush, indeed even 
opulent honeysuckle notes on the rich, sweet, perfectly 
balanced finish. The intensity of the flavors is impressive 
and this is not far behind the ‘85 Montrachet. This is at 
its peak and while there is no rush to drink up, neither 
is there is reason to wait either. A gorgeous wine worthy 
of its grand cru status.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-5000

 1067 Chablis
 Blanchots, Raveneau
 - Vintage 1999 lscl, crc (92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 3lwasl (94pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 1lstl, 1nl (93-95pts) (4)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 1068 Chablis - Vintage 2002
 Butteaux, Raveneau
 3crc, 1x12 bottle ocb

“Finer and less aromatically expressive with less oak 
influence on the direct, linear and frank aromas of oyster 
shell, iodine and a lovely mineral component leads to 
even more complex flavors that display superb intensity 
and stunning length. The finish is racy yet completely 
buffered by the copious sap. A knockout.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
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 1080 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1975
 Oenotheque
 12x1 bottle ogb’s

“I have been privileged to drink the 1975 Dom 
Pérignon OEenotheque on several occasions and it 
has never been anything less than breathtaking, as it is 
again today. This surreal, beautiful Champagne reveals 
striking purity and clarity in its suggestions of honey, 
roasted nuts and sweet fruit in a style that recalls a 
mature grand cru Burgundy at its finest. The aromas 
and flavors are at once mature yet fresh, very much on 
the “grey” side of the spectrum Chef de Caves Richard 
Geoffroy likes to talk about.  Simply put, readers 
who can find and afford this sensual wine should not 
hesitate. It is a masterpiece.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $14000-18000

 1081 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1982
 Rose
 1nl, 2x3 magnum ocb’s (95pts)

 6 magnums per lot $9000-12000

 1082 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2000
 Rose
 9x1 bottle ogb’s

“…is a flashy, ripe Champagne that screams Pinot 
to a degree I have never encountered in another 
vintage of this wine. A dark, intense color leads to a 
Chambollelike nose followed by endless red berries, 
flowers and spices, all backed up with plenty of muscle, 
richness and density.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3200-4000

 1083 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1981
 2x1 magnum ogb’s

“This wine is so pure in style that one is dumbfounded. 
On the other hand, it s difficult to sense any difference 
between Collection and the usual vintage.”(96pts RJ)

 2 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 1084 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
 2x1 magnum owc’s

“At Krug they themselves compare the wine with the 
‘81, the ‘55, and the ‘61. Personally, I compare it to the 
‘66 and the ultra elegant ‘79. The finesse is unbeatable 
and the acidity very noticeable. This is a wine that is 
going to be enjoyed by our grandchildren. Most people 
probably discourage immediate consumption of this 
young wine, but I am of a different opinion. I believe 
that a little bit of the subtle feeling of tears of joy 
disappears when the wine matures.”(97pts RJ)

 2 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 1074 Chablis - Vintage 2008
 Valmur, Raveneau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A background touch of wood frames green fruit, white 
flower and salt water aromas that introduce ultra pure, 
refined, elegant and cool flavors that possess terrific 
vibrancy and focused power before culminating in a 
driving, understated, firm and altogether serious finish. 
I very much like this as it’s classic Valmur and should 
age beautifully as the balance is perfect. Perhaps the 
best way to capture the spectacular potential of this 
wine is to call it brilliant.”(97pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1075 Meursault - Vintage 1998
 Les Perrières, Roulot
 2lbsl

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1076 Bollinger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1995
 RD
 2x3 bottle ocb’s

“…whole-grain bread, ginger, roasted hazelnut and 
yeast notes lending complexity.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1077 Charles Heidsieck Vintage Champagne 
  - Vintage 1985
 Oenotheque  
 9x1 bottle ogb’s  
 10 bottles per lot $1400-2000

 1078 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 1nc, different importers
 1nl, 3x1 magnum ogb’s

“…is a creamy-textured, full styled offering that 
loses none of its elegance in spite of its flavor 
authority.”(96pts)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 and 3 magnums

 1079 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1995
 3x1 Jeroboam ogbs’s

“Wonderfully subtle, complex aromas of white flowers, 
acacia honey, minerals, nuts and mushroom, with 
musky and leesy nuances. Oily, rich and smoky but 
with terrific verve and lift. Quite substantial and chewy 
for a young D.P. but not at all heavy. Yellow plum 
and strong soil tones in the middle and on the palate-
staining finish. Offers a rare combination of richness 
and finesse.”(95pts IWC)

 3 Jeroboams per lot $4500-6000
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 1091 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Cristal

“The Louis Roederer 1990 Cristal is awesome! A classic 
of power and finesse, richness and delicacy, it may be 
the greatest Cristal I have ever tasted!…”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1500

 1092 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Cristal
 4lbsl

“Buy all you can find and leave it forgotten for the time 
being in some dark corner of the basement. Having 
said that, certain bottles are already deliciously 
honeyed.”(97pts RJ)

 4 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1093 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1999
 Cristal

“The 1999 Cristal was extra special, extraordinary in 
its combination of elegance and power. Its flavors were 
crisp, clean and intense, long and stylish with superb 
acidity that did not get in the way of the purity and style 
of the wine. It was integrated despite its extraordinary 
length. Its aromas of lightly toasted bread, corn and 
minerals danced around our table aptly with all the 
young ladies the Champagne seemed to attract. I love 
it when that happens. We danced the night away, so I 
was able to skip the morning workout.”(94pts JK)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1200-1600

 1094 5 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1095 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Clos des Goisses
 10x1 bottle ocb’s

“Bright yellow. Leesy, deeply pungent aromas of 
buttered pear and apple, with a strong impression of 
jasmine. Deeply concentrated and powerful on the 
palate, the pear flavor almost liqueur-like in intensity, 
with a solid frame of minerality and a building toffee 
note. Finishes with a depth charge of talc-y minerality 
and a lingering impression of sweet butter. Don’t even 
think of opening one of these for at least another five 
years.”(95pts IWC)

 10 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1085 Krug Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1985 1nl, 1x1 bottle ogb (96pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1989 6nl (97pts RJ) (6)
 - Vintage 1990 (97pts WS) (3)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $3500-4800

PARCEL LOTS 1086-1087

 1086 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 12nl

“Remarkably perfumed nose projects an exotic bouquet 
of deep, leesy yellow fruit, minerals, honeycomb, 
smoked meat and flowers, with Asian spices building 
expanding in the glass. Almost painfully concentrated, 
offering a surreal parade of orchard and pit fruits, 
smoked meat, toasted brioche and marrow braced by 
intensely salty, stunningly incisive minerality. Imagine 
a Frankenstein’s monster of Chablis Le Clos and Clos 
Ste. Hune-but one with perfect balance, of course-
and you get an idea of what I found in my bottle. The 
energetic, stony character builds exponentially on the 
finish, which didn’t seem to, well, finish. The best analogy 
I can come up with for the intensity, focus and clarity 
of this Champagne is liquefied barbed wire. Utterly 
hallucinatory and one of the most amazing wines I’ve 
ever been fortunate enough to drink.”(99+pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1087 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 12nl

 1088 3 magnums per lot $2200-3000
 1lscl

 1089 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Clos du Mesnil
 3x1 bottle ogb’s

“The 1996 Krug Clos du Mesnil, however, took things 
up another notch; its intensity and pitch were noticeably 
better. Also a Blanc de Blancs cuvée, the Clos du 
Mesnil was muscular, buttery and rich with massive 
slate and chalk per BB. This was truly Montrachet, 
with tremendous acidity and a thunderous personality. 
Flavors of lime and white chocolate rounded out this 
insanely complex and spectacular Champagne. BB told 
all how this was the greatest land in Champagne and 
how much correlation there is between this vineyard 
and that of Romanée Conti. It was truly great.” 
(98+pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1090 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2003
 Clos du Mesnil
 3x1 bottle ogb’s (96pts RJ)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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PARCEL LOTS 1096-1097

 1096 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Le Mesnil
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 1996 Salon was like the razor s edge; there was 
so much vim, vigor and acidity here it was like being 
in the eye of a storm. One could see the greatness of 
the 1996 vintage in the Salon, which was fresh as a 
baby s bottom. It was white meaty underneath that 
1996 greatness; so balanced, so long, so stylish and 
deeply penetrating. Rob gave it 6 stars. Incredible. 
Pure Blanc de Blanc Le Mesnil. No dosage. It was 
probably the greatest young Champagne that I have 
ever tasted.”(97+pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1097 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
 1x6 bottle owc, 1x3 bottle owc, 3x1 bottle ocb’s

_____________________________
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 1103 2 half-bottles per lot $1500-2000
 2bn, 2tl, 1bsl, 1wasl, faded cork, 2cuc,  
 excellent color and condition

 1104 Château Lafite Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1962 lbsl, cuc, faded cork, cuc,  (1)
 excellent color and condition  (93pts WS)
 - Vintage 1966 bsl, nl, wasl, faded cork, cuc,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition  (4 stars MB)
 - Vintage 1975 lbsl, outstanding color and  (1)
 condition (92pts)
 - Vintage 1978 lbsl,  magnum (1)
 outstanding color and condition (94pts WS)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2000-2600
 and 1 magnum

 1105 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1975
 Pomerol
 htms, bsl, nl, outstanding color

“Man I love this wine rich, saucy, and hedonistic plum 
and cassis liqueur with a nutty twist sexy cinammon, 
stone, and brown sugar aromas nice t ‘n a still, although 
the ripe, rich, saucy fruit were incredible borders on 
gingerbread with a pinch of papper has a stir-fried 
beef thing happening as well fleshy, forward, with good 
alcohol flavors and finish olive, plum, earth and stone 
round out the flavors long, long, fine finish.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400
_____________________________

 1106 Rioja - Vintage 1971
 Castillo Ygay, Marques de Murrieta
 4bn, 2vhs, 6lbsl, 4wasl, 4tl,  
 excellent color and condition

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1098 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1973
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlbsl, cuc, spc

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000
_____________________________

 1099 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1974
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4.5cm bc, bsl, sdc, excellent color and condition

 1 bottle per lot $7000-9000
_____________________________

 1100 Barolo - Vintage 1941
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 3bn, 1ts, 4lbsl, 4sdc, excellent color and condition

 4 bottles per lot $3500-5000
_____________________________

 1101 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1953
 Pauillac
 hs, bsl, excellent color

“On two occasions I rated the 1953 100 and on another 
occasion, nearly perfect. According to some old-timers, 
the wine has been fully mature for almost 30 years. 
It possesses that extraordinary Lafite fragrance of 
minerals, lead pencil, cedar, and spice. It is velvety-
textured, wonderfully round, and sweet, but so well-
delineated and balanced.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1102 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1959
 Pauillac
 vhs, wasl, faded cork, cuc,  
 excellent color and condition

“The super-aromatic bouquet of flowers, black truffles,  
cedar, lead pencil, and red fruits is followed by one 
of  the most powerful and concentrated Lafites I have 
tasted. Medium to full-bodied, velvety-textured, rich, 
and pure, it is a testament to what this great estate can 
achieve when it hits the mark.”(99pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2600

ROCKIN’ TO THE OLDIES
Continuing the mature wine thread, several of our favorite consignors painfully part with several properly aged gems for their 
collections to make room for new releases. 1973 and 1974 Romanee Conti begin the festivities followed by 1941 Monfortino, 
1959 Lafite, 1975 Petrus and a bevy of mature Rioja.  All wines properly stored.
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 1110 Rioja - Vintage 1947
 Marques de Riscal
 1vhs, 4hs, 5bsl, 2lwasl, 1pc, outstanding color

 5 bottles per lot $1300-1800

 1111 Rioja - Vintage 1966
 Marques de Riscal
 1bn, 2ts, 6hs, 3htms, 5lscl, 6scc, 2sos,  
 outstanding color

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200
_____________________________

 1107 Rioja - Vintage 1982
 Castillo Ygay, Marques de Murrieta
 12bn, 4lscl, 1lwrl, 1sdc, 1scc, 1x12 bottle ocb, 
 outstanding color and condition

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1108 Rioja - Vintage 1925
 Reserva Especial, Castillo Ygay, Marques de Murrieta
 3bn, 3lscl, outstanding color and condition

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1109 Rioja - Vintage 1926
 Reserva, Marques de Riscal
 2hs, 1htms, 4lbsl, 4wasl, 3nl, 1tl, 3sdc, 1spc, 1sos, 
 good color

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000
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 1116 Vega Sicilia Unico
 - Vintage 1966 2bsl,   (2)
 outstanding color and condition (95pts)
 - Vintage 1968 2bn, 2lbsl, 1nl, 1sdc,  (2)
 outstanding color and condition (98pts)
 - Vintage 1969 1hs, 2bsl, 1lstl,  (2)
 excellent color and condition

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1117 Vega Sicilia Unico
 - Vintage 1991 1x3 bottle owc (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1995 1x3 bottle owc (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1996 (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 (95pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 1118 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 1994
 6bsl, 2ltl, 1x6 bottle owc

“A truly prodigious effort, it boasts an opaque ruby/
purple color as well as a gorgeously sweet, expansive 
bouquet of sweet cherries interwoven with black 
currant, truffle, licorice, and scorched earth aromas. 
Full-bodied, potent, powerful, and well-delineated 
with crisp acidity, sweet but noticeable tannin, a 
multidimensional, expansive, layered palate feel, and 
a pure yet refreshing finish, it should be a wine for the 
history books.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3500

 1119 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 1999
 lstl, nl, 1x1 double magnum owc

“…delivers an ethereal bouquet of smoke, pencil lead, 
violets, leather, incense, black cherry, and blackberry. 
Already complex on the palate thanks to its lengthy 
upbringing, this opulent wine has layers of black fruit 
flavor, impeccable balance, and another twenty years 
of life ahead.”(95pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $1500-2000

 1112 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 1948
 2ts, 2lbsl, 1tl, 2spc, 1wc, excellent color and condition

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1113 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 1953
 1bn, 1vhs, 2lbsl, 1nl, 1spc,  
 excellent color and condition

“Always a personal favorite of mine - and still is! Sexy, 
seductive and intoxicating nose on the leathery and 
black fruit side…smells a lot younger than fifty years 
old…has some tannins, still…full of flavors and tannins 
black fruits, leather and caramel spice…good flavors 
of plum, chocolate and spice I love it! Great dust and 
chocolate flavors, as well.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1114 Vega Sicilia Unico
 - Vintage 1960 bsl, ssos,  magnum (1)
 1x1 magnum owc, outstanding color and condition  
 (4 stars MB)
 - Vintage 1962 lbsl, sdc,  magnum (1)
 outstanding color and condition (95pts)
 - Vintage 1968 vhs, vlstl, sdc, sos,  magnum (1)
 excellent color and condition (98pts)

 Above 3 magnums per lot $5500-7500

 1115 Vega Sicilia Unico
 - Vintage 1960 1bn, 2bsl, 1ll, 1sdc,  (2)
 outstanding color and condition (4 stars MB)
 - Vintage 1962 2bn, 2bsl, 1sdc,  (2)
 outstanding color and condition (95pts)
 - Vintage 1964 2bn, 2bsl, 1tl, 1scc,   (2)
 excellent color and condition (94pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

GREAT COLLECTION OF UNICO
Vega Sicilia Unico is Spain’s greatest wine, needing no introduction.  Our careful consignor has assembled a wonderful collec-
tion of sixteen lots of Unico spanning 1948 to 2007. The lucky bidders will have vintages of this hallowed wine to enjoy now and 
for many years to come.  There are large formats as well and many wines are in original wood cases. All wines transported here 
to the US directly from Spain, where they have been resting forever!
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PARCEL LOTS 1124-1125

 1124 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 2007
 4x3 bottle owc’s

“This harmonious red is balanced and deep, offering 
ripe plum and currant flavors, with black pepper, 
tobacco, licorice and mineral accents. Delivers plenty 
of structure, with well-integrated tannins and lively 
acidity. The wine remains graceful through the long, 
spicy finish.”(94pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1125 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 4x3 bottle owc’s

 1126 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage NV
 Reserva Especial
 5bn, 1ltl, 1released 1991, 1x3 bottle owc, 3bsl, 2nl, 
 1tl, 1-1 released 1983, 1-1 released 1984,  
 1-1 released 1987

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1127 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5*
 - Vintage 1987 5bn, 4lbsl, 2x3 bottle owc’s,  (6)
 1ts, 1sdc
 - Vintage 1989 5ts, 2ltl, 1spc, 2x3 bottle owc’s (6)
 - Vintage 1996 2x3 bottle owc’s (6)
 - Vintage 2001 2x3 bottle owc’s (6)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2600-3500
_____________________________

 1120 Vega Sicilia Unico
 - Vintage 2000 2x3 bottle owc’s (98pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2002 2x3 bottle owc’s (95pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1121 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 2003
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…very aromatic, with plenty dry herbs, thyme and 
rosemary, even pine nuts, a bit of resin and some 
cured meat, and overall has a very complex nose. The 
mouth is a little more transparent toward the heat of 
the vintage, it is powerful and full-bodied, but manages 
to keep freshness. The minty note is there, with some 
hints of chalk that make it very tasty. It feels briary 
and opulent. A success over the vintage conditions, it 
already shows some signs of complexity, which points 
at an approachable Unico.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

PARCEL LOTS 1122-1123

 1122 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 2004
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“… has a haunting bouquet of dark brambly black 
fruit, cassis, honey, a tang of marmalade and bacon 
fat. It already boasts an intense, burly bouquet that will 
require years to soften. The palate is full-bodied with 
succulent, ripe, intense black cherries, white pepper, 
minerals and liquorice and it fans out beautifully 
towards the finish with tar-tinged black fruit interlaced 
with black pepper.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 1123 12 bottles per lot $3500-4800
 2x6 bottle owc’s
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 1134 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1966
 Graves
 3ts, 3hwasl, 3lgsl, outstanding color

“Very ripe, rich and fleshy, although still with a hard 
backbone. Deep ruby, brick-red color, ripe, intense 
raspberry aromas, full-bodied, with ripe, rich raspberry 
flavors and cedar and tobacco notes.”(93pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1135 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1966
 Pauillac
 2bn, 3wasl, 3lgsl, faded corks, excellent color

“It is like an exceptionally shy person who has to be 
gently courted to bring out his or her true qualities 
lean, long distance runner Bouquet with the fragrance 
that only Lafite can exude. Lovely flavor, lean, good 
length. A jolly good drink…”(4 stars MB)

 3 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1136 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1970
 Pauillac
 6wasl, 1nl, excellent color and condition

 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000

 1137 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1976
 Pauillac
 9bn, 11hwasl, 1nl, excellent color

“A beautiful bouquet of seductive cedarwood, spices, 
and ripe fruit precedes a very concentrated, darkly 
colored wine, with great length and texture. Some 
amber is just beginning to appear at the edge. The 1976 
has turned out to be the best Lafite of the ‘70s.”(93pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1128 Château Beychevelle - Vintage 1966
 St. Julien
 1bn, 1ts, 4vhs, 6bsl, 6ll, 1sdc, 
 outstanding color and condition

 6 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 1129 Château Boyd Cantenac - Vintage 1970
 Margaux
 19ts, 24bsl, 24sdc, outstanding color and condition

 24 bottles per lot $1000-1300

 1130 Château Camensac - Vintage 1971
 Haut Medoc
 34ts, 12bsl, 1nol, 2ll, 34sdc, 2dc, excellent color, 
 24lwasl, 4ltl, 2vhs, 2nl

 36 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1131 Château Cantemerle - Vintage 1966
 Haut Medoc
 2bn, 1ts, 2vhs, 1hs, 6bsl, 3ll, 2ltl, 3sdc,  
 outstanding color

 6 magnums per lot $900-1200

 1132 Château Giscours - Vintage 1964
 Margaux
 4ts, 2vhs, 6stl, 3ltl, 1ll, 2cc, outstanding color

 6 magnums per lot $750-1000

 1133 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1986
 Graves
 4lbsl

“The color is a healthy deep ruby, and the nose exhibits 
the tell-tale smoky scents of tobacco, minerals, and 
black fruits. There is considerable tannin, medium 
to full body, excellent richness, and a long, well-
delineated, moderately firm finish.”(93pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800

WONDERFULLY MATURE BORDEAUX AND BURGUNDY OF A EUROPEAN COLLECTION
I happen to have sampled a quartet of mature beauties from this collection upon its arrival here in New York.  I can still taste 
the delicious 1962 Mouton that I finished to the last drop, it was so good.  And it had a htms fill!  I could go on about the ’64 
Margaux, the ’76 Lafite…this is a small but super collection of mature Bordeaux and Burgundy from just coming into their 
own, coming to us courtesy of a longstanding Swiss collector. Highlights include 1966 La Mission, 1976 Lafite, 1970 Lynch Bages 
magnums, 1961 Montrose, 1964 Vogue Bonnes Mares magnums and 1978 Lafon Volnay Santenots. All wines shipped here to 
New York from its ideal Swiss storage just for this sale! 
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 1146 Château Montrose - Vintage 1970
 St. Estephe
 4ts, 4lbsl, 3wisl, 2scc, outstanding color

“This is one 1970 that appears to possess the necessary 
components to develop into something special. It 
remains youthfully hard and astringent, but there is no 
doubting the high levels of concentration and intensity. 
Moreover, the wine exhibits a classy, complex bouquet, 
offering up scents of cedar, black fruits, minerals, and 
leather.”(92pts)

 4 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 1147 Château Mouton Rothschild
 - Vintage 1967 Pauillac 2hs, 2wasl, magnum (2)
 2cc, 1tc, outstanding color (93pts JK)
 Château Pichon Lalande
 - Vintage 1964 Pauillac 3bn, 3ts, 6wasl, magnum (6)
 2nl, 1ll, 1cuc, excellent color and condition

 Above 8 magnums per lot $3000-4200

 1148 Richebourg - Vintage 1964
 C. Vienot
 1-3.5cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 2-5.5cm bc, 10bsl, 6ll, 1novl, 
 excellent color

 10 bottles per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 1149-1150

 1149 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1964
 Comte de Vogue
 7cm bc, 1bsl, 1sdc, 1wc, outstanding color

“Stunningly complex nose of earth, subtle spice, 
crushed herbs and plenty of smoke and game notes 
followed by big, rich, still quite tannic flavors that 
display excellent power and plenty of breed if not 
necessarily great elegance. While this is by no means 
rustic, it is robust and display first class length. This is 
still going strong and will live for a long time to come 
though it’s as good as it will ever be.”(91pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $2400-3500

 1150 1 magnum per lot $2400-3500
 7cm bc, bsl, sdc, wc, tc, cuc, outstanding color

 1151 Volnay - Vintage 1978
 Santenots du Milieu, Comte Lafon
 2-3.5cm bc, 2-4.5cm bc, 1-6.5cm bc, 10bsl, 3tl, 1wisl,
 10sdc, 4scc, excellent color

 10 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 1138-1139

 1138 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 1970
 St. Julien
 4bn, 1ts, 6wasl, 2ll, 1tl, outstanding color

 6 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 1139 6 magnums per lot $1600-2200
 5bn, 1ts, 6wasl, 4ll, 1htl, outstanding color

PARCEL LOTS 1140-1142

 1140 Château Lynch Bages - Vintage 1970
 Pauillac
 5ts, 1vhs, 5wasl, 3bsl, 3ll, 2wrl, 2tl, 1nol, 2scc, 
 outstanding color

“I drank a lot of this in Paris when I lived there in 
the mid-1980s. And I had a bottle this summer as well. 
Always outstanding. Shows intense aromas of prune 
and licorice. Full, velvety and long. This is a beautiful 
Bordeaux. At its peak.”(92pts WS)

 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 1141 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000
 4bn, 6wasl, 2tl, 4scc, outstanding color

 1142 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000
 6ts, 6lwasl, 1ltl, 6scc, outstanding color and condition

 1143 Château Margaux - Vintage 1962
 Margaux
 2vhs, 4hs, 6wasl, 4ll, 2nl, 1lwrl, 2sdc, 2scc, 
 excellent color

 6 bottles per lot $3500-4500

 1144 Château Margaux - Vintage 1964
 Margaux
 6ts, 6hwasl, 2nl, 1ltl, 1ll, outstanding color

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1145 Château Montrose - Vintage 1961
 St. Estephe
 2ts, 1hs, 3wasl, 2sdc, 3scc, outstanding color

“A stunning wine from a superb vintage, the 1961 
Montrose is still in need of another 10 years of 
cellaring. The deep, opaque dark ruby color, the huge 
bouquet of ripe cassis fruit and mineral scents, the 
full-bodied, dense, compelling richness and length, 
plus gobs of tannin, all point to a monumental bottle of 
wine…”(95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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Lot: 1149, 1150

Additional Lots: 1149-1150
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 1153 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1980
 Les Beaux Monts, G. Grivot
 6bsl, 6lgsl

 6 magnums per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

1154-1166 NO LOTS

 1152 Pommard - Vintage 1976
 Rugiens, F. Clerget
 6-3.5cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 12lwasl, 4ltl, 2nl, 1ll, 5sdc, 
 3cc, excellent color

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600
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 1170 Brunello di Montalcino
 Biondi Santi
 - Vintage 1971 lbsl, nl, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1974 lbsl, nl, scc,  (1)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1975 1bn, 1ts, 1vhs, 1hs, 2gsl, 1bsl, (4)
 1stl, excellent color
 - Vintage 1981 hs, nl (93pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1985 lbsl, cc (1)
 - Vintage 1990 bsl, nl (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (93pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 (4)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1167 Barolo
 - Vintage 1955
 Riserva spéciale, A. Conterno 3.5cm bc,  (1) 
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1967
 A. Conterno 3cm bc, lbsl, lwasl, excellent color (1)
 Riserva, A. Conterno 3.5cm bc, bsl, lstl, (1)
 outstanding color
 - Vintage 1996
 Cicala, A. Conterno 2bsl (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1300-1800

 1168 Solaia - Vintage 1997
 Antinori
 bsl
 “Dark ruby in color, with extremely ripe raisin 
  and spice aromas. Full-bodied and very chewy, with 
  loads of polished tannins and a long, long finish that’s 
  big and fruity. A solid, muscular red fromTuscany, this 
 is the greatest Solaia ever  made.”   
 (98pts, Wine of the Year, WS)

 1 double magnum per lot $1200-1600

 1169 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1978 Santo Stefano di Nieve, B.  (2)
 Giacosa 2vhs, 2bsl, 2scc, excellent color (96pts)
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1970 B. Giacosa bsl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1971 Arione di Serralunga, B. Giacosa  (1)
 lbsl, lstl, excellent color

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3200-4500

MATURE PIEDMONT FROM A LONDON COLLECTOR
Based in London, this collector has been carefully acquiring wines for many years. In all cases, wines are professionally storedin 
either underground cellars or temperature/humidity controlled home storage ensuring an ideal environment for wines tomature. 
The array of mature wines from Piedmont is breathtaking beginning with a thirty bottle superlot of mixed producers going 
back to 1955. There are verticals of Rinaldi, Borgogno, Marchesi di Barolo, Gaja, Pio Cesare, and Produttori del Barbaresco 
going back to the 1930s but mainly focusing on the 1950sand 1960s. There are eight lots of the iconic Giacomo Conterno 1929 
to 1997, including six bottles of the 1964 Monfortino. Thisis an INCREDIBLE collection of mature Champagne and Piedmont 
thanks to a most proper and very fine English cellar!
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 1173 Barolo
 - Vintage 1958
 F. Rinaldi 1-4cm bc, 1-6cm bc, 2bsl, 2ltl,  (2) 
 good color
 - Vintage 1964
 F. Rinaldi 2-3cm bc, 2bsl, 2scl, 2scvl,  (2) 
 outstanding color
 - Vintage 1967
 F. Rinaldi 2-3cm bc, 2bsl, 1stl, 1stl, 1lstl,   (2)
 excellent color (93pts JK)
 - Vintage 1968
 F. Rinaldi 2-3cm bc, 2vlbsl,  (2) 
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1970
 F. Rinaldi 2bsl, 1lstl, 1nl, excellent color (2)
 - Vintage 1971
 F. Rinaldi 2bsl, 2stl, excellent color (90pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1974
 F. Rinaldi 2bsl, 1stl, 1ltl, 2scc, 1stl, 1ssos, (2)
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1982
 Cannubi, F. Rinaldi  (2)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1174 Barolo
 F. Rinaldi
 - Vintage 1967 2-4cm bc, 2bsl, excellent color  (2)
 (93pts JK)
 - Vintage 1968 2-3.5cm bc, 4vlbsl,  (4)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1970 3bsl, 3lstl, 2nl, excellent color (3)
 - Vintage 1971 3bsl, 3stl, excellent color  (3)
 (90pts)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1175 Barbaresco
 Riserva, G. Borgogno
 - Vintage 1947 2-4.5cm bc, 1-5cm bc, 3bsl,  (3)
 2stl, 1lstl, 1ltl, 1nl, 1scc, excellent color

 - Vintage 1958 1-4cm bc, 2-4.5cm bc, 3bsl,  (3)
 aitichi vigniti propi, excellent color
 - Vintage 1961 4cm bc, bsl, lstl, vlscl,  (1)
 vignati cannubi, excellent color
 - Vintage 1967 6cm bc, bsl, lstl, scc,  (1)
 excellent color

 Above 8 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1171 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1958 Cappellano bsl,   (1)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1974 Riserva spéciale, Bersano bsl, ltl, (1)
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1979 Bricco Asili, Ceretto bsl,  magnum (1)
 lscl, excellent color
 - Vintage 1990 Bricco Asili, Ceretto  (3)
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1955 Fontanafredda 3cm bc, bsl, vlscl,  (1)
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1958 Fontanafredda 1-3cm bc,   (2)
 1-3.5cm bc, 1bsl, 1lstl, 1scvl, excellent color
 Scarpa 4.5cm bc, bsl, ltl, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1961 Bersano bn, bsl, lstl, lscl,  (1)
 believed to be 1961, excellent color
 Cappellano 1bn, 1ts, 2bsl, 1stl, excellent color (2)
 Damilano 3cm bc, bsl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 Fontanafredda 3cm bc, bsl, tl, excellent color (1)
 Riserva spéciale, Scarpa 4.5cm  (1)
 bc, bsl, ltl, excellent color
 - Vintage 1964 Bersano bsl, lstl, scl,  (1)
 believed to be 1964, excellent color
 Cappellano bsl, novl, excellent color and condition (1)
 Fontanafredda bsl, nl,  (1) 
 excellent color and condition
 Riserva spéciale, Terre del Barolo (1)
 bsl, vlscl, excellent color
 - Vintage 1967 Fontanafredda 1-3cm bc, 1bsl,  (2)
 1lstl, 1vlscl, excellent color, 
 1lbsl, excellent color and condition
 Riserva spéciale, Scarpa 4cm bc,  (1)
 bsl, stl, tl, sdc, excellent color
 - Vintage 1971 Riserva spéciale, Bersano 2bn,  (3)
 1ts, 3bsl, 2lstl, 2nl, 1wisl, 1tl, excellent color
 - Vintage 1973 Cappellano nol, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1974 Fontanafredda bsl,  (1)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1978 Brunate Riserva, Terre del Barolo (1)
 bsl, stl, tl, excellent color

 Above 28 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 and 1 magnum

 1172 Barbaresco - Vintage 1958
 F. Rinaldi
 3-4.5cm bc, 2-5cm bc, 3-6cm bc, 7bsl, 7stl, 7ltl, 1lbsl,
 1sdc, excellent color

 8 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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PARCEL LOTS 1182-1182B

 1182 Barolo - Vintage 1964
 G. Conterno
 5-4cm bc, 1-5cm bc, 6lbsl, 6nl, 5stl, 1ltl, 2sdc,              
 excellent color

“…presents an incredibly fresh, delicate and perfumed 
nose that continues seamlessly onto the palate, showing 
flavors of cherries and spices, and finishing with very 
sweet, soft tannins. I am at a loss to explain or describe 
this wine s extraordinary youthfulness and sheer appeal. 
This wine is inviting and refreshing beyond words. My 
impression is of drinking a stunning wine at its absolute 
peak. Truly exceptional and unforgettable.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1182A 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2-3cm bc, 3-3.5cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 6bsl, 3lstl, 2ltl, 1nl, 
 excellent color

1182B 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 5-4cm bc, 1-5cm bc, 6lbsl, 6nl, 5stl, 1ltl, 2sdc,   
 excellent color

 1182C Barolo
 - Vintage 1958
 Riserva, G. Conterno 2-4.5cm bc, 2hbsl, 2lstl,  (2)
 2lscl, excellent color
 - Vintage 1961
 G. Conterno 4cm bc, bsl, lstl, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1964
 G. Conterno 2-4cm bc 1-4.5cm bc, 3bsl, 3stl, 1ltl,  (3)
 excellent color (98pts)
 - Vintage 1967
 G. Conterno 3cm bc, bsl, (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1978
 Riserva, G. Conterno 2-3.5cm bc, 2bsl,  (2)
 outstanding color

 Above 9 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 1183 Barolo
 Cascina Francia, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1983 2-4cm bc, 3bsl, 2sdc (3)
 - Vintage 1985 bsl (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 2lbsl (92pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 bsl, lscl, nl (97pts) (1)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1176 Barolo - Vintage 1958
 Antichi Vigneti Propri, Riserva, G. Borgogno
 4-4cm bc, 12hbsl, 12hwasl, excellent color

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1177 Barolo
 G. Borgogno
 - Vintage 1937 1-3.5cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 1-4.5cm (3)
 bc, 3bsl, 2stl, 1ltl, 3scc, excellent color
 - Vintage 1947 bsl, wasl, excellent color  (1)
 (Four Stars, MB)
 - Vintage 1952 2-4.5cm bc, 2bsl, 1ltal,  (2)
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1955 3cm bc, lbsl, outstanding  (1)
 color and condition
 - Vintage 1957 4cm bc, bsl, tl, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1958 2-4.5cm bc, 1bsl, 1hbsl, 1stl,  (2)
 1hstl, 1tal, 1cc, excellent color
 - Vintage 1967 1-3.5cm bc, 1-5.5cm bc, 1lbsl,  (2)
 1bsl, 1lstl, lwrl, 1nl, 1scc, excellent color
 - Vintage 1970 3.5cm bc, bsl, lscl, excellent color (1)

 Above 13 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1178 Barolo - Vintage 1952
 Riserva, G. Borgogno
 1-3cm bc, 1-3.5cm bc, 3-4cm bc, 1-5cm bc, 5bsl, 5nl, 
 4stl, 2lstl, 1lbsl, excellent color

 6 bottles per lot $750-1000

 1179 Barolo - Vintage 1971
 Riserva, G. Borgogno
 3-3.5cm bc, 2-4cm bc, 1-4.5cm bc, 1-5cm bc, 10bsl, 
 3nl, 2lstl, 2lscl, 1stl, excellent color

 10 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 1180 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1958 Riserva, G. Conterno 1-3.5cm bc,  (2)
 1-4cm bc, 2bsl, 2lfl, 2nl, vino pregiati, excellent color
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1958 G. Conterno 2-3cm bc, 2-4cm bc,  (4)
 4bsl, 1stl, 1ltl, excellent color

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1181 Barolo - Vintage 1961
 G. Conterno
 1-3cm bc, 2-3.5cm bc, 1-4.5cm bc, 4bsl, 3lwasl, 2nl, 
 1stl, 1vltal, 1lwrl, excellent color

 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 1188 Barolo - Vintage 1961
 Riserva, G. Mascarello
 3bsl, excellent color and condition
 “…was singing. Sweet, perfumed and incredibly pure, 
  it wafted onto the palate with extraordinary grace  
 and elegance.”(94pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2400

 1189 Barbaresco
 Gaja
 - Vintage 1961 2-3cm bc, 1-4cm bc, 3bsl,  (4)
 1htal, 1sdc, 1scc, excellent color, 1ltl, 1lscl, 1sc   
 (*****MB)
 - Vintage 1964 1-3cm bc, 1-3.5cm bc,   (6)
 2-4cm bc, 1-4.5cm bc, 6bsl, 3vlscl, 1lstl, 1ltl, 1ltal, 
 4sdc, 3cc, 1tc, 1ssos, excellent color (95pts)
 - Vintage 1965 2bsl, 2vlscl, 2sdc,  (2)
 excellent color and condition

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 1190 Barbaresco
 Gaja
 - Vintage 1965 2bsl, 2vlscl, (2)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1967 3.5cm bc, bsl, vltl,  (1)
 outstanding color
 - Vintage 1970 3bsl, 1nl, 3sdc, excellent color (3)
 - Vintage 1975 bsl, lstl, nl, sdc, outstanding color (1)
 - Vintage 1977 bsl, slt, vlscl, sdc, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1978 1-3.5cm bc, 2bsl, 2stl, 2nl,  (2)
 2scc, excellent color (92pts)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1191 Barbaresco
 Gaja
 - Vintage 1971 6bsl, 3stl, 2ltl, 3scc,  (6)
 excellent color and condition (Five Stars, MB)
 - Vintage 1974 6bsl, 2vlscl, 2nl, 1stl, 1tal,  (7)
 4sdc, 5scc, excellent color

 Above 13 bottles per lot $3000-400

PARCEL LOTS 1192-1193

 1192 Barolo - Vintage 1964
 Marchesi di Barolo
 12bsl, 12bsvl, 7lstl, 4nl, 1ltl, 1tl, 7scc, 
 excellent color and condition

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1193 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 1-3cm bc, 8stl, 4tvl, 2nl, 2tl, 2bsl, 1ltl, excellent color

 1184 Barolo
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1948 ts, bsl, lwasl, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1949 hs, bsl, lstl, vlscl,   (1)
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1952 bn, bsl, gsl, nl,  (1)
 excellent color (98-99pts JK)
 - Vintage 1955 vhs, bsl, wasl, tl,   (1)
 excellent color (96+pts JK)
 - Vintage 1961 bn, bsl, lstl, nl, excellent color (1)
 (97pts JK)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1185 Barolo - Vintage 1964
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 5bn, 1ts, 6bsl, 3stl, 3lstl, outstanding color
 “The 1964 was no slouch, either. The nose was nice 
  with a ‘touch of barnyard,’ someone noticed. It was  
 rich, round and long with excellent mouthfeel and  
 structure. Gritty, sandy, dusty and more gritty, the  
 wine was on the leathery and earthy side with  
 complements of mushroom and forest floor.”(95pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1186 Barolo
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 - Vintage 1967 1ts, 2lbsl, 2gsl, excellent color (2)
 (95pts)
 - Vintage 1971 2lbsl, 2nl, excellent color (98pts) (2) 
 Above 4 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 1187 Barolo
 - Vintage 1937
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno  (1)
 vhs, bsl, lstl, nl, sdc, scc, excellent color
 - Vintage 1941
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno  (1)
 vhs, bsl, lstl, wol, excellent color
 - Vintage 1943
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno (1)
 vhs, lbsl, excellent color
 - Vintage 1952
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno bsl, scc, ssos (1)
 (98-99JK)
 - Vintage 1961
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno bsl, lstl, nl,  (1)
 excellent color (97pts JK)
 - Vintage 1997
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno  (98pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $6000-8000
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Lot: 1185
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 1196 Barolo - Vintage 1964
 Pio Cesare
 2bn, 2ts, 7stl, 4nl, 2lbsl, 12scc, excellent color

 20 bottles per lot $2200-3200

 1197 Barolo - Vintage 1967
 Pio Cesare
 2bn, 7ts, 13bsl, 7lstl, 6lbsl, 4nl, 2stl, 1wisl, 1tl, 1ltl,
 3sdc, excellent color

 18 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1198 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1964
 Produttori del Barbaresco bn, bsl, (1)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1967
 Riserva Rabaja, Produttori del Barbaresco 1vlscl,  (5)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1971
 Produttori del Barbaresco 2bsl, 1lstl, 1stl, 1nl,  (2)
 excellent color
 Riserva Montestefano, Produttori del Barbaresco  (1)
 bsl, excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1975
 Produttori del Barbaresco 1hbsl, 1bsl, 1nl, 1scc,  (2)
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1976
 Produttori del Barbaresco 1bsl, 1lbsl,  (2) 
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1978
 Produttori del Barbaresco bsl, (1)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1982
 Produttori del Barbaresco lbsl magnum (1)
 Above 14 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 and 1 magnum

_____________________________

 1194 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1953 Marchesi di Barolo 3.5cm bc, bsl, (1)
 nl, tvl
 - Vintage 1954 Marchesi di Barolo 3cm bc, ltal,  (1)
 stl, outstanding color
 - Vintage 1978 Riserva, Marchesi di Barolo bsl,  (1)
 stl, nl, scc, excellent color
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1947 Marchesi di Barolo 3cm bc, bsl,  (1)
 nl, outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1957 Marchesi di Barolo 3cm bc,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1962 Marchesi di Barolo lbsl, wol,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1964 Marchesi di Barolo bsl, bsvl, stl,  (1)
 ltvl, outstanding color
 - Vintage 1967 Marchesi di Barolo 3cm bc, bsl,  (1)
 nl, excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1971 Marchesi di Barolo bsl,  (1) 
 excellent color 
 - Vintage 1973 Marchesi di Barolo lbsl,  (1) 
 excellent color

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1195 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1959 Pio Cesare bsl, scc,  (1)
 excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1962 Pio Cesare bn, hbsl, stl,  (1) 
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1964 Pio Cesare bn, bsl, tl,  (1) 
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1970 Pio Cesare bsl, lstl, excellent color (1)
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1945 Pio Cesare 4.5cm bc, bsl, nl,  (1)
 outstanding color
 - Vintage 1957 Pio Cesare bsl, lstl, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1958 Pio Cesare 1bn, 3ts, 3lbsl, 1bsl,  (4)
 1lstl, 1nl, excellent color
 - Vintage 1961 Pio Cesare ts, bsl, stl, scc,  (1)
 excellent color
 - Vintage 1962 Pio Cesare 1bn, 2nl, 1bsl, 1lbsl,  (2)
 1vlstl, excellent color and condition
 - Vintage 1971 Pio Cesare (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1978 Pio Cesare bsl, stl, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1995 Pio Cesare bn, bsl, lstl (1)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 1204 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1959
  2hs, 2lscl, 2bsl, 1lstl, excellent color

“Incredibly viscous with its lively mousse, a heavy, 
nutty nose and a long taste of almond.”(94pts RJ)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2400

 1205 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1964
  3ts, 3bsl, excellent color

“…big nutty tones of age with young acidity and fresh 
attack. The wine has every-thing, where the butterscotch 
taste is separated from the fruit and nut aromas. This 
butterscotch taste remains all the way and makes up the 
entire, exceptionally long, aftertaste.”(97pts RJ)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1206 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1985
3nl, 2lscl, 1lstl, 12x1 bottle ogb’s (96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 1207 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
  6nl, 1x6 bottle ocb

“Beautiful. Offers great toasty, earthy aromas, lively 
but mellow fruit flavors and a lingering finish. Seems 
suave and sophisticated, even better than when 
reviewed earlier. Tempting now, but should improve. “ 
(93pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1208 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1966 vhs, hbsl, scl, hcc, (1)
 excellent color and condition (96pts RJ)
 Taittinger Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1964 Comtes de Champagne hs, bsl,  (1)
 hstl, outstanding color and condition (96pts RJ)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1300-1800
_____________________________

 1199 Château Calon Segur - Vintage 1961
 St. Estephe
 2vhs, 3hs, 5hbsl, 5htal, 2pc, 5cc

“Touch of green but not offensive…mature…carob, 
cedar, peanut, walnut, green bean - nice!”(93pts JK)

 5 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 1200 Château Margaux
 Margaux
 - Vintage 1982 2bn, 2vhs, 5vlscl (97pts JK) (5)
 - Vintage 1995 2wisl, 2nl, 1vlbsl (100pts WS) (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1201 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1959
 Pomerol
 2bn, 1ts, Negociant bottling, 
 outstanding color and condition

“Stony, seductive nose that flirts with anise and has the 
core of chocolate and plum with a hint of cinnamon t 
‘n a blends in well with the anise and cinnamon more 
raisin flavors on the palate along with a thick, tannic 
finish plum and mocha flavors there as well impressive 
tannins - lingers exceptionally well. A bit of a brute 
in a good way possibly the best tannins of the night 
excellent leathery flavors.”(95pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

PARCEL LOTS 1202-1203

 1202 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1983
 Sauternes
 lbsl, gsl, 1x1 Imperial owc

“Super-intense and full-throttled, elegant and stylish. 
Dark amber in color and rich in complexity, this ‘83 
coats your mouth with butterscotch, dried apricot, fig 
and spice flavors. Made to age for decades.”(98pts WS)

 1 Imperial per lot $2000-3000

 1203 1 Imperial per lot $2000-3000
 bsl, cc, sos, 1x1 Imperial owc

FROM LONDON WITH LOVE
The wine world continues to come to Acker Merrall, and another consignor from London comes to town with a bijou collection 
of marquee mature wines, crested by 1961 Calon Segur magnum, 1959 Petrus, 1983 Yquem Imperial, 1959 and 1964 Dom Peri-
gnon.  All wines removed from professional storage in London.
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 1213 Château Montrose - Vintage 2003
 St. Estephe
 bsl

“The enormous 2003 Montrose is built along the lines of 
the 1989 rather than the 1990. It boasts a dense black/
purple color in addition to an extraordinary bouquet 
of scorched earth, blackberries, and cassis, fabulous 
purity, a skyscraper-like texture, and substantial tannin 
in the finish. This superb, huge, ripe wine is one of the 
vintage s most prodigious offerings.”(97pts)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $1800-2400
 and 1 double magnum

PARCEL LOTS 1214-1215

 1214 Château Montrose - Vintage 2005
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“…is an exceptionally tannic, broodingly backward 
offering displaying a dense ruby/purple color along 
with a provocative perfume of crushed rocks, flowers, 
cassis, black raspberries, and blueberries. It continues 
to add weight and richness, good traits considering the 
substantial, forbiddingly high tannin levels and zesty 
acidity. If you are over the age of fifty, this backward, 
powerful wine will probably be more enjoyable to your 
descendants.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1215 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 1x12 bottle owc

 1216 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“Beautiful currant, berry and licorice aromas follow 
through to a full body, with tar and berry character, fine 
tannins and a long finish.”(93pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1300

PARCEL LOTS 1209-1211

 1209 Château Larcis Ducasse - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 1x1 Imperial owc

“This stunning effort reveals one of the most 
extraordinary aromatic displays of the vintage, offering 
up notes of sweet roasted herbs, jus du viande, black 
olives, espresso roast, creme de cassis, and kirsch 
liqueur. Extremely full-bodied, opulent, and lavishly 
textured with plush tannin as well as an ethereal 
elegance, a sublime personality, glorious sweet purity, 
and a layered texture, this amazing St.-Emilion is 
destined to become a legend.”(98pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $1000-1400

 1210 1 Imperial per lot $1000-1400
 1x1 Imperial owc

 1211 1 Imperial per lot $1000-1400
 1x1 Imperial owc

 1212 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2005
 St. Julien
 1x1 Imperial owc

“…is probably the greatest wine made at this estate 
since Jean-Hubert Delon s father produced the 1986 
and 1996. Only 37% of the production made it into the 
2005, a blend of primarily Cabernet Sauvignon with 
less than 13% Merlot and Cabernet Franc. An inky/
ruby/purple color is accompanied by reticent aromatics 
that, with considerable coaxing, offer up subtle notes 
of toasty vanillin intermixed with lead pencil shavings, 
wet rocks, and enormously ripe, intense black cherry 
and creme de cassis. The wine hits the palate with a full-
bodied, layered mouthfeel as well as enormous extract, 
concentration, and purity. This ageless, monumental 
claret requires a minimum of 15-20 years to approach 
maturity, and should last for a half century. It is about 
as classic a Leoville Las Cases as one will find.”(98pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $1600-2400

BALANCED COLLECTION
We are happy to welcome back this regular collection and his balanced collection, which always has something for everyone.  
Bordeaux begins with parcels of 2005 Larcis Ducasse imperials and 2005 Montrose.  Burgundy gives a good accounting with 
2002 DRC Duvault Blochet, 2005 Clos de Tart, 2009 Dujac Clos de la Roche and 1996 Roty Griottes. Rhone lovers will relish 
2003 Beaucastel Hommage, 2003 Marcoux VV, 2004 La Mouline and 2003 Chave jeroboam. California concludes with Abreu, 
Harlan, Hundred Acre and Sine Qua Non! All wines removed from professional storage.
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Lot: 1223

Additional Lots: 692, 731
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 1221 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2005
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 1x12 bottle owc

“An expressive and very ripe black berry fruit, spice, 
mocha, fresh coffee and earthy nose is surrounded by 
a generous blast of new oak that continues onto the 
rich, full, concentrated, powerful and sweet flavors 
that possess superb mid-palate density and huge 
length.”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 1222 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1996
 Les Lavieres, Domaine Leroy

“…black cherries, cassis, and blackberries explode on 
the palate, coating it with sweet juices. Its extremely 
long finish offers minerals, stones, and tons of super-
ripe, but well-focused dark fruits.”(93pts)

 10 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 1223 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Dujac
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“This is also intensely floral with subtle spice notes on 
the relatively cool but ripe nose of primarily red berry 
fruit, lavender and wet stone aromas. There is excellent 
detail to the tautly muscular and firm yet reasonably 
refined broad-shouldered flavors that possess superb 
length.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1224 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“A highly spiced nose speaks of anise, clove and violet 
nuances on the pretty mix of blue and black pinot fruit 
and plum aromas. The rich, full-bodied, concentrated 
and powerful medium weight plus flavors possess a 
seductive and velvety mouth feel, all wrapped in a very 
firm and explosively long finish.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1225 Échézeaux - Vintage 2008
 E. Rouget

“Both smoked and roasted meat flavors lend depth, 
and this lingers with a terrific balance of freshness and 
sweetness, fine-grained tannin and glyceral richness. It 
deserves at least 4-5 years in bottle to develop almost 
inevitable further complexity and should be worth 
following for at least a dozen years.”(92-93pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1217 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2009 Arnoux-Lachaux  (6)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2009 Arnoux-Lachaux  (4)
 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Les Chaumes, Arnoux-Lachaux  (6)
 Les Suchots, Arnoux-Lachaux  (93pts BH) (5)

 Above 21 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1218 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“This is more elegant still but equally restrained 
as the almost discreet nose runs toward the plum 
and blue berry side of the fruit spectrum. The floral-
infused, structured and very serious flavors culminate 
in a youthfully austere finish offering huge depth and 
length with both precision and linearity though there 
is a trace of dryness to the underlying tannins, which 
presently compromises the balance just enough where 
this is not quite at the same level as the very best in the 
range”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1219 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2002
 cuvée Duvault Blochet, Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x6 bottle banded owc

(this was fashioned from a blend of all 6 of the grands 
crus; the ‘99 did not have La Romanée-Conti in it) 
Spice, pepper and exuberant black fruit and floral 
aromas lead to pure, delicious, round and very intense 
middle weight flavors that offer really lovely finishing 
detail and fine persistence. This is a very pretty wine 
and every bit the equal of the excellent 1999.(91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 1220 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2001
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 1x12 bottle owc

“Extremely ripe aromas of roasted earth, coffee, 
spice and intensely perfumed black cherries combine 
with very structured, robust, remarkably complex and 
precise, full-bodied, sweet, chewy flavors that seem 
to go on and on. But the quality that impresses me 
the most is with all of this muscle and power, there 
is near perfect harmony and balance. This should be 
capable of aging well for at least two decades. A great 
wine.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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Lot: 1234
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 1231 Richebourg - Vintage 2008
 J. Grivot

“The ‘08 Richebourg is blessed with the most complex 
and most complete nose that features a wonderfully 
fresh and spicy aromatic profile that includes red and 
blue pinot fruit, plum, kirsch and an herbal hint that 
introduces intense, pure and mineral-driven large-
bodied flavors that possess a beautiful sense of relief 
and tension on the hugely long finish. This very stylish 
effort should be great in time but it will require plenty 
of it.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1232 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 1995 cuvée de Tres Vieilles Vignes,  (3)
 J. Roty  (96pts IWC)
 Griottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 1995 J. Roty  (94+pts IWC) (2)
 Mazis Chambertin
 - Vintage 1995 J. Roty  (2)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1233 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 J. Roty
 1tl

“Violet and licorice on the nose. Wonderful sweetness 
and lushness on entry, then explosively fruity in the 
middle, with a suggestion of exotic fruits. Like the last 
two samples, this shows uncanny inner-mouth perfume. 
Very long, very subtle aftertaste. Tasted alongside 
the ‘97, this showed the brighter acidity and stronger 
thrust of the ‘96 vintage. These Roty grand crus should 
be extremely long-lived.”(93+pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1234 Volnay - Vintage 1999
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Quite ripe with more black fruit than usual as well 
as bigger and richer flavors than is typical. However 
the ‘99 manages to preserve the hallmark purity, detail 
and minerality plus it delivers the same superb length 
as the Taillepieds. Stunningly complex and impeccably 
balanced, this should age for a long time. A truly great 
Clos des Ducs.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1226 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2004
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier

“…with spice, vegetal and a hint of smokiness that 
leads to incredibly delineated, supple and wonderfully 
complex flavors that explode on the strikingly long 
finish.” (91-93pts BH)

 9 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1227 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2000
 G. Roumier
 4lbsl

“Here the expressive and still relatively primary nose is 
ripe, pure and nicely complex that merges into detailed, 
balanced and harmonious flavors that like the 2001 
are built more along the lines of a thoroughbred than 
a robust draft horse. I like the overall sense of grace 
and the only nit is the barest touch of greenness on the 
admirably long finish. By the incredible standards of 
this wine, a solid if not sensational effort though one 
that certainly transcends the vintage.”(91pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 1228 Bonnes Mares
 G. Roumier
 - Vintage 2001 (93pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 (97pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 1nl (93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 (93pts WS) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 1229 Richebourg - Vintage 2003
 Gros Frere et Soeur

“An extremely ripe, almost port-like nose without the 
alcohol explodes from the glass to reveal spicy, dense, 
powerful and completely classy black fruit flavors that 
just ooze extract as the finish is thick, concentrated and 
opulent.”(91-93pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000

 1230 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2008 J. Grivot 1x6 bottle ocb (94pts BH) (6)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2008 J. Grivot 1x6 bottle ocb (94pts BH) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1000-1400
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Lot: 1245

Additional Lot: 161
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 1241 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Vieilles Vignes, Domaine de la Janasse
 - Vintage 2003 (97pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 (98pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1242 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2006
 cuvée Reservee, Domaine du Pegau
 3x12 bottle ocb

“…exhibits gamy, meaty, new saddle leather, kirsch 
liqueur, black currant, pepper, lavender, and spice 
notes. The wine is full-bodied, rich, deep, and 
long.”(92-94pts)

 36 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1243 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2003
 Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Marcoux

“This wine is built from the back forward, meaning there 
is huge tannin and structure, so at first the wine seems 
somewhat backward, but with air, the extraordinary 
perfume of lilacs, sweet licorice, blackberry liqueur, 
and kirsch soar from the glass. There are even hints 
of roasted meats, smoked herbs, and underbrush as 
well as truffles. The wine has superb concentration, 
remarkable intensity, full-bodied flavors, sweetness, 
opulence, and a multi-layered palate and finish that 
literally have to be tasted to be believed a modern-day 
monument to Châteauneuf- du-Pape, and the glories of 
the old vines of this appellation.”(99pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 1244 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2004
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 1x12 bottle owc

“A lilting, perfumy style, with incense, warm raspberry 
ganache and black tea aromas leading the way for 
mixed berry sorbet, mesquite and mocha notes. 
Supersilky on the long, alluring finish. A beauty, with 
impressive purity for the vintage.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1245 Hermitage - Vintage 2003
 J.L. Chave
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“…has acquired extraordinary minerality as well 
as definition since I first tasted it 12 months earlier. 
Its inky/purple color is accompanied by glorious 
aromas of creme de cassis, black cherries, licorice, 
crushed rocks, and flowers. Prodigiously rich and full-
bodied yet elegant and fresh, this is a tour de force in 
winemaking.”(100pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 1235-1236

 1235 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1969
 Les Malconsorts, Moillard
 12bsl, 12wasl, 3tl, 6sdc, excellent color

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1236 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1-4cm bc, 12hbsl, 12hwasl, 8tl, 4sdc,
 1spc, excellent color

 1237 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Perrot-Minot

“This dark ruby-colored wine has a mulberry, black 
raspberry, blueberry, earth, briar, and roasted oak-
laden nose. This is a soft, sweet, supple, full-bodied, 
powerful, thickly-textured, gorgeously concentrated, 
and seductive offering. Crammed with candied 
cherries, mushrooms, and fresh herbs, and refined, it 
has extraordinary richness, and a superbly long, suave, 
and focused finish.”(92-94pts)

 18 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1238 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Les Cailloux, cuvée Centenaire, A. & L. Brunel
 - Vintage 2003 (96pts) (10)
 - Vintage 2005 (95pts) (6)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1239 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2003
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel
 1x6 bottle owc

“Black purple to the rim, with an extraordinary nose of 
smoke, camphor, blackberry, cassis, sweet cherry, white 
flowers, licorice, and Chinese black tea, the wine has 
superb richness, huge tannins, massive concentration, 
and a monster finish.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1240 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2004
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“A powerful, modern style, delivering a torrent of 
cassis and cocoa notes backed by a second wave of tar 
and fig paste. Densely structured from start to finish, 
with floral and mineral hints in the background. Pure 
and driven, this is steel-plated for the long haul.” 
(96pts WS)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1000-1400
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Lot: 1253

Additional Lots: 408, 663, 1251, 1395, 1430
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 1252 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2004
 1x3 bottle owc, 1x1 magnum owc

“…probably the most precocious and accessible 
Harlan Estate that this perfectionist team has made. 
Already compelling, the wine has notes of roasted 
coffee, charcoal, blackberry, spring flowers, and 
some background sweet, toasty notes. Dense, fleshy, 
exuberant, even flamboyant by the standards of Bill 
Harlan, this wine exhibits no jaggedness or rough 
edges, has relatively high tannins, but they melt away 
on the palate. The wine is sensationally well-endowed, 
long, and rich   a tour de force in winemaking. They can 
do no wrong at Harlan…”(98pts)

        3 bottles and 1 magnum per lot $2200-3000

 1253 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2005
 1x3 magnum owc, 3x1 magnum owc’s

“…this cuvée, which seems to want to be both a 
Pauillac and a ripe vintage of La Mission Haut Brion. 
Full-bodied, dense, pure, and revealing sweeter tannin 
than I remember, it can be drunk now, but it will no 
doubt display even greater complexity in 10, 20, and 30 
years.”(97pts)

 6 magnums per lot $5000-7000

 1254 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2007
 The Ark Vineyard
 1x6 bottle owc

“A perfect wine, the 2007 Cabernet Sauvignon Ark 
Vineyard (1,300 - 1,400 cases) from Howell Mountain is 
one of the great efforts from this high elevation terroir. 
It offers notes of burning embers, black raspberries, 
blueberries and flowers, a full-bodied opulence, 
wonderful intensity, but the wine is not weighty or 
overripe.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 1255 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon
 Hillside Select
 - Vintage 2004 1x6 bottle owc (97pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) magnum (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 and 2 magnums

 1256 Sine Qua Non Grenache - Vintage 2005
 Atlantis Fe 203 2A  (96-98pts) (2)
 Atlantis Fe 203 2B  (1)
 Atlantis Fe 203 2C  (2)
 Atlantis Fe 203 2D  half-bottle (2)

 Above 2 half-bottles per lot $1600-2200
 and 5 bottles

 1246 Hermitage - Vintage 2004
 J.L. Chave
 1x12 bottle ocb

“…Incredibly sweet and minerally, like a great 
Griotte-Chambertin, with amazing purity of cherry and 
raspberry fruit. A great ‘04 in the making.”
(95-96pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1247 Hermitage - Vintage 2006
 J.L. Chave
 1x12 bottle ocb

“… reminds me of Chave s brilliant 1991. An incredibly 
subtle perfume of black raspberries, creme de cassis, 
camphor, and acacia flowers is followed by an elegant, 
concentrated wine with beautifully integrated acidity, 
tannin, wood, and alcohol. This seamless, gorgeously-
proportioned, large-framed wine represents the 
definition of finesse, elegance, and terroir.”(96pts)

        12 bottles and 3 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1248 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2003
 Reserve des Deux Freres, P. Usseglio
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Dense purple to the rim, with a huge nose of scorched 
earth, blackberry and blueberry liqueur, Crème de 
cassis, roasted meat juices, and a hint of Provencal 
herbs interwoven with licorice and a touch of balsamic, 
it is voluptuously textured, with striking body, low 
acidity, and amazing concentration. This fabulous 
bottle of Châteauneuf-du-Pape should drink well for 
20+ years.”(98pts)

 18 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1249 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
 Madrona Ranch
 - Vintage 2004 (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 3lbsl, 1x3 bottle ocb (96+pts) (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 1250 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2006
“…boasts a sweet perfume of blue and black fruits 
intermixed with hints of toasty oak, graphite, truffles, 
and forest floor. Full-bodied, rich, and concentrated 
with remarkably silky tannins for a 2006…”(94+pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1251 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 2003 1x2 magnum owc (95pts) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2004 1x2 magnum owc (98pts) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2005 1x1 magnum owc (97pts) magnum (2)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $4500-6000
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 1260 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 2006
 Raven Series, No. 5

“Offering a dense purple color, gorgeous fruit, and a 
sweet perfume of graphite, blackberries, blueberries, 
charcoal, licorice, tar, and new oak, it is a dense, full-
bodied, well-endowed, beautifully layered, pure Syrah 
that should drink well for 10-15 years.”(96pts)

 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1261 Sine Qua Non Rose - Vintage 2008
 The Pontiff

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 1257 Sine Qua Non Grenache - Vintage 2006
 Raven Series, No. 1  (9)
 Raven Series, No. 9  (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1258 Sine Qua Non Grenache - Vintage 2006
 Raven Series, No. 6 & 7

“…has loads of meat, licorice, smoke, charcoal and 
graphite, as well as huge peppery, blackberry and black 
cherry notes.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1259 Sine Qua Non Grenache - Vintage 2005
 The Naked Truth

“The dense ruby/plum/purple-colored Naked Truth 
reveals an extraordinary bouquet of sweet black 
raspberries, boysenberries, kirsch, licorice, pepper, 
and spice. Full-bodied with noteworthy concentration, 
freshness, texture, and length, it is a tour de force as 
well as a mind-boggling example of Grenache that is 
likely to turn heads, but how many wine lovers have 
the guts, courage, and are willing to put up with the 
tiny yields and challenging maturity curve of Grenache 
in California to pull off something like this? Not 
many.”(99pts)

        4 bottles and 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000
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PARCEL LOTS 1265-1266

 1265 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 2010
 St. Julien
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…this is a blockbuster, fabulous Ducru Beaucaillou 
that should be at its best a good decade from now and 
last 40-50 years. The proprietor is not alone in thinking 
this is the finest Ducru Beaucaillou since the 1961. 
The classic wet rock, creme de cassis, subtle oak and 
gravelly stoniness of the vineyard come through in this 
spectacular, full-bodied, gorgeously pure and intense 
effort.”(98+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1266 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1267 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800
 1x6 magnum owc

 1268 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2008
 Graves
 1x3 magnum owc

“…reveals more evolution and complexity in its large-
scaled perfume. The dense purple color is followed by 
a sweet nose of creosote, asphalt, blueberries, black 
currants and jammy raspberries, sweet tannins, a 
savory, fleshy mouthfeel and a stunning finish.”(96pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 1262 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2008
 St. Emilion
 1x3 magnum owc

“…reveals a beautiful nose of black currants, black 
cherries, loamy soil and forest flora. Full-bodied, this 
deep, chewy, savory, broadly-flavored 2008 possesses 
sweet tannin, decent acidity and a long finish.”(93pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 1263 Château Clinet - Vintage 2009
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“…boasts an opaque, moonless night inky/blue/purple 
color in addition to a gorgeous perfume of blueberry 
pie, incense, truffles, black raspberries, licorice and 
wood smoke. Viscous and multi-dimensional with silky, 
sweet tannin, massive fruit concentration and full-
bodied power…”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1264 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2009
 St. Estephe
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A remarkable effort from winemaking guru Jean-
Guillaume Prats and owner Michel Reybier, this blend 
of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon and the rest Merlot (33%) 
and a touch of Cabernet Franc (2%) was cropped at 33 
hectoliters per hectare. It boasts an inky/black/purple 
color along with an extraordinary bouquet of white 
flowers interwoven with blackberry and blueberry 
liqueur, incense, charcoal and graphite.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

THE PROFESSIONAL
This collector has been at it more years than he cares to remember, and he always has remarkable wines in outstanding condi-
tion. The focus in this installment is mostly on classical French in quality and quantity with parcels of 2010 Ducru Beaucaillou, 
2006 Lafite, 2010 Lynch Bages and 2005 Pavie double magnums.  Burgundy is not bereft of parcels either with 2009 Vogue 
Musigny, 2006 La Tache and 2013 Fourrier Echezeaux.  Other Burgundy highlights include 2010 Vogue Bonnes Mares mag-
nums, 2005 La Tache and  2010 Dujac Clos de la Roche. Rhone has a good run with Brunel, Beaucastel, Clos St. Jean, Guigal 
and Chave.  Champagne continues the parcel magic with 1996s including Dom Perignon Rosé, Krug and Salon.  All wines 
professionally stored.
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 1275 Château Le Pin - Vintage 2005
 Pomerol

“The 2005 Le Pin lived up to the hype and ultimately 
was wine of the afternoon for me. It had a great 
nose, t  n a city yet still refined but also with so much 
stuffing. There was noticeable citrus with decadent fruit   
cranberry, blueberry, blackberry, cassis, boysenberry   
everyone was invited! There was great spine and 
length, but the 2005 was still so elegant. Jef called it  
a lip smacker  and noted  kirsch and strawberry.  The 
2005 was all that and then some.” (97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 1276 Château Leoville Barton - Vintage 2005
 St. Julien

“Delivers breathtaking aromas of blackberry, currant, 
licorice and flowers. Full-bodied, with a solid core of 
fruit and supersilky tannins. Dark chocolate, currant, 
berry and licorice follow through. This is racy and 
beautiful.” (96pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 1277 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2009
 St. Julien
 1x6 magnum owc

“…boasts an inky/purple color, monumental 
concentration and lots of sweet, jammy black currant, 
black cherry and kirsch fruit intermixed with crushed 
rock and mineral notes.”(98+pts)

 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1278 Château Lynch Bages - Vintage 2010
 Pauillac
 1x6 magnum owc

“…is an absolutely brilliant wine, and somewhat 
reminiscent at this stage in its development of the 
profound 1989. Jean-Charles Cazes, who took over 
for his father a number of years ago, has produced a 
magnificent wine with the classic creme de cassis note 
intermixed with smoke, graphite and spring flowers. It is 
a massive Lynch Bages, full-bodied and very 1989-ish, 
with notable power, loads of tannin, and extraordinary 
concentration and precision.”(96pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 1279-1280

 1279 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1280 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1269-1272

 1269 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2006
 Pauillac
 1x6 bottle owc

“Lafite’s severe selection process (42% made it into the 
grand vin) resulted in a full-bodied wine boasting an 
extraordinary perfume of charcoal, truffles, lead pencil 
shavings, and sensationally sweet, ripe black currant 
and cedar notes. A wine of extraordinary intensity, 
texture, and depth with silky tannins as well as awesome 
concentration, this has turned out to be a remarkable 
Lafite Rothschild that should be drinkable much earlier 
than the 2005, but age for three decades.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1270 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 1x6 bottle owc

 1271 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 1x6 bottle owc

 1272 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 1x6 bottle owc

 1273 Château Le Pin - Vintage 1999
 Pomerol

“The 1999 Le Pin had a deep, dark nose with lots 
of black fruits, wax cleaner spice and some black 
olives. The palate was packed with dense fruit and 
was big, rich, meaty and lush. I liked the ‘99 a lot; 
it was just delicious with a nice, leathery finish that 
popped.”(94pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 1274 Château Le Pin - Vintage 2000
 Pomerol

“Exotic, opulent, extravagant, and impossible to resist, 
the 2000 Le Pin is an explosive, virtually perfect 
example of this estate. Dense purple-colored, with 
luxurious levels of extract and richness, this intense, 
unctuously-textured, black fruit-filled Pomerol is thick 
enough to drink with a spoon. Revealing abundant 
tannin and definition for such a young Le Pin, it is 
typical of many of the blockbuster, but backward and 
tannic 2000 Pomerols.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000
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Lot: 1273, 1274, 1275

Additional Lot: 612
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 1284 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 Comte de Vogue
 1x3 magnum owc

“Not unexpectedly here the brooding and somber nose 
is completely different with a much greater emphasis 
on earth and smoked tea nuances on the darker hued 
fruit that includes cassis and black raspberry. The rich, 
powerful and impressively concentrated large-scaled 
flavors exhibit a sleek muscularity on the pure, balanced 
and gorgeously long finish. Like most of these 2010s, 
there is a serenity present here that allows the wines to 
unfold elegantly and coherently. This is a compact and 
quite forceful wine yet it delivers that power with no 
sense of weight or heaviness.”(92-95pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1285 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2011
 Comte de Vogue

“The 2011 Bonnes-Mares from the Comte de Vogüé is 
also excellent, offering up a deep and almost crunchy 
nose of black cherries, blueberries, a bit of plumminess, 
cocoa, gamebirds, a superb base of soil and vanillin 
oak. On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and 
very pure on the attack, with a sappy and youthful core, 
fine-grained tannins and excellent length and grip on 
the focused and still quite primary finish.”(94ptS JG)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1286 Musigny - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 from the collection of Wilf Jaeger

“A positively brilliant nose of violet and rose petal 
shines against a background of intensely spiced 
extravagant red and black pinot fruit nuanced by hints 
of earth and stone and this minerality continues onto the 
surprisingly supple flavors that convey a remarkable 
sense of energy and power on the almost unbelievably 
intense, focused and structured finish that seems to go 
on and on without end. “(99pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

PARCEL LOTS 1287-1288

 1287 Musigny - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“The 2009 Musigny Vieilles Vignes fleshes out 
beautifully with endless layers of fruit that caress the 
palate in stunning style. Sweet floral notes meld into 
expressive dark red fruit in this mysterious, evocative 
Burgundy. There is a weightless intensity to the Musigny 
that is achingly gorgeous. Waves of flavor continue to 
build towards the sexy, racy finish as the 2009 shows off 
its pedigree.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-4500

 1288 6 bottles per lot $3500-4500
 1x6 bottle owc

PARCEL LOTS 1281-1282

 1281 Château Pavie - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 3x1 double magnum owc’s

“The 2005 Pavie is an absolutely amazing wine that 
has shed most of its oak aging (usually 24-28 months). 
Opaque purple in color, it is beyond belief in extract 
and concentration, but perfectly balanced and pure, 
with the oak well-integrated. Massively concentrated, 
and still a baby, this wine tastes more like it’s two 
to three years old than one that’s been around for a 
decade. Intense notes of grilled meats, spice box, 
cassis, black cherry, licorice and graphite arepresent in 
abundance. Enormously endowed, but with superlative 
purity and balance, this is the greatest Pavie in the 
early Perse era, starting in 1998. Only the 2009 and 
2010 rival this in his opinion, but I would add the 2000. 
This killer effort should drink well for another 50 years 
and demonstrates the greatness of this terroir owned by 
the Perse family. Only 7,000 cases were produced from 
a blend of 70% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc and 10% 
Cabernet Sauvignon. Bravo!”(100pts)

 3 double magnums per lot $3500-5000

 1282 3 double magnums per lot $3500-5000
 3x1 double magnum owc’s

 1283 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2012
 Vieilles Vignes, Château de la Tour
 from the personal cellar of Francois Labet, 
 1x12 bottle owc

“Here the nose is similar to the regular cuvée from a 
compositional standpoint but the fruit is denser and 
more complex as well. The very concentrated broad-
shouldered flavors possess excellent concentration as 
the copious dry extract both coats the palate and buffers 
the extremely firm tannic spine on the explosively long 
but impeccably well-balanced finish. This is distinctly 
old school in style and will require extended cellaring 
to arrive at its peak. I would not recommend buying 
this ultra-serious effort unless you have the express 
intention of cellaring it over the longer-term.” 
(93-96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3500
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Lot: 1293, 1294
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 1296 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2010
 Dujac

“An intensely floral nose features notes of rose petals 
and lavender along with cool red berry fruit liberally 
laced with wet stone nuances. The taut and muscular 
broad-scaled and concentrated flavors are precise, 
intense and explosively long on the focused and 
stunningly persistent finish that is youthfully austere 
and breathtakingly intense.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1297 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2011
 Dujac

“A deft touch of wood frames an intensely earthy, 
complex and notably ripe nose that features notes 
of spice, plum and black currant. There is excellent 
richness, size, weight and muscle to the vibrant middle 
weight plus flavors that exude a fine extract on the 
mineral-driven finish that offers extraordinarily good 
length. This is primary to the point of being quite 
backward yet it is not hard or aggressive as the balance 
of structural elements is impeccable.” (93-95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-3000

PARCEL LOTS 1298-1299

 1298 Échézeaux - Vintage 2013
 Fourrier
 1x3 magnum owc

“This too is exceptionally spicy with a slightly riper 
nose that is comprised by cassis, plum and black 
raspberry scents. There is excellent richness to the 
full-bodied and vibrant medium weight plus flavors 
that possess a suave and wonderfully seductive mouth 
feel, all wrapped in an ever-so-mildly austere and 
impressively persistent finale.”(91-93pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1299 3 magnums per lot $1200-1600
 1x3 magnum owc

 1300 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2011
 Les Cherbaudes, Vieille Vignes, Fourrier
 2x3 magnum ocb

“The 2011 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Cherbaudes 
has a feminine, lifted bouquet that is very fragrant with 
cold stone and spice. This has a lovely voluminous 
palate adorned with immense precision, fresh acidity 
and lovely tension and race toward the finish. Full of 
vigor and minerality, the Cherbaudes is one of Jean-
Marie’s finest 2011s. Drink 2014-2023.”(94pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1289 3 magnums per lot $3500-4500
 1x3 magnum owc

 1290 3 bottles per lot $1800-2200

 1291 Musigny - Vintage 2010
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“A highly spiced and intensely floral nose evidences 
hints of violet, lilac, wild rose and lavender along with 
notes of both red and black pinot fruit, kirsch, earth 
and stone hints that continue onto the pure and silky 
broad-shouldered flavors that also possess a powerful 
yet almost delicate mouth feel. This is a very interesting 
wine as the dense tannins are so fine-grained that the 
palate impression is like the finest satin.”(97pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1292 La Tâche - Vintage 2005
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl

“There is only one word to do the nose true justice 
and that is kaleidoscopic as the aromatic breadth here 
is simply dazzling with red and black cherry, cassis, 
plum and subtle earth notes replete with the same Asian 
spice cabinet aromas as the RSV displays but here the 
floral aspect, particularly rose petal, is much more 
pronounced.” (99pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

PARCEL LOTS 1293-1294

 1293 La Tâche - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The positively gorgeous if presently reserved nose 
offers up the hallmark spice and floral components 
that are broad and deep though requiring some real 
glasswork to coax out but it’s worth the effort as the 
nose here, restrained or not, is brilliant. The big and 
generous flavors are an exercise in contrasts as they 
are at once round and rich while remaining wonderfully 
defined and precise with more minerality coming to the 
fore than any of the prior wines displayed, all wrapped 
in a linear, precise and palate staining finish that not 
withstanding the initial aromatic reserve, is indeed 
explosive.” (96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1294 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 1295 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 Domaine de la Vougeraie
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The 2010 Bonnes-Mares is at once powerful yet 
sensual and totally enveloping. Layers of fruit resonate 
from this deep, baritone Bonnes-Mares. All of the 
elements continue to build towards the huge, explosive 
finish.”(94-96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600
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 1306 Châteauneuf du Pape Blanc
 Roussanne Vieilles Vignes, Château de Beaucastel
 - Vintage 2006 2x6 bottle owc’s (98pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2007 (97pts) (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1307 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Vieilles Vignes, Clos St. Jean
 5vlscl, 1x12 bottle ocb

“…ratchets up the level of succulence, juiciness, and 
opulence. It is a fabulous, compelling effort of multiple 
dimensions. Classic aromas and flavors of licorice, 
kirsch liqueur, balsam wood, and lavender are found 
in this enormously full-bodied wine along with unreal 
concentration and perfect balance.”(96pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1308 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2005
 Plume du Peintre, Domaine de la Mordoree
 3lnl

“Not that it is easy to find or afford, but if you have 
sufficient wealth, the 2005 Châteauneuf du Pape La 
Plume du Peintre (100% old vine Grenache from La 
Crau) is out of this world. It is much more accessible 
and opulent than the behemoth 2003, but is still so 
concentrated that it will evolve for 40+ years. It is a 
rare, rare jewel of Châteauneuf du Pape.”(99+pts)

 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1309 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2011
 cuvée Reservee, Domaine du Pegau
 2x12 bottle ocb

“Beautiful in the vintage, the 2011 Châteauneuf du 
Pape cuvée Reservee is a forward, perfumed example of 
the cuvée that has classic Pegau black fruits, tobacco 
leaf, pepper and leathery notes as well as medium to 
full-bodied richness and depth on the palate. Early-
drinking by this estate’s standards, there’s nevertheless 
good mid-palate density and fine tannin.”(93pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1100-1300

 1301 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2011
 Pousse d’Or
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A broad-ranging nose of spice, smoke, black tea, earth 
and sauvage hints add considerable depth to the dark 
berry fruit and cassis aromas. There is strikingly good 
intensity and real power to the overtly muscular big-
bodied flavors that ooze a fine dry extract that does an 
excellent job of buffering the firm and robust tannins on 
the suave and textured finale that also delivers superbly 
length.”(94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1302 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Les Cailloux, cuvée Centenaire, A. & L. Brunel
 - Vintage 2005 (95pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2006 (93-95pts IWC) (12)
 - Vintage 2007 (96pts) (3)

 Above 27 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1303 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2000
 Château de Beaucastel
 1novl, 1x12 bottle owc

“…offers a profoundly sweet perfume of melted 
licorice, blackberries, and black cherries backed up by 
loads of glycerin, full body, and moderately high but 
sweet, well-integrated tannin. There is a seamlessness 
to the 2000 that will make it accessible early in life, and 
thus atypical for Beaucastel.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1304 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel
 - Vintage 1999 (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 1x3 bottle banded owc (98+pts) (3)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1300-1800

 1305 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin, Château de Beaucastel
 1nl

“Composed of 60% Mourvedre, 20% Syrah, and the 
rest Counoise and Grenache, this prodigious effort 
boasts an inky/blue/purple color to the rim in addition 
to an exceptional bouquet of camphor, roasted meats, 
blueberries, black cherries, black currants, truffles, beef 
blood, pepper, and incense. The sumptuous aromatics 
are followed by a wine of compelling intensity, full-
bodied power, perfect balance, laser-like focus, and a 
finish that lasts more than a minute.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000
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 1315 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1990 (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 4x1 bottle ocb (95pts IWC) (4)
 - Vintage 1996 2x1 bottle ogb (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 1x6 bottle ocb (96pts) (6)

 Above 13 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 1316 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2002
 1x6 bottle ocb

“…is at first intensely floral, with perfumed jasmine 
that dominates the bouquet. With time in the glass 
the wine gains richness as the flavors turn decidedly 
riper and almost tropical. Apricots, passion fruit 
and peaches emerge from this flashy, opulent Dom 
Pérignon.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 1317-1318

 1317 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Rose
 1x3 magnum ocb

“Bright, amber-tinged pink with pinpoint bubbles. 
Deep, smoky and complex, with a kaleidoscopic 
bouquet incorporating wild strawberry, peach, apricot, 
chestnut honey and cured meat. A firm, strikingly 
concentrated mid weight with powerful flavors of 
orange peel, raspberry, redcurrant, baking spice and 
smoked meat and gentle supporting acidity. Smoky, 
sweet and long on the back, with a slowly building 
impression of acidity that suggests this will be a long 
ager. “(95pts IWC)

 3 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 1318 3 magnums per lot $2400-3200
 1x3 magnum ocb

 1319 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 Rose
 - Vintage 1996 (95pts IWC) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (96pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 1310-1311

 1310 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2001
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 1x6 bottle owc

“Pungently floral aromas meld smoky red berries, 
exotic rose petal, dried lavender and magnolia blossom. 
Dense and extremely sweet, showing an explosive 
array of red fruit flavors along with exotic floral and 
sweet tobacco tones and an overlay of smoky bacon 
and bonfires. A bright mineral tone sharpens the fruit, 
adding focus and precision to the flavors. The finish 
builds and deepens but maintains superb elegance 
and silkiness of texture, finishing on notes of wild red 
berries and rose oil.”(96pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1311 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 1x6 bottle owc

 1312 Hermitage - Vintage 2005
 J.L. Chave

“Really packed, but amazingly supple and velvety in 
texture, with layer upon layer of black mission fig, 
crushed plum, freshly brewed espresso, worn saddle 
leather and iron notes all driving through the long, 
long finish. The structure is well-integrated already, but 
this has a long life ahead of it.”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1313 Châteauneuf du Pape
 - Vintage 1998
 Le Vieux Donjon 3lnl (97pts WS) (6)
 - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Janasse 1lbsl (93pts) magnum (3)
 cuvée Reservee, Domaine du Pegau  (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005
 cuvée Tradition, Vieilles Vignes, magnum (6)
 Monpertuis 1x6 magnum ocb (95pts IWC)
 - Vintage 2007
 cuvée de Papet, Mont Olivet  (98+pts) (6)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 9 magnums

 1314 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Reserve des Deux Freres, P. Usseglio
 - Vintage 2003 (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (95+pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2007 (100pts) (5)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 1327 Barolo - Vintage 2010 
  Casa Mate Ginestra, E. Grasso

“The 2010 Barolo Ginestra Casa Mate is a more 
muscular and layered expression with a softer quality 
of fruit and a good amount of power and muscle at the 
back. Its aromatic delivery is constant and steady with 
an ever-changing array of red fruit, dark spice, cola 
and anisette. The tannins are particularly well defined 
and silky.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1327A Barolo - Vintage 2010 
  Casa Mate Ginestra, E. Grasso

“The 2010 Barolo Gavarini Chiniera is an amazing 
wine born 430 meters above sea level from white 
limestone and sandy soils. The elegance expressed by 
the wine is unforgettable. It opens to a pretty garnet 
color with ethereal tones of licorice and balsam herb 
with sharp, delineated contours. This vineyard is 
usually harvested later than the others, so the growing 
cycle is extra long and steady. The wine is silky, finessed 
and profound.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 1328 Ornellaia - Vintage 2011
 Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…boasts superb depth, richness and power. Here, too, 
the 2011 has tightened up quite a bit over the last six 
months. Today, the searing tannins are quite prominent, 
giving the 2011 an element of gravitas and muscle that 
argues for cellaring.”(97pts AG)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 1320-1321

 1320 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Imagine a Frankenstein’s monster of Chablis Le Clos 
and Clos Ste. Hune-but one with perfect balance, of 
course-and you get an idea of what I found in my bottle. 
The energetic, stony character builds exponentially on 
the finish, which didn’t seem to, well, finish. The best 
analogy I can come up with for the intensity, focus and 
clarity of this Champagne is liquefied barbed wire. 
Utterly hallucinatory and one of the most amazing 
wines I’ve ever been fortunate enough to drink.” 
(99+pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1321 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 1x6 bottle ocb

 1322 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 Cristal

“The 2004 Brut Cristal has put on quite a bit of weight 
since I first tasted it earlier this year. It is a powerful, 
structured Cristal layered with considerable fruit. 
Chardonnay seems to play the leading role in 2004, at 
least today. Cristal is often accessible young, but that 
is far from the case here. This is a serious, painfully 
young Cristal that will require considerable patience. 
Readers who are willing to spend some time with the 
wine today will find a super-impressive, complete 
Cristal.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

PARCEL LOTS 1323-1326

 1323 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Le Mesnil
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 1996 Salon was like the razor s edge; there was 
so much vim, vigor and acidity here it was like being 
in the eye of a storm. One could see the greatness of 
the 1996 vintage in the Salon, which was fresh as a 
baby s bottom. It was white meaty underneath that 
1996 greatness; so balanced, so long, so stylish and 
deeply penetrating. Rob gave it 6 stars. Incredible. 
Pure Blanc de Blanc Le Mesnil. No dosage. It was 
probably the greatest young Champagne that I have 
ever tasted.”(97+pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1324 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 1x6 bottle owc

 1325 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 1x6 bottle owc

 1326 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 1x6 bottle owc
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 1330 Sine Qua Non Roussanne - Vintage 2001
 Rien Ne Va Plus

“One of the most amazing dry whites I have ever tasted 
is the 2001 Rien Ne Va Plus. Fashioned from 100% 
Roussanne, and aged on its lees for an extremely long 
period, my initial image when I tasted it was of the great 
Barsac, the 2001 Climens. However, the Sine Qua Non 
wine is bone dry with no sweetness evident. It gains in 
both stature and aromatic dimension as it sits in the 
glass. At first, I did not like it as well as the Whisperin’ E 
or the 2003 Proprietary White, but after 30-45 minutes 
in a decanter, the Rien Ne Va Plus was a symphony of 
exotic aromas and flavors. Dense, rich, and full-bodied, 
with impeccable balance, superb honeyed richness, 
and wonderfully integrated wood, it is undeniably the 
greatest New World expression of Roussanne made to 
date. Another dramatic characteristic, its golden color 
seemed to lighten as it sat in the glass and sucked 
up oxygen. This is an amazing achievement! Sadly, 
production is less than 100 cases.”(98pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1800
_____________________________

 1329 Pahlmeyer Red - Vintage 2007
“…is slightly more restrained aromatically than the 
Merlot, but there is no doubting its extraordinary 
bouquet of subtle smoked meats, oak, mountain 
wild flowers, blueberries, blackberries, coffee, and 
cassis.”(96+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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Lot: 1331
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 1336 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2008
 Pauillac

“…exhibits tell-tale black currant liqueur, incense, 
charcoal and floral-like characteristics. The oak 
is pushed to the background, one of the major 
improvements director Philippe Dalhuin has made at 
this estate.”(94+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1337 Château Pavie - Vintage 2003
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“Its dense plum/purple color is accompanied by an 
extraordinary perfume of charcoal, Crème de cassis, 
melted licorice, espresso roast, and blackberries. The 
wine, which hits the palate with a dramatic minerality, 
comes across like a hypothetical blend of limestone 
liqueur intermixed with black and red fruits.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1338 10 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 3nl, 1lwrl

 1339 Château Pichon Baron
 - Vintage 2005 Pauillac 1nc (94pts) (12)
 Château Pichon Lalande
 - Vintage 2003 Pauillac 7lscl, 5scl (95pts) (12)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1340 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2006
 Deus Ex Machina, Clos St. Jean
 1x12 bottle ocb

“…reveals notes of graphite, roasted meats, figs, 
plums, blackberries, and smoked herbs. The complex 
aromatic fireworks are followed by a full-bodied, rich, 
meaty wine with gorgeous purity, depth, and length. 
This cuvée should age effortlessly for two decades or 
more.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1331 Bordeaux Collection Groupe Duclot - Vintage 2005
 1 bottle each Cheval Blanc, Haut Brion, La Mission, 
 Lafite, Latour, Margaux, Mouton, Pétrus and Yquem,
 1x9 bottle custom owc

 9 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1332 Bordeaux Collection Groupe Duclot - Vintage 2008
 1 bottle each Cheval Blanc, Haut Brion, La Mission, 
 Lafite, Latour, Margaux, Mouton, Pétrus and Yquem,
 1x9 bottle custom owc

 9 bottles per lot $6000-8000

PARCEL LOTS 1333-1334

 1333 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2003
 St. Estephe
 different importers

“…an inky/blue/purple color is accompanied by a 
compelling perfume of black fruits, subtle smoke, 
pain grille, incense, and flowers. With extraordinary 
richness, full body, and remarkable freshness, elegance, 
and persistence, this is one of the finest wines ever 
made by this estate.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 1334 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600
 3nl, different importers

 1335 Château Margaux
 Margaux
 - Vintage 1998 1lscl, 1stl (91pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2003 5lscl, 3nl,  (6) 
 different importers (99pts)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3500-4800

BORDEAUX AND RHONE
We are delighted to squeeze in twenty lots or so from this longtime, dedicated collector.  Bordeaux begins with 2005 and 2008 
Duclot collection cases as well as a parcel of 2003 Cos. Rhone takes charge with 2006 Deus Ex Machina, 2001 Caillou Reserve 
and 2003 Clos des Papes. All wines ideally stored.
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 1346 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2003
 Clos des Papes, P. Avril

“The wine has a dense ruby/purple-tinged color and a 
wonderfully sweet nose of framboise, blackberry, and 
kirsch liqueur intermixed with Chinese black tea and 
licorice. The wine is full-bodied and voluptuous, but 
once past all the glycerin and beautiful, dense fruit of 
this full-bodied wine, there is striking purity, elegance, 
finesse, and surprising freshness. Still primary, it looks 
set to have a long life of 20-25 or more years.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1347 Châteauneuf du Pape Blanc - Vintage 2006
 Clos des Papes, P. Avril
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“…boasts a dense ruby/purple color to the rim, in 
addition to an extraordinary bouquet of melted licorice, 
spring flowers, raspberries, black currants, spice box, 
and earth. In the mouth, it is utterly profound – full-
bodied and multidimensional with astonishing purity, 
length, equilibrium, and intensity.”(98pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1348 Brunello di Montalcino
 Cerretalto, Casanova di Neri
 - Vintage 2001 (100pts WS) (6)
 - Vintage 2004 1x6 bottle owc (96pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1349 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2007
 Cerretalto, Casanova di Neri
 4x3 bottle owc’s

“Pure cherry and blackberry fruit mingles with 
mineral, spice and earth notes in this modern-style red. 
Graphite elements emerge as the bright acidity and 
dusty tannins drive the long finish. Fresh and focused, 
with fine complexity and seamless texture.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1350 Vigna d’Alceo - Vintage 2004
 Castello Dei Rampolla

“…is deceptively rounder and softer than the Sammarco 
in its expression of cassis, minerals, licorice and 
sweet, dark fruit. Despite the lushness of its fruit there 
is plenty of structure lurking underneath, and it will 
require significant patience before offering its finest 
drinking.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1300
_____________________________

 1341 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Vieilles Vignes, Clos St. Jean
 3x12 bottle ocb

“…ratchets up the level of succulence, juiciness, and 
opulence. It is a fabulous, compelling effort of multiple 
dimensions. Classic aromas and flavors of licorice, 
kirsch liqueur, balsam wood, and lavender are found 
in this enormously full-bodied wine along with unreal 
concentration and perfect balance.”(96pts)

 36 bottles per lot $2400-3000

 1342 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2001
 Le Clos Du Caillou Reserve, Domaine du Caillou
 6lscl, 5scl

“One of the most monumental wines of this appellation 
I have ever tasted. A legendary effort that pays homage 
to the last vintage the late Jean-Denis Vacheron 
produced, it boasts an inky/purple color in addition to 
a terrific perfume of Crème de cassis, kirsch, acacia 
flowers, melted licorice, and graphite. It possesses 
awesome purity as well as layers of concentration, yet 
a seamless integration of acidity, tannin, and alcohol. 
Spectacularly long (the finish lasts over 60 seconds), it 
cuts a broad swath across the palate, yet is remarkably 
light on its feet.”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 1343 Châteauneuf du Pape
 cuvée Reservee, Domaine du Pegau
 - Vintage 2003 1 bottle different importer (98pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2007 (95pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2009 (98pts) (6)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1344 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Reserve Auguste Favier, Domaine St. Prefert
 2x12 bottle ocb

“Also rock-star stuff, the 2007 Châteauneuf du Pape 
Reserve Auguste Favier gives up plenty of sweet 
blackberry, sugar cured meats, licorice, toasted spice 
and butcher shop-like aromas and flavors to go with 
a full-bodied, sweetly-fruited, fabulously dense and 
layered palate.”(96pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1345 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 Barbe Rac, M. Chapoutier
 2vlscl

“…boasts a dense purple color along with a sumptuous 
nose of black raspberries, black currants, incense, 
camphor, licorice, and garrigue. Full-bodied, 
voluptuously-textured, exuberant, rich, and pure with 
stunning depth and concentration, it can be drunk 
young or cellared for 15-20 years.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 1354 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2011 Les Feusselottes, Méo-Camuzet  (10)
 Nuits St. Georges
 - Vintage 2011 Aux Boudots, Méo-Camuzet  (10)

 Above 20 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1355 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2010 Méo-Camuzet  (92-95pts BH) (2)
 Richebourg
 - Vintage 2010 Méo-Camuzet  (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1356 Côte Rôtie
 - Vintage 2000
 La Landonne, E. Guigal  (93pts) (1)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal  (96pts WS) (1)
 La Turque, E. Guigal  (97pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2001
 La Landonne, E. Guigal  (97pts IWC) (1)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal  (96pts IWC) (1)
 La Turque, E. Guigal  (95-97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2002
 La Landonne, E. Guigal  (94pts WS) (1)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal  (94pts WS) (1)
 La Turque, E. Guigal  (94pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2007
 La Landonne, E. Guigal  (97+pts) (1)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal  (96pts) (1)
 La Turque, E. Guigal  (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2008
 La Landonne, E. Guigal  (94pts WS) (1)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal  (93pts WS) (1)
 La Turque, E. Guigal  (93pts WS) (1)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 1351 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1976 ts, bsl, gsl (93pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1978 ts, bsl (92pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1982 lbsl, gsl (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1983 ts, gsl (93+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1987 bsl (1)
 - Vintage 1988 (94pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 (90+?pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1993 lbsl, Blathus (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1993nl, Balthus (90pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1994 (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (94pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (94pts IWC) (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 and 1 magnum

 1352 Château Climens
 - Vintage 1975 Sauternes bn,  (1) 
 beautiful amber color 
 Château d’Yquem
 - Vintage 1975  (1)
 Sauternes beautiful mahogany color (99pts JK)
 - Vintage 1976 (1) 
 Sauternes beautiful mahogany color (96pts)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 1353 Nuits St. Georges
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 - Vintage 2007 1x12 bottle owc (90pts) (12)
 - Vintage 2010 1x1 Jero owc (91-93pts) Jeroboam (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $900-1200
 and 1 Jeroboam

VERTICALS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
This Northwest based collector loves to travel and collect wine from his travels. There are verticals of Mouton, Guigal and 
Bond. His wines were stored at home humidity-controlled cellar as well as a professional storage facility. 
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 1362 Bond - Vintage 2009
 Melbury 2x5 bottle custom owc’s (4)
 Melbury 1x1 magnum owc magnum (1)
 Pluribus  (2)
 Pluribus  magnum (1)
 Quella  (4)
 Quella  magnum (1)
 St. Eden  (2)
 St. Eden  magnum (1)
 Vecina  (2)
 Vecina  magnum (1)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 and 5 magnums

 1363 Cayuse Red
 Flying Pig
 - Vintage 2003 (92pts WS) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (92pts WS) double magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2006 1x1 Imperial owc with no lid (1)

 Above 1 magnum, 1 double  per lot $1300-1700
 magnum and 1 Imperial

 1364 Cayuse Red - Vintage 2012
 Camaspelo 1x3 bottle ocb (3)
 Wallah Wallah Number 4 magnum (1) 
 1x1 magnum owc
 Cayuse Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2012 Widowmaker 1x3 bottle owc (3)
 Cayuse Syrah - Vintage 2012
 Bionic Frog  (3)
 Cailloux Vineyard 1x3 bottle ocb (3)
 En Cerise 1x3 bottle ocb (3)
 En Chamberlin Vineyard 1x3 bottle ocb (3)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 1 magnum

_____________________________

 1357 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2009
 La Landonne, E. Guigal  (2)
 La Mouline, E. Guigal  (2)
 La Turque, E. Guigal  (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1358 Châteauneuf du Pape
 Vieux Telegraphe
 - Vintage 2005 1x1 Salmanazar owc (1)
 - Vintage 2008 1x1 Jeroboam owc Jeroboam (1)
 - Vintage 2009 (2)

 Above 2 bottles, 1 Jeroboam per lot $1000-1500
 and 1 Salmanazar

 1359 Barbaresco - Vintage 2000
 Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa
 2x3 magnum owc’s

“Decadent. Starts with wonderfully fresh aromas of 
sliced plum, cedar, tobacco and meat, then evolves 
into floral and strawberry aromas. Full-bodied, with 
ultrafine, silky tannins and gloriously fresh, bright fruit. 
The refined finish goes on and on. One of the greatest 
wines ever from Bruno Giacosa. Best after 2008. 1,165 
cases made.”(98pts WS)

 6 magnums per lot $3500-4800

 1360 Barolo - Vintage 2004
 Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa
 1x12 bottle owc

“…is so compelling it will be hard not to drink it in 
its youth. This gorgeous Barolo reveals a deeply 
structured frame layered with sweet dark fruit, mint, 
spice and pine. At once delicate and powerful, it is a 
beautifully finessed wine that is sure to provide much 
pleasure.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2400

 1361 Primofiore - Vintage 2010
 G. Quintarelli
 3x12 bottle ocb

 36 bottles per lot $1200-1800
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 1372 Willet Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 10 Year, 6vhs

 9 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1373 Willet Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 11 Year, 3vhs, 1hs (4)
 9 Year, 3ts, 3vhs (6)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1374 Willet Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 23 Year, ts

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 1375-1376

 1375 Willett Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 25 Year, old, Rye, 3vhs

 3 bottles per lot $2000-3000

 1376 3 bottles per lot $2000-3000
 3vhs

_____________________________

 1377 A.E. Dor Cognac - Vintage NV
 No. 5, ts, wxc

 1 bottle per lot $4000-6000

 1378 Hine Talent Cognac - Vintage NV
 Baccarat Decanter, 1x1 bottle ogb

 1 bottle per lot $2000-3000
_____________________________

 1365 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 Pappy Van Winkle 12 Year, Special Reserve, Lot B  (1)
 Pappy Van Winkle 15 Year, Family Reserve  (1)
 Old Rip Van Winkle Distillery Rye
 - Vintage NV Pappy Van Winkle 13 Year,  (1)
 Family Reserve 

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1366 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 Pappy Van Winkle 23 Year, Family Reserve

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000
_____________________________

 1367 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 10 Year

 4 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1368 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 12 Year, Special Reserve

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1369 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 Pappy Van Winkle 15 Year, Family Reserve

 2 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1370 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 Pappy Van Winkle 20 Year, Family Reserve

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________

 1371 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey - Vintage NV
 15 Year Family Reserve

 2 bottles per lot $1400-1800

THE RIGHT HARD STUFF
Spirits are increasingly becoming important on the auction circuit and several dye in the wool spirit collectors are here to help, 
putting their best on the block.  Pappy van Winkle dominates of course and there are selections from Willett, AE Dor and Hine. 
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Lot: 1366, 1367

Additional Lots: 1365, 1369
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 1382 Bond
 - Vintage 1999
 Melbury  (1)
 Vecina  (90-2pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2000
 Melbury  (90pts) (2)
 Vecina  (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001
 Melbury  (96pts) (2)
 Vecina  (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2003
 Melbury  (92pts) (3)
 Pluribus  (93pts) (3)
 St. Eden  (95pts) (3)
 Vecina  (93pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2004
 Melbury  (95pts) (1)
 Pluribus  (95pts) (1)
 St. Eden  (97pts) (1)
 Vecina  (96+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005
 Melbury  (94pts) (2)
 Pluribus  (96pts) (2)
 St. Eden  (96pts) (2)
 Vecina  (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2007
 St. Eden  (99pts) (3)
 Vecina 1ltl (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010
 St. Eden  (3)
 Vecina  (3)

 Above 44 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 1379 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
 Madrona Ranch
 - Vintage 1997 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 1nl (95pts) (5)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1380 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
 Madrona Ranch
 - Vintage 2005 1lscl (96+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 1x3 bottle ogb (96+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 (97pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1381 Abreu Red
 Thorevilos
 - Vintage 2002 1lscl (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2003  (3)
 - Vintage 2005 1x3 bottle ogb (3)
 - Vintage 2008 (98pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’
We were thinking that there just wasn’t quite enough wine from California in the auction and at the ready our several of our 
California Dreamin’ and Lovin’ Friends with the same idea.  We begin with extensive verticals of Abreu, Bond, Colgin, Caymus, 
Harlan, Insignia, Scarecrow and Togni. There are several vintages of Screaming Eagle and its Second Flight as well as sought 
after releases from Bevan, Bryant, Aubert and Marcassin.  All wines properly stored.
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 1387 Colgin Red
 Cariad Vineyard
 - Vintage 2006 1wisl (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 1wisl, 1nl (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 (100pts) (3)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 1388 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 1995 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 2wisl, 2sos (94pts WS) (5)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1389 Joseph Phelps Winery
 Insignia
 - Vintage 1994 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 (94pts WS) (7)
 - Vintage 2000 (92+? IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2001 (95pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2005 (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 (93pts) (3)

 Above 23 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1390 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1995 2sdc (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 1nl (2)
 - Vintage 2003 (2)
 - Vintage 2004 (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (6)
 - Vintage 2006 (3)
 - Vintage 2007 1nl (6)
 - Vintage 2008 (6)

 Above 30 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1383 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon
 Special Selection
 - Vintage 1985 3bsl, 1nl (95pts JK) (3)
 - Vintage 1988 2bsl (2)
 - Vintage 1990 1wc (94pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (93pts JK) (3)
 - Vintage 2001 (95pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 (8)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1384 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon
 Herb Lamb Vineyard
 - Vintage 1996 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 (94pts IWC) (2)
 - Vintage 1999 wisl, spc, sos (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 (95pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2004 (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (94pts) (1)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $3500-4800

 1385 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon
 Tychson Hill
 - Vintage 2000 2nl, 1spc (96 WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2001 (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2003 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 2wisl (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 2lwisl (97+pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2008 (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 (3)
 - Vintage 2010 (96pts) (3)

 Above 22 bottles per lot $4800-6000

 1386 Colgin Red
 Cariad Vineyard
 - Vintage 1999 1tl, 1sdc, 1spc, 3sos (92pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2000 (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2001 (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 1wisl, 1sos (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2003 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2004 3stl (99pts) (6)

 Above 20 bottles per lot $4200-5500
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 1393 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
 Thorevilos
 - Vintage 2007 1x3 bottle ocb (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 1x3 bottle ocb (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 1x3 bottle ocb (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 1lscl, 1x3 bottle ocb (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4000-5500

 1394 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2002 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (90-92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 (94+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 (96pts+) (3)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 1395 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 2004 1x3 bottle owc (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 1x3 bottle owc (97pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1396 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 2006 1x1 bottle owc (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007 1x1 bottle owc (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 1x1 bottle owc (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 1x1 bottle owc (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 1x1 bottle owc (98+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2011  1x1 bottle owc (93pts) (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1397 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2005 1x3 bottle owc (94-97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 1x3 bottle owc (94+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 1x3 bottle owc (93+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 1x3 bottle owc (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 1x3 bottle owc (96+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2011  1x3 bottle owc (91-93pts) (3)

 Above 21 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1398 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2009
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is insanely beautiful. It is a relatively open vintage 
that nevertheless possesses stunning intensity, depth 
and elegance. Dark red berries, flowers, mint and spices 
are all woven together beautifully. Layers of fruit build 
effortlessly to the long, seductive finish.”(98+pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1391 Rochioli Pinot Noir
 - Vintage 1997 West Block  (1)
 - Vintage 1998 Little Hill  (1)
 - Vintage 2003 Little Hill  (1)
 - Vintage 2004 East Block  (1)
 Little Hill  (3)
 River Block  (1)
 West Block  (2)
 - Vintage 2006 East Block 1lwisl, 1nl, 1sos (2)
 Little Hill nl (1)
 West Block  (1)
 Williams Selyem Pinot Noir - Vintage 2007
 Allen Vineyard  (1)
 Coastlands Vineyard  (1)
 Ferrington Vineyard  (2)
 Peay Vineyard  (2)
 Westside Road Neighbors  (5)

 Above 25 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1392 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2003
 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2004
 (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2005
 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006
 (99pts) (2)
 Galitzine Vineyard  (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007
 Galitzine Vineyard  (2)
 Palengat Vineyard  (4)
 - Vintage 2009
 (96pts) (3)
 Galitzine Vineyard  (96pts) (3)
 Palengat Vineyard  (3)
 - Vintage 2010
 (98+pts) (3)
 Galitzine Vineyard  (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2011
 (3)

 Above 36 bottles per lot $4500-6500
_____________________________
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Lot: 1393
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 1404 Château L’Evangile - Vintage 1995
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“Deep, superripe, fully expressed aromas of black 
raspberry, chocolate, smoke and leather, plus a ripe 
vegetal nuance that contributes complexity. Velvety, 
lush and full in the mouth, but rather closed following 
the bottling; the wine sweetness is currently restrained. 
Conveys a sense of brooding power. The silky, fine 
tannins hit the palate very late. A superb vintage for 
this wine.”(93+?pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1405 Abreu Red - Vintage 2002
 Thorevilos
 1lscl (100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1406 Bevan Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 Sugarloaf Mountain

“Notes of unsmoked cigar tobacco, forest floor, pen 
ink mulberries, blackberries and spring flowers soar 
from this inky/purple-colored 2012. The wine possesses 
great intensity, remarkable unctuosity and thickness, 
and perfect integration of acidity, alcohol, tannin and 
wood.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1407 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2006
 1x2 magnum owc

“…classic aromas of creme de cassis, melted licorice, 
smoked meats, burning embers, and graphite. It has 
thrown off some of the tannic clout it displayed last 
year, revealing great balance. A candidate for “wine of 
the vintage,”“(96pts)

 2 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 1408 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2007
 1x3 magnum owc

“…is a splendidly opulent, pure wine with a 
skyscraper-like texture as well as stunningly deep fruit 
that expands gracefully across the palate. The finish 
lasts nearly a full minute. Because of its overwhelming 
richness and sweet tannins, this brilliant wine seems 
to be approachable now, but I suspect further nuances 
and complexity will emerge after 4-5 years in the 
bottle.”(100pts)

 3 magnums per lot $5000-7000

 1399 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2010
 1x3 bottle owc

“…boasts a dense ruby/purple color along with 
a staggering bouquet of spring flowers, graphite, 
creme de cassis, kirsch, licorice and subtle toast 
in the background. Opulent and full-bodied with a 
multidimensional personality, gorgeous purity and 
a stunning, flawless texture, this spectacular wine is 
among the wines of the vintage. “(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1400 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2011
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is a sexy, upfront, precociously styled wine 
exhibiting a dense ruby/purple color as well as lots 
of licorice, camphor, black currant jam, new oak and 
spice box characteristics. Dense, rich and impressive, 
the early drinking charm of the 2011 vintage gives it 
immediate appeal.”(91-94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1401 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 1x3 bottle owc

“…the inky/purple-colored, seamless 2012 possesses 
an extraordinary set of aromatics consisting of pure 
blackcurrant liqueur, licorice, acacia flowers, graphite 
and a subtle hint of new oak. Full-bodied, opulent 
and voluptuous, this profound wine is as prodigious 
as I thought it would be last year when tasted from 
barrel.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 1402 Second Flight of Eagles - Vintage 2011
 1x6 bottle owc

“Fresh, aromatic nose combines cassis, bitter 
chocolate, coffee, licorice and wild herbs, lifted by 
violet. Juicy and slightly dry, with the cassis, licorice 
and herb flavors complicated by a note of wild rose 
that’s often found in the merlot here.”(90pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1403 Second Flight of Eagles - Vintage MV
 2 bottles each vintage 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 
 1x8 bottle custom owc

 8 bottles per lot $2600-3500
_____________________________
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 1414 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2011
“…is incredibly silky, polished and vibrant. Sweet 
red berries, mint, wild flowers and crushed rocks flow 
across the palate in an energetic, tense wine loaded with 
focus and cut. The 2011 is a bit understated relative to 
previous years, but its balance is terrific. High-toned 
floral and savory notes add an attractive upper register 
to the finish.”(95pts AG)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-4500

 1415 Bryant Family Red - Vintage 2011
 Bettina

“Dark red cherry, plum, licorice, smoke and tobacco 
emerge over time. Today the 2011 is a bit compact, 
which is not surprising considering the vintage. With 
time in the glass, the 2011 starts to find its typical 
explosive, dark personality, but today some slightly 
angular contours remain.”(92+pts AG)

 6 magnums per lot $2400-3500
_____________________________

 1416 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay - Vintage 2013
 CIX Estate Vineyard
 1x12 bottle ocb

“…comes from a vineyard planted with the Reuling 
clone of Chardonnay. It is already showing incredible 
minerality along with notes of white peach, pineapple, 
oily citrus, apple blossom and lemon oil.”(96-100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1417 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay - Vintage 2013
 Eastside Vineyard
 1x12 bottle ocb

“…comes from a vineyard owned by Ulises Valdez and 
planted with the Montrachet clone. It is the rockiest site 
in the Aubert portfolio. Amazingly, it sees 100% new 
oak, but you would never know that from smelling or 
tasting the wine.”(98-100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1418 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay - Vintage 2013
 Lauren Vineyard
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This stony, mineral-laced, crisp yet full-bodied effort 
comes across as a California version of a Coche-
Dury Corton-Charlemagne. Citrus oil, tangerine skin, 
orange blossom, liquified rock, white flower and quince 
notes along with great fruit, a full-bodied, stunning 
texture, and a long finish with no noticeable oak suggest 
this prodigious Chardonnay will drink well for 10+ 
years.”(98-100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1409 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2008
 1x2 magnum owc

“…fleshes out beautifully in the glass as it shows off 
its class and true pedigree. This is a decidedly ripe, 
forward vintage, but in exchange the wine will drink 
well right out of the gate.”(96pts)

 2 magnums per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 1410 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 3lstl

“…boasts gorgeous aromas of cedar, tobacco leaf, 
cassis, and lead pencil shavings. The explosive aromas 
are followed by a fleshy, full-bodied wine that should hit 
its peak in 5-8 years, and last for 25-30 more.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4500

 1411 Château Latour - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 10vlstl, 10nl

“A young wine that electrifies every taste bud in 
your mouth. Compacted aromas of crushed currants 
and minerals, with roses and lilacs. Full-bodied, 
with masses of silky, refined tannins and a finish that 
lasts for minutes. Stunning. Best Latour since 1990.” 
(100pts WS)

 10 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 1412 Château Latour - Vintage 2008
 Pauillac
 6lscl

“…is composed of 94% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% 
Merlot and 1% Cabernet Franc (40% of the production 
made it into the grand vin). Its dense purple color is 
followed by hints of espresso roast, cassis, burning 
embers, truffles and graphite. Rich with full-bodied 
power, beautiful purity and graciousness allied to 
a voluminous, savory, broad mouthfeel, this beauty 
will be drinkable in 4-5 years and will keep for three 
decades.”(95+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1413 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 5bn, 3ts, 8lstl, 3ltl, 6sdc

“The wine shows notes of cedar, black currants, earth, 
spice box, and licorice, followed by a medium to full-
bodied, very concentrated, intense palate with a still 
noticeable tannic structure, a relatively big, muscular 
style for Pichon-Lalande.”(94pts)

 8 bottles per lot $1400-2000
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 1427 10 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1428 Heitz Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1985
 Martha’s Vineyard
 9lbsl, 1wol, 2ltl, 10sdc, 9scc, 1cc

“…explosive richness and ripeness, as well as gobs 
of sweet fruit presented in a full-bodied, powerful 
style.”(94pts)

 10 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1429 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1990 12bn, 3sdc, 3scc,  (12)
 1x12 bottle ocb (94pts)
 - Vintage 1991 1bn, 2lwasl, 1sdc, 1scc (96pts) (12)
 - Vintage 1992 1x12 bottle ocb (92pts) (12)

 Above 36 bottles per lot $2400-3200
_____________________________

 1430 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 2002 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2009 (97pts) (1)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1431 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2010 (96+pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2011  (91-93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2012 (2)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1432 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1999 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 (96-98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2009 (98+pts) (2)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $20000-26000
_____________________________

 1419 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay - Vintage 2013
 Ritchie Vineyard
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Candied citrus, wet rocks, Granny Smith apples, 
white peach and honeysuckle notes are found in this 
full-bodied, prodigious Chardonnay with crisp acidity 
buttressing the viscous, full-throttle style.”(96-98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1420 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay - Vintage 2013
 Sugar Shack
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Its gold/green color is accompanied by a stunning 
nose of liquified pebbles, tangerine oil, delicate 
pineapple, quince and hints of honeysuckle as well as 
subtle background oak.”(95-97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 1421-1425

 1421 Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 1997
 Insignia
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The color is a saturated thick-looking blue/purple. 
The nose offers up explosive aromas of jammy black 
fruits, licorice, Asian spices, vanillin, and cedar. Full-
bodied as well as exceptionally pure and impressively 
endowed, this blockbuster yet surprisingly elegant wine 
cuts a brilliant swath across the palate.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1422 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 1x12 bottle ocb

 1423 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 1x12 bottle ocb

 1424 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 1x12 bottle ocb

 1425 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 1x12 bottle ocb

_____________________________

 1426 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1992
 Special Selection
 7hwasl, 4wasl, 5tsl, 2scl

“…displays an opaque ruby/purple color, followed by 
huge, full-throttle aromatics offering a blast of sweet, 
toasty new oak combined with exceptional red and 
black fruits.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 1437 Château Cheval Blanc
 - Vintage 1995 St. Emilion  (92pts) (2)
 Château Haut Brion
 - Vintage 1996 Graves 1lscl (95pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1999 Graves  (94+pts JK) (1)
 Château Lafite Rothschild
 - Vintage 2002 Pauillac  (95pts WS) (1)
 Château Latour
 - Vintage 1995 Pauillac  (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 Pauillac  (94pts) (1)
 Château Margaux
 - Vintage 1995 Margaux lscl (100pts WS) (1)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3000-4200

 1438 Château Leoville Las Cases
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 1982 hstl, tl, scc (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1983 bn, tal, hstl, scc (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1989 vlgsl (96pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 different importers (95pts) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1439 Château Margaux - Vintage 1996
 Margaux

“…offers extraordinarily pure notes of blackberries, 
cassis, pain grille, and flowers, gorgeous sweetness, a 
seamless personality, and full body, with nothing out of 
place.”(99pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1440 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1983 bn, lbsl (93+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1988 (94pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1996 (96pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1998 1tl (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1999 1nl (93pts) (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1433 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
 Eisele Vineyard
 - Vintage 1998 (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2000 (92 pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2001 (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2004 (95pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2005 (98+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2006 (95pts IWC) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 (93pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2008 (97+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 1x3 bottle owc (3)

 Above 36 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1434 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
 Eisele Vineyard
 - Vintage 2005 tsl, 1x1 mag owc(98+pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2006 1x3 mag owc(95pts IWC) magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2007 1x2 mag owc (93pts) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 2008 1x1 mag owc (97+pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2009 1x1 mag owc magnum (1)

 Above 8 magnums per lot $3000-4200
_____________________________

 1435 Second Flight of Eagles - Vintage MV
 2 bottles each vintage 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009,  
 1x8 bottle custom owc

 8 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1436 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2011
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is a sexy, upfront, precociously styled wine 
exhibiting a dense ruby/purple color as well as lots 
of licorice, camphor, black currant jam, new oak and 
spice box characteristics. Dense, rich and impressive, 
the early drinking charm of the 2011 vintage gives it 
immediate appeal.”(91-94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $4000-6000
_____________________________
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 1442 Marcassin Chardonnay - Vintage 2010
 Marcassin Vineyard

“…exhibits a serious liqueur of stones along with 
a greenish hue to its straw color, fabulous density, 
richness and full-bodied power, but zesty acids and 
notes of quince, white currants, subtle peach, brioche 
and apricot marmalade are all present in this multi-
dimensional, complex, stunning Chardonnay…”(99pts)

 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000
_____________________________

 1443 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2008
A slightly brooding bouquet displays aromas of 
sandalwood, exotic spices, incense, violets, and wild 
berry notes. On the palate it has extra layers of fruit, 
exceptional complexity, impeccable balance, and a 
60-second finish.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600
_____________________________

 1441 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon
 Hillside Select
 - Vintage 1994 (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1995 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 1x6 bottle owc (98pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1999 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 1scl, 1sdc (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2003 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 (96pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2007 (98+pts) (1)

 Above 23 bottles per lot $5000-7000
_____________________________
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 1449 Château Haut Brion Blanc - Vintage 2005
 Graves
 1x6 bottle owc

“…a fleshy, racy, hypothetical blend of the 1994 and 
1998 Haut-Brion, only better. It boasts a gorgeous 
perfume of citrus oil, lime, honeyed grapefruit, flowers, 
spicy smoke, and earth, followed by terrific definition, 
purity, and full-bodied power…”(95+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 1450 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1994
 Special Selection
 vlstl

“This hedonistic Cabernet Sauvignon’s saturated 
purple color is accompanied by an exuberant, sweet, 
enveloping fragrance of smoky new oak, and jammy 
blackberry and cassis fruit. In the mouth, this lavishly 
wooded, black fruit-filled Cabernet is extremely full-
bodied, with superb levels of fruit, glycerin, and extract 
extraordinary equilibrium, with the sweet tannin giving 
the wine considerable accessibility. The finish lasts for 
nearly 30 seconds.”(95pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $1100-1500

 1451 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
-Vintage 1978

 ts, scc, sos, 1x1 Imperial owc,
 outstanding color and condition

“…consistently been a 90 point wine. It remains a 
beautiful Cabernet, displaying cedar, tobacco, and 
black currant fruit. Medium to full-bodied and fully 
mature, with sweet ripeness on the attack, excellent 
purity, and a long, supple finish, this wine should keep 
for another 7-10 years.”(90pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $800-1100
_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 1444-1445

 1444 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Brunate Riserva, G. Rinaldi
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 1990 Barolo Brunate is the most aromatic 
and perfumed of the three 1990 Barolos I tasted. 
Concentrated and full-bodied, with sweet tannin, ripe 
fruit, and a luscious, multi-dimensional personality…” 
(90-92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1900

 1445 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
 1x12 bottle ocb

PARCEL LOTS 1446-1447

 1446 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Millenium, Marchesi di Barolo
 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600

 1447 12 bottles per lot $2000-2600
 1x12 bottle owc

_____________________________

 1448 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2005
 Graves
 1lbsl, 1lscl, 1x12 bottle owc

“This is incredible on the nose, showing coffee cake, 
blackberry, floral, coffee bean and vanilla bean, with 
Chinese spices. A very complex, full-bodied red, 
with seamless, hyperpolished tannins that caress 
every millimeter of the palate. Lasts for minutes. So 
beautifully balanced, I’m left speechless. Is it even 
better than the 1989?”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500

GROUPO EURO
We didn’t want this great sale opening the autumn season to end just yet and we were happy to squeeze a few lucky consignors 
for our stretch run.  Most of the wines hail from Europe and there are many highlights, including 1990 Rinaldi Brunate Barolo, 
2005 Haut Brion, 1990 Angelus, 2009 Clos Mogador five liters, 1983 Lafite and 1982 Gruaud Larose.  All wines properly stored.
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 1457 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2009
 D. Mortet  (12)
 Premier Cru, D. Mortet  (9)
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Mortet  (91pts) (12)
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Mortet  (91pts) magnum (6)

 Above 33 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 and 6 magnums

PARCEL LOTS 1458-1459

 1458 Clos Mogador - Vintage 2009
 1x1 5 liter owc

“An explosive perfume of candied dark berries, 
potpourri, woodsmoke and cola, with a strong mineral 
overtone. Sappy and penetrating, offering sweet cherry 
compote and cassis flavors and bracing minerality. 
Puts on weight with air and finishes with firm tannic 
grip and lingering floral and spice elements.” 
(93pts IWC)

 1 5 liter per lot $1500-2000

 1459 1 5 liter per lot $1500-2000
 1x1 5 liter owc

_____________________________

 1460 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1989
 Sauternes
 1sdc

“…extremely alcoholic and rich, with a huge nose 
of smoky, honey-covered coconuts and overripe 
pineapples and apricots so highly extracted and rich 
yet approachable.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1461 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 cuvée de Mon Aieul, P. Usseglio

“It represents an awesome naked/virginal expression 
of Grenache from three vineyard parcels planted in 
sand, clay, and limestone soils. After tasting this wine 
on five separate occasions, I can state with certainty, 
it has the most saturated color of any Mon Aieul 
produced to date. Moreover, its perfume of blueberry 
liqueur, black raspberries, licorice, roasted meat 
juices, and lavender is incredible. Full-bodied power, 
a multilayered mouthfeel, tremendous purity, and 
awesome concentration put this wine in a class by 
itself.”(100pts)

 10 bottles per lot $1200-1600
_____________________________

 1452 Château Angelus - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion
 4bn, 1ts, 12lbsl, 4sdc, 1x12 bottle owc

“…boasts an exceptional nose of subtle licorice, 
menthol, creme de cassis, blackberries, and hints of 
coffee and charcoal. Full-bodied, flamboyant, and 
opulent, with low acidity and sweet tannin, it still 
seems young at age 19. Expansive and full, wine lovers 
will argue for decades to come which is better, the 
sensational 1990 or the equally terrific 1989.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

PARCEL LOTS 1453-1454

 1453 Château Grand Puy Lacoste - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 12lbsl, 3sdc, 1x12 bottle owc

“It possesses an opaque ruby/purple color, as well as 
a stunning nose of jammy blackcurrants, cedar, spice, 
and smoke. Full-bodied, with magnificent extract, 
excellent delineation, outstanding purity, and layers of 
intensity, this massive, dense, well-balanced Pauillac is 
the finest Grand-Puy-Lacoste since the 1982.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1454 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 12lbsl, 4sdc, 1x12 bottle owc

 1455 Château Le Tertre Roteboeuf - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion
 12bn, 9lbsl, 3wasl, 2nl, 12sdc, 1wc, 1x12 bottle owc

“The 1990 has been so stunning the last several times I 
tasted it, that it is inching its way up the scoring ladder. 
In fact, I am close to running out of points. The sweet 
nose of coffee, jammy berry fruit, smoke, caramel, 
and spice soars from a glass of this marvelously 
concentrated, viscous, layered, smooth wine.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
_____________________________

 1456 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2010
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“This full-bodied, colossal giant of a wine is one of the 
goliaths of the vintage. It may well have the highest level 
of natural alcohol for any wine from the Left Bank of 
Bordeaux (15.1%) and has the definite potential to be a 
50- to 75-year wine. Dense purple, it offers up notes of 
lead pencil shavings, charcoal embers, blueberry and 
blackberry liqueur along with massive concentration, a 
multi-dimensional mouthfeel and a monumental finish 
that goes well past a minute, which I think might be a 
record for a young Bordeaux.”(98+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 1467 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000
 bn, vlscl, sdc, cuc

_____________________________

 1468 Château Gruaud Larose - Vintage 1982
 St. Julien
 11bn, 1ts, 2lstl, 1sos

“Exhibits an explosive nose of new saddle leather, 
plums, prunes, black cherry jam, chocolate, steak 
tartar, and roasted espresso. Unbelievably powerful, 
thick, and intense, with full body, mouth-searing tannin 
levels, a grilled steak-like flavor, and a huge, intense 
finish…”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-4800
_____________________________

 1469 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1986 bn, lbsl, spc, scc (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1989 bn, lwasl, spc (91pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 ts, lscl (90+?pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 1991 bn, hstl, spc (1)
 - Vintage 1992 bn, wasl (1)
 - Vintage 1993 bn, lscl, Balthus (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 wasl (96pts) (1)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $2200-3000
_____________________________

 1470 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1975
 Pauillac
 3ts, 1bn, 5wasl, 2tal, 2fl, 1htal, 1bsl, 1htl, 1nol, 1ltl,
 2cuc, excellent color

“…is a powerful Lafite, and troublesome bottles tend 
to reveal more tannin and funkiness than others, which 
have a roasted character, combined with a gravelly, 
mineral underpinning. As this wine has aged, it appears 
to be less of a sure bet. In most cases, it has been an 
outstanding wine, as the bottle tasted in December 
suggested.”(92pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

 1471 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1986
 Sauternes
 12bn, 5sdc, 1spc, 1sos, 1x12 bottle owc

“ Enthralling bouquet of pineapples, saut ed 
hazelnuts, vanillin, and ripe apricots is breathtaking. 
Compellingly concentrated its breadth as well as depth 
of flavor seemingly know no limits.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-4800
_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 1462-1463

 1462 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1983
 Pauillac
 7bn, 5ts, 12vlbsl, 12lwasl, 8tsl, 1nc, 1x12 bottle owc

“Finally, the 1983 Lafite is beginning to shed its 
tannin. The wine exhibits a deep ruby/garnet color with 
only a slight lightening at the edge. The intoxicatingly 
perfumed nose of lead pencil, pain grille, red and black 
fruits, minerals, and roasted herbs is provocative. In 
the mouth, this wine displays considerable body for a 
Lafite, plenty of power, and a fleshy, rich, sweet mid-
palate. Long, elegant, plump, and surprisingly fleshy, 
this outstanding example of Lafite seems largely 
forgotten given the number of high quality vintages 
during the golden decade of the eighties.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1463 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 6bn, 5ts, 1vhs, 2vlwisl, 4sdc, 6swc, 
 1x12 bottle owc

_____________________________

 1464 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1976
 Pauillac
 3bn, 1ts, 1vhs, 6lgsl, 1ll, 1spc, 
 excellent color and condition

“A beautiful bouquet of seductive cedarwood, spices, 
and ripe fruit precedes a very concentrated, darkly 
colored wine, with great length and texture. Some 
amber is just beginning to appear at the edge. The 1976 
has turned out to be the best Lafite of the ‘70s.”(93pts)

 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1465 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1993
 Pomerol

“Showy and impressive with excellent use of new oak. 
It delivers loads of toasty coconut and chocolate flavors 
balanced by plum and blackberry notes. Incredible 
concentration for the vintage.”(95pts WS)

 1 magnum per lot $2200-3000
_____________________________

 1466 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 1cuc, different importers

“…Still backward with a deep ruby/plum color 
revealing only a touch of lightening at the edge, the 
wine offers up an extraordinary nose of caramelized 
herbs, smoke, cedar, pen ink, black currants, and earth. 
The gorgeous aromatics are followed by a full-bodied, 
plump, rich, fleshy wine with low acidity.”(97+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000
_____________________________
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2001 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1382)

2003 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Pluribus ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, St. Eden ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1382)

2004 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Pluribus ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, St. Eden ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1382)

2005 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Pluribus ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, St. Eden ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1382)

2007 Bond, St. Eden ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1382)

2009 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1362)

 Bond, Pluribus ........................................... (1362)

 Bond, Quella .............................................. (1362)

 Bond, St. Eden ........................................... (1362)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1362)

2010 Bond, St. Eden ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1382)

 BRYANT FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1995 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (139)

1996 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (139)

1997 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ................. 140

2002 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............ (1394)

2005 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............ (1394)

2006 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon . (1250),(1394)

2007 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............ (1394)

2008 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............ (1394)

2009 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............ (1394)

2011 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... 1414

 CAYMUS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1985 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................. (1383)

1988 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................. (1383)

1990 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................. (1383)

1992 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       .............................................. (340),1426,1427

1994 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ................................................................ 1450

2000 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................. (1383)

2001 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................. (1383)

2006 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (1380)

2007 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ...... (1393)

2008 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (1380)

 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ...... (1393)

2009 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (1380)

 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ...... (1393)

2010 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ...... (1393)

 ABREU RED

2001 Abreu Red, Thorevilos ................................. (541)

2002 Abreu Red, Thorevilos ...................... (1381),1405

2003 Abreu Red, Thorevilos ............................... (1381)

2005 Abreu Red, Thorevilos ............................... (1381)

2008 Abreu Red, Thorevilos ............................... (1381)

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1998 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1433)

1999 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1433)

2000 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1433)

2001 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1433)

2002 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1433)

2003 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1433)

2004 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1433)

2005 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2006 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2007 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2008 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2009 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2010 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ................................................... 894

 BEVAN CELLARS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Bevan Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon, Sugarloaf 
      Mountain ................................................. 1406

 BOND

1999 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1382)

2000 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1382)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1382)

 AUSTRALIA

 HENSCHKE SHIRAZ

1985 Henschke Shiraz, Hill of Grace .................... (342)

1990 Henschke Shiraz, Hill of Grace .................... (342)

1991 Henschke Shiraz, Hill of Grace .................... (342)

1992 Henschke Shiraz, Hill of Grace .................... (342)

 PENFOLD’S GRANGE

1982 Penfold’s Grange .......................................... (343)

1990 Penfold’s Grange .......................................... (343)

1992 Penfold’s Grange .......................................... (344)

1993 Penfold’s Grange ............................................ 345

1998 Penfold’s Grange ............................................ 669

2001 Penfold’s Grange ............................................ 670

 AUSTRIA

 GUNDERLOCH

1992 Riesling Beerenauslese, Nackenheim Rothenberg, 
      Goldkapsel, Gunderloch .......................... (335)

 J.J. PRUM

1976 Riesling Beerenauslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, 
      Goldkapsel, J.J. Prum ............................. (333)

1983 Riesling Beerenauslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, 
      Goldkapsel, J.J. Prum ............................. (333)

 MILZ LAURENTIUSHOF

1995 Riesling Beerenauslese, Trittenheimer Felsenkopf, 
      Goldkapsel, Milz Laurentiushof .............. (335)

 R. WEIL

1992 Riesling Beerenauslese, Kiedrich Grafenberg, R. 
      Weil ........................................................ (335)

 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ABREU CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1997 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (1379)

2000 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (1379)

2002 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (540)

2003 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch 
       .................................................... (540),(1379)

 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (541)

2004 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (1249)

 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (541)

2005 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch 
       .................................................. (1249),(1380)

INDEX BY PRODUCER

To view and download the index 
in other formats, such as by Vintage, 
and to download the catalog in Excel, 

for easy sorting,
please visit: www.AckerAuctions.com
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2007 Harlan Estate Red . (408),(662),(663),(1396),1408

2008 Harlan Estate Red .................. (1396),1409,(1430)

2009 Harlan Estate Red ........................... (1396),(1430)

2010 Harlan Estate Red ...................................... (1396)

2011 Harlan Estate Red ...................................... (1396)

 HEITZ CELLARS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1985 Heitz Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon, Martha’s 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1428)

 HUNDRED ACRE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2007 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard ................................................. 1254

 JOSEPH PHELPS WINERY

1993 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................... (549)

1994 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................. (1389)

1997 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia 
       ............................. 1421,1422,1423,1424,1425

1999 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................. (1389)

2000 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................. (1389)

2001 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................. (1389)

2002 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ...................... 597

2005 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................. (1389)

2008 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................. (1389)

 OPUS ONE

2001 Opus One ....................................................... 626

 PAHLMEYER RED

2007 Pahlmeyer Red ............................................. 1329

 PETER MICHAEL RED

1994 Peter Michael Red, Les Pavots ..................... (550)

2003 Peter Michael Red, Les Pavots ..................... (550)

2008 Peter Michael Red, Les Pavots ..................... (550)

 PHILIP TOGNI CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1995 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (1390)

2000 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (1390)

2003 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (1390)

2004 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (1390)

2005 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (1390)

2006 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (1390)

2007 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (1390)

2008 Philip Togni Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (1390)

 ROBERT MONDAVI RESERVE CABERNET SAUVI-
GNON

1978 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon . 1451

1990 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ............................................................. (1429)

1991 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ............................................................. (1429)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate ......................... (658),(810)

2006 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ............ (657),(1387)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (658)

2007 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ............ (544),(1387)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate ......................... (658),(810)

2008 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ..................... (1387)

2009 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ..................... (1387)

2010 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ..................... (1387)

 DOMINUS

1985 Dominus ...................................................... (341)

1990 Dominus ...................................................... (341)

1991 Dominus ............................................. (341),(545)

1992 Dominus ............................................. (340),(745)

1994 Dominus ............................................. (546),(745)

1995 Dominus ...................................................... (341)

2009 Dominus ...................................................... (547)

 DUNN VINEYARDS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1999 Dunn Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell 
      Mountain ................................................ (901)

2000 Dunn Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell 
      Mountain ................................................ (902)

2001 Dunn Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell 
      Mountain ................................................ (902)

2002 Dunn Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa Valley 
       ............................................................... (902)

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

1994 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 405

1995 Harlan Estate Red ............................... 406,(1388)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

1996 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

1997 Harlan Estate Red .................................... 407,659

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

1998 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

1999 Harlan Estate Red ........................ (408),(548),660

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2000 Harlan Estate Red ... (408),(548),661,(663),(1388)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2002 Harlan Estate Red ...................... (408),746,(1430)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2003 Harlan Estate Red ................. (663),(1251),(1430)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2004 Harlan Estate Red 
       ......... (662),(663),(1251),(1252),(1395),(1430)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2005 Harlan Estate Red 
       ......... (408),(663),(1251),(1253),(1395),(1430)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2006 Harlan Estate Red ......... (663),(1396),1407,(1430)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2002 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................. (1383)

2006 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................... (542)

2010 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       .................................................... (542),(1383)

 CHATEAU MONTELENA CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1992 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon, 20th 
      Anniversary ............................................ (340)

2003 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (543)

2005 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (543)

2007 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (543)

 COLGIN CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1996 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

1997 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

1998 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

1999 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

2000 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .. (1385)

2001 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .. (1385)

2002 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

2003 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .. (1385)

2004 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

2005 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Herb Lamb Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1384)

2006 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .. (1385)

2007 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .. (1385)

2008 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .. (1385)

2009 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .. (1385)

2010 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .. (1385)

 COLGIN RED

1999 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ..................... (1386)

2000 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ..................... (1386)

2001 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ..................... (1386)

2002 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ..................... (1386)

2003 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ..................... (1386)

2004 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ............ (657),(1386)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (658)

2005 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard .............. (544),(657)
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 CAYUSE RED

2003 Cayuse Red, Flying Pig .............................. (1363)

2006 Cayuse Red, Flying Pig .............................. (1363)

2012 Cayuse Red, Camaspelo ............................ (1364)

 Cayuse Red, Wallah Wallah Number 4 ...... (1364)

 KISTLER PINOT NOIR

2006 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Catherine, Occidental 
      Station Vineyard ..................................... (667)

 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Elizabeth, Bodega 
      Headlands ............................................... (667)

 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Natalie, Silver Belt . (667)

 Kistler Pinot Noir, Kistler Vineyard ............. (667)

2007 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Catherine, Occidental 
      Station Vineyard ..................................... (667)

 Kistler Pinot Noir, Cuvee Elizabeth, Bodega 
      Headlands ............................................... (667)

2010 Kistler Pinot Noir, Sonoma Coast ................ (667)

 LINNE CALODO CELLARS RED

2005 Linne Calodo Cellars Red, Nemesis ............. (554)

2006 Linne Calodo Cellars Red, Rising Tides ....... (554)

2008 Linne Calodo Cellars Red, Nemesis ............. (554)

 Linne Calodo Cellars Red, Outsider ............. (554)

 Linne Calodo Cellars Red, Slacker ............... (554)

 MARCASSIN PINOT NOIR

2007 Marcassin Pinot Noir, Marcassin Vineyard ..... 141

 NEXT OF KYN RED

2010 Next of Kyn Red, No. 4 ...................... (394),(395)

2011 Next of Kyn Red, No. 5 ............................... (396)

 ROCHIOLI PINOT NOIR

1997 Rochioli Pinot Noir, West Block ................ (1391)

1998 Rochioli Pinot Noir, Little Hill ................... (1391)

2003 Rochioli Pinot Noir, Little Hill ................... (1391)

2004 Rochioli Pinot Noir, East Block ................. (1391)

 Rochioli Pinot Noir, Little Hill ................... (1391)

 Rochioli Pinot Noir, River Block ............... (1391)

 Rochioli Pinot Noir, West Block ................ (1391)

2006 Rochioli Pinot Noir, East Block ................. (1391)

 Rochioli Pinot Noir, Little Hill ................... (1391)

 Rochioli Pinot Noir, West Block ................ (1391)

 SINE QUA NON GRENACHE

2005 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Atlantis Fe 203 2A 
       ............................................................. (1256)

 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Atlantis Fe 203 2B . (1256)

 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Atlantis Fe 203 2C . (1256)

 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Atlantis Fe 203 2D 
       ............................................................. (1256)

 Sine Qua Non Grenache, The Naked Truth . (1259)

1995 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select . (1441)

1996 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select . (1441)

1998 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (665)

1999 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       ............................................. 552,(665),(1441)

2000 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (665)

2001 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       .................................................... (665),(1441)

2002 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       .................................................... (665),(1441)

2003 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       .......................................... (162),(665),(1441)

2004 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       ......................................... (665),(1255),(1441)

2005 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       ............................... (162),(665),(1255),(1441)

2006 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       .......................................... (162),(665),(1441)

2007 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       .......................................... (162),(665),(1441)

 VERITE RED

2001 Verite Red, La Joie ............................... (553),599

 Verite Red, La Muse ............................. (553),600

 Verite Red, Le Desir .................................... (553)

2002 Verite Red, La Joie ...................................... (553)

2004 Verite Red, La Joie ...................................... (553)

 Verite Red, Le Desir .................................... (553)

2007 Verite Red, La Joie ...................................... (553)

 CALIFORNIA RED

 AUBERT VINEYARDS PINOT NOIR

2004 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, Reuling Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (666)

 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, UV Vineyard . (666)

2005 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, Reuling Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (666)

 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, UV Vineyard . (666)

2006 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, Reuling Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (666)

2007 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, Reuling Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (666)

 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, UV Vineyard . (666)

2009 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, Ritchie Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (666)

 Aubert Vineyards Pinot Noir, UV-SL Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (666)

 BRYANT FAMILY RED

2011 Bryant Family Red, Bettina ........................... 1415

1992 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       .................................................... (340),(1429)

 SCARECROW CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ........... 747,(1397)

2006 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2007 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2008 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2009 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2010 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (1397),(1431)

2011 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (1397),(1431)

2012 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1431)

 SCHRADER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer 
      To-Kalon Vineyard ........................ (388),(389)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, CCS 
       ................................... (388),(389),(390),(391)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, GIII .... (388),(389)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, LPV 
       ................................... (388),(389),(390),(391)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 392

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, RBS 
       ................................... (388),(389),(390),(391)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, T6 
       ................................... (388),(389),(390),(391)

 SCREAMING EAGLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1996 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 409

1997 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 410

1998 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 411

1999 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon . 551,(1432)

2001 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 412

2002 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon . 413,(1432)

2003 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon . 598,(1432)

2004 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ........ (1432)

2005 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon . 414,(1432)

2006 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ........ (1432)

2007 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon . 415,(1432)

2008 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ........ (1432)

2009 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 
       .............................................. 416,1398,(1432)

2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .... 417,1399

2011 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .. 1400,1436

2012 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ........................................... 393,418,811,1401

 SECOND FLIGHT OF EAGLES

2011 Second Flight of Eagles ................................ 1402

MV Second Flight of Eagles ....................... 1403,1435

 SHAFER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1994 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select . (1441)
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 CEDRIC BOUCHARD VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2008 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Roses de 
      Jeanne, La Boloree ................................. (873)

 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Roses de 
      Jeanne, La Haute-Lemble ........................ (873)

2011 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, La Boloree 
       ............................................................... (872)

 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, La 
      Haut-Lemble ........................................... (872)

 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Les Ursules 
       ............................................................... (872)

 CHARLES HEIDSIECK VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1985 Charles Heidsieck Vintage Champagne, 
      Oenotheque ........................................... (1077)

 DEUTZ VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1975 Deutz Vintage Champagne, Vinotheque 
       .................................................... 928,929,930

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1959 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ..... (382),1204

1961 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (382)

1964 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ..... (181),1205

1966 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne 
       .......................................... (181),(382),(1208)

1969 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
       .................................................................. 131

1971 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
       .................................................................. 132

1973 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ................ 383

1975 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
       ...................................................... (790),1080

1976 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
       ............................................................... (790)

1982 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... 1081

1985 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ..... (181),1206

1988 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. 1207

1990 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne 
       ........................................... 943,(1078),(1315)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose ...... 792

1995 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ... 1079,(1315)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... (793)

1996 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne 
       ......................................... 623,624,625,(1315)

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose 
       .................................. (793),1317,1318,(1319)

2000 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose 
       .................................................. (1082),(1319)

2002 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne 
       ......................................... (181),(1315),(1316)

       ............................................................... (668)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, UV-SL Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (668)

2012 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, CIX Estate 
      Vineyard ................................................. (402)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Eastside Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (402)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Lauren Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (402)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Ritchie Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (402)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Sugar Shack . (402)

2013 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, CIX Estate 
      Vineyard ................................................. 1416

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Eastside Vineyard 
       ................................................................ 1417

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Lauren Vineyard 
       ................................................................ 1418

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Ritchie Vineyard 
       ................................................................ 1419

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Sugar Shack . 1420

 MARCASSIN CHARDONNAY

2009 Marcassin Chardonnay, Marcassin Vineyard . (555)

 Marcassin Chardonnay, Three Sisters Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (555)

2010 Marcassin Chardonnay, Marcassin Vineyard . 1442

 SINE QUA NON

2002 Mr. K, Nobleman, Sine Qua Non ............. 895,896

2003 Mr. K, Nobleman, Sine Qua Non .................... 897

 SINE QUA NON ROSE

2008 Sine Qua Non Rose, The Pontiff ................... 1261

2013 Sine Qua Non Rose, And an Eight Track ..... (403)

 SINE QUA NON ROUSSANNE

2001 Sine Qua Non Roussanne, Rien Ne Va Plus . 1330

 SINE QUA NON WHITE

2011 Sine Qua Non White, The Moment .............. (403)

2012 Sine Qua Non White, In The Abstract .......... (403)

 CHAMPAGNE

 BILLECART SALMON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1978 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne, Cuvee 
      Nicolas Francois ........................................ 927

 BOLLINGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1990 Bollinger Vintage Champagne, Grande Annee 
       ............................................................... (332)

1995 Bollinger Vintage Champagne, RD ............ (1076)

1998 Bollinger Vintage Champagne, Vieilles Vignes, 
      Francaises ................................................. 381

2006 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Raven Series, No. 1 
       ............................................................. (1257)

 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Raven Series, No. 6 & 7 
       ............................................................. (1258)

 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Raven Series, No. 9 
       ............................................................. (1257)

2010 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Stockholm Syndrome 
       ............................................................... (399)

2011 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Dark Blossom ....... (401)

2012 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Stein .............. 397,(400)

 SINE QUA NON SYRAH

2000 Sine Qua Non Syrah, In Flagrante ................ (748)

2002 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Just For The Love Of It . 812

2004 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Poker Face ................. (748)

2005 Sine Qua Non Syrah, 17th Nail in My Cranium . 419

2006 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Raven Series, No. 5 .. (1260)

2010 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Stockholm Syndrome . (399)

2011 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Dark Blossom ............ (401)

2012 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Stock ................... 398,(400)

 WILLIAMS SELYEM PINOT NOIR

2007 Williams Selyem Pinot Noir, Allen Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1391)

 Williams Selyem Pinot Noir, Coastlands Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1391)

 Williams Selyem Pinot Noir, Ferrington Vineyard 
       ............................................................. (1391)

 Williams Selyem Pinot Noir, Peay Vineyard . (1391)

 Williams Selyem Pinot Noir, Westside Road 
      Neighbors ............................................. (1391)

 CALIFORNIA WHITE

 AUBERT VINEYARDS CHARDONNAY

2006 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Lauren Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (668)

2007 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Reuling Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (668)

2008 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Larry Hyde & 
      Sons ........................................................ (668)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Lauren Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (668)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Ritchie Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (668)

2009 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Larry Hyde & 
      Sons ........................................................ (668)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Lauren Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (668)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Reuling Vineyard 
       ............................................................... (668)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Ritchie Vineyard 
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      Dame ........................................................ 387

1990 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne, La Grande 
      Dame .................................................. 137,798

 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne, Vintage 
      Reserve ................................................... (332)

 COGNAC/ARMAGNAC

 A.E. DOR COGNAC

NV A.E. Dor Cognac, No. 5 ............................... 1377

 HINE TALENT COGNAC

NV Hine Talent Cognac ...................................... 1378

 LABERDOLIVE BAS ARMAGNAC

1962 Laberdolive Bas Armagnac .......................... (249)

 MARCEL TREPOUT ARMAGNAC

1937 Marcel Trepout Armagnac ........................... (249)

 FORTIFIED

 FONSECA VINTAGE PORT

1955 Fonseca Vintage Port ................................... (918)

1963 Fonseca Vintage Port ................................... (918)

1970 Fonseca Vintage Port .......................... (346),(918)

1977 Fonseca Vintage Port .......................... (346),(918)

1985 Fonseca Vintage Port ................................... (346)

 TAYLOR FLADGATE VINTAGE PORT

1955 Taylor Fladgate Vintage Port ....................... (347)

1970 Taylor Fladgate Vintage Port ....................... (347)

1977 Taylor Fladgate Vintage Port ....................... (347)

 GERMANY

 DR. LOOSEN

1995 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Gold 
      Capsule, Dr. Loosen ............................... (335)

 Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese, Urziger 
      Wurzgarten, Goldkapsule, Dr. Loosen .... (335)

 GUNDERLOCH

1992 Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese, Nackenheim 
      Rothenberg, Goldkapsel, Gunderloch ...... (335)

 J.J. PRUM

1995 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
       ............................................................... (335)

 R. WEIL

1996 Riesling Auslese, Kiedrich Grafenberg, R. Weil 
       ............................................................... (335)

 VON SCHUBERT

1995 Riesling Eiswein, Maximin Grunhauser 
      Herrenberg, Von Schubert ...................... (334)

 Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese, Maximin 
      Grunhauser Abstsberg, Von Schubert ..... (334)

 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
       ............................................................... (186)

1996 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . 1092

1999 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ................................................ 876,1093,1094

2000 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
       .................................................................. 134

2004 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . 1322

 PERRIER JOUET VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1949 Perrier Jouet Vintage Champagne, Reserve Cuvee 
       ............................................................... (385)

1964 Perrier Jouet Vintage Champagne, Blason de 
      France ..................................................... (385)

 PHILIPPONNAT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne, Clos des 
      Goisses .................................................... 1095

 PIPER HEIDSIECK VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1964 Piper Heidsieck Vintage Champagne ........... (384)

 POL ROGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1990 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne ......................... 22

 POMMERY VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1952 Pommery Vintage Champagne, Extra Sec .... (385)

1953 Pommery Vintage Champagne ............ (384),(385)

1955 Pommery Vintage Champagne ..................... (385)

1964 Pommery Vintage Champagne ..................... (384)

1966 Pommery Vintage Champagne ..................... (385)

1989 Pommery Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Louise .. 23

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1976 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ............ 187

1988 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ............ 188

1996 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil 
       .... 135,797,1096,(1097),1323,1324,1325,1326

 TAITTINGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1964 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne ........................................... (1208)

1966 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne ............................................... 283

1976 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne ............................................... 284

1996 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne, Rose ...................................... 136

1999 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne, Rose ........................................ 68

 VEUVE CLICQUOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1915 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne .............. 386

1961 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne ............ (384)

1964 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne, La Grande 

 DOM RUINART VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1976 Dom Ruinart Vintage Champagne, Blanc de 
      Blancs ....................................................... 931

 HEIDSEICK & CO VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1961 Heidseick & Co Vintage Champagne ........... (384)

 HENRI ABELE VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1947 Henri Abele Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Reservee 
       ............................................................... (385)

 JACQUES SELOSSE CHAMPAGNE

NV Jacques Selosse Champagne, Initiale Brut ...... 684

 Jacques Selosse Champagne, Lieux Dits ......... 874

 Jacques Selosse Champagne, Mareuil Sur Ay Sous 
      Le Mont .................................................... 685

 JACQUES SELOSSE VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2003 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne .............. 875

 KRUG COLLECTION VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1961 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne .............. 916

1976 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne .............. 917

1981 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne ............ 1083

 KRUG VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1961 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................... 281

1976 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................... 182

1985 Krug Vintage Champagne .......................... (1085)

1988 Krug Vintage Champagne ...................... 133,1084

1989 Krug Vintage Champagne ................... 794,(1085)

 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ....... 25

1990 Krug Vintage Champagne .......................... (1085)

1996 Krug Vintage Champagne 
       ...................... 183,1086,1087,1088,1320,1321

 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ... 1089

1998 Krug Vintage Champagne ........................ 795,796

2000 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ..... 686

2003 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ... 1090

 LANSON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1982 Lanson Vintage Champagne ......................... (384)

 LOUIS ROEDERER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1955 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne ............ (385)

1964 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne ............ (385)

1979 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
       .................................................................. 185

1981 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (184)

1982 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (184)

1983 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ...................................................... (184),(230)

1988 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (184)

1989 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal .. 944

1990 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . 1091
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 CERETTO

1979 Barbaresco, Bricco Asili, Ceretto ............... (1171)

1990 Barbaresco, Bricco Asili, Ceretto ............... (1171)

 Barolo, Brunate, Ceretto ................................. 236

 CLERICO

1985 Barolo, Ciabot Mentin Ginestra, Clerico ...... (898)

 DAL FORNO

2001 Amarone, Dal Forno ....................................... 945

 DAMILANO

1961 Barolo, Damilano ....................................... (1171)

 E. GRASSO

2010 Barolo, Casa Mate Ginestra, E. Grasso ......... 1327

 Barolo, Gavarini Vigna Chiniera, E. Grasso . 1327A

 F. RINALDI

1958 Barbaresco, F. Rinaldi .................................. 1172

 Barolo, F. Rinaldi ....................................... (1173)

1964 Barolo, F. Rinaldi ....................................... (1173)

1967 Barolo, F. Rinaldi ........................... (1173),(1174)

1968 Barolo, F. Rinaldi ........................... (1173),(1174)

1970 Barolo, F. Rinaldi ........................... (1173),(1174)

1971 Barolo, F. Rinaldi ........................... (1173),(1174)

1974 Barolo, F. Rinaldi ....................................... (1173)

1982 Barolo, Cannubi, F. Rinaldi ........................ (1173)

 FONTANAFREDDA

1955 Barolo, Fontanafredda ................................ (1171)

1958 Barolo, Fontanafredda ................................ (1171)

1961 Barolo, Fontanafredda ................................ (1171)

1964 Barolo, Fontanafredda ................................ (1171)

1967 Barolo, Fontanafredda ................................ (1171)

1974 Barolo, Fontanafredda ................................ (1171)

 G. BORGOGNO

1947 Barbaresco, Riserva, G. Borgogno ............. (1175)

1958 Barbaresco, Riserva, G. Borgogno ............. (1175)

1961 Barbaresco, Riserva, G. Borgogno ............. (1175)

1967 Barbaresco, Riserva, G. Borgogno ............. (1175)

1937 Barolo, Riserva, G. Borgogno .................... (1177)

1947 Barolo, Riserva, G. Borgogno .................... (1177)

1952 Barolo, Riserva, G. Borgogno ........... (1177),1178

1955 Barolo, Riserva, G. Borgogno .................... (1177)

1957 Barolo, Riserva, G. Borgogno .................... (1177)

1958 Barolo, Antichi Vigneti Propri, Riserva, G. 
      Borgogno ................................................ 1176

 Barolo, G. Borgogno .................................. (1177)

1967 Barolo, Riserva, G. Borgogno .................... (1177)

1970 Barolo, Riserva, G. Borgogno .................... (1177)

1971 Barolo, Riserva, G. Borgogno ....................... 1179

 G. CONTERNO

1958 Barbaresco, Riserva, G. Conterno .............. (1180)

 B. MASCARELLO

1983 Barolo, B. Mascarello .................................. (234)

1985 Barolo, B. Mascarello .................................. (234)

1988 Barolo, B. Mascarello .................................. (234)

1990 Barolo, B. Mascarello ..................................... 191

 BERSANO

1974 Barbaresco, Riserva Speciale, Bersano ...... (1171)

1961 Barolo, Bersano ......................................... (1171)

1964 Barolo, Bersano ......................................... (1171)

1971 Barolo, Riserva Speciale, Bersano ............. (1171)

 BIONDI SANTI

1955 Brunello di Montalcino, Riserva, Biondi Santi . 288

1971 Brunello di Montalcino, Biondi Santi ......... (1170)

1974 Brunello di Montalcino, Biondi Santi ......... (1170)

1975 Brunello di Montalcino, Biondi Santi ......... (1170)

1981 Brunello di Montalcino, Biondi Santi ......... (1170)

1985 Brunello di Montalcino, Biondi Santi ......... (1170)

1990 Brunello di Montalcino, Biondi Santi ......... (1170)

1997 Brunello di Montalcino, Biondi Santi ......... (1170)

1998 Brunello di Montalcino, Biondi Santi ......... (1170)

 CANTINE DEI MARCHESI

1985 Barbaresco, Cantine dei Marchesi ................ (898)

 CAPPELLANO

1958 Barbaresco, Cappellano ............................. (1171)

1961 Barolo, Cappellano .................................... (1171)

1964 Barolo, Cappellano .................................... (1171)

1973 Barolo, Cappellano .................................... (1171)

 CASANOVA DI NERI

2001 Brunello di Montalcino, Cerretalto, Casanova di 
      Neri ...................................................... (1348)

2004 Brunello di Montalcino, Cerretalto, Casanova di 
      Neri ...................................................... (1348)

2007 Brunello di Montalcino, Cerretalto, Casanova di 
      Neri .................................................. 881,1349

2008 Brunello di Montalcino, Cerretalto, Casanova di 
      Neri ........................................................ (882)

 Brunello di Montalcino, Tenuta Nuova, Casanova 
      di Neri .................................................... (882)

2010 Brunello di Montalcino, Casanova di Neri .... (880)

 CASTELLO BANFI

1981 Brunello di Montalcino, Castello Banfi ........ (235)

1982 Brunello di Montalcino, Castello Banfi ........ (235)

 CASTELLO DEI RAMPOLLA

2004 Vigna d’Alceo, Castello Dei Rampolla .......... 1350

 CASTELLO DI NIEVE

1985 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano di Nieve, Riserva, 
      Castello di Nieve .................................... (898)

 ITALY

 A. CONTERNO

1955 Barolo, Riserva Speciale, A. Conterno ....... (1167)

1967 Barolo, A. Conterno ................................... (1167)

 Barolo, Riserva, A. Conterno ..................... (1167)

1996 Barolo, Cicala, A. Conterno ....................... (1167)

 ANTINORI

1978 Solaia, Antinori ............................................ (285)

1986 Solaia, Antinori ............................................ (285)

1997 Solaia, Antinori ................................... (285),1168

2010 Solaia, Antinori ............................................ (534)

1983 Tignanello, Antinori ..................................... (231)

1988 Tignanello, Antinori ..................................... (231)

1997 Tignanello, Antinori ..................................... 656A

2001 Tignanello, Antinori ..................................... (535)

2007 Tignanello, Antinori ..................................... (535)

2012 Tignanello, Antinori ........................................ 687

 B. GIACOSA

1967 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa ............ 286

1978 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano di Nieve, B. Giacosa 
       ............................................................. (1169)

1982 Barbaresco, Gallina di Nieve, B. Giacosa .... (232)

1985 Barbaresco, Gallina di Nieve, B. Giacosa .... (898)

1990 Barbaresco, Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       .................................................................. 287

2000 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa ........ (1359)

2004 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa ............ 138

2012 Barbaresco, Asili, B. Giacosa ...................... (877)

1970 Barolo, B. Giacosa ..................................... (1169)

1971 Barolo, Arione di Serralunga, B. Giacosa ... (1169)

1978 Barolo, Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa ... 336

1982 Barolo, Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa ... 337

 Barolo, Le Rocche di Castiglione, B. Giacosa . 338

 Barolo, Villero di Castiglione Falletto, B. Giacosa 
       ............................................................... (232)

1985 Barolo, Villero di Castiglione Falletto, B. Giacosa 
       ...................................................... (232),(898)

1989 Barolo, Villero di Castiglione Falletto, B. Giacosa 
       ............................................................... (232)

1990 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       ........................................................... 189,190

1996 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       .................................................................. 233

2004 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... 1360

 Barolo, Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, 
      Riserva, B. Giacosa ................................... 799

2008 Barolo, Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, 
      Riserva, B. Giacosa ................................... 879

2011 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... (878)
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1964 Barbaresco, Pio Cesare .............................. (1195)

1970 Barbaresco, Pio Cesare .............................. (1195)

1945 Barolo, Pio Cesare ..................................... (1195)

1957 Barolo, Pio Cesare ..................................... (1195)

1958 Barolo, Pio Cesare ..................................... (1195)

1961 Barolo, Pio Cesare ..................................... (1195)

1962 Barolo, Pio Cesare ..................................... (1195)

1964 Barolo, Pio Cesare ........................................ 1196

1967 Barolo, Pio Cesare ........................................ 1197

1971 Barolo, Pio Cesare ..................................... (1195)

1978 Barolo, Pio Cesare ..................................... (1195)

1995 Barolo, Pio Cesare ..................................... (1195)

 PRODUTTORI DEL BARBARESCO

1964 Barbaresco, Produttori del Barbaresco ....... (1198)

1967 Barbaresco, Riserva Rabaja, Produttori del 
      Barbaresco ............................................ (1198)

1971 Barbaresco, Produttori del Barbaresco ....... (1198)

 Barbaresco, Riserva Montestefano, Produttori del 
      Barbaresco ............................................ (1198)

1975 Barbaresco, Produttori del Barbaresco ....... (1198)

1976 Barbaresco, Produttori del Barbaresco ....... (1198)

1978 Barbaresco, Produttori del Barbaresco ....... (1198)

1982 Barbaresco, Produttori del Barbaresco ....... (1198)

 R. VOERZIO

2000 Barolo, Brunate, R. Voerzio ......................... (806)

 Barolo, La Serra, R. Voerzio ........................ (806)

 Barolo, Rocche dell’Annunziata Torriglione, R. 
      Voerzio ................................................... (806)

2009 Barolo, Brunate, R. Voerzio ........................... 883

 Barolo, La Serra, R. Voerzio .......................... 884

 SCARPA

1958 Barolo, Scarpa ........................................... (1171)

1961 Barolo, Riserva Speciale, Scarpa ............... (1171)

1967 Barolo, Riserva Speciale, Scarpa ............... (1171)

 SOLDERA

1981 Brunello di Montalcino, Soldera ................... (302)

1982 Brunello di Montalcino, Casse Basse, Soldera 
       ........................................................ 244,(245)

1983 Brunello di Montalcino, Casse Basse, Soldera 
       ............................................................... (245)

 Brunello di Montalcino, Riserva, Soldera ....... 303

 Brunello di Montalcino, Soldera ................... (302)

1984 Brunello di Montalcino, Soldera ................... (302)

1985 Brunello di Montalcino, Case Basse, Soldera . 304

 Brunello di Montalcino, Casse Basse, Soldera 
       ............................................................... (245)

 Brunello di Montalcino, Intistieti, Soldera .... (246)

1986 Brunello di Montalcino, Casse Basse, Soldera 
       ............................................................... (245)

 G. QUINTARELLI

1993 Alzero, G. Quintarelli ..................................... 802

1990 Amabile del Cere, G. Quintarelli .................... 803

1988 Amarone, Riserva, G. Quintarelli .................... 804

2010 Primofiore, G. Quintarelli ........................... (1361)

1983 Recioto della Valpolicella, Riserva, G. Quintarelli 
       .................................................................. 805

 G. RINALDI

1990 Barolo, Brunate Riserva, G. Rinaldi ..... 1444,1445

 GAJA

1961 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1189)

1964 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1189)

1965 Barbaresco, Gaja ............................ (1189),(1190)

1967 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1190)

1970 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1190)

1971 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1191)

1974 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1191)

1975 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1190)

1977 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1190)

1978 Barbaresco, Gaja ....................................... (1190)

1983 Barbaresco, Costa Russi, Gaja ............ (297),(298)

 Barbaresco, Gaja ......................................... (297)

 Barbaresco, Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja ............. (298)

 Barbaresco, Sori Tilden, Gaja ...................... (297)

1985 Barbaresco, Sori Tilden, Gaja ......................... 299

1993 Barbaresco, Gaja ............................................ 300

1994 Barbaresco, Gaja ......................................... (301)

1993 Barolo, Sperss, Gaja .................................... (301)

 ISOLE E OLENA

1988 Cepparello, Isole e Olena ............................. (242)

1990 Cepparello, Isole e Olena ............................. (242)

 MARCHESI DI BAROLO

1953 Barbaresco, Marchesi di Barolo ................. (1194)

1954 Barbaresco, Marchesi di Barolo ................. (1194)

1978 Barbaresco, Riserva, Marchesi di Barolo ... (1194)

1947 Barolo, Marchesi di Barolo ........................ (1194)

1957 Barolo, Marchesi di Barolo ........................ (1194)

1962 Barolo, Marchesi di Barolo ........................ (1194)

1964 Barolo, Marchesi di Barolo ....... 1192,1193,(1194)

1967 Barolo, Marchesi di Barolo ........................ (1194)

1971 Barolo, Marchesi di Barolo ........................ (1194)

1973 Barolo, Marchesi di Barolo ........................ (1194)

1990 Barolo, Millenium, Marchesi di Barolo . 1446,1447

 MONTEZEMOLO

1978 Barolo, Monfalletto, Montezemolo ................. 243

 PIO CESARE

1959 Barbaresco, Pio Cesare .............................. (1195)

1962 Barbaresco, Pio Cesare .............................. (1195)

1937 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .. (1187)

1941 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       .................................................... 1100,(1187)

 Barolo, Stravecchio, G. Conterno ................... 289

1943 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .. (1187)

1945 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .... (237)

1948 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .. (1184)

1949 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .. (1184)

1952 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       .................................. (237),290,(1184),(1187)

1955 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       ............................................. (237),291,(1184)

1958 Barolo, G. Conterno ................................... (1180)

 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno . 238,292

 Barolo, Riserva, G. Conterno .................. (1182C)

1961 Barolo, G. Conterno .............. (192),1181,(1182C)

 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       .................................. (239),293,(1184),(1187)

1964 Barolo, G. Conterno . 1182,1182A,1182B,(1182C)

 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ..... 1185

1967 Barolo, G. Conterno ................................ (1182C)

 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       .................................................... (239),(1186)

1970 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno . 294,(899)

1971 Barolo, G. Conterno ..................................... (192)

 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       .................................... (239),240,(899),(1186)

1978 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ....... 241

 Barolo, Riserva, G. Conterno .................. (1182C)

1983 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno ........ (1183)

1985 Barolo, Cascina Francia Riserva, G. Conterno 
       ............................................................... (193)

 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno ........ (1183)

1988 Barolo, Cascina Francia Riserva, G. Conterno 
       ............................................................... (193)

1997 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno ........ (1183)

 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .. (1187)

2000 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .... (801)

2001 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .... (801)

2004 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno . 800,(1183)

 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .... (801)

2005 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .... (801)

2006 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno .... (801)

 G. MASCARELLO

1988 Barbaresco, Marcarini, G. Mascarello .......... (234)

1961 Barolo, Riserva, G. Mascarello ..................... 1188

1979 Barolo, G. Mascarello .................................... 296

1984 Barolo, G. Mascarello .................................. (234)

1990 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello ................ 339
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 CHATEAU BEYCHEVELLE

1966 Chateau Beychevelle, St. Julien .................... 1128

 CHATEAU BOYD CANTENAC

1970 Chateau Boyd Cantenac, Margaux ............. (1129)

 CHATEAU BRANAIRE DUCRU

2010 Chateau Branaire Ducru, St. Julien ............... (423)

 CHATEAU BRANE CANTENAC

2010 Chateau Brane Cantenac, Margaux .............. (424)

 CHATEAU CALON SEGUR

1961 Chateau Calon Segur, St. Estephe ................. 1199

1995 Chateau Calon Segur, St. Estephe ................ (425)

2003 Chateau Calon Segur, St. Estephe ................... 426

 CHATEAU CAMENSAC

1971 Chateau Camensac, Haut Medoc ................ (1130)

 CHATEAU CANTEMERLE

1966 Chateau Cantemerle, Haut Medoc ................ 1131

 CHATEAU CHEVAL BLANC

1950 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 250

1953 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ........ (348),990

1958 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... (348)

1966 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... (348)

1981 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... (195)

1982 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... (195)

1986 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... (195)

1988 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... (195)

1990 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion 
       ............................................. 11,(195),556,909

1995 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............. (1437)

1998 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 627

1999 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 628

2000 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion .... 163,427,629

2001 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion .......... 428,601

2005 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 349

2008 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... 1262

 CHATEAU CLINET

2009 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ............................... 1263

 CHATEAU COS D’ESTOURNEL

1982 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ........... (919)

1985 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ........... (429)

1986 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ........... (198)

1996 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ........... (429)

2001 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ........... (429)

2003 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ... 1333,1334

2005 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe 
       ............................................. 671,672,673,674

2009 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ..... 430,1264

 Willet Bourbon Whiskey, 9 Year ............... (1373)

 WILLETT BOURBON WHISKEY

NV Willett Bourbon Whiskey, 25 Year old, Rye 
       ....................................................... 1375,1376

 NEW YORK

 DR. LOOSEN

1990 Riesling  Eiswein, Bernkastel Lay, Dr. Loosen 
       ............................................................... (335)

 GRANS-FASSIAN

1990 Riesling  Eiswein, Gold Capsule, Grans-Fassian 
       ............................................................... (335)

1992 Riesling  Eiswein, Gold Capsule, Grans-Fassian 
       ............................................................... (335)

 J.J. PRUM

1983 Riesling  Eiswein, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, 
      Goldkapsel, J.J. Prum ............................. (333)

 MILZ LAURENTIUSHOF

1992 Riesling  Eiswein, Trittenheimber Apotheke, 
      Goldkapsel, Milz Laurentiushof .............. (335)

 OREGON

 SCHRADER PINOT NOIR

2011 Schrader Pinot Noir, Boars View ................. (404)

2012 Schrader Pinot Noir, Boars View ................. (404)

 RED BORDEAUX

 BAHANS HAUT BRION

2005 Bahans Haut Brion, Graves ............................ 420

 BORDEAUX COLLECTION GROUPE DUCLOT

2005 Bordeaux Collection Groupe Duclot ............. 1331

2008 Bordeaux Collection Groupe Duclot ............. 1332

 CARRUADES DE LAFITE

1996 Carruades de Lafite, Pauillac .......................... 579

2011 Carruades de Lafite, Pauillac ........................ (675)

 CHATEAU ANGELUS

1990 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ....................... 1452

2003 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ......................... 580

 CHATEAU BEAUSEJOUR DUFFAU LAGROSSE

2000 Chateau Beausejour Duffau Lagrosse, St. Emilion 
       ............................................................... (421)

2005 Chateau Beausejour Duffau Lagrosse, St. Emilion 
       ............................................................... (421)

2009 Chateau Beausejour Duffau Lagrosse, St. Emilion 
       ............................................................... (421)

 CHATEAU BELAIR-MONANGE

2009 Chateau Belair-Monange, St. Emilion .......... (422)

1987 Brunello di Montalcino, Case Basse, Soldera . (302)

 Brunello di Montalcino, Soldera ................... (302)

1988 Brunello di Montalcino, Casse Basse, Soldera 
       ............................................................... (245)

 Brunello di Montalcino, Soldera ................... (302)

1990 Brunello di Montalcino, Casse Basse, Soldera 
       ............................................................... (245)

1991 Brunello di Montalcino, Riserva, Soldera ..... (302)

1992 Brunello di Montalcino, Intistieti, Soldera .... (246)

 TENUTA DELL’ ORNELLAIA

2003 Masseto, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ....................... 536

2004 Masseto, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ....................... 537

2010 Masseto, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia .................... (538)

2004 Ornellaia, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ................... (539)

2006 Ornellaia, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ................... (539)

2010 Ornellaia, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ................... (539)

2011 Ornellaia, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ................. (1328)

 TENUTA SAN GUIDO

1983 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ........................ (247)

1988 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ........................ (247)

1991 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ........................ (247)

 TERRE DEL BAROLO

1964 Barolo, Riserva Speciale, Terre del Barolo . (1171)

1978 Barolo, Brunate Riserva, Terre del Barolo .. (1171)

 LIQUOR

 OLD RIP VAN WINKLE BOURBON WHISKEY

NV Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey, 10 Year 
       ................................................................ 1367

 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey, 12 Year, 
      Special Reserve ....................................... 1368

 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey, 15 Year 
      Family Reserve ........................................ 1371

 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey, Pappy 
      Van Winkle 12 Year, Special Reserve, Lot B . (1365)

 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey, Pappy 
      Van Winkle 15 Year, Family Reserve . (1365),1369

 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey, Pappy 
      Van Winkle 20 Year, Family Reserve ...... 1370

 Old Rip Van Winkle Bourbon Whiskey, Pappy 
      Van Winkle 23 Year, Family Reserve ... (1366)

 OLD RIP VAN WINKLE DISTILLERY RYE

NV Old Rip Van Winkle Distillery Rye, Pappy Van 
      Winkle 13 Year, Family Reserve ........... (1365)

 WILLET BOURBON WHISKEY

NV Willet Bourbon Whiskey, 10 Year ................ 1372

 Willet Bourbon Whiskey, 11 Year ............. (1373)

 Willet Bourbon Whiskey, 23 Year ................ 1374
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1992 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (604)

1995 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 994

1996 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ........................................... (108),583,584,585

1998 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ....... 570,605A

1999 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. 606A

2000 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ....... (559),636

2001 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (451)

2002 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .. (451),(1437)

2005 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 947

2006 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ..................................... 1269,1270,1271,1272

 CHATEAU LAFLEUR

1971 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol ............................... 995

1982 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol ............................... 996

1986 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol ............................. (920)

2001 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol ............................. (920)

 CHATEAU LARCIS DUCASSE

2005 Chateau Larcis Ducasse, St. Emilion 
       .............................................. 1209,1210,1211

 CHATEAU LASCOMBES

2010 Chateau Lascombes, Margaux ..................... (452)

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1952 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (453)

1966 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ..................... (453),(607)

1970 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (607)

1971 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 197

1974 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (572)

1975 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (607)

1982 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 164

1985 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (607)

1986 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (453)

1988 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (607)

1989 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ..................... (453),(607)

1990 Chateau Latour, Pauillac 
       . 308,(352),(453),560,(607),674A,674B,674C,674D,67
4E,921

1991 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 571

1994 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ..................... (572),(608)

1995 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............ (352),454,(1437)

1996 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................. 586,(608),637

1997 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (608)

1998 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................. (352),573,609

1999 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............ (608),610,(1437)

2000 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................. 353,638,1411

2001 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 611

2004 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 455

2005 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 354

2008 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................... 1412

 CHATEAU LA CONSEILLANTE

1989 Chateau La Conseillante, Pomerol .................. 992

2000 Chateau La Conseillante, Pomerol .................. 443

2008 Chateau La Conseillante, Pomerol .................. 444

2010 Chateau La Conseillante, Pomerol .................. 445

 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

1962 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 251

1966 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... 1134

1975 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 196

1982 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ...... (919)

2000 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves .. 634,635

2006 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 446

2007 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 447

2008 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 448

2009 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ...... (946)

2010 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves 
       ...................................................... (946),1456

 CHATEAU LA MONDOTTE

1996 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (449)

1999 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (449)

2000 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (449)

2003 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (449)

2009 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (450)

2010 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (450)

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

1953 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ........ 993,1101

1959 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ...... 1102,1103

1962 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............ (1104)

1966 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ... (1104),1135

1970 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. 1136

1975 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ... (1104),1470

1976 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ...... 1137,1464

1978 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............ (1104)

1979 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (903)

1981 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (604)

1982 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ................................ (604),605,904,1466,1467

1983 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       .............................................. (604),1462,1463

1984 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (604)

1985 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (604)

1986 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ...................................... (108),(451),(604),606

1987 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ....... 567,(604)

1988 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (604)

1989 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (604)

1990 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ...................................... (559),568,(604),1410

1991 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ....... 569,(604)

 CHATEAU D’ISSAN

2010 Chateau D’Issan, Margaux ........................... (431)

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

1982 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ... 305,(919)

1995 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 581

1996 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 306

2000 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien .......... (432)

2005 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ... (432),582

2010 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien 
       ......................................... (1265),(1266),1267

 CHATEAU DUHART MILON

2011 Chateau Duhart Milon, Pauillac ................... (675)

 CHATEAU FIGEAC

1982 Chateau Figeac, St. Emilion ..................... 433,991

 CHATEAU GISCOURS

1964 Chateau Giscours, Margaux .......................... 1132

 CHATEAU GRAND PUY LACOSTE

1990 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ... 1453,1454

1995 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ............. 307

2000 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ........... (434)

2010 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ........... (434)

 CHATEAU GRUAUD LAROSE

1982 Chateau Gruaud Larose, St. Julien ................ 1468

1986 Chateau Gruaud Larose, St. Julien ...... (312),(435)

1989 Chateau Gruaud Larose, St. Julien ............... (435)

 CHATEAU HAUT BAILLY

2009 Chateau Haut Bailly, Graves ........................ (436)

2010 Chateau Haut Bailly, Graves ........................ (436)

 CHATEAU HAUT BERGEY

2009 Chateau Haut Bergey, Graves ...................... (437)

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION

1961 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 350

1982 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves .................. 910,(919)

1986 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 1133

1988 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 630

1989 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 557

1990 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 558

1994 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 631

1995 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 632

1996 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ............. (602),(1437)

1997 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (602)

1998 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves .................... 438,633

1999 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ................ 603,(1437)

2000 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 351

2005 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 1448

2008 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 1268
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1989 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       .................................... (564),(617),618,(1469)

1990 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ......................................... (564),(1351),(1469)

1991 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac .. 577,(1469)

1992 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1469)

1993 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       .................................................. (1351),(1469)

1994 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1351)

1995 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ......................................... (619),(1351),(1440)

1996 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1440)

1998 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ............................................. 578,(619),(1440)

1999 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1440)

2000 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac .... (564),646

2001 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1351)

2002 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac .. 591,(1351)

2003 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 592

2005 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac . (950),(1469)

2006 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (463)

2008 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... 1336

2009 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (950)

2010 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (950)

 CHATEAU PALMER

1975 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (464)

1982 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (464)

1986 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (198)

1999 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (464)

2000 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ..................... (464),647

2002 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (464)

2003 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (464)

2004 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (464)

2005 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (464)

2006 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................ (464)

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT

2006 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves .................... (465)

2009 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves .................... (465)

2010 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves .................... (465)

 CHATEAU PAVIE

1998 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ............................. 620

2000 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ........................... (648)

2001 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ........................... (593)

2002 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ........................... (593)

2003 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ............ 649,1337,1338

2005 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ... 594,(648),1281,1282

2009 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ............................. 466

 CHATEAU PAVIE DECESSE

1998 Chateau Pavie Decesse, St. Emilion ................ 595

2000 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ....... (588),642,643

2010 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac . 1278,(1279),(1280)

 CHATEAU MALESCOT ST. EXUPERY

2009 Chateau Malescot St. Exupery, Margaux ..... (461)

2010 Chateau Malescot St. Exupery, Margaux ..... (461)

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1961 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 252

1962 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......................... 1143

1964 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......................... 1144

1978 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .................. (614),905

1979 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 906

1981 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......................... (614)

1982 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ....... (310),561,(1200)

1983 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .. 462,(614),(912),948

1985 Chateau Margaux, Margaux . (310),355,(912),(919)

1986 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......... (310),(614),949

1990 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .... (310),311,562,563

1991 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 574

1994 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 575

1995 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .. (310),(1200),(1437)

1996 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ................ (614),1439

1997 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 644

1998 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......... 576,615,(1335)

1999 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 616

2000 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ..................... 589,645

2003 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ....................... (1335)

 CHATEAU MONTROSE

1961 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ..................... 1145

1970 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ..................... 1146

1990 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ....................... 718

2003 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe .................. (1213)

2005 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ............ 1214,1215

 CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

1953 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (166)

1967 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac . (166),(1147)

1970 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac .... 253,(617)

1973 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (166)

1975 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (617)

1976 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1351)

1978 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1351)

1982 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac . (564),(1351)

1983 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ......................................... (617),(1351),(1440)

1985 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac . (617),(919)

1986 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ............................................. 590,(919),(1469)

1987 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1351)

1988 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ......................................... (617),(1351),(1440)

 CHATEAU LATOUR A POMEROL

2009 Chateau Latour a Pomerol, Pomerol ............. (456)

 CHATEAU LE PIN

1985 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol ................................ 165

1999 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol ....................... 612,1273

2000 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol .............................. 1274

2005 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol .............................. 1275

 CHATEAU LE TERTRE ROTEBOEUF

1990 Chateau Le Tertre Roteboeuf, St. Emilion .... 1455

 CHATEAU L’EGLISE CLINET

1990 Chateau L’Eglise Clinet, Pomerol ................. (439)

1998 Chateau L’Eglise Clinet, Pomerol ................. (439)

2003 Chateau L’Eglise Clinet, Pomerol ................. (439)

2008 Chateau L’Eglise Clinet, Pomerol ................. (439)

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON

2000 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ..... (457),(639)

2003 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien .............. (457)

2005 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ............... 1276

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

1970 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien . 1138,1139

1982 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ....... (1438)

1983 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ....... (1438)

1986 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ......... (919)

1989 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ....... (1438)

1995 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien . 613,(1438)

2000 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ............ 640

2005 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ... 587,1212

2006 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ......... (458)

2008 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ......... (458)

2009 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 1277

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE POYFERRE

2000 Chateau Leoville Poyferre, St. Julien .............. 641

2003 Chateau Leoville Poyferre, St. Julien .............. 459

2009 Chateau Leoville Poyferre, St. Julien .............. 460

 CHATEAU L’EVANGILE

1990 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol ....................... (440)

1994 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol ....................... (440)

1995 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol ........................ 1404

1998 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol ....................... (440)

2008 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 441

2009 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 442

 CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES

1970 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ... 1140,1141,1142

1985 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac .................... (309)

1989 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ....................... 911

1990 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac .................... (309)

1995 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac .................... (588)

1996 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac .................... (588)
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2009 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................ (14),70,(203)

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ... (15),75

2010 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .......................... (14),71

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau . 9,(15),76

2011 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ....................... 6,(14),72

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ... (29),77

2012 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................................... 8

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau .......... 9A

2007 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............. (752)

2008 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............. (752)

1983 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................. 1022

1985 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................ (205)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau .............................................. 1022A

1990 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................ (317)

1993 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................... 206

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................ (205)

2007 Gevrey Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................ (205)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................ (752)

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ..................................................... 78

2010 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau .................................................. (79)

2011 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau .................................................. (79)

2005 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau .................. (752)

 ARNOUX-LACHAUX

2009 Clos Vougeot, Arnoux-Lachaux ................. (1217)

 Echezeaux, Arnoux-Lachaux ...................... (1217)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, Arnoux-Lachaux 
       ............................................................. (1217)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Arnoux-Lachaux 
       ............................................................. (1217)

 B. CLAIR

2010 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, B. Clair ................ 722

 B. CLAVELIER

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Combe des Orveau, Vieilles 
      Vignes, B. Clavelier .................................... 30

 B. DUGAT-PY

2005 Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py ................................ 753

2001 Charmes Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py .............. (677)

2003 Charmes Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py .............. (754)

2005 Charmes Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py .............. (754)

2006 Charmes Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py .............. (754)

 CHATEAU TROTANOY

1990 Chateau Trotanoy, Pomerol ............................ 719

 LE PETIT MOUTON DE MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

2009 Le Petit Mouton de Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ............................................................... (479)

 VIEUX CHATEAU CERTAN

2004 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol ................... (480)

2005 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol ................... (480)

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. & F. GROS

1990 Richebourg, A. & F. Gros .............................. 315

 A. GROS

1996 Richebourg, A. Gros ....................................... 316

2005 Richebourg, A. Gros .................................... (749)

2006 Richebourg, A. Gros .................................... (749)

2007 Richebourg, A. Gros .................................... (749)

2008 Richebourg, A. Gros .................................... (749)

2009 Richebourg, A. Gros .................................... (749)

 A. LIGERET

1978 Grands Echezeaux, A. Ligeret ........................ 256

 A. ROUSSEAU

1985 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................. 1008

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ...... (204)

1990 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .......................... 12,257

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau 
       ............................................... 110,(204),(317)

1993 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................ 202,258,1009

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau 
       .............................................. (204),1015,1016

1995 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .................... (720),1010

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1017

1996 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .......... 1,259,(720),1011

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1018

1999 Chambertin, A. Rousseau .................... (203),1012

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ........... 13

2000 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ................................... 4

2001 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................. 1013

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1019

2002 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ........... (203),(750),1014

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1020

2003 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................. (750)

2004 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1021

2005 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ...................... 260,(750)

2007 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................. (750)

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ........... 73

2008 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ........................ 69,(750)

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau .... 74,721

 CHATEAU PAVIE MACQUIN

2005 Chateau Pavie Macquin, St. Emilion ............... 467

 CHATEAU PETRUS

1959 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 1201

1971 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 199

1975 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 1105

1985 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 200

1989 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol .......................... 565,997

1990 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 998

1993 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 1465

1994 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol .......................... 109,254

1995 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 999

1996 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 621

1998 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ..................... 649A,1000

2008 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 255

 CHATEAU PICHON BARON

1989 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ................... (312)

2000 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ............... 650,651

2005 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ................. (1339)

2008 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ................... (468)

2009 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ...................... 469

 CHATEAU PICHON LALANDE

1964 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ............... (1147)

1982 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 913

1986 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ........ (312),1413

1995 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac .......... (313),652

1996 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac .......... (313),653

2000 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 654

2003 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ........ 470,(1339)

2005 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. 1216

2006 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 471

2009 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 472

 CHATEAU PONTET CANET

1982 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ....................... 201

2000 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ....................... 655

2005 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ....................... 473

2008 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac .................... (474)

2010 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ....................... 475

2011 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac .................... (676)

 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE

2003 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ............. (476)

2009 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ............. (476)

2010 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ............. (477)

 CHATEAU TALBOT

2000 Chateau Talbot, St. Julien ............................ (478)

2005 Chateau Talbot, St. Julien ............................ (478)

2009 Chateau Talbot, St. Julien ............................ (478)

2010 Chateau Talbot, St. Julien ............................ (478)
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2009 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ............................ (759),1287,1288,1289,1290

2010 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ...................................................... (759),1291

 COMTE LAFON

1978 Volnay, Santenots du Milieu, Comte Lafon .. 1151

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2011 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ...................... (81)

2012 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ...................... (81)

2005 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ..................... 10

2006 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ................... 111

2007 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ................... (82)

2008 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ................... 725

2009 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ................... 688

2010 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ............ 682,689

2011 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ................... (82)

2012 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ................... (82)

2011 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Cras, Comte Liger-Belair 
       ................................................................. (83)

2012 Nuits St. Georges, Clos Des Grand Vignes, Comte 
      Liger-Belair .............................................. (84)

 Nuits St. Georges, Les Cras, Comte Liger-Belair 
       ................................................................. (83)

2011 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair .............................................. (85)

2012 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair .............................................. (85)

 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ................................................. 86

 D. LAURENT

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Laurent 
       .................................................................. 760

 D. MORTET

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, D. Mortet ................... (1457)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Premier Cru, D. Mortet . (1457)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Mortet 
       ............................................................. (1457)

 D’AUVENAY (LEROY)

2001 Mazis Chambertin, D’Auvenay (Leroy) ........... 112

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE

1964 La Romanee, Domaine de la Romanee ........... 261

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

2011 Corton, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .......... (87)

1982 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 264

1997 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 596

 COMTE ARMAND

2012 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand . 680

 COMTE DE VOGUE

1964 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .......... 1149,1150

1993 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (263)

1995 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (319)

2010 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. 1284

2011 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. 1285

1978 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ........... 207

1983 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (209)

1990 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ......... (208)

1993 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ......... (208)

1995 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ......... (208)

 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (319)

1996 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ......... (208)

1997 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ......... (208)

2000 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ....................................................... 757

2004 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (758)

2005 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (758)

2007 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (758)

2008 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (758)

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (758)

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ......... (208)

2011 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
      Vogue ....................................................... 681

1983 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (209)

1988 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (724)

1990 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ........................................................ 320,(724)

1993 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ...................................................... 321,(1023)

1995 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ........................................................ (319),322

2000 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (759)

2002 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (759)

2004 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (759)

2005 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . 7,1286

2006 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (759)

2007 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (759)

2008 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       .......................................................... 80,(759)

2008 Charmes Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py .............. (677)

2010 Charmes Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py .............. (677)

2004 Mazis Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py ................... (754)

2006 Mazis Chambertin, B. Dugat-Py ................... (754)

2008 Mazis Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, B. Dugat-Py 
       ............................................................... (678)

2010 Mazis Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, B. Dugat-Py 
       ............................................................... (678)

2012 Mazis Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, B. Dugat-Py 
       ............................................................... (678)

 B. LEROUX

2010 Clos St. Denis, B. Leroux ............................ (142)

 Clos Vougeot, B. Leroux ............................. (142)

 Volnay, Clos de la Cave des Ducs, B. Leroux . (142)

 BERTAGNA

2005 Chambertin, Bertagna .................................. (755)

 Clos St. Denis, Bertagna .............................. (755)

2004 Clos Vougeot, Bertagna ............................... (755)

2003 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Murgers, Bertagna .. (755)

2005 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Murgers, Bertagna .. (755)

2004 Vosne Romanee, Les Beau Monts, Bertagna . (755)

2005 Vougeot, Clos de la Perriere, Bertagna ........ (755)

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

2006 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
       .................................................................. 756

1993 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ................. 24

1999 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............... 932

2003 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............... 359

 C. ROUMIER

2012 Charmes Chambertin, Aux Mazoyeres, C. Roumier 
       .................................................................... 31

 C. VIENOT

1964 Richebourg, C. Vienot .................................. 1148

 CAMUS

1978 Chambertin, Camus ........................................ 262

 CHATEAU DE LA TOUR

2012 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Chateau de la Tour 
       ......................................................... 679,1283

 CHEZEAUX (PONSOT)

1985 Griottes Chambertin, Chezeaux (Ponsot) ........ 167

 CLIMATS DU COEUR

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Premier Cru, Climats du 
      Coeur ...................................................... (723)

 Vosne Romanee, Premier Cru, Climats du Coeur 
       ............................................................... (723)
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 DOMAINE DE LA VOUGERAIE

2010 Bonnes Mares, Domaine de la Vougeraie ..... 1295

2005 Clos Vougeot, Domaine de la Vougeraie ...... (489)

 DOMAINE DE MONTILLE

2005 Beaune Rouge, Greves, Domaine de Montille . (761)

 Beaune Rouge, Perrieres, Domaine de Montille 
       ............................................................... (761)

2003 Volnay, Taillepieds, Domaine de Montille ... (761)

2005 Volnay, Champans, Domaine de Montille .... (761)

2006 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Domaine de 
      Montille .................................................. (761)

2011 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Christiane, 
      Domaine de Montille ........................ (818),819

2012 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Domaine de 
      Montille ..................................................... 817

 DOMAINE DES LAMBRAYS

1945 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (365)

1946 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (365)

1983 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (365)

2008 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (145)

2009 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (145)

 DOMAINE D’EUGENIE

2012 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine D’Eugenie ......... 820

 DOMAINE DU CLOS DE TART

1972 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ........... 213

1985 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ......... 1025

1999 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ........ (490)

2001 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ......... 1220

2002 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart . (366),(490)

2005 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart . (490),1221

2009 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart . 491,(690)

2010 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart . 492,(690)

 DOMAINE LEROY

2009 Chambertin, Domaine Leroy ........................... 691

1997 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy ..................... (169)

2002 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy ..................... (367)

2003 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy ..................... (367)

2006 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy ..................... (367)

1997 Corton, Renardes, Domaine Leroy ................ 1026

 Musigny, Domaine Leroy ............................. (169)

2005 Musigny, Domaine Leroy ............................... 368

1996 Nuits St. Georges, Les Lavieres, Domaine Leroy 
       ................................................................ 1222

2001 Richebourg, Domaine Leroy ........................ (959)

1997 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine Leroy ........... (169)

2005 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine Leroy .............. 369

 DUJAC

1990 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ..................................... 170

2011 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ........................................................ (87),(144)

1934 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............................................................. 1023A

1973 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1098

1974 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1099

1985 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 121

1988 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 267

1990 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 122

1997 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 955

1999 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................................ 1024

2001 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 3

2006 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 956

2007 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 957

2010 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 89

2011 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ................................................. (87),144A,703

2012 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 704

1971 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 212

1985 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 958

2000 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 730

2001 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 360

2003 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti .................................................. 361,362

2004 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ................................................ 363,(364)

2006 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti .................................................. 21,1218

2010 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ........................................................... 34

2011 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ............................................. (144),(922)

2002 Vosne Romanee, Cuvee Duvault Blochet, 
      Domaine de la Romanee Conti ................ 1219

1986 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. (726)

1988 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. (726)

1996 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. (727)

2000 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .. (727)

2007 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ........................................................ (488),728

2010 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 32

2011 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ......................................... 33,(87),(144),(922)

1976 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 210

1990 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 168

2000 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............................................................... (729)

2001 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............................................................... (488)

2003 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............................................................... (488)

2011 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .............................................. (87),(144),(922)

1969 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 265

1972 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 924

1976 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 211

1990 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 113

1991 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 114

1996 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 622

2000 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... (953)

2001 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 115

2002 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... (953)

2003 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 116

2005 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 1292

2006 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ....................................................... 1293,1294

2007 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 143,(954)

2008 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ...................................................... (729),(954)

2009 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... 16

2010 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... 17

2011 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ............................................... (87),88,701,923

2012 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 702

1985 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ........................................................... 117,118

1988 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . (729)

1989 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 119

1990 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 120

2002 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . (959)
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2013 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier . 833

 Gevrey Chambertin, Fourrier .......................... 832

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Champeaux, Fourrier 
       ............................................................... (831)

2001 Griottes Chambertin, Fourrier ...................... (713)

2002 Griottes Chambertin, Fourrier ......................... 712

2003 Griottes Chambertin, Fourrier ...................... (713)

2006 Griottes Chambertin, Fourrier ...................... (713)

2008 Griottes Chambertin, Fourrier ...................... (713)

2013 Griottes Chambertin, Fourrier ......................... 836

2010 Morey St. Denis, Clos Solon, Vieilles Vignes, 
      Fourrier ..................................................... 837

 G. GRIVOT

1980 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, G. Grivot 
       ................................................................ 1153

 G. LIGNIER

1990 Bonnes Mares, G. Lignier ............................ (172)

 G. ROUMIER

1981 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ............................ 216

1983 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... 1032

1990 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (217)

1991 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (217)

1992 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (217)

1993 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .................. 1033,1034

1995 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .................... 268,1035

1996 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... 1036

1998 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ............................ 933

1999 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ................. (147),1037

2000 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... 1227

2001 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ............... 1038,(1228)

2002 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ........ (147),269,(1228)

2003 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ............... (147),(1228)

2004 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ............... (147),(1228)

2005 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (147)

2006 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ................... (147),373

2007 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (147)

2008 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (147)

2009 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (147)

2010 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ......... 35,97,(147),960

2011 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ................ 18,98,(147)

2012 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ................... 19,99,838

1990 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ................. (218)

1993 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier 
       ................................................................ 1039

1997 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier 
       .................................................................. 270

1999 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier . (148)

2002 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier . (148)

2003 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier . (148)

2001 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget 
       ............................................................... (763)

2010 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . (95)

 E. ROUGET FOR G. JAYER

2010 Echezeaux, E. Rouget for G. Jayer ................. (95)

 F. CLERGET

1976 Pommard, Rugiens, F. Clerget ...................... 1152

 F. LAMARCHE

2012 Clos Vougeot, F. Lamarche ............................ 822

 Echezeaux, F. Lamarche ................................. 823

 Grands Echezeaux, F. Lamarche ..................... 824

2013 Grands Echezeaux, F. Lamarche ..................... 825

2011 La Grande Rue, F. Lamarche .......................... 826

2013 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, F. Lamarche . 827

 FAIVELEY

1995 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............. (323)

2006 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............. (371)

2009 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............... 983

2010 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............... 734

2006 Clos Vougeot, Faiveley ................................ (371)

1995 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley .............. (323)

 FOURRIER

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Aux Echanges, Fourrier . (828)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Fourrier 
       ............................................................... (828)

 Clos Vougeot, Fourrier ................................ (829)

2012 Echezeaux, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier ............. (96)

2013 Echezeaux, Fourrier ............. 830,(831),1298,1299

1988 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier . 215

2001 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier 
       ............................................................... (708)

2004 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ...................................... 1226

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier 
       ........................................................... 709,710

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ........................................ 984

2008 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier 
       ............................................................... (708)

 Gevrey Chambertin, La Combe Aux Moines, 
      Fourrier ..................................................... 834

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier 
       ........................................................ (96),(708)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ........................................ (96)

2011 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cherbaudes, Vieille 
      Vignes, Fourrier .................................... (1300)

2012 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier . 711

1993 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .......................... (123),1027

2002 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ................................... (123)

2006 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ............................ (965),966

2007 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ............................ (965),967

2009 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ............................ 965A,968

2010 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ..................................... 969

2012 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ................................... (705)

2007 Chambertin, Dujac ........................................... 90

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ........................... 970

1985 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ...................... (214),1028

1990 Clos de la Roche, Dujac .......................... 171,821

1996 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 971

1999 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ............................... 1029

2006 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 972

2008 Clos de la Roche, Dujac .......................... (91),973

2009 Clos de la Roche, Dujac .................. 692,731,1223

2010 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................. (91),974,1296

2011 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................... (91),92,1297

2012 Clos de la Roche, Dujac .......................... (93),706

1985 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ................................... (214)

1993 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 124

1999 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ................................... 1030

2005 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ............................ (146),975

2006 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ............................ (146),976

2007 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ............................ (146),977

2008 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ......................... (146),(732)

2009 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ................................... (146)

2010 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... (94)

2011 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... (94)

2012 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 707

2006 Echezeaux, Dujac ........................................ (978)

2007 Echezeaux, Dujac ........................................ (978)

2012 Echezeaux, Dujac ................................. (705),979

2007 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac ... 1031

2009 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac .... 1224

 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Dujac .... 982A

2010 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac ..... 980

2012 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac ..... 981

 DUJAC, FILS ET PERE

2005 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac, Fils et 
      Pere ........................................................... 982

 E. ROUGET

1996 Echezeaux, E. Rouget .................................. (763)

2005 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ..................................... 370

2008 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 1225

2009 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ..................................... 733

2010 Echezeaux, E. Rouget .................................... (95)

1996 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, E. Rouget . (763)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, E. Rouget 
       ............................................................... (763)
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2001 Charmes Chambertin, Cuvee de Tres Vieilles 
      Vignes, J. Roty ....................................... (496)

2002 Charmes Chambertin, Cuvee de Tres Vieilles 
      Vignes, J. Roty ....................................... (496)

1995 Griottes Chambertin, J. Roty ...................... (1232)

1996 Griottes Chambertin, J. Roty ........................ 1233

1995 Mazis Chambertin, J. Roty ......................... (1232)

 J.F. MUGNIER

2003 Bonnes Mares, J.F. Mugnier ........................... 497

2011 Bonnes Mares, J.F. Mugnier ............................. 47

2012 Bonnes Mares, J.F. Mugnier ............................. 48

1989 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ..................................................... 324

1990 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................... 1041

2008 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier ...................................................... 50

2010 Chambolle Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................... 49

2012 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier .................................................. (101)

1993 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................................. 1042

1998 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier .................................. 1043

2007 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................................. (764)

2008 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ........................ (101),(764)

2009 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ................................. (764)

2010 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ........................ (101),(764)

2011 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ........................ (101),(764)

2012 Musigny, J.F. Mugnier ............................ 51,(764)

2007 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................ (1353)

2010 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ........................................... 52,(1353)

 L. JADOT

1996 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot ......................... (325),498

1997 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot ............................... (499)

2011 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot ............................... (499)

1996 Chambertin, L. Jadot .................................... (325)

2004 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot ............. (500)

2008 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot ............. (500)

2009 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot ............. (500)

2003 Clos Vougeot, L. Jadot ................................ (501)

1996 Echezeaux, L. Jadot ..................................... (325)

 Grands Echezeaux, L. Jadot ......................... (325)

 Mazis Chambertin, L. Jadot ......................... (325)

2003 Mazis Chambertin, L. Jadot ......................... (501)

 Nuits St. Georges, Les Boudots, L. Jadot ..... (501)

1999 Pommard, Les Rugiens, L. Jadot .................. (502)

 Romanee St. Vivant, L. Jadot ......................... 503

2012 Musigny, G. Roumier ....................................... 43

 GROS FRERE ET SOEUR

1990 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur .................. (219)

1993 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur .................. (219)

2002 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur ...................... 27

2003 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur ............ 494,1229

2008 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur .................. (219)

 H. GOUGES

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, H. Gouges . 495

 H. JAYER

1992 Vosne Romanee, H. Jayer .............................. 274

 H. JAYER FOR GEORGES

1985 Echezeaux, H. Jayer for Georges .................... 275

1989 Echezeaux, H. Jayer for Georges ............... (1040)

2003 Echezeaux, H. Jayer for Georges .................... 372

 H. LIGNIER

1990 Clos de la Roche, H. Lignier ........................ (172)

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2011 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ............................ 44

2008 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............... 45

2012 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaumonts, Hudelot-Noellat 
       ................................................................. (46)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Hudelot-Noellat 
       ................................................................. (46)

 J. DROUHIN

2006 Bonnes Mares, J. Drouhin ............................ (374)

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin .......... (374)

 Grands Echezeaux, J. Drouhin ..................... (374)

 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin ................... (374)

 J. GRIVOT

2010 Chambolle Musigny, La Combe d’Orveau, J. 
      Grivot ..................................................... (841)

2011 Chambolle Musigny, La Combe d’Orveau, J. 
      Grivot ..................................................... (841)

2008 Clos Vougeot, J. Grivot ............................. (1230)

2010 Clos Vougeot, J. Grivot ........................... 842,843

2008 Echezeaux, J. Grivot .................................. (1230)

1985 Richebourg, J. Grivot ..................................... 220

2008 Richebourg, J. Grivot ................................... 1231

2010 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, J. Grivot .. 844,845

 J. ROTY

1995 Charmes Chambertin, Cuvee de Tres Vieilles 
      Vignes, J. Roty ..................................... (1232)

1997 Charmes Chambertin, Cuvee de Tres Vieilles 
      Vignes, J. Roty ....................................... (496)

1999 Charmes Chambertin, Cuvee de Tres Vieilles 
      Vignes, J. Roty .......................................... 173

2004 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier 
       ...................................................... (148),(493)

2005 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier 
       ...................................................... (148),(693)

2006 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier . (148)

2007 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier . (148)

2008 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ..................... 36

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier 
       .................................................................... 40

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier 
       ...................................................... (148),(693)

2009 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ............ 37,(493)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier 
       ...................................................... (148),(693)

2010 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ............ 38,(839)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (100)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier 
       .......................................................... 42,(148)

2011 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ................. (839)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier 
       .......................................................... 41,(100)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier . (148)

2012 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ..................... 39

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (100)

1990 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (218)

2002 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       .................................................................. 271

2003 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (149)

2005 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (149)

2006 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (149)

2007 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (149)

2008 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (149)

2009 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (149)

2010 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       ............................................................... (149)

2012 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       .................................................................. 840

2002 Musigny, G. Roumier ..................................... 272

2003 Musigny, G. Roumier ..................................... 150

2007 Musigny, G. Roumier ..................................... 273
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 PONSOT

1991 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .... (221)

1993 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .... 1045

2008 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .... 1046

2009 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ......................... 512,735,736,737,738,739,740

2010 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ...... 513

2009 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 741

2008 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ........................ (514)

2009 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ................. (514),742

2010 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ........................ (514)

1991 Latricieres Chambertin, Ponsot .................... (221)

 POUSSE D’OR

2011 Clos de la Roche, Pousse d’Or ...................... 1301

2010 Corton, Clos du Roi, Pousse d’Or ..................... 63

 Volnay, Clos de la Bousse d’Or, Pousse d’Or . (64)

 Volnay, Clos des 60 Ouvrees, Pousse d’Or ..... (64)

 R. ARNOUX

2000 Romanee St. Vivant, R. Arnoux ................... (773)

2005 Romanee St. Vivant, R. Arnoux ................... (773)

 R. ENGEL

1999 Clos Vougeot, R. Engel ............................... (714)

2002 Clos Vougeot, R. Engel ............................... (714)

1990 Echezeaux, R. Engel .......................................... 2

1995 Echezeaux, R. Engel .................................... (328)

1999 Grands Echezeaux, R. Engel .......................... 715

2001 Grands Echezeaux, R. Engel .......................... 716

2002 Grands Echezeaux, R. Engel .......................... 717

1995 Vosne Romanee, Les Brulees, R. Engel ....... (328)

 R. GROFFIER

2003 Bonnes Mares, R. Groffier ........................... (774)

2004 Bonnes Mares, R. Groffier ........................... (774)

2005 Bonnes Mares, R. Groffier ........................... (774)

2006 Bonnes Mares, R. Groffier ........................... (774)

1996 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, R. Groffier ........... 276

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier 
       .................................................................... 26

 S. CATHIARD

2012 Chambolle Musigny, Clos De L’Orme, S. Cathiard 
       .................................................................. 848

 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, S. Cathiard 
       .................................................................. 102

 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, S. Cathiard 
       ........................................................... 103,849

 THIBAULT LIGER-BELAIR

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Thibault 
      Liger-Belair ............................................ (515)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (772)

2001 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, Meo Camuzet 
       ................................................................. (20)

2002 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Meo Camuzet . (20)

2003 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (772)

2009 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Meo Camuzet . 697

 MOILLARD

1969 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Moillard 
       ....................................................... 1235,1236

 MONGEARD-MUGNERET

2001 Clos Vougeot, Mongeard-Mugneret ............... 507

2003 Clos Vougeot, Mongeard-Mugneret ............. (508)

 Richebourg, Mongeard-Mugneret ................... 509

 MUGNERET-GIBOURG

2005 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg .................................. 53,54

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg ....................................... 55

2012 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg .................................... (56)

2010 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg .................... 57

2005 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ....................... (58)

2010 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ....................... (58)

2008 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg ....... 59

2010 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg ....... 60

2011 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg ....... 61

2009 Vosne Romanee, Mugneret-Gibourg ................ 62

 N. POTEL

2005 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, N. Potel ............. (152)

 Chambertin, N. Potel ................................... (152)

2002 Clos de la Roche, N. Potel ........................... (510)

2001 Clos Vougeot, N. Potel ................................ (510)

2002 Clos Vougeot, N. Potel ................................ (510)

2001 Echezeaux, N. Potel ..................................... (510)

2002 Mazis Chambertin, N. Potel ......................... (510)

 P. MARCHAND

2008 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, P. Marchand ...... (153)

 Charmes Chambertin, P. Marchand .............. (153)

 Clos St. Denis, P. Marchand ........................ (153)

 Latricieres Chambertin, P. Marchand ........... (153)

 PERROT-MINOT

2005 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Perrot-Minot ...... (698)

2010 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Perrot-Minot ...... (698)

1996 Charmes Chambertin, Perrot-Minot .. (511),(1237)

2010 Charmes Chambertin, Perrot-Minot ................ 699

1996 Mazoyeres Chambertin, Perrot-Minot .......... (511)

 L. LATOUR

2009 Romanee St. Vivant, Les Quatre Journaux, L. 
      Latour ....................................................... 504

 M. LAFARGE

1996 Volnay, Clos des Chenes, M. Lafarge ............. 505

 MAISON LEROY

1985 Chambertin, Maison Leroy ............................. 506

1959 Grands Echezeaux, Maison Leroy .................. 326

 MARQUIS D’ANGERVILLE

1993 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . 1044

1999 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . 1234

 MEO CAMUZET

2011 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, Meo 
      Camuzet ................................................ (1354)

1990 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ....................... (327)

1999 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet .......................... 766

2003 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ....................... (767)

2004 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ....................... (508)

2005 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ....................... (767)

2006 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ...... (20),(696),(767)

2007 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet .......................... 694

2008 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ....................... (696)

2009 Clos Vougeot, Pres le Cellier, Meo Camuzet 
       ........................................................... 151,695

2010 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ..................... (1355)

2002 Corton, Clos Rognet, Meo Camuzet ............. (768)

2003 Corton, Clos Rognet, Meo Camuzet ............. (768)

2004 Corton, Clos Rognet, Meo Camuzet ............. (768)

2012 Corton, Clos Rognet, Meo Camuzet ............. (846)

 Corton, Perrieres, Meo Camuzet .................. (846)

2003 Echezeaux, Les Rouges Du Bas, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (769)

2004 Echezeaux, Les Rouges Du Bas, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (769)

2012 Nuits Cailles, Aux Murgers, Meo Camuzet .. (847)

2011 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Boudots, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................. (1354)

2012 Nuits St. Georges, Les Boudots, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (847)

1990 Richebourg, Meo Camuzet ........................... (327)

1999 Richebourg, Meo Camuzet .......................... 5,174

2003 Richebourg, Meo Camuzet ............................. 770

2010 Richebourg, Meo Camuzet ......................... (1355)

1990 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, Meo Camuzet . (327)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (327)

1999 Vosne Romanee, Cros Parantoux, Meo Camuzet 
       .................................................................. 771
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2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (158)

2001 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (525)

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (158)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Inspiration, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (158)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau .................................... (1313),(1343)

2004 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (525)

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ............................................... (1242)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................. 159,(160),(525)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ............................................... (1343)

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Laurence, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................. (866),(867),868

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ............................................... (1343)

2010 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (525)

2011 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ............................................... (1309)

2012 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (869)

 DOMAINE MARCOUX

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine 
      Marcoux .................................................. 1243

 DOMAINE ST. PREFERT

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve Auguste Favier, 
      Domaine St. Prefert ............................... (1344)

 E. GUIGAL

1969 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ................. 177

1983 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ...... 176,(925)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (178)

1985 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal .......... (227),938

1986 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (964)

1988 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............... 935

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (178)

1989 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (178)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (179)

1990 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (227)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (179)

1991 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (925)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (178)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel .......... (155),(156),1305

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2010 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................. (155),(1304)

2011 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2012 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc, Roussanne Vieilles 
      Vignes, Chateau de Beaucastel ............. (1306)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc, Roussanne Vieilles 
      Vignes, Chateau de Beaucastel ............. (1306)

2011 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc, Roussanne Vieilles 
      Vignes, Chateau de Beaucastel ............... (524)

 CHATEAU GRILLET

2001 Chateau Grillet ............................................. (787)

2004 Chateau Grillet ............................................. (787)

2006 Chateau Grillet ............................................. (787)

 CHATEAU RAYAS

1989 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ............. 175

 CLOS ST. JEAN

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape, Deus Ex Machina, Clos St. 
      Jean ......................................................... 1340

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieilles Vignes, Clos St. 
      Jean ........................................... (1307),(1341)

 DOMAINE DE LA JANASSE

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Domaine de la Janasse 
       ............................................................. (1313)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine de 
      la Janasse .............................................. (1241)

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine de 
      la Janasse .............................................. (1241)

 DOMAINE DE LA MORDOREE

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Plume du Peintre, Domaine 
      de la Mordoree ........................................ 1308

 DOMAINE DE MARCOUX

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine de 
      Marcoux .................................................... 157

 DOMAINE DU CAILLOU

2001 Chateauneuf du Pape, Le Clos Du Caillou 
      Reserve, Domaine du Caillou .................. 1342

 DOMAINE DU PEGAU

1998 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ........................................ (158),(160)

 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, Thibault 
      Liger-Belair ............................................ (515)

 TRUCHOT-MARTIN

2003 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Truchot-Martin 
       .................................................................. 775

 V. DROUHIN

2010 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, V. Drouhin 
       ............................................................... 65,66

 RHONE

 A. & L. BRUNEL

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Les Cailloux, Cuvee 
      Centenaire, A. & L. Brunel ................... (1238)

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Les Cailloux, Cuvee 
      Centenaire, A. & L. Brunel ........ (1238),(1302)

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape, Les Cailloux, Cuvee 
      Centenaire, A. & L. Brunel ................... (1302)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Les Cailloux, Cuvee 
      Centenaire, A. & L. Brunel ................... (1302)

 A. CLAPE

2001 Cornas, A. Clape ............................................ 865

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

1989 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1990 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau de Beaucastel . (330)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1994 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1995 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau de Beaucastel . (330)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1998 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau de Beaucastel . (522)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1999 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................. (155),(1304)

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau de Beaucastel . 1303

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................... (155),(156)

2001 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............ (155),(156),523

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................... (155),1239

2004 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................... (155),1240

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................... (155),(156)
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2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieux Telegraphe .... (1358)

 SCOTCH

 MACALLAN SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY

1965 Macallan Single Malt Scotch Whisky, 17 Year 
       ............................................................... (900)

1967 Macallan Single Malt Scotch Whisky, 18 Year 
       ............................................................... (900)

1981 Macallan Single Malt Scotch Whisky, Royal 
      Marriage ................................................. (900)

 SPAIN

 A. PALACIOS

1993 L’Ermita, A. Palacios ................................... (194)

1994 L’Ermita, A. Palacios ................................... (194)

1995 L’Ermita, A. Palacios ................................... (194)

1996 L’Ermita, A. Palacios ................................... (194)

1998 L’Ermita, A. Palacios ................................... (194)

1999 L’Ermita, A. Palacios ................................... (194)

 ARTADI

2012 Rioja, Vina El Pison, Artadi ......................... (893)

 CLOS ERASMUS

2002 Clos Erasmus ............................................... (807)

2003 Clos Erasmus ............................................... (807)

2004 Clos Erasmus ............................................... (807)

2005 Clos Erasmus ............................................... (807)

2006 Clos Erasmus ............................................... (807)

2007 Clos Erasmus ............................................... (807)

 CLOS MOGADOR

2009 Clos Mogador ...................................... 1458,1459

 DOMINIO DE PINGUS

2001 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (808)

2003 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (808)

2004 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (808)

2005 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (808)

2006 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (808)

2007 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (808)

2008 Dominio de Pingus ....................................... (808)

 MARQUES DE MURRIETA

1925 Rioja, Reserva Especial, Castillo Ygay, Marques 
      de Murrieta .............................................. 1108

1971 Rioja, Castillo Ygay, Marques de Murrieta ... 1106

1982 Rioja, Castillo Ygay, Marques de Murrieta ... 1107

 MARQUES DE RISCAL

1926 Rioja, Reserva, Marques de Riscal ............... 1109

1947 Rioja, Marques de Riscal .............................. 1110

1966 Rioja, Marques de Riscal .............................. 1111

 VEGA SICILIA

2010 Vega Sicilia, Valbuena 5 .................... (885),(886)

2009 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ........................... 106,(161)

2010 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ............................. 107,380

2011 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................... 870

1997 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave ........................ (530)

2003 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave ........................ (530)

2004 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave ........................ (530)

2005 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave ........................ (130)

2008 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave .............. (130),(530)

 LE VIEUX DONJON

1998 Chateauneuf du Pape, Le Vieux Donjon ..... (1313)

 M. CHAPOUTIER

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Barbe Rac, M. Chapoutier 
       ................................................................ 1345

1997 Ermitage, Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier .......... (531)

2003 Ermitage, Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier .......... (532)

2004 Ermitage, Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier .......... (533)

 MONPERTUIS

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Tradition, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Monpertuis ............................... (1313)

 MONT OLIVET

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Papet, Mont 
      Olivet .................................................... (1313)

 OGIER

2011 Cote Rotie, La Belle Helene, Ogier .............. (871)

 Cote Rotie, Lancement, Ogier ...................... (871)

 P. AVRIL

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Clos des Papes, P. Avril 
       ................................................................ 1346

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc, Clos des Papes, P. 
      Avril ..................................................... (1347)

 P. JABOULET

1990 Hermitage, La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet ............... 331

 P. USSEGLIO

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve des Deux Freres, P. 
      Usseglio .................................... (1248),(1314)

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve des Deux Freres, P. 
      Usseglio ................................................ (1314)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Mon Aieul, P. 
      Usseglio .................................................. 1461

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve des Deux Freres, P. 
      Usseglio ................................................ (1314)

 ROSTAING

2006 Cote Rotie, Cote Blonde, Rostaing .............. (942)

 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, Rostaing .............. (942)

 VIEUX TELEGRAPHE

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieux Telegraphe .... (1358)

2008 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieux Telegraphe .... (1358)

1993 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (964)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (964)

1994 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............... 527

1995 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (925)

1996 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (964)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (964)

1997 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (128)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (128)

1999 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (926)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ....... (926),(939)

2000 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal .... (937),(1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ............... (1356)

2001 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal 
       ............................................ 1310,1311,(1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ............... (1356)

2002 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal . (936),(1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............. (1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ...... (939),(1356)

2004 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ................ 1244

2005 Cote Rotie, Chateau d’Ampuis, E. Guigal ....... 526

2006 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (936)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (937)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (939)

2007 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............. (1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ...... (528),(1356)

2008 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............. (1356)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ............... (1356)

2009 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ........... (1357)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............. (1357)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ............... (1357)

 J.L. CHAVE

2003 Ermitage, Cuvee Cathelin, J.L. Chave ............ 129

1989 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................. (940)

1990 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................... 180

1995 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................. (161)

1997 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................. (161)

1998 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................. (161)

1999 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ........................ (161),(940)

2000 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................. (161)

2001 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................. (161)

2003 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ......................... (161),1245

2004 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ............... (161),(529),1246

2005 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1312

2006 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ............... (130),941,(1247)

2007 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................. (161)

2008 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................. (161)
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 CHATEAU RIEUSSEC

2009 Chateau Rieussec, Sauternes ........................ (358)

 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE BLANC

2010 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc, Graves . 483,484

 DOMAINE DE CHEVALIER BLANC

2001 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc, Graves ............. 485

2010 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc, Graves ............. 486

 Y DE CHATEAU D’YQUEM

2011 Y de Chateau d’Yquem, Bordeaux Blanc ........ 487

 WHITE BURGUNDY

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

2002 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . (375)

2004 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . (375)

2005 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . (375)

2002 Montrachet, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ................. 376

 CLIMATS DU COEUR

2009 Meursault, Premier Cru, Climats du Coeur ... (723)

 Puligny Montrachet, Premier Cru, Climats du 
      Coeur ...................................................... (723)

 COCHE-DURY

1989 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ................ 1047

1990 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

1991 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

1992 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

1993 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ...... (985),1048

1994 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

1995 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury .... (985),1047A

1996 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury .... (985),1047B

1997 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

1998 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

1999 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury .... (985),1047C

2000 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury . 125,(985),985A

2001 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury .... (985),1047D

2002 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

2003 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury .... (985),1047E

2004 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

2005 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ........ (985),986

2006 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

2007 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury . 960A,(985),987

2008 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (985)

2009 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ........ 776,(985)

1990 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury .... (1048A)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury .............. (1049)

1996 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury .... (1048A)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ....... 126,(1050)

1997 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1051

1999 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury .... (1048A)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1052

 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon, Galitzine 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1392)

 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon, Palengat 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1392)

2010 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (1392)

 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon, Galitzine 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1392)

2011 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (1392)

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU CLIMENS

1975 Chateau Climens, Sauternes ....................... (1352)

1990 Chateau Climens, Sauternes ........................... 314

2001 Chateau Climens, Sauternes ......................... (656)

 CHATEAU COUTET

1986 Chateau Coutet, Cuvee Madame, Sauternes . (356)

1988 Chateau Coutet, Cuvee Madame, Sauternes . (356)

1989 Chateau Coutet, Cuvee Madame, Sauternes . (356)

 CHATEAU DOISY DAENE

1997 Chateau Doisy Daene, L’Extravagance, Sauternes 
       ............................................................... (357)

2001 Chateau Doisy Daene, L’Extravagance, Sauternes 
       ............................................................... (357)

2005 Chateau Doisy Daene, L’Extravagance, Sauternes 
       ............................................................... (357)

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1975 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ...................... (1352)

1976 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ...................... (1352)

1983 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .... (1001),1202,1203

1986 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ............. (1001),1471

1988 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .................. 566,1002

1989 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ 1460

1990 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ...................... (1001)

2001 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................. (656),951

2011 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (481)

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION BLANC

1996 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... (952)

2003 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... 1003

2005 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ...... (952),1449

 CHATEAU LAVILLE HAUT BRION

1995 Chateau Laville Haut Brion, Graves .............. 1004

1996 Chateau Laville Haut Brion, Graves .............. 1005

1999 Chateau Laville Haut Brion, Graves .............. 1006

 CHATEAU MONBOUSQUET BLANC

2009 Chateau Monbousquet Blanc, St. Emilion .... (482)

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT BLANC

2001 Chateau Pape Clement Blanc, Graves ........... 1007

NV Vega Sicilia, Reserva Especial ..................... (248)

 VEGA SICILIA UNICO

1948 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1112

1953 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1113

1960 Vega Sicilia Unico .......................... (1114),(1115)

1962 Vega Sicilia Unico .......................... (1114),(1115)

1964 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1115)

1966 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1116)

1968 Vega Sicilia Unico .......................... (1114),(1116)

1969 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1116)

1991 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1117)

1994 Vega Sicilia Unico ................................. 809,1118

1995 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1117)

1996 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1117)

1999 Vega Sicilia Unico ............................ (1117),1119

2000 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1120)

2002 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1120)

2003 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1121

2004 Vega Sicilia Unico ...................... (248),1122,1123

2007 Vega Sicilia Unico .......... 887,888,889,1124,1125

NV Vega Sicilia Unico, Reserva Especial ......... (1126)

 VEGA SICILIA VALBUENA 5*

1987 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ........................... (1127)

1989 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ........................... (1127)

1996 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ........................... (1127)

2001 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ........................... (1127)

 WASHINGTON

 CAYUSE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Cayuse Cabernet Sauvignon, Widowmaker . (1364)

 CAYUSE SYRAH

2012 Cayuse Syrah, Bionic Frog ......................... (1364)

 Cayuse Syrah, Cailloux Vineyard ............... (1364)

 Cayuse Syrah, En Cerise ............................ (1364)

 Cayuse Syrah, En Chamberlin Vineyard ..... (1364)

 QUILCEDA CREEK CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2003 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (1392)

2004 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (1392)

2005 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (1392)

2006 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (1392)

 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon, Galitzine 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1392)

2007 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon, Galitzine 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1392)

 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon, Palengat 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1392)

2008 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 1443

2009 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon .......... (1392)
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 FAIVELEY

1990 Corton Charlemagne, Faiveley ..................... (222)

 FONTAINE-GAGNARD

2006 Chassagne Montrachet, La Boudriotte, 
      Fontaine-Gagnard ................................... (782)

 Chassagne Montrachet, La Romanee, 
      Fontaine-Gagnard ................................... (782)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Caillerets, 
      Fontaine-Gagnard ................................... (782)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Vergers, 
      Fontaine-Gagnard ................................... (782)

 J. DROUHIN

1992 Beaune Blanc, Clos des Mouches, J. Drouhin . (914)

1989 Meursault, Les Perrieres, J. Drouhin ............... 223

2002 Montrachet, Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin . 1062

 J.M. GAUNOUX

2005 Meursault, Les Perrieres, J.M. Gaunoux ...... (783)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, J.M. Gaunoux 
       ............................................................... (783)

 L. CARILLON

1993 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, L. Carillon ........ 67

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Les Perrieres, L. Carillon . 518

 L. JADOT

2004 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1063

2010 Meursault, Perrieres, L. Jadot ...................... (743)

 L. LATOUR

1995 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, L. Latour ........ 915

1992 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Latour 
       ............................................................... (329)

 M. NIELLON

2001 Batard Montrachet, M. Niellon ....................... 224

2005 Chassagne Montrachet, Clos St. Jean, M. Niellon 
       ............................................................... (784)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Champs Gains, M. 
      Niellon .................................................... (784)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Vergers, M. Niellon 
       ............................................................... (784)

2000 Chevalier Montrachet, M. Niellon .................. 279

2005 Chevalier Montrachet, M. Niellon .................. 519

 P. COLIN

2006 Chevalier Montrachet, P. Colin ....................... 785

 P. MOREY

1992 Batard Montrachet, P. Morey ....................... (329)

 P. PERNOT

2013 Batard Montrachet, P. Pernot ....................... (856)

 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, P. Pernot ...... (856)

2006 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ........................................................... 378,963

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

1992 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive . (329),1055

2006 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive .......... (780)

2007 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive .......... (934)

2011 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ............ 850

2004 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
       ............................................................... (781)

2005 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
       ............................................................... (781)

1990 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1056

1992 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ... (1057)

1995 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ... (1057)

1996 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ... (1057)

1999 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ... (1057)

2000 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
       .................................................... (1057),1058

2005 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 379

2006 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ..... (780)

2007 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
       ...................................................... (934),1059

2008 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1060

1998 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive 
       ............................................................. (1061)

2000 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................. (1061)

2002 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive 
       ............................................................. (1061)

2003 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive 
       ............................................................. (1061)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................. (1061)

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive 
       ............................................................. (1061)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Combettes, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................. (1061)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, Domaine 
      Leflaive ................................................. (1061)

 DOMAINE LEROY

1993 Corton Charlemagne, Domaine Leroy .......... (222)

 F. CARILLON

2013 Puligny Montrachet, Les Champs Gains, F. 
      Carillon ................................................... (851)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Combettes, F. Carillon 
       ...................................................... (852),(853)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Perrieres, F. Carillon 
       ...................................................... (854),(855)

2000 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ................. 1053

2011 Meursault, Caillerets, Coche-Dury ............... (104)

 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ (104)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury .................. 278

2012 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ (104)

 Meursault, Les Perrieres, Coche-Dury ............ 777

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury .................. 105

2011 Puligny Montrachet, Les Enseigneres, Coche-Dury 
       .................................................................. 277

 COLIN-DELEGER

2002 Chevalier Montrachet, Colin-Deleger ........... (778)

2004 Chevalier Montrachet, Colin-Deleger ........... (778)

2005 Chevalier Montrachet, Colin-Deleger ........... (778)

2001 Puligny Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, 
      Colin-Deleger ......................................... (779)

2004 Puligny Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, 
      Colin-Deleger ......................................... (779)

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, 
      Colin-Deleger ......................................... (779)

 COMTE LAFON

1992 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ............... (329)

 Meursault, Comte Lafon .............................. (329)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Comte Lafon ............... (329)

1996 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ................... 28

2003 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ............... (516)

2004 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ............... (516)

2005 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ............... (516)

2007 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ............... (516)

2008 Meursault, Perrieres, Comte Lafon ................. 744

2010 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ................. 517

 Meursault, Clos de la Barre, Comte Lafon ... (743)

 Meursault, Comte Lafon .............................. (743)

2011 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ................. 683

1995 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ............................... 377

2007 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ............................ (154)

2008 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ............................ (154)

2009 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ............................ (154)

2010 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ..................... (154),700

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2012 Nuits St. Georges Blanc, Clos Des Grand Vignes, 
      Comte Liger-Belair ................................... (84)

 D’AUVENAY (LEROY)

1996 Chevalier Montrachet, D’Auvenay (Leroy) ... 1054

 Meursault, Goutte d’Or, D’Auvenay (Leroy) ... 988

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

2001 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 961

2004 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 962
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 SHAFER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2003 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (162)

2005 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       .................................................... (162),(1255)

2006 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (162)

2007 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .. (162)

 VERITE RED

2001 Verite Red, La Joie ...................................... (553)

 CALIFORNIA RED

 BRYANT FAMILY RED

2011 Bryant Family Red, Bettina ........................... 1415

 CAYUSE RED

2003 Cayuse Red, Flying Pig .............................. (1363)

2006 Cayuse Red, Flying Pig .............................. (1363)

2012 Cayuse Red, Wallah Wallah Number 4 ...... (1364)

 NEXT OF KYN RED

2010 Next of Kyn Red, No. 4 ...................... (394),(395)

2011 Next of Kyn Red, No. 5 ............................... (396)

 SINE QUA NON GRENACHE

2005 Sine Qua Non Grenache, The Naked Truth . (1259)

2010 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Stockholm Syndrome 
       ............................................................... (399)

2012 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Stein ..................... (400)

 SINE QUA NON SYRAH

2005 Sine Qua Non Syrah, 17th Nail in My Cranium . 419

2010 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Stockholm Syndrome . (399)

2012 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Stock .......................... (400)

 CALIFORNIA WHITE

 SINE QUA NON ROUSSANNE

2001 Sine Qua Non Roussanne, Rien Ne Va Plus . 1330

 SINE QUA NON WHITE

2011 Sine Qua Non White, The Moment .............. (403)

 CHAMPAGNE

 BILLECART SALMON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1978 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne, Cuvee 
      Nicolas Francois ........................................ 927

 CEDRIC BOUCHARD VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2011 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Les Ursules 
       ............................................................... (872)

 DEUTZ VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1975 Deutz Vintage Champagne, Vinotheque 
       .................................................... 928,929,930

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1982 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... 1081

1990 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ............ (1078)

 Large Formats
 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1434)

2006 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1434)

2007 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1434)

2008 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1434)

2009 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ............................................... (1434)

 BOND

2009 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1362)

 Bond, Pluribus ........................................... (1362)

 Bond, Quella .............................................. (1362)

 Bond, St. Eden ........................................... (1362)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................. (1362)

 CAYMUS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1994 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ................................................................ 1450

 CHATEAU MONTELENA CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2003 Chateau Montelena Cabernet Sauvignon ...... (543)

 DOMINUS

1994 Dominus ...................................................... (546)

 DUNN VINEYARDS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1999 Dunn Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell 
      Mountain ................................................ (901)

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

2000 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (663)

2002 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 746

2003 Harlan Estate Red ............................. (663),(1251)

2004 Harlan Estate Red ................. (663),(1251),(1252)

2005 Harlan Estate Red ................. (663),(1251),(1253)

2006 Harlan Estate Red ............................... (663),1407

2007 Harlan Estate Red ............................... (663),1408

2008 Harlan Estate Red ......................................... 1409

 PETER MICHAEL RED

1994 Peter Michael Red, Les Pavots ..................... (550)

2003 Peter Michael Red, Les Pavots ..................... (550)

 ROBERT MONDAVI RESERVE CABERNET SAUVI-
GNON

1978 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon . 1451

 SCHRADER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 392

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, P. Pernot . (856)

 PIERRE-YVES COLIN MOREY

2011 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Chenevottes, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................ (858)

2012 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Champs Gains, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................ (857)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Chenevottes, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................ (858)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Morgeots, Fairendes, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................ (860)

2011 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . 861

2012 Meursault, Goutte d’Or, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
       .................................................................. 862

 Meursault, Narvaux, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . 863

 R. & V. DAUVISSAT

2000 Chablis, Les Clos, R. & V. Dauvissat ........... 1064

 RAMONET

1992 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ........................ 1065

1999 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ....................... (989)

1985 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ....... 1066

1999 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ...... (989)

1986 Montrachet, Ramonet ..................................... 127

1988 Montrachet, Ramonet ..................................... 225

 RAVENEAU

1980 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ........ 226

1983 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ...................... (1069)

1985 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ...................... (1069)

1999 Chablis, Blanchots, Raveneau .................... (1067)

2000 Chablis, Blanchots, Raveneau .................... (1067)

 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ........................ 1070

2002 Chablis, Blanchots, Raveneau .................... (1067)

 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ........................ 1068

2004 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau .......................... 1072

2007 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau .......................... 864

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ...... 1071

 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau .......................... 1073

2008 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau .......................... 1074

 ROULOT

1998 Meursault, Les Perrieres, Roulot ................... 1075

 SAUZET

2002 Batard Montrachet, Sauzet ........................... (786)

2003 Batard Montrachet, Sauzet ........................... (786)

2010 Batard Montrachet, Sauzet ........................... (520)

2001 Chevalier Montrachet, Sauzet ...................... (786)

2009 Montrachet, Sauzet ......................................... 521
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 CHATEAU CANTEMERLE

1966 Chateau Cantemerle, Haut Medoc ................ 1131

 CHATEAU CHEVAL BLANC

2005 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 349

2008 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... 1262

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

2010 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien .......... 1267

 CHATEAU GISCOURS

1964 Chateau Giscours, Margaux .......................... 1132

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION

2008 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 1268

 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

1962 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 251

1975 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 196

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

1966 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ... (1104),1135

1970 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. 1136

1978 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............ (1104)

1979 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (903)

1982 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. 1467

1995 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 994

 CHATEAU LARCIS DUCASSE

2005 Chateau Larcis Ducasse, St. Emilion 
       .............................................. 1209,1210,1211

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1982 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 164

1990 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ........... 674C,674D,674E

2000 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 353

2005 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 354

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

1970 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien . 1138,1139

2005 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 1212

2009 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 1277

 CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES

1970 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ... 1140,1141,1142

2010 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ..................... 1278

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1979 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 906

1983 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 948

1986 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 949

1990 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 563

 CHATEAU MONTROSE

1970 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ..................... 1146

2003 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe .................. (1213)

 CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

1967 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1147)

1989 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (564)

 ITALY

 ANTINORI

1997 Solaia, Antinori ............................................ 1168

1983 Tignanello, Antinori ..................................... (231)

 B. GIACOSA

2000 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa ........ (1359)

2004 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa ............ 138

2012 Barbaresco, Asili, B. Giacosa ...................... (877)

1990 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       .................................................................. 190

1996 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       .................................................................. 233

2008 Barolo, Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, 
      Riserva, B. Giacosa ................................... 879

2011 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... (878)

 B. MASCARELLO

1983 Barolo, B. Mascarello .................................. (234)

 CASTELLO BANFI

1981 Brunello di Montalcino, Castello Banfi ........ (235)

1982 Brunello di Montalcino, Castello Banfi ........ (235)

 CERETTO

1979 Barbaresco, Bricco Asili, Ceretto ............... (1171)

1990 Barolo, Brunate, Ceretto ................................. 236

 G. CONTERNO

1955 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ....... 291

1970 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ....... 294

 GAJA

1983 Barbaresco, Costa Russi, Gaja ..................... (297)

 Barbaresco, Gaja ......................................... (297)

 Barbaresco, Sori Tilden, Gaja ...................... (297)

 ISOLE E OLENA

1988 Cepparello, Isole e Olena ............................. (242)

 PRODUTTORI DEL BARBARESCO

1982 Barbaresco, Produttori del Barbaresco ....... (1198)

 SOLDERA

1982 Brunello di Montalcino, Casse Basse, Soldera . 244

1983 Brunello di Montalcino, Riserva, Soldera ....... 303

1985 Brunello di Montalcino, Case Basse, Soldera . 304

 TENUTA DELL’ ORNELLAIA

2004 Masseto, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ....................... 537

 RED BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU BEYCHEVELLE

1966 Chateau Beychevelle, St. Julien .................... 1128

 CHATEAU CALON SEGUR

1961 Chateau Calon Segur, St. Estephe ................. 1199

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose ...... 792

1995 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. 1079

 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... (793)

1996 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose 
       .............................................. (793),1317,1318

 HEIDSEICK & CO VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1961 Heidseick & Co Vintage Champagne ........... (384)

 KRUG COLLECTION VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1981 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne ............ 1083

 KRUG VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1976 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................... 182

1988 Krug Vintage Champagne ...................... 133,1084

1989 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................... 794

1996 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................. 1088

1998 Krug Vintage Champagne ........................ 795,796

 LANSON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1982 Lanson Vintage Champagne ......................... (384)

 LOUIS ROEDERER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1981 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (184)

1982 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (184)

1983 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (184)

1988 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . (184)

1990 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal . 1091

1999 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal 
       ................................................ 876,1093,1094

2000 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
       .................................................................. 134

 PIPER HEIDSIECK VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1964 Piper Heidsieck Vintage Champagne ........... (384)

 POL ROGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1990 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne ......................... 22

 POMMERY VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1953 Pommery Vintage Champagne ..................... (384)

1964 Pommery Vintage Champagne ..................... (384)

1989 Pommery Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Louise .. 23

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1976 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ............ 187

1996 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ............ 135

 TAITTINGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne, Rose ...................................... 136

1999 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne, Rose ........................................ 68

 VEUVE CLICQUOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1961 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne ............ (384)

1990 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne, La Grande 
      Dame .................................................. 137,798
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 G. ROUMIER

1993 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... 1034

2004 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier . (493)

2009 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ................. (493)

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Les Cras, G. Roumier ...... 42

2011 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, G. Roumier 
       .................................................................... 41

 GROS FRERE ET SOEUR

2002 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur ...................... 27

2003 Richebourg, Gros Frere et Soeur ................... 1229

 H. JAYER

1992 Vosne Romanee, H. Jayer .............................. 274

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2011 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ............................ 44

 J.F. MUGNIER

2003 Bonnes Mares, J.F. Mugnier ........................... 497

2011 Bonnes Mares, J.F. Mugnier ............................. 47

2010 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................ (1353)

 L. JADOT

1999 Pommard, Les Rugiens, L. Jadot .................. (502)

 MEO CAMUZET

1999 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet .......................... 766

2009 Clos Vougeot, Pres le Cellier, Meo Camuzet .. 151

2012 Corton, Perrieres, Meo Camuzet .................. (846)

1999 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (772)

 MUGNERET-GIBOURG

2005 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg ....................................... 54

2012 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg .................................... (56)

2011 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg ....... 61

 PONSOT

2009 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .................................................... 738,739,740

 R. GROFFIER

1996 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, R. Groffier ........... 276

 V. DROUHIN

2010 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, V. Drouhin . 66

 RHONE

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

1989 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1990 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2009 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (145)

 DOMAINE DU CLOS DE TART

2002 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ........ (366)

 DUJAC

2006 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ................................... (965)

2007 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ................................... (965)

2009 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................. 965A

1996 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 971

2006 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 972

2008 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 973

2012 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................ (93)

2006 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 976

2011 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... (94)

2012 Echezeaux, Dujac ........................................... 979

2009 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Dujac .... 982A

 E. ROUGET

2008 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ................................... 1225

 F. LAMARCHE

2013 Grands Echezeaux, F. Lamarche ..................... 825

 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, F. Lamarche . 827

 FAIVELEY

2009 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............... 983

2010 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............... 734

 FOURRIER

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Aux Echanges, Fourrier . (828)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Fourrier 
       ............................................................... (828)

 Clos Vougeot, Fourrier ................................ (829)

 Echezeaux, Fourrier .................... (831),1298,1299

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier . 710

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ........................................ (96)

2011 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cherbaudes, Vieille 
      Vignes, Fourrier .................................... (1300)

2013 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier . 833

 Gevrey Chambertin, Fourrier .......................... 832

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Champeaux, Fourrier 
       ............................................................... (831)

 Griottes Chambertin, Fourrier ......................... 836

2010 Morey St. Denis, Clos Solon, Vieilles Vignes, 
      Fourrier ..................................................... 837

 G. GRIVOT

1980 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, G. Grivot 
       ................................................................ 1153

 G. LIGNIER

1990 Bonnes Mares, G. Lignier ............................ (172)

1993 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1351)

 CHATEAU PAVIE

2005 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ................... 1281,1282

 CHATEAU PETRUS

1971 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 199

1985 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 200

1993 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ............................... 1465

 CHATEAU PICHON LALANDE

1964 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ............... (1147)

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. ROUSSEAU

1993 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1016

1995 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ....... 1017

 CHEZEAUX (PONSOT)

1985 Griottes Chambertin, Chezeaux (Ponsot) ........ 167

 CLIMATS DU COEUR

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Premier Cru, Climats du 
      Coeur ...................................................... (723)

 Vosne Romanee, Premier Cru, Climats du Coeur 
       ............................................................... (723)

 COMTE ARMAND

2012 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand . 680

 COMTE DE VOGUE

1964 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .......... 1149,1150

2010 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. 1284

1978 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ........... 207

1983 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (209)

 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (209)

1993 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue . (1023)

2008 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 80

2009 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. 1289

 D. MORTET

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Mortet 
       ............................................................. (1457)

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

2007 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 728

 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 143

2011 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ......... 88

1985 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 118

1989 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 119

 DOMAINE DE MONTILLE

2011 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Christiane, 
      Domaine de Montille ................................. 819

 DOMAINE DES LAMBRAYS

2008 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays . (145)
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 F. CARILLON

2013 Puligny Montrachet, Les Combettes, F. Carillon 
       ...................................................... (852),(853)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Perrieres, F. Carillon 
       ...................................................... (854),(855)

 J. DROUHIN

2002 Montrachet, Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin . 1062

 L. JADOT

2004 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1063

 RAMONET

1999 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ...... (989)

1988 Montrachet, Ramonet ..................................... 225

 OWC / OCB
 AUSTRALIA

 PENFOLD’S GRANGE

1992 Penfold’s Grange .......................................... (344)

1993 Penfold’s Grange ............................................ 345

1998 Penfold’s Grange ............................................ 669

2001 Penfold’s Grange ............................................ 670

 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ABREU CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (1249)

2007 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ...... (1393)

2008 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ...... (1393)

2009 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ...... (1393)

2010 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ...... (1393)

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2006 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2007 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2008 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2009 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard .................................... (1433),(1434)

2010 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ................................................... 894

 BOND

2009 Bond, Melbury ........................................... (1362)

 CAYMUS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2006 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................... (542)

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Laurence, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................. (866),(867),868

2012 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (869)

 J.L. CHAVE

2003 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1245

2006 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ................................ (1247)

2004 Hermitage Blanc, J.L. Chave ........................ (530)

 MONPERTUIS

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Tradition, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Monpertuis ............................... (1313)

 OGIER

2011 Cote Rotie, La Belle Helene, Ogier .............. (871)

 VIEUX TELEGRAPHE

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieux Telegraphe .... (1358)

2008 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieux Telegraphe .... (1358)

 SPAIN

 ARTADI

2012 Rioja, Vina El Pison, Artadi ......................... (893)

 CLOS MOGADOR

2009 Clos Mogador ...................................... 1458,1459

 VEGA SICILIA

2010 Vega Sicilia, Valbuena 5 .................... (885),(886)

 VEGA SICILIA UNICO

1960 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1114)

1962 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1114)

1968 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1114)

1999 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1119

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1983 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................ 1202,1203

1988 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .......................... 566

2001 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .......................... 951

 WHITE BURGUNDY

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

2002 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . (375)

2004 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . (375)

 CLIMATS DU COEUR

2009 Meursault, Premier Cru, Climats du Coeur ... (723)

 Puligny Montrachet, Premier Cru, Climats du 
      Coeur ...................................................... (723)

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

2011 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ............ 850

2008 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ...... 1060

1994 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1995 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1998 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau de Beaucastel . (522)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1999 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2001 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2004 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................... (155),1240

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2010 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2011 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2012 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

 DOMAINE DE LA JANASSE

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Domaine de la Janasse 
       ............................................................. (1313)

 DOMAINE DU PEGAU

1998 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (158)

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (158)

2001 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (525)

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (158)

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Inspiration, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (158)

2004 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (525)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau .......................................... 159,(525)
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 CALIFORNIA RED

 CAYUSE RED

2006 Cayuse Red, Flying Pig .............................. (1363)

2012 Cayuse Red, Camaspelo ............................ (1364)

 Cayuse Red, Wallah Wallah Number 4 ...... (1364)

 NEXT OF KYN RED

2010 Next of Kyn Red, No. 4 ...................... (394),(395)

2011 Next of Kyn Red, No. 5 ............................... (396)

 SINE QUA NON GRENACHE

2010 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Stockholm Syndrome 
       ............................................................... (399)

2012 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Stein ..................... (400)

 CALIFORNIA WHITE

 AUBERT VINEYARDS CHARDONNAY

2013 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, CIX Estate 
      Vineyard ................................................. 1416

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Eastside Vineyard 
       ................................................................ 1417

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Lauren Vineyard 
       ................................................................ 1418

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Ritchie Vineyard 
       ................................................................ 1419

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Sugar Shack . 1420

 SINE QUA NON

2002 Mr. K, Nobleman, Sine Qua Non ............. 895,896

2003 Mr. K, Nobleman, Sine Qua Non .................... 897

 CHAMPAGNE

 BOLLINGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1995 Bollinger Vintage Champagne, RD ............ (1076)

1998 Bollinger Vintage Champagne, Vieilles Vignes, 
      Francaises ................................................. 381

 CEDRIC BOUCHARD VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2008 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Roses de 
      Jeanne, La Boloree ................................. (873)

 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Roses de 
      Jeanne, La Haute-Lemble ........................ (873)

2011 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, La Boloree 
       ............................................................... (872)

 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, La 
      Haut-Lemble ........................................... (872)

 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Les Ursules 
       ............................................................... (872)

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1976 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
       ............................................................... (790)

1982 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose .... 1081

 ROBERT MONDAVI RESERVE CABERNET SAUVI-
GNON

1978 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon . 1451

1990 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ............................................................. (1429)

1992 Robert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ............................................................. (1429)

 SCARECROW CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ........... 747,(1397)

2006 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2007 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2008 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2009 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2010 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

2011 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................. (1397)

 SCHRADER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer 
      To-Kalon Vineyard ........................ (388),(389)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, CCS 
       ................................... (388),(389),(390),(391)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 392

 SCREAMING EAGLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1996 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 409

1997 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 410

2001 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 412

2002 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 413

2003 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 598

2005 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 414

2007 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 415

2009 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .... 416,1398

2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .... 417,1399

2011 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .. 1400,1436

2012 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ........................................... 393,418,811,1401

 SECOND FLIGHT OF EAGLES

2011 Second Flight of Eagles ................................ 1402

MV Second Flight of Eagles ....................... 1403,1435

 SHAFER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1996 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select . (1441)

1999 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       ............................................. 552,(665),(1441)

2002 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       .................................................... (665),(1441)

2004 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       ......................................... (665),(1255),(1441)

2007 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select 
       .................................................... (665),(1441)

2010 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................... (542)

 COLGIN RED

2004 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (657)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (658)

2005 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (657)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (658)

2006 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (657)

 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (658)

2007 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................. (658)

 DOMINUS

1992 Dominus ...................................................... (745)

1994 Dominus ............................................. (546),(745)

2009 Dominus ...................................................... (547)

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

1995 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 406

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

1997 Harlan Estate Red .................................... 407,659

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

1998 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

1999 Harlan Estate Red ................................. (408),660

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2000 Harlan Estate Red ........................ (408),661,(663)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2002 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2003 Harlan Estate Red ............................. (663),(1251)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2004 Harlan Estate Red 
       .................... (662),(663),(1251),(1252),(1395)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2005 Harlan Estate Red 
       .................... (408),(663),(1251),(1253),(1395)

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2006 Harlan Estate Red .................... (663),(1396),1407

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ................... (664)

2007 Harlan Estate Red . (408),(662),(663),(1396),1408

2008 Harlan Estate Red ............................. (1396),1409

2009 Harlan Estate Red ...................................... (1396)

2010 Harlan Estate Red ...................................... (1396)

2011 Harlan Estate Red ...................................... (1396)

 HUNDRED ACRE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2007 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard ................................................. 1254

 JOSEPH PHELPS WINERY

1997 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia 
       ............................. 1421,1422,1423,1424,1425

 OPUS ONE

2001 Opus One ....................................................... 626
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 OREGON

 SCHRADER PINOT NOIR

2011 Schrader Pinot Noir, Boars View ................. (404)

 RED BORDEAUX

 BORDEAUX COLLECTION GROUPE DUCLOT

2005 Bordeaux Collection Groupe Duclot ............. 1331

2008 Bordeaux Collection Groupe Duclot ............. 1332

 CARRUADES DE LAFITE

2011 Carruades de Lafite, Pauillac ........................ (675)

 CHATEAU ANGELUS

1990 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ....................... 1452

 CHATEAU BELAIR-MONANGE

2009 Chateau Belair-Monange, St. Emilion .......... (422)

 CHATEAU BRANAIRE DUCRU

2010 Chateau Branaire Ducru, St. Julien ............... (423)

 CHATEAU BRANE CANTENAC

2010 Chateau Brane Cantenac, Margaux .............. (424)

 CHATEAU CALON SEGUR

2003 Chateau Calon Segur, St. Estephe ................... 426

 CHATEAU CHEVAL BLANC

1998 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 627

1999 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 628

2000 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion .... 163,427,629

2008 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............... 1262

 CHATEAU CLINET

2009 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ............................... 1263

 CHATEAU COS D’ESTOURNEL

2005 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe 
       ............................................. 671,672,673,674

2009 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ..... 430,1264

 CHATEAU D’ISSAN

2010 Chateau D’Issan, Margaux ........................... (431)

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

1996 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 306

2010 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien 
       ......................................... (1265),(1266),1267

 CHATEAU DUHART MILON

2011 Chateau Duhart Milon, Pauillac ................... (675)

 CHATEAU GRAND PUY LACOSTE

1990 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ... 1453,1454

1995 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ............. 307

2010 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ........... (434)

 CHATEAU HAUT BAILLY

2009 Chateau Haut Bailly, Graves ........................ (436)

2010 Chateau Haut Bailly, Graves ........................ (436)

 Barolo, Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, 
      Riserva, B. Giacosa ................................... 799

2008 Barolo, Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, 
      Riserva, B. Giacosa ................................... 879

2011 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... (878)

 CASANOVA DI NERI

2004 Brunello di Montalcino, Cerretalto, Casanova di 
      Neri ...................................................... (1348)

2007 Brunello di Montalcino, Cerretalto, Casanova di 
      Neri .................................................. 881,1349

2008 Brunello di Montalcino, Cerretalto, Casanova di 
      Neri ........................................................ (882)

 Brunello di Montalcino, Tenuta Nuova, Casanova 
      di Neri .................................................... (882)

2010 Brunello di Montalcino, Casanova di Neri .... (880)

 CASTELLO BANFI

1981 Brunello di Montalcino, Castello Banfi ........ (235)

 CERETTO

1990 Barolo, Brunate, Ceretto ................................. 236

 G. CONTERNO

1955 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ....... 291

2004 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno ............. 800

 G. QUINTARELLI

2010 Primofiore, G. Quintarelli ........................... (1361)

 G. RINALDI

1990 Barolo, Brunate Riserva, G. Rinaldi ..... 1444,1445

 GAJA

1983 Barbaresco, Costa Russi, Gaja ..................... (298)

 Barbaresco, Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja ............. (298)

1993 Barbaresco, Gaja ............................................ 300

 Barolo, Sperss, Gaja .................................... (301)

 ISOLE E OLENA

1990 Cepparello, Isole e Olena ............................. (242)

 MARCHESI DI BAROLO

1990 Barolo, Millenium, Marchesi di Barolo . 1446,1447

 R. VOERZIO

2000 Barolo, La Serra, R. Voerzio ........................ (806)

2009 Barolo, Brunate, R. Voerzio ........................... 883

 Barolo, La Serra, R. Voerzio .......................... 884

 TENUTA DELL’ ORNELLAIA

2010 Masseto, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia .................... (538)

2004 Ornellaia, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ................... (539)

2006 Ornellaia, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ................... (539)

2010 Ornellaia, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ................... (539)

2011 Ornellaia, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia ................. (1328)

1988 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. 1207

1995 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne ............ (1315)

1996 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Rose 
       ....................................................... 1317,1318

2002 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne . (1315),(1316)

 JACQUES SELOSSE CHAMPAGNE

NV Jacques Selosse Champagne, Initiale Brut ...... 684

 Jacques Selosse Champagne, Lieux Dits ......... 874

 Jacques Selosse Champagne, Mareuil Sur Ay Sous 
      Le Mont .................................................... 685

 JACQUES SELOSSE VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2003 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne .............. 875

 KRUG COLLECTION VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1961 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne .............. 916

1976 Krug Collection Vintage Champagne .............. 917

 KRUG VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1988 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................. 1084

1989 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................... 794

 Krug Vintage Champagne, Clos du Mesnil ....... 25

1996 Krug Vintage Champagne .................... 1320,1321

1998 Krug Vintage Champagne ........................ 795,796

 PHILIPPONNAT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne, Clos des 
      Goisses .................................................... 1095

 POMMERY VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1989 Pommery Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Louise .. 23

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil 
       ........... 797,1096,(1097),1323,1324,1325,1326

 COGNAC/ARMAGNAC

 MARCEL TREPOUT ARMAGNAC

1937 Marcel Trepout Armagnac ........................... (249)

 FORTIFIED

 FONSECA VINTAGE PORT

1985 Fonseca Vintage Port ................................... (346)

 ITALY

 ANTINORI

2010 Solaia, Antinori ............................................ (534)

1983 Tignanello, Antinori ..................................... (231)

1997 Tignanello, Antinori ..................................... 656A

2012 Tignanello, Antinori ........................................ 687

 B. GIACOSA

2000 Barbaresco, Asili Riserva, B. Giacosa ........ (1359)

2012 Barbaresco, Asili, B. Giacosa ...................... (877)

2004 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa .... 1360
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2010 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves .................... (465)

 CHATEAU PAVIE

2003 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ..................... 649,1337

2005 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ......... (648),1281,1282

2009 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ............................. 466

 CHATEAU PAVIE MACQUIN

2005 Chateau Pavie Macquin, St. Emilion ............... 467

 CHATEAU PETRUS

1985 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 200

1998 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol .............................. 649A

 CHATEAU PICHON BARON

2000 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ............... 650,651

2008 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ................... (468)

2009 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ...................... 469

 CHATEAU PICHON LALANDE

1995 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 652

1996 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 653

2000 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 654

2003 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 470

2005 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................. 1216

2006 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 471

2009 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................... 472

 CHATEAU PONTET CANET

1982 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ....................... 201

2000 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ....................... 655

2008 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac .................... (474)

2010 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac ....................... 475

2011 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac .................... (676)

 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE

2010 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ............. (477)

 CHATEAU TALBOT

2000 Chateau Talbot, St. Julien ............................ (478)

2009 Chateau Talbot, St. Julien ............................ (478)

2010 Chateau Talbot, St. Julien ............................ (478)

 CHATEAU TROTANOY

1990 Chateau Trotanoy, Pomerol ............................ 719

 LE PETIT MOUTON DE MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

2009 Le Petit Mouton de Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ............................................................... (479)

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. ROUSSEAU

2001 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................. 1013

2008 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ......... 721

 B. CLAIR

2010 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, B. Clair ................ 722

2000 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 638

 CHATEAU LATOUR A POMEROL

2009 Chateau Latour a Pomerol, Pomerol ............. (456)

 CHATEAU LE TERTRE ROTEBOEUF

1990 Chateau Le Tertre Roteboeuf, St. Emilion .... 1455

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON

2000 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien .............. (639)

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

2000 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ............ 640

2005 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 1212

2008 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ......... (458)

2009 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien .......... 1277

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE POYFERRE

2000 Chateau Leoville Poyferre, St. Julien .............. 641

2009 Chateau Leoville Poyferre, St. Julien .............. 460

 CHATEAU L’EVANGILE

1995 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol ........................ 1404

2008 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 441

2009 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 442

 CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES

2000 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ................ 642,643

2010 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac . 1278,(1279),(1280)

 CHATEAU MALESCOT ST. EXUPERY

2009 Chateau Malescot St. Exupery, Margaux ..... (461)

2010 Chateau Malescot St. Exupery, Margaux ..... (461)

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1986 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 949

1991 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 574

1994 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 575

1997 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 644

1998 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 576

1999 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ........................... 616

2000 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ..................... 589,645

 CHATEAU MONTROSE

2005 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ............ 1214,1215

 CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

1986 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 590

1991 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 577

1998 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 578

2000 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 646

2003 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 592

2006 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (463)

 CHATEAU PALMER

2000 Chateau Palmer, Margaux .............................. 647

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT

2006 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves .................... (465)

2009 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves .................... (465)

 CHATEAU HAUT BERGEY

2009 Chateau Haut Bergey, Graves ...................... (437)

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION

1988 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 630

1994 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 631

1995 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 632

1998 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 633

2005 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 1448

2008 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... 1268

 CHATEAU LA CONSEILLANTE

1989 Chateau La Conseillante, Pomerol .................. 992

2008 Chateau La Conseillante, Pomerol .................. 444

2010 Chateau La Conseillante, Pomerol .................. 445

 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

1962 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 251

2000 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves .. 634,635

2006 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 446

2007 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 447

2008 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 448

2010 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ....... 1456

 CHATEAU LA MONDOTTE

1999 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (449)

2009 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (450)

2010 Chateau La Mondotte, St. Emilion ............... (450)

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

1983 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ...... 1462,1463

1987 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 567

1990 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 568

1991 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 569

1995 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 994

1998 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ....... 570,605A

1999 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. 606A

2000 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 636

2005 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 947

2006 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ..................................... 1269,1270,1271,1272

 CHATEAU LARCIS DUCASSE

2005 Chateau Larcis Ducasse, St. Emilion 
       .............................................. 1209,1210,1211

 CHATEAU LASCOMBES

2010 Chateau Lascombes, Margaux ..................... (452)

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1971 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 197

1990 Chateau Latour, Pauillac 
       ......................... 674A,674B,674C,674D,674E

1991 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 571

1996 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .......................... 586,637

1998 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 573
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 Grands Echezeaux, F. Lamarche ..................... 824

2013 Grands Echezeaux, F. Lamarche ..................... 825

2011 La Grande Rue, F. Lamarche .......................... 826

2013 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumes, F. Lamarche . 827

 FAIVELEY

1995 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............. (323)

2010 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............... 734

1995 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley .............. (323)

 FOURRIER

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Gruenchers, Fourrier 
       ............................................................... (828)

 Clos Vougeot, Fourrier ................................ (829)

 Echezeaux, Fourrier ............. 830,(831),1298,1299

2008 Gevrey Chambertin, La Combe Aux Moines, 
      Fourrier ..................................................... 834

2011 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cherbaudes, Vieille 
      Vignes, Fourrier .................................... (1300)

2013 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Fourrier . 833

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Champeaux, Fourrier 
       ............................................................... (831)

 Griottes Chambertin, Fourrier ......................... 836

2010 Morey St. Denis, Clos Solon, Vieilles Vignes, 
      Fourrier ..................................................... 837

 G. ROUMIER

2010 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .............................. 35

2012 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ............................ 838

2011 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ................. (839)

2012 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ..................... 39

2002 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       .................................................................. 271

2012 Morey St. Denis, Clos de la Bussiere, G. Roumier 
       .................................................................. 840

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2011 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ............................ 44

2012 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaumonts, Hudelot-Noellat 
       ................................................................. (46)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Hudelot-Noellat 
       ................................................................. (46)

 J. GRIVOT

2010 Chambolle Musigny, La Combe d’Orveau, J. 
      Grivot ..................................................... (841)

2011 Chambolle Musigny, La Combe d’Orveau, J. 
      Grivot ..................................................... (841)

2008 Clos Vougeot, J. Grivot ............................. (1230)

2010 Clos Vougeot, J. Grivot .................................. 842

2008 Echezeaux, J. Grivot .................................. (1230)

2010 Vosne Romanee, Aux Brulees, J. Grivot .. 844,845

 J.F. MUGNIER

2012 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 704

2003 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 361

2004 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 363

2006 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ........................................................... 21

2002 Vosne Romanee, Cuvee Duvault Blochet, 
      Domaine de la Romanee Conti ................ 1219

 DOMAINE DE LA VOUGERAIE

2010 Bonnes Mares, Domaine de la Vougeraie ..... 1295

2005 Clos Vougeot, Domaine de la Vougeraie ...... (489)

 DOMAINE DE MONTILLE

2005 Volnay, Champans, Domaine de Montille .... (761)

2011 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Christiane, 
      Domaine de Montille .............................. (818)

2012 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Domaine de 
      Montille ..................................................... 817

 DOMAINE D’EUGENIE

2012 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine D’Eugenie ......... 820

 DOMAINE DU CLOS DE TART

2001 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ......... 1220

2005 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ......... 1221

2009 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart . 491,(690)

2010 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart . 492,(690)

 DOMAINE LEROY

1997 Corton, Renardes, Domaine Leroy ................ 1026

 DUJAC

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Dujac ........................... 970

2006 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 972

2009 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ........................ 731,1223

2010 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 974

2006 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 976

2007 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 977

2008 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ................................... (732)

2007 Echezeaux, Dujac ........................................ (978)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac ... 1031

2009 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac .... 1224

2010 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac ..... 980

2012 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac ..... 981

 DUJAC, FILS ET PERE

2005 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac, Fils et 
      Pere ........................................................... 982

 F. LAMARCHE

2012 Clos Vougeot, F. Lamarche ............................ 822

 Echezeaux, F. Lamarche ................................. 823

 B. CLAVELIER

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Combe des Orveau, Vieilles 
      Vignes, B. Clavelier .................................... 30

 B. LEROUX

2010 Clos St. Denis, B. Leroux ............................ (142)

 Clos Vougeot, B. Leroux ............................. (142)

 Volnay, Clos de la Cave des Ducs, B. Leroux . (142)

 BERTAGNA

2005 Vougeot, Clos de la Perriere, Bertagna ........ (755)

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

2006 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
       .................................................................. 756

1993 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ................. 24

1999 La Romanee, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ............... 932

 CAMUS

1978 Chambertin, Camus ........................................ 262

 CHATEAU DE LA TOUR

2012 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Chateau de la Tour 
       ......................................................... 679,1283

 CLIMATS DU COEUR

2009 Gevrey Chambertin, Premier Cru, Climats du 
      Coeur ...................................................... (723)

 COMTE ARMAND

2012 Pommard, Clos des Epeneaux, Comte Armand . 680

 COMTE DE VOGUE

2010 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. 1284

2000 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ....................................................... 757

2009 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, Comte de 
      Vogue ..................................................... (758)

 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue 
       ....................................................... 1288,1289

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2008 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ................... 725

 D. LAURENT

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Laurent 
       .................................................................. 760

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

1982 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 264

1997 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 596

2011 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 701

2012 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 702

2011 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 703
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2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieilles Vignes, Clos St. 
      Jean ........................................... (1307),(1341)

 DOMAINE DE MARCOUX

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine de 
      Marcoux .................................................... 157

 DOMAINE DU PEGAU

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Inspiration, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (158)

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ............................................... (1242)

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee de Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................. 159,(160),(525)

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Laurence, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................. (866),(867),868

2010 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (525)

2011 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ............................................... (1309)

2012 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Reservee, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (869)

 DOMAINE ST. PREFERT

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve Auguste Favier, 
      Domaine St. Prefert ............................... (1344)

 E. GUIGAL

2001 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ....... 1310,1311

2004 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ................ 1244

2005 Cote Rotie, Chateau d’Ampuis, E. Guigal ....... 526

2006 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (936)

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ............... (937)

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (939)

2007 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................. (528)

 J.L. CHAVE

2003 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1245

2004 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................. 1246

2006 Hermitage, J.L. Chave ......................... 941,(1247)

2010 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................... 380

 M. CHAPOUTIER

1997 Ermitage, Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier .......... (531)

2003 Ermitage, Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier .......... (532)

2004 Ermitage, Le Pavillon, M. Chapoutier .......... (533)

 MONPERTUIS

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Tradition, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Monpertuis ............................... (1313)

 OGIER

2011 Cote Rotie, La Belle Helene, Ogier .............. (871)

 Cote Rotie, Lancement, Ogier ...................... (871)

 P. AVRIL

2010 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ........................ (514)

 POUSSE D’OR

2011 Clos de la Roche, Pousse d’Or ...................... 1301

2010 Corton, Clos du Roi, Pousse d’Or ..................... 63

 Volnay, Clos des 60 Ouvrees, Pousse d’Or ..... (64)

 R. GROFFIER

2010 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier 
       .................................................................... 26

 S. CATHIARD

2012 Chambolle Musigny, Clos De L’Orme, S. Cathiard 
       .................................................................. 848

 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, S. Cathiard ... 849

 THIBAULT LIGER-BELAIR

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, Thibault 
      Liger-Belair ............................................ (515)

 V. DROUHIN

2010 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, V. Drouhin . 65

 RHONE

 A. CLAPE

2001 Cornas, A. Clape ............................................ 865

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

1994 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

1998 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau de Beaucastel . (522)

2000 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau de Beaucastel . 1303

2001 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................... (155),1239

2004 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................... (155),1240

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ............................ (155)

2010 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
      Chateau de Beaucastel ................. (155),(1304)

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc, Roussanne Vieilles 
      Vignes, Chateau de Beaucastel ............. (1306)

2011 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc, Roussanne Vieilles 
      Vignes, Chateau de Beaucastel ............... (524)

 CHATEAU GRILLET

2001 Chateau Grillet ............................................. (787)

2004 Chateau Grillet ............................................. (787)

2006 Chateau Grillet ............................................. (787)

 CLOS ST. JEAN

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape, Deus Ex Machina, Clos St. 
      Jean ......................................................... 1340

2007 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................ (1353)

2010 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier ................................................ (1353)

 L. JADOT

2011 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot ............................... (499)

2008 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot ............. (500)

2009 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot ............. (500)

2003 Clos Vougeot, L. Jadot ................................ (501)

 Mazis Chambertin, L. Jadot ......................... (501)

1999 Pommard, Les Rugiens, L. Jadot .................. (502)

 L. LATOUR

2009 Romanee St. Vivant, Les Quatre Journaux, L. 
      Latour ....................................................... 504

 MARQUIS D’ANGERVILLE

1999 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . 1234

 MEO CAMUZET

2008 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ....................... (696)

2009 Clos Vougeot, Pres le Cellier, Meo Camuzet 
       ........................................................... 151,695

2012 Corton, Clos Rognet, Meo Camuzet ............. (846)

 Corton, Perrieres, Meo Camuzet .................. (846)

 Nuits St. Georges, Les Boudots, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (847)

 MONGEARD-MUGNERET

2001 Clos Vougeot, Mongeard-Mugneret ............... 507

 MUGNERET-GIBOURG

2012 Chambolle Musigny, Les Feusselottes, 
      Mugneret-Gibourg .................................... (56)

2010 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg ....... 60

2011 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg ....... 61

 N. POTEL

2001 Clos Vougeot, N. Potel ................................ (510)

2002 Clos Vougeot, N. Potel ................................ (510)

 Mazis Chambertin, N. Potel ......................... (510)

 P. MARCHAND

2008 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, P. Marchand ...... (153)

 Charmes Chambertin, P. Marchand .............. (153)

 Clos St. Denis, P. Marchand ........................ (153)

 Latricieres Chambertin, P. Marchand ........... (153)

 PONSOT

2008 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .... 1046

2009 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ......................... 512,735,736,737,738,739,740

2010 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ...... 513

2009 Clos St. Denis, Tres Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 741

2008 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ........................ (514)

2009 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ................. (514),742
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 FONTAINE-GAGNARD

2006 Chassagne Montrachet, La Boudriotte, 
      Fontaine-Gagnard ................................... (782)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Caillerets, 
      Fontaine-Gagnard ................................... (782)

 J.M. GAUNOUX

2005 Meursault, Les Perrieres, J.M. Gaunoux ...... (783)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, J.M. Gaunoux 
       ............................................................... (783)

 L. CARILLON

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Les Perrieres, L. Carillon . 518

 L. JADOT

2004 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
       ................................................................ 1063

2010 Meursault, Perrieres, L. Jadot ...................... (743)

 M. NIELLON

2005 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Champs Gains, M. 
      Niellon .................................................... (784)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Vergers, M. Niellon 
       ............................................................... (784)

 P. COLIN

2006 Chevalier Montrachet, P. Colin ....................... 785

 P. PERNOT

2013 Batard Montrachet, P. Pernot ....................... (856)

 Bienvenue Batard Montrachet, P. Pernot ...... (856)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, P. Pernot . (856)

 PIERRE-YVES COLIN MOREY

2011 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Chenevottes, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................ (858)

2012 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Champs Gains, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................ (857)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Chenevottes, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................ (858)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Morgeots, Fairendes, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................ (860)

2011 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . 861

2012 Meursault, Goutte d’Or, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
       .................................................................. 862

 Meursault, Narvaux, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . 863

 RAVENEAU

2002 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ........................ 1068

2007 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau .......................... 864

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ...... 1071

2008 Chablis, Valmur, Raveneau .......................... 1074

 SAUZET

2010 Batard Montrachet, Sauzet ........................... (520)

 CHATEAU DOISY DAENE

1997 Chateau Doisy Daene, L’Extravagance, Sauternes 
       ............................................................... (357)

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1983 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................ 1202,1203

1986 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ 1471

1988 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .......................... 566

2001 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................. (656),951

2011 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (481)

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION BLANC

2003 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... 1003

2005 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... 1449

 CHATEAU LAVILLE HAUT BRION

1999 Chateau Laville Haut Brion, Graves .............. 1006

 CHATEAU MONBOUSQUET BLANC

2009 Chateau Monbousquet Blanc, St. Emilion .... (482)

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT BLANC

2001 Chateau Pape Clement Blanc, Graves ........... 1007

 CHATEAU RIEUSSEC

2009 Chateau Rieussec, Sauternes ........................ (358)

 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE BLANC

2010 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc, Graves . 483,484

 DOMAINE DE CHEVALIER BLANC

2001 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc, Graves ............. 485

 WHITE BURGUNDY

 COLIN-DELEGER

2004 Puligny Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, 
      Colin-Deleger ......................................... (779)

 COMTE LAFON

2010 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ................. 517

2011 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ................. 683

2007 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ............................ (154)

2008 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ............................ (154)

2010 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ..................... (154),700

 D’AUVENAY (LEROY)

1996 Meursault, Goutte d’Or, D’Auvenay (Leroy) ... 988

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

2006 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive .......... (780)

 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ..... (780)

 F. CARILLON

2013 Puligny Montrachet, Les Champs Gains, F. 
      Carillon ................................................... (851)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Combettes, F. Carillon 
       ...................................................... (852),(853)

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Perrieres, F. Carillon 
       ...................................................... (854),(855)

2006 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc, Clos des Papes, P. 
      Avril ..................................................... (1347)

 P. USSEGLIO

2003 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve des Deux Freres, P. 
      Usseglio ................................................ (1248)

 VIEUX TELEGRAPHE

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieux Telegraphe .... (1358)

2008 Chateauneuf du Pape, Vieux Telegraphe .... (1358)

 SPAIN

 ARTADI

2012 Rioja, Vina El Pison, Artadi ......................... (893)

 CLOS MOGADOR

2009 Clos Mogador ...................................... 1458,1459

 MARQUES DE MURRIETA

1982 Rioja, Castillo Ygay, Marques de Murrieta ... 1107

 VEGA SICILIA

2010 Vega Sicilia, Valbuena 5 .................... (885),(886)

 VEGA SICILIA UNICO

1960 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1114)

1991 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1117)

1994 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1118

1995 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1117)

1999 Vega Sicilia Unico ............................ (1117),1119

2000 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1120)

2002 Vega Sicilia Unico ..................................... (1120)

2003 Vega Sicilia Unico ........................................ 1121

2004 Vega Sicilia Unico ...................... (248),1122,1123

2007 Vega Sicilia Unico .......... 887,888,889,1124,1125

NV Vega Sicilia Unico, Reserva Especial ......... (1126)

 VEGA SICILIA VALBUENA 5*

1987 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ........................... (1127)

1989 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ........................... (1127)

1996 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ........................... (1127)

2001 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ........................... (1127)

 WASHINGTON

 CAYUSE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Cayuse Cabernet Sauvignon, Widowmaker . (1364)

 CAYUSE SYRAH

2012 Cayuse Syrah, Cailloux Vineyard ............... (1364)

 Cayuse Syrah, En Cerise ............................ (1364)

 Cayuse Syrah, En Chamberlin Vineyard ..... (1364)

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU CLIMENS

1990 Chateau Climens, Sauternes ........................... 314
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Neck

Base Neck
Top Shoulder
Very High Shoulder
High Shoulder
High to Mid Shoulder
Mid Shoulder

Low Shoulder
Below Shoulder

Capsule

BOTTLE DESCRIPTIONS
BORDEAUX

NECK:
Normal level for all wines. In wines over ten years of age, this level 
suggests excellent provenance. Rarely used, except to emphasize a 

less than perfect.

BASE NECK:

wines of any age, this level suggests excellent provenance.

TOP-SHOULDER:

wine. For wines of any age, this level suggests excellent provenance.

VERY HIGH SHOULDER:

storage conditions throughout its life. Natural occurrence for wines 
of this age.

HIGH SHOULDER:
Usually not a problem for wines thirty years of age. This level may 
be caused by easing of the cork combined with natural evaporation. 
Check the clarity and the color of the wine in the bottle as a second-
ary indicator of provenance.

HIGH-TO-MID-SHOULDER:
Refer to High Shoulder and Mid-Shoulder level descriptions.

MID SHOULDER:
May suggest ullage during the life of the wine due to either easing of 
the cork or inconsistent storage conditions. Not abnormal for wines 

inspect clarity and color of the wine in the bottle, as well as condi-
tion of the cork.

LOW SHOULDER AND BELOW:
-

able, with exception given to rare bottlings and/or labels. (Not rec-
ommended for consumption.)

BSL Bin Soiled Label
GSL Glue Stained Label
WASL Water Stained Label
WISL Wine Stained Label
FL Faded Label
LL Loose Label
NL Nicked Label
SCL Scuffed Label
TAL Tattered Label
TL Torn Label
TSL Tissue Stained Label
WOL Writing on Label
WRL Wrinkled Label
STL Stained Label
NOL No Label

BOTTLE CONDITIONS
PREFIX

Because the shape of Burgundy bottles does not allow for a level rating system based on the shoulder of the bottle, levels are described by means of 

though consideration should be given to the clarity and color of the wine in the bottle, as well as the condition of the cork. Bottles with ullage between 

may cause a few drops of wine to become trapped between the capsule and the cork. This should not be confused with ullage, a natural occurrence in 
older wines, which may be accelerated due to poor provenance.

BN Base Neck Level
TS Top Shoulder Level
VHS Very-High-Shoulder Level
HS High-Shoulder Level
HTMS High-to-Mid-Shoulder Level
MS Mid-Shoulder Level
LS Low Shoulder

v - very    s - slightly  
l – lightly  h – heavily

CORK CONDITIONS
CC  Corroded Capsule
CRC  Cracked Capsule
CUC  Cut Capsule
  
NC  Nicked Capsule
NOC  No Capsule
WC  Wrinkled Capsule
WXC  Waxed Capsule
TC  Torn Capsule
DC   Depressed Cork
SDC   Slightly Depressed Cork
PC   Protruding Cork
SPC  Slightly Protruding Cork
SOS   Signs of Seepage
SSOS  Slight Signs of Seepage

    (Usually done to authenticate)

OCB Original Cardboard Box
OGB Original Gift Box
OWC Original Wooden Case
2OCB Two Original Cardboard Boxes
2OWC Two Original Wood Cases
CRW Cracked Wood

BOTTLE SIZES
Half Bottle........................................  .375 Litres
Bottle................................................  .750 Litres
Magnum...........................................  1.5 Litres
Double Magnum.............................. 3 Litres
Jéroboam (Burgundy,
Champagne & Rhône)..................... 3 Litres
Jéroboam (Bordeaux)......................  4½-5 Litres
Impérial...........................................   6 Litres
Mathusaleh (Burgundy,
Champagne & Rhône)..................... 6 Litres
Salmanazar.......................................  9 Litres

WWW.ACKERASIA.COM

ACKER MERRALL & CONDIT (ASIA)
WINE MERCHANTS SINCE 1820
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1. LIMITATIONS ON IMPORTATION

Bidders at auction (“Bidders”) should be aware of restrictions im-
posed by various jurisdictions regarding importation of alcoholic 
beverages. It is the sole responsibility of the buyer (“Buyer”) to in-
vestigate, apply, obtain, route, and comply with all special permit 
or license requirements and other restrictions prior to collection or 
shipment of wine (“Property”) purchased at or from Acker, Mer-
rall & Condit Company (“AMC”). AMC assumes no obligation or 
responsibility for obtaining permits or licenses on behalf of Buyer 
prior to shipment, and disclaims all liability for Buyer’s failure to 
obtain any such permits or licenses. AMC is not the owner or seller 
of Property (“Seller”), but is a marketing agent which makes deliv-
ery arrangements on Buyer’s behalf. Bidders are urged to familiar-
ize themselves with their jurisdiction’s importation laws prior to 
bidding at auction to determine if, when, and how Property may be 
legally delivered to their jurisdiction.

2. COLLECTION OF PROPERTY

Complimentary pick-up is available by appointment only. Please 
schedule pick-up by contacting AMC’s Auction Department at 
877-ACKER-47 at least one week in advance. Property will not
be released until payment in full has been received and funds have

business days prior to release of Property.

3. LOCAL DELIVERY

AMC will arrange free delivery within Manhattan. Delivery can 
usually be made within one (1) week of Buyer’s request at a prear-
ranged time. Payment for delivery charges must be made in ad-
vance.

4. MULTIPLE DELIVERIES OR PICKUPS

Sale) that is split into two or more parts for multiple deliveries or 
pickups shall be subject to a service charge per split, per Lot.

5. STORAGE

Any Property for which shipping arrangements have not been 
made within thirty (30) days of the auction date may be put into 
storage and assessed a monthly storage charge.

6. SHIPPING

Buyer is solely responsible for the shipment of Property and 
shall assume all obligations for compliance with applicable 
laws. Subject to applicable laws, at Buyer’s request, AMC may 
act as an agent to engage a common carrier to deliver Property to 
Buyer on Buyer’s behalf.

Shipping will be at Buyer’s expense, and must be prepaid or freight 
collect. Shipments are also subject to service charges. Shipping ar-
rangements can be made once payment has been received in full 
and funds have been deposited into AMC’s account. Buyers should 

continental United States, and ten (10) business days for jurisdic-
tions outside the continental United States, as well as for interna-
tional shipments, which may require customs documentation or 
special routing attention.

cost-effective method of shipment on behalf of Buyer. Any loss or 
damage resulting from shipping Property via any carrier will be 
the sole responsibility and at the risk of Buyer and/or carrier. AMC 
is not responsible for any deterioration, damage or loss to Property 
occurring while in transit.

7. TAXATION

-
ment. AMC collects sales tax from Buyer on Property shipped to 
an address in New York. It is Buyer’s respon-sibility to ensure 
compliance with applicable tax laws for ship-ments to all other 
jurisdictions.

Buyers holding resale licenses may be exempt from taxation and 
should present the required documents to AMC prior to purchase.

Some jurisdictions may also impose excise taxes on shipments of 
Property into their territory. AMC may collect such excise taxes 
from Buyer, where required.

8. INDEMNIFICATION

Buyer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold AMC harmless from 
any and all demands, claims, suits, judgments, or other liability 
(including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses incurred by 
AMC in connection therewith) arising by reason of Buyer’s failure 

termination of this Agreement.

government or law enforcement agency as a result of alleged vio-
lations of applicable laws by Sellers or Buyers.

All shipping must be prepaid in full.

COLLECTION AND SHIPMENT OF WINES
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1. BUYER’S AGREEMENT.

By bidding at auction, the bidder at auction (“Bidder”) agrees that 
this Buyer’s Conditions of Sale (“Conditions of Sale”), together 
with the Collection and Shipment of Wines, Bottle Description and 
Absentee Bids, all published by Acker, Merrall & Condit Company 
(“AMC”), and all incorporated into the Conditions of Sale, consti-
tute Bidder’s entire agreement (the “Agreement”) with AMC and 
the seller (“Seller”) with respect to the property (“Property”) listed 
in this catalogue. AMC may amend the Agreement from time to 
time and at any time before, during and after any auction through 
posted notices, addenda or errata or through oral salesroom an-
nouncements during the sale. By bidding at auction, Bidder agrees 
to be bound by all terms and conditions of the Agreement.

2. AMC AS AGENT.

Except as otherwise stated in the Agreement, AMC acts strictly as 
agent for the Seller. The Agreement for the sale of all Property is 
therefore between Seller and the highest Bidder accepted by the 
auctioneer (“Buyer”). Property is divided into separate groupings 
as solely determined by AMC and each such grouping (a “Lot”) is 
subject to a separate bid at auction.

3. BEFORE AUCTION.

a) Inspection. Prior to auction, Bidder is expressly advised to 
physically inspect any Property in which Bidder is interested in 
bidding and to rely on such inspection, as opposed to descriptions 
in the catalogue or elsewhere. While AMC attempts to describe all 
Property with accuracy, AMC shall in no event be liable for any 
oral or written description of Property, or for any errors or omis-
sions relating thereto. ALL PROPERTY IS SOLD “AS IS.”

AMC may seek views of outside experts either before or after 
the sale on certain Property, which may be marked to indicate 
that the expert has inspected Property. The auction venue has 
not selected or inspected any Property to be sold at this auction 
and disclaims any and all responsibility therefor.

b) No Guarantee. In no event whatsoever do Seller or AMC or 

or written express or implied representations, warranties or guar-
antees as to the merchantability
correctness of any catalogue description or other description as to 
the origin, physical condition, quality, rarity, authenticity, attribu-
tion, value, estimated value, importance, provenance, exhibition 
history, potability, historical relevance or bibliographic references 
concerning any Property.

c) Bidder Registration. To bid at this auction, Bidder must com-

proof of age. AMC may also require Bidder to produce bank or 

any prospective Bidder admission to, or participation in, any auc-
tion.

d) Importation. Buyer is expressly advised to read the Collection 
and Shipment of Wines form which is part of this Agreement. Vari-
ous jurisdictions both within and outside of the United States pro-

hibit the importation, or limit the quantity, of alcoholic beverages 
that may be brought or shipped into such jurisdiction. In addition, 
various jurisdictions may require Buyer, Seller or shipper to pos-
sess certain licenses or permits. Moreover, local laws may prohibit 
the importation and/or the resale of wine. It shall be Buyer’s sole 
responsibility to determine if such prohibitions, restrictions or lim-
itations are applicable to Buyer and to determine before bidding 
at auction whether, and in what manner, alcoholic beverages can 
legally be brought into any jurisdiction. The prohibition or denial 
of, or delay in obtaining, any such permit or license shall neither 
justify the rescission of any sale nor any delay in making full pay-
ment for the purchase.

AMC makes no representation or warranty as to the legal right of 
any party to ship or import alcoholic beverages to, from, or into 
any jurisdiction. Further, AMC assumes no obligation and bears no 
responsibility whatsoever for applying for or obtaining any such 
permits or licenses.

e) Exportation. Property sold at auction may be subject to laws 
governing exportation from the United States. It shall be Buyer’s 
sole responsibility to determine – before bidding at auction – 
whether an export permit or license is required for Buyer’s pur-
chase and to obtain any such required permit or license. The 
denial of, or delay in obtaining, any such permit or license shall 
neither justify the rescission of any sale nor any delay in making 
full payment for the purchase.

AMC makes no representation or warranty as to the legal right 
of any party to ship or export alcoholic beverages to or from any 
jurisdiction. Further, AMC assumes no obligation and bears no 
responsibility whatsoever for applying for or obtaining any such 
permits or licenses.

f) Absentee Bidding. Bidders are expressly advised to read the 
Absentee Bids form which is part of this Agreement. As a courtesy 
to Bidders neither present at the auction in person nor through an 
agent or by telephone, AMC will enter written absentee bids de-
livered to AMC prior to the auction, which may be over the Inter-
net. Absentee bids must be placed in the currency of the place of 
sale. If AMC receives identical written bids for a particular Lot and 
these bids are the highest amount for that Lot at auction, such Lot 

-
ten bids is a free service offered strictly as an accommodation to 
Bidders and is undertaken by AMC subject to its obligations at the 
time of auction. Accordingly, AMC is in no event liable for any er-
rors or omissions in executing such written bids or for any failure 
to execute any such bids.

g) Telephone Bidding. Prior to the day of auction, Bidders may 
make arrangements with AMC to bid at auction by telephone. 
Telephone bidding is offered as a courtesy to Bidders who cannot 
be present at the auction in person, by agent, or by written absentee 
bid. The entry of telephone bids is a free service offered strictly as 
an accommodation to Bidders and is undertaken by AMC subject 
to its obligations at the time of auction. Accordingly, AMC is in 
no event liable for any errors or omissions in executing such tele-
phone bids or for any failure to execute any such bids.

BUYERS CONDITIONS OF SALE
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4. AT AUCTION.

a) Catalogues. Bidders are expressly advised to read the Bottle 
Description form which is part of this Agreement. While AMC has 
attempted to describe each Lot in this catalogue accurately, in no 
event shall AMC be liable for any description or error or omission 
in such description. AMC retains the absolute right to amend at 
any time prior to and during the auction and in any manner any de-

purposes only and are based on standard sources. Each statement 
contained in this catalogue and each other statement, whether oral 
or written, and whether made in an advertisement, bill of sale, ad-
dendum, notice, announcement or other written or oral communi-
cation, is a statement of opinion ONLY and shall not be relied upon 
by any Bidder. Bidders must make appropriate allowances for 
natural variations of ullages, conditions of cases, labels, corks 
and wine. In no event shall AMC accept a return, offer credit for, 
or adjust the price of any Property after delivery except under the 
terms stated in Section 5 (d) below. Images appearing in this cata-
logue or elsewhere are for illustrative and informational purposes 
only, and may not reveal defects or imperfections in any Lot. Bid-
ders are urged not to rely on images in determining whether to 
bid on Property, and are strongly encouraged both to review the 
relevant AMC auction catalogue entry and to personally inspect 
any Property prior to placing bids. 

b) Reserve Price. Each Lot is sold subject to a reserve price, which 
is the minimum price below which the Lot will not be sold. While 
AMC has the right to raise or lower the reserve price at any time 
prior to the time the Lot is opened for bidding, under no circum-
stance shall the reserve price for a Lot exceed the low estimate for 
that Lot as printed in the catalogue or as amended by oral or posted 
notices. The reserve price for each Lot is available to prospective 
Bidders upon request, but AMC shall have no ongoing obligation 
to notify a prospective Bidder who has been informed of the re-
serve price if the reserve price has thereafter been changed.

c) Estimates. Each Lot in the catalogue is accompanied by a low 
and high estimate of the selling price, excluding the Buyer’s pre-
mium and any taxes. Where possible, estimates are based on past 
sales of comparable property, and while they are intended as a gen-
eral guide for prospective Bidders, in no event do they constitute 
either a representation or a prediction of an actual selling price 
and should not be relied upon as such. AMC determines estimates 
in advance of the sale and reserves the right to revise estimates to 

d) Bidding. Warranties. By bidding at auction, whether in person, 
through absentee bidding, telephone bidding, Internet bidding or 
otherwise, Bidders represent and warrant that (i) they are at least 
twenty-one (21) years of age, (ii) they have the legal authority, 
right, and capacity to buy, receive, possess and otherwise deal in 
any Lot purchased, and (iii) any bids made by Bidder or on Bid-
der’s behalf are not pursuant to any anti-competitive agreement 
and are otherwise in compliance with all applicable laws.

Bids per Lot. Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer, all 
bids are per Lot in consecutive numerical order as they appear in 
this catalogue.

Bidding up to but not at the Reserve Price. Subject to the auction-
eer’s discretion, bids shall be entered in the order in which they are 
received. The auctioneer may open bidding on any Lot by placing 
a bid on behalf of the Seller. The auctioneer may further bid on 
behalf of the Seller up to but not at or exceeding the amount of the 
reserve price by placing successive or consecutive bids for the Lot, 
or by placing bids in response to other Bidders.

Bidding at and Beyond the Reserve Price. Once bidding has 
reached the Lot’s reserve price, the auctioneer will not bid on be-
half of the Seller and will accept bids only from parties other than 
the Seller or the Seller’s agent.

No Sellers Bidding. Sellers have agreed not to enter a bid or to 
cause a bid to be entered on their behalf on any Lot of which they 
are the owner.

Bidding by AMC. AMC reserves the right to bid for its own ac-
count on any Lot at any auction, subject to the same terms and 
conditions applicable to all other Bidders and Buyers.

Bidding Not Reaching the Reserve Price. If bidding on a Lot does 
not reach the reserve price, the auctioneer may remove the Lot 
from sale. At the time of such removal and before bidding on an-
other Lot begins, the auctioneer shall announce that the removed 
Lot has been “passed”.

Hammer Price. The highest bidder accepted by the auctioneer will 
be Buyer and the striking of the auctioneer’s hammer marks the 

of a contract for sale between Seller and Buyer. 

Passage of Title. Buyer hereby acknowledges and agrees that title 

provided to Buyer by AMC (“Final Invoice”). Buyer hereby names 
and authorizes AMC as Buyer’s exclusive agent to store or take 
any other action authorized by this Agreement until Buyer remits 
payment for the Final Invoice in full to AMC. Buyer acknowl-
edges and waives the right to take possession of any purchased Lot 
or Lots until Buyer remits payment in full of the Final Invoice to 
AMC.

No Liability. In no event shall AMC be liable for any errors in en-
tering any bids or for failure to enter any bids.

e) Parcel Lots. In the event the catalogue lists a sequence of Lots 
carrying the same estimates and consisting of the same type of 

in such Parcel may, in the discretion of the auctioneer, be granted 
the option to buy any or all additional Lots in the Parcel for the 
same hammer price if there is no higher absentee bid on any sub-
sequent Lot within the Parcel. If the option is not exercised on all 
such Lots, the auctioneer will open bidding on the next unsold Lot 
and may elect to offer Buyer of that Lot the option to take any or 
all of the remaining Lots in the Parcel. Bidding shall continue in 
the same manner until all Lots in the Parcel have been offered and 
declared sold or unsold by the auctioneer.

f) Auctioneer’s Discretion. AMC and/or auctioneer has the sole 
and absolute discretion to: (i) withdraw any Lot; (ii) divide any 
Lot; (iii) combine any two or more Lots; (iv) refuse any bid; (v) 
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advance the bidding, including changing the increments, in such a 

of error or dispute, in order to determine the successful bidder, 
to continue the bidding, cancel the sale, or reoffer and resell the 
disputed Lot. Wherever AMC and/or auctioneer exercises its dis-

g)  Lots in which AMC has an economic interest will be so desig-
nated by a *

there is no header.

h) Buyer’s Premium. A Buyer’s premium of twenty-three and 
one half percent (23.5%) shall be added to the hammer price.

5. AFTER AUCTION.

a) Payment. When Due. 

Buyer may pay each invoice upon receipt, but in any event must 
pay each invoice within thirty (30) days following the date of auc-
tion. -
ter the date of auction will be subject to an interest charge of 
1.5% per month until the invoice is paid in full, notwithstand-
ing any other provision of these Conditions of Sale. 

Method of Payment. Payment of each invoice must be made in 
United States currency. All checks returned unpaid will be subject 
to a $100 processing fee. Visa, MasterCard and American Express 
are accepted for purchases of $15,000 and less. No other credit 
cards will be accepted. By submitting your credit card to pay 

or Absentee Bids form and providing your credit card details, 

the balance of your invoice to your credit card upon the accep-
tance by AMC of a winning bid by you, and agree that you will 
pay for the purchase in accordance with the issuing institu-
tion’s cardholder agreement.

b) Release of Purchased Property. Once payment in full of the 

Buyer’s compliance with the other terms and conditions of the 
Agreement, the purchased Lots will be released to Buyer. Any Lot 
not collected by Buyer within thirty (30) days following the auc-
tion will be removed to storage by AMC and the costs of pack-
aging, handling, removing, insuring, and storing that are incurred 
by AMC in connection therewith shall be assessed as set forth in 
the Collection and Shipment of Wines form. Any such Lot will 
be released from storage only after payment is made in full of the 
aforesaid costs at the applicable rates then in effect.

c) Packing and Shipping. Buyer is expressly advised to read the 
Collection and Shipment of Wines form.

By AMC. Subject to the terms of the Collection and Shipment of 
Wines form, all packaging, handling, transporting, insuring, and 
delivering of purchased Property are the sole responsibility of 
Buyer and occur at the sole risk and expense of Buyer, whether or 
not Buyer engages AMC for such purpose. Buyer shall pay AMC 
in advance for all expenses incurred by AMC in engaging such 
services unless AMC chooses in its sole discretion to bill Buyer 
after such services are performed.

By Third Parties. AMC, on behalf of Buyer, will follow Buyer’s 
instructions in arranging the delivery of the purchased Property by 
a carrier selected by Buyer; provided, however, that AMC shall not 
be responsible for any acts or omissions of any carrier or shipper, 
including, without limitation, any packing, handling, transporting, 
insuring or delivering of any Property and any storage or shipment 
of Property under inappropriate conditions. 

d) Rescission. AMC’s Limited Guarantee. If, within ninety (90) 

that such Lot is short or is in unsound condition (e.g., cooked and 
spoiled), or that any statement made in AMC’s offering materials 
concerning such Lot is materially incorrect, AMC shall be the sole 
arbiter, by way of inspection or by such other reasonable means as 

on its determination of the validity of such claim. No claim made 
by Buyer under the preceding sentence shall be addressed by AMC 
unless all Property in question (i) has the AMC auction sale date 
reference sticker on its bottle, (ii) is in the same condition in which 
it was delivered to Buyer, and (iii) has been shipped to and from 
Buyer and stored under appropriate conditions. Having decided 
any such claim, AMC may, in good faith, direct that the sale either 

either in whole or in part. By bidding at auction, Bidder agrees for 
itself and its successors and assigns that (i) it hereby waives any 
right to make any claim or bring any legal action against AMC 
resulting from any determination made or failed to be made by 
AMC under this Paragraph 5 (d), and (ii) in the event that Buyer 
fails to provide timely and proper notice to AMC under this provi-
sion, Buyer shall be deemed to have waived the right to rescission 
as herein provided.

 Rescission Available Solely to Buyer. The remedy of 
rescission, if AMC elects to rescind under the circumstances, is 
available solely to Buyer of Property, who must have remained the 
sole owner thereof with no transfer of any interest therein to any 
third party.

 Buyer’s Sole Remedy. The refund to Buyer of the pur-
chase price for Property shall be Buyer’s sole remedy for any 
matter relating to the condition of Property, and such remedy 
shall be available only if Buyer received such Property from 
AMC. In no event shall AMC be liable for any indirect, spe-

including, without limitation, attorneys’ fees and expenses, no 
matter how arising, and AMC’s maximum liability shall be the 
amount paid by Buyer (exclusive of all taxes) for any Property 
that is subject to return as permitted hereby.  Seller shall have 
no other liability of any nature or kind under this Agreement, 
in tort or otherwise, whether at law or in equity, with respect 
to this Agreement or the offer, purchase and sale of any wine 
comprising the purchase and sale of Property.

 Different Importers. Although AMC makes an effort to 
state in the catalogue if a Lot includes wines from different im-
porters, failure to so state is not grounds for rescission of the sale 
of any Lot. Similarly, any incorrect statement or omission in the 
catalogue concerning bottles and/or sequence numbers of Property 
from those producers that number their bottles comprising Prop-
erty, is not grounds for rescission of the sale of any Lot.
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Different Vintage and/or Producer. Notwithstanding any-
thing to the contrary contained within these Conditions of Sale, 
AMC agrees to refund the hammer price to the Buyer of any Prop-
erty purchased from AMC that is not of the vintage or from the 
producer as was stated in the catalogue or otherwise represented 
by AMC, including, but not limited to, Property that is counterfeit, 
provided that: (i) the Buyer directly purchased the Property from 
AMC; (ii) the Buyer returns such Property to AMC within ninety 
(90) days of the date of delivery of such Property to Buyer; and 
(iii) that Buyer returns such Property in materially the same condi-
tion as it was delivered to Buyer.

e) Default by Buyer. If Buyer fails to make payment in ac-
cordance with the Conditions of Sale within ninety (90) days fol-
lowing the auction, AMC may, in its absolute discretion:

i. Cancel the sale;

ii. Resell Property publicly or privately for Buyer’s account 

by Buyer, in addition to all costs and expenses of both the 
initial sale and the resale at AMC’s regular rates and the 
Buyer’s premium due in connection with the initial sale;

iii. Set off all sums due from Buyer against any amounts 
which AMC may owe to Buyer;

iv. Exercise all the rights and remedies of a party holding a 

other property in AMC’s possession owned or consigned 
by Buyer;

v. Collect from Buyer the total amount due plus any loss, 
cost or expense incurred by AMC in effecting such col-
lection;

vi. Charge Buyer interest at the rate of eighteen percent 
(18%) per annum on all sums due from Buyer;

vii. Collect from Buyer the fees, expenses, and disbursements 
of legal counsel to AMC incurred in exercising any one or 
more of the rights or remedies set forth in this Agreement;

viii. Not permit Buyer directly or indirectly to participate in 
future AMC auctions;

ix. Exercise any right or remedy against Buyer available to 
Seller; and

x. Assert any other rights or remedies available at law or in 
equity.

AMC may, in its discretion, exercise any one or more of the pre-
ceding remedies or any combination thereof.

f) Buyer’s Indemnity. Buyer shall indemnify, defend, and 

harmless from any loss, expense (including attorneys’ fees and 
expenses, which shall be paid in advance), liability, costs, or dam-
ages incurred by reason of (i) any breach or alleged breach of any 
warranty herein or breach of this Agreement by Buyer, (ii) any 

Buyer pursuant to or in connection with this Agreement, and (iii) 
any act or omission of Buyer, its agents or employees, adversely 

affecting Property. Buyer’s representations, warranties and indem-

in this Agreement.

g) Copyright. AMC reserves copyright in all images, illus-
trations and written material produced by or on behalf of AMC, 
including, without limitation, the content of this catalogue (collec-
tively, “Material”), and in no event may Buyer or any third party 
use any of Material without AMC’s prior written consent. In no 
event do either AMC or Seller make any representation or war-
ranty that Buyer will acquire any copyright, reproduction right or 
any other intellectual property right in any Property. 

6. GENERAL TERMS.

a) Headings. The section headings in this Conditions of 
Sale are for convenience of reference only and shall not be consid-
ered as substantive parts of this Agreement.

b) Entire Agreement. This Agreement (including all instru-
ments incorporated by reference) constitutes the entire agreement 
between AMC and Buyer pertaining to the subject matter hereof 
and supersedes any and all prior discussions and agreements be-
tween them. This Agreement may not be amended, nor shall any 

this Agreement be granted, except by an instrument in writing ex-
ecuted by both AMC and Buyer. Any failure by AMC to enforce 
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate as a waiver of 
such provision. 

d) No Joint Venture. No provision of this Agreement shall 
be construed to create any agency, partnership, or other joint enter-
prise between AMC and Buyer.

e) Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by 
and construed and enforced in accordance with the internal laws 
of the State of New York without reference to principles governing 

f) Dispute Resolution. Any and all disputes or controver-
sies arising under or relating to the interpretation or application 

thereof, or the asserted breach thereof by any party, shall be re-

New York, by a single arbitrator to be chosen by the American 
  .seluR noitartibrA laicremmoC sti rednu noitaicossA noitartibrA

Any arbitrator so appointed shall be empowered to, in addition 
to awarding actual money damages (but not punitive damages) 
against the party found to have violated this Agreement, grant in 
his award, injunctive or other types of equitable relief, to enforce 

-
tinuing or further violation of its terms.  Judgment upon the award 
rendered in such arbitration may be entered in any court having ju-
risdiction there.  The cost of such arbitration shall be borne equally 
by the parties, except that each party shall be responsible for its 
own attorneys’ fees.

7. LICENSE NUMBER.

The license number assigned to AMC by the New York Depart-
ment of Consumer Affairs is 1413658.
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ABSENTEE BIDS 
For those who wish to bid by fax, e-mail,  phone or ‘BidLive’ over the internet,:

An Absentee Bid Form follows this page, and is provided for those who wish to bid either by fax, email, or 
phone.

Please complete this form in its entirety to include lot numbers and the highest dollar amount you wish to 
pay for each respective lot, and return it to Acker Merrall & Condit no later than 9:00pm EST on 
September 9 th, 2015.

If you wish to bid via fax: 
Please fax your bids to 877.ACKER.24 (International Fax: +1 212.799.1984) prior to 9:00pm EST on 
Wednesday, September 9th, 2015.

If you wish to bid via e-mail:
Please e-mail your bids to info@ackerwines.com prior to 9:00pm EST on Wednesday, September 9th, 
2015. Be sure to include all information required on the Absentee Bid Form in your transmission.

DO NOT SEND YOUR BIDS BY REGULAR MAIL.

If you wish to phone in your bids:
, Monday through Friday, at     

877.ACKER.47 or 212.787.1700 and ask to place some bids.
• Please have your bids ready, as well as a credit card.

If you wish to bid by phone during the auction:
• Phone bids will be accepted on an appointment basis only. Please fax your
• Absentee Bid Form to 877.ACKER.24 by 9:00pm EST on Wednesday, September 9th, 2015.
• Please print the word TELEPHONE at the top of your Absentee Bid Form.

Restrictions regarding phone bidding:
• Phone bidding is offered as a courtesy, and no guarantee of successfully contacting the phone bidder is

made by Acker Merrall & Condit.
• When possible, phone bidders are urged to leave “emergency bids” in the event phone contact cannot

be established.
• All bids must be accompanied by a credit card number, expiration date and signature.

If you wish to ‘BidLive’ via the internet:
Please e-mail your request to BidLive@ackerwines.com prior to 12:00pm EST on Wednesday, September 
9 th, 2015.  Please be sure to include all information required on the Absentee Bid Form in your 
transmission.

Wednesday,
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AUCTION CATALOGUE SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Auction catalogues may be ordered on an individual or subscription basis. The most economical way to 
receive catalogues is to become a subscriber. Recipients of our catalogues will receive a list of prices realized 
shortly after each auction, as well as a calendar of upcoming events. Catalogues are mailed immediately upon 
release from the printer, usually two weeks prior to each auction. Please complete this form in its entirety 
and return it to Acker Merrall & Condit by fax or mail to begin receiving your catalogues.

 NAME

 ADDRESS

 OFFICE PHONE

 OFFICE FAX

 HOME PHONE

 HOME FAX

 E-MAIL

One year subscription – includes at least eight wine auction catalogues.
$250 domestic; $500 international

Single copy
$30 domestic; $50 international

Payment may be made by check, money order or credit card. Please do not send cash.

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION

 
 CARD NUMBER        EXP. DATE                     SECURITY CODE # 

 SIGNATURE

Visa or Mastercard ONLY (CVV2 code is the 3 digit number on back of card) DOMAINE
wine storage & appreciation 

a nationwide network of wine storage facilities

 convenience, security 

      and access 

   for the discerning 

     wine collector

saint louis        chicago        new york        washington dc

www.domainewinestorage.com  888 627 4556

 

Customized private and bulk storage lockers   I   Con�rmation and inspection of all deliveries

Web based wine collection tracking   I   Free pickup from local wine shops   I   Local delivery to your home or of�ce

Temperature controlled shipping, importation and worldwide logistics   I   Tasting room and lounge for client use

llk 
wine storage 

is now 
domaine



DOMAINE
wine storage & appreciation 

a nationwide network of wine storage facilities

 convenience, security 

      and access 

   for the discerning 

     wine collector

saint louis        chicago        new york        washington dc

www.domainewinestorage.com  888 627 4556

 

Customized private and bulk storage lockers   I   Con�rmation and inspection of all deliveries

Web based wine collection tracking   I   Free pickup from local wine shops   I   Local delivery to your home or of�ce

Temperature controlled shipping, importation and worldwide logistics   I   Tasting room and lounge for client use

llk 
wine storage 

is now 
domaine
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Either/Or        Lot #       Bid in $
(Please Bracket)  (note increments)

Either/Or        Lot #       Bid in $
(Please Bracket)  (note increments)

NAME:

15-615-6

*MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH ABSENTEE BIDS FORM ON PAGE 10*
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